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Sometimes we put work before family, sometimes family before 
work. Similarly, sometimes we need to put the national interest 
first, but there are occasions when we need to privilege the 
global interests of humankind. Loyalty to one’s country and to 
the world are not mutually exclusive sentiments.

Like the tribes along the Yellow River, humanity is now 
living alongside the cyber ocean which no single nation can 
regulate by itself. Climate change, technological disruption, 
bioengineering and the most recent Covid-19 pandemic are 
all global problems that make a mockery of all national borders 
and cry out for global co-operation.

Take just one example of the impact of genetic engineering on 
humanity. Assume that the US chooses to outlaw all genetic 
experiments in humans on ethical grounds, but if North Korea 
continues to pursue that agenda, the US will very quickly have 
to re-evaluate its priorities. If even one country follows this high-
risk experiment, the other countries will be under tremendous 
pressure to follow suit as no country can afford to be left behind 
in this dangerous race.

We take tremendous pride in our countries, forgetting that 
large nations appeared in the history of mankind only in 
the last few thousand years – just yesterday morning in the 
time scale of evolution. As Tagore put it, ‘There is only one 
history – the history of man. all national histories are merely 
chapters in the larger one’. Indeed, nation states developed 
to deal with large-scale problems that small tribes could not 
solve by themselves.

now, in the 21st century, we face problems that even large 
nations cannot solve by themselves. It may have been the 
Yellow River then and the cyber ocean now that require taming 
through global co-operation. So let’s heed the words of Tagore, 
‘Nationalism cannot be our final spiritual shelter; my refuge is 
humanity’.

A true patriot is equally a global citizen.

Note: A lot of thoughts, including the analogy of the Yellow 
River, have been taken from the books of Yuval Noah Harari 
and a recent interview with him 

Thousands of years ago, many different tribes lived along the 
Yellow River (the river Huang He), which was their source of 
survival and sustenance. But they also suffered from occasional 
floods and periods of drought. Individually they were powerless 
against the fury of nature, but collectively they could perhaps 
tame the mighty river. So they came together to build dams 
and canals to regulate the river and mitigate the ravages of 
floods and droughts. Then, in a long and complicated process 
over many decades, the tribes coalesced together to form the 
Chinese nation which controlled the entire Yellow River and 
raised the level of prosperity and safety for everybody.

From clans to tribes to nation states, homo sapiens has 
evolved. Perhaps it is time for him to take the next collective 
leap and come together as one humanity.

The problems faced by the world today require global, 
collaborative solutions. Yet, paradoxically, we are leaning 
towards extreme nationalism. US President Donald Trump 
announced that he is not a ‘globalist’ but a ‘nationalist’. He said, 
‘...globalist is a person that wants the globe to do well, frankly, 
not caring about our country so much, and you know what? We 
can’t have that’.

Rabindranath Tagore and Mahatma Gandhi had some deeply 
philosophical discussions on the perils of nationalism. World 
War I showed the havoc that extreme nationalism can create 
and Tagore urged nationalists to rise from ‘Self-interest’ and 
instead work for ‘Welfare of the world’. From now onward, he 
said, ‘Any nation which takes an isolated view of its own country 
will run counter to the spirit of the New Age and know no peace’.

In stark contrast to the sentiments expressed by Trump, H.G. 
Wells said, ‘Our true nationality is (and should be) mankind’.

The need of the hour is to encourage people to be loyal to 
humankind and to planet earth in addition to their own 
countries. We can have deep affinity to our family, our village, 
our profession, our country and also to the whole human 
species. Occasionally, there may be conflicts in maintaining 
this balance; but there is no contradiction. In fact, provoking the 
sentiment of ‘othering’ or ‘we’ against ‘them’ can be dangerously 
destabilising.

namaskaar

BEYOND NATIONALISM

SHARIQ CONTRACTOR
Chartered Accountant
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editorial
When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are 
challenged to change ourselves. ― Viktor E. Frankl

as we have progressed economically, we have started 
measuring our joy with what we possess. external 
objects and experiences are 'the cause' of our happiness. 
We also justify this approach as 'normal' and 'obvious'. 
therefore, when the situation doesn't measure up to our 
past expectation and experience, we feel on edge. We feel 
our goals and dreams have blurred and even shattered 
by uncertainty. The challenge of the downturn is both 
real and psychological. the real challenges include 
matters such as cash crunch, difficulties in getting things 
done, people backing out on commitments, disruption, 
and the like. Such problems have actual consequences. 
these challenges require actual resolution through skills, 
persuasion and patience. 

on the other side, there are psychological challenges which 
are the 'real' challenges (pun intended). they accentuate 
real challenges with a sticky layer of fear and anger that 
smear our thinking. the psychological challenges are 
constructed by thoughts, but since they are inside us and 
are impulsive, they have more power over us. 

take the example of uncertainty relating to the reduction 
of fees, loss of clients, clients folding up, looking for 
alternatives, or loss of profit. These by themselves are 
actual real challenges as they could result in cash flow 
issues. however, the 'obvious' anxiety about it is like 
putting slimy dirt on a wound which makes it harder to cure.

the following pages carry nine wonderful articles on the 
impact of Covid-19. So this longer editorial is dedicated 
to some principles and practices to face challenging 
times with understanding and resolve and make the 
most out of it:

1. Freedom of Response 
Viktor Frankl spent three years in four nazi concentration 
camps including auschwitz. his father, mother and 
brother were killed during that time. he saw people taken 
to gas chambers knowing he could be next. 

Viktor survived to write one of the most influential books of 
our times – Man's Search for Meaning – where he wrote 
some of the most exceptional thoughts ever expressed. 

We who lived in concentration camps can remember 
the men who walked through the huts comforting 
others, giving away their last piece of bread. They 
may have been few in number, but they offer sufficient 
proof that everything can be taken from a man but one 
thing: the last of the human freedoms – to choose one's  
attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose 
one's own way. 

If we think about it, we can't change circumstances every 
time; however, we can choose our response to them. 
the quality of our response can change our experience 
completely. Viktor calls this the last of human freedoms. 
most of us would have seen this in the movie Life is 
Beautiful. Lives of the great ones such as mandela 
demonstrated it when he was in prison in a seven square 
foot cell for 18 years with the floor as his bed and a bucket 
for a toilet.

Viktor wrote: Life is never made unbearable by 
circumstances, but only by lack of meaning and purpose.

2. Gratitude 
If you are reading this, you are undoubtedly better off than 
millions of others who are in a much worse situation than 
you are. Vala afshar of Salesforce wrote: If you have a 
family that loves you, a few good friends, good health, 
food on your table and roof over your head, you are richer 
than you think.

If one were to sit down and think of the blessings one 
has – caring people, events, moments, things we have 
in varying measures deserve an appropriate response of 
gratitude. What we take for granted or even disregard, is 
nothing short of a blessing if we know how to value it. the 
feeling of gratitude is also associated with a beneficial 
chemical effect – it activates a neurotransmitter and 
hormone called dopamine which has a massive influence 
on both body and brain.

AlwAys CleAn the light
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3. Acceptance 
What is can only be accepted. Just as one cannot deny 
the existence of a tree outside the window, we cannot 
deny what is. once we look at things this way and accept 
them as they are – not how we feel about them or how we 
would want them to be – a miracle unfolds. one comes 
out of psychological clutches. and acceptance does not 
mean turning off effort. It means being in the right spot 
before the effort to change the situation. 

4. Cycle of Impermanence  
What we see is there, but not forever. We have heard 
that change is permanent. the likeable and resentful is 
temporary. almost everything you have experienced or 
possessed – age, people, time, health, money, people, 
objects – are subject to impermanence. 

Joy or sorrow fades with time – be it a new house, a new 
car or new phone or a nasty notice from the tax office. 
Transitory nature of things has a positive side, ʻthis too 
shall pass keeps us goingʼ wrote a Chartered Accountant 
recently. all unpleasant situations are more likely to pass, 
as movement is the nature of the universe. 

5. Learning 
my teacher had once told me: If you keep learning, you 
will always remain young. Being young means growing, 
fresh, curious and full of energy. Learning means staying 
away from stagnation, in touch with the context and ever 
ready to face challenges. 

no one will deny that this has been the best time to learn. 
Just look at the webinars taking place on all topics all over 
the world. Look at the quiet time we have at our disposal 
due to slow client response. Learning develops a learning 
mindset, not just skills. 

this is the most durable shield we have. the lowest 20-
30% of skills that are available for a charge today will 
vanish due to low demand or technology takeover. our 
existing saleable skill sets can vanish too. Imagine Google 
with your permission throwing up a simple bank summary 
or tax return based on reading what is there in your inbox. 
So we need to learn the skills of the future to stay relevant. 

We better up-skill ourselves even if it is outside our 
existing area of interest or expertise. Let's broaden our 
spectrum and come out of that 'specialised' area and 
learn about digital technologies, law, management, and 
new areas of practice. a great idea is where we can blend 
two or three different areas. 

6. Take care of yourself
a. meditate: Just sit comfortably for 20-60 minutes with 
back upright, close your eyes and do nothing. If thoughts 
come, watch them. If you need to hold on to something, 
focus on the breath. 

b. exercise: take care of the body with three different 
types of exercises (health permitting) – aerobic training 
(increase heart rate depending on age and body 
parameters), strength training (work muscles, especially 
doable at home) and flexibility training (yoga asanas).

c. read: reading opens the mind to the perspectives and 
wisdom of others. today we don't even have to read. the 
technology reads most written material, or we can see a 
video of that subject. all of this for free or little cost. Find 
the most encouraging authors and catch up with all that 
you wanted to read or listen to.

d. thoughts and Words: Watch the narrative inside the 
mind. Choose the track that is uplifting and gives strength. 
Best way to find strength is to give comfort to others. Use 
those that you would like to hear – words of strength, 
appreciation, and care. 

7. Act
It's not what you know, but what you do with what you 
know that counts. there is so much one can do today 
without going anywhere, without spending money and 
with little effort.

I have been reading naval ravikant who writes: doing 
something is better than doing nothing. doing something 
focused is even better. doing something focused and 
unique is even better. (Paraphrased)

We can do a lot – master a subject, learn a health hack, 
update processes and policies, take training, learn better 
communication, take on to writing and start a blog or a 
youtube channel, take online long duration courses, 
build something with technology, overcome a bad habit, 
develop healthy new habits, check-in with people and see 
how they are doing. and of course, the routine work. 

8. Always clean the light first
I heard an african american tell her story. Since the age of 
twelve, she worked after schools hours, cleaning homes 
and banks. on her way back from cleaning jobs, she 
would talk to older women who did similar jobs at the bus 
stop. She asked them about how to clean, what to clean, 
what were the best ways to clean. 
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Bombay Chartered accountants' Society
Notice of Election for Bombay Chartered Accountants Society  

for the Year 2020-2021

1. election for the posts of President, Vice–President, two Joint Secretaries, treasurer and eight 
members of the managing Committee of the Bombay Chartered accountants’ Society will be held on 
monday, June 8, 2020.   

2. nomination forms will be available by email only from thursday, may 7, 2020 10.30 a.m. onwards due 
to current lockdown as notified by the Maharashtra Government on account of Pandemic Coronavirus 
(Covid-19) in mumbai. desirous members may write an email to elections2020@bcasonline.org with 
a request to send the copy of the nomination form.   

3. Members desirous of contesting the elections for the above posts should file their nominations by 
email only in the prescribed forms latest by 11.00 a.m. on thursday, may 28, 2020 by writing in 
to elections2020@bcasonline.org. nomination forms will be accepted only by email from monday,  
May 18, 2020. Duly filled nomination form should be scanned and emailed to elections2020@
bcasonline.org. 

4. Voting for the election will be held on Monday, June 8, 2020 at the Society’s office between 10.00 
a.m. and 1.00 p.m. or by any other medium as will be decided. 

 
Note:

1. attention of members is invited to rules 12 and 18 of the rules and regulations of the Society, 
according to which, a member in arrears of subscription is not entitled to contest the election, nor can 
he / she vote or propose / second a candidate until his / her subscription is fully paid. 

2. this notice is issued in terms of rule 50 of the rules and regulations of the Society.

CA Mihir Sheth 
CA Samir Kapadia
hon. Joint Secretaries

one woman never took part in the conversation. But one 
day she spoke: 'Girl, always clean the light first. Always 
take care of the lights. every house when you go in has 
a big chandelier that nobody has cleaned. Get a ladder, 
climb up to the light, take your solution and clean each 
crystal, each bulb. make sure you clean the light because 
nobody cleans the light, and if you take care of the light, 
everything shines'. 

the young girl did exactly that on her next cleaning visit. 
that day the woman of the house came out and asked: 
'What did you do? everything looks amazing in here!' the 
husband came in the evening and said whoever this girl 
is, get her back here and make sure you pay her extra. 

that little girl, who is now a doctor, was telling her story 

on a video, concluded: 'there is a light inside each one 
of us that must be nurtured. that must be cared for, that 
must shine brightly. that light hasn't been addressed, it 
hasn't been talked to. We are given this time to take care 
of this light.' 

She is spot on! this inner light changes everything – not 
on the outside, but the way we see it, and the way we feel. 
the reality is 'shaped' by this light within each one of us.

 

Raman Jokhakar
editor
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India continues to witness a spike in new cases of 
Covid-19 and mounting casualties. the number of active 
cases is close to 30,000 patients as of date. the silver 
lining in India’s casualty number, however, is our low 
fatality rate of 3.3%, which is almost as low as South 
Korea and China. our nation continues to battle bravely 
to cope with and against the spread of this pandemic. I 
take this opportunity to salute the real heroes, warriors 
who are fighting this war for us, all the sanitation workers, 
medical staff, health workers, police and other officials 
continue to put their own life at risk for the safety of others.
 
Social distancing and lockdown is the best option available 
to control the spread of the virus. Lockdown hurts the 
economy but saving lives is more important at this stage. 
But the lives of millions of migrant workers and daily wage 
earners also depends upon their livelihood, and they can 
survive this lockdown only if the Government can provide 
for their basic sustenance.
 
We have entered the third phase of the lockdown, and 
by the time this message reaches you, the country would 
have gone through more than 40 days of lockdown. these 
lockdowns have brought most of the economic activities, 
investments, exports, discretionary consumption and 
spending to a standstill. only essential goods and 
services and public services are allowed to operate, 
resulting in a substantial economic loss to the country. 
our economic growth had already slowed down before 
the outbreak of this pandemic and now we are faced with 
this unprecedented problem. hopefully, soon there will 
be some relaxations and opening up of normal activity 
in a phased manner over time. according to World Bank, 
Indian economy is expected to grow 1.5 per cent to 2.8 
per cent (and even that sounds optimistic) in the financial 
year 2020-2021, which will be the slowest growth rate 
recorded since the economic reforms of 1991. It is not 
whether we get knocked down; it’s more important 
whether we get up. our future is in our hands, and I am 
confident that we will emerge stronger after this crisis 
and will be well on our way to recovery much before the 
advent of the monsoon.   
 
We at the BCAS, have also converted this challenge 
into an opportunity and have immediately moved into 

action to stay connected with our members. We have 
organised various online events, lectures, courses and 
panel discussions. I am happy to inform you that during 
this phase on the lockdown, we have successfully held 
more than 30 online events reaching out to approximately 
20,000 viewers resulting in almost 40,000 person-hours 
of training. the videos of all these events are available 
for viewing on our youtube channel, free of cost. In these 
challenging times, we are committed to our members 
and would also like to thank all our members and online 
viewers for their continuous love and support. It is also 
heartening to know that we added more than 1,500 new 
social media followers, and now we have close to 37,000 
social media followers in all. I would request all of you to 
stay updated and connected with BCAS on our social 
media platforms of LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter and 
Facebook at bcasglobal.            
 
another challenge to our profession this year will be the 
conduct of bank branch audits of public sector banks 
(PSB). april has been the month where many of our fellow 
professionals have been busy with these bank audits. 
this year, due to the lockdown executing these audits 
has not been possible. there were representations made 
by the Indian Banks’ association to rBI to restrict with 
the number of bank branch under audit and relaxation 
in the audit coverage to 60% of bank’s portfolio in the 
current year; however, ICaI made representation on this 
matter, on the grounds of scope limitation to do an audit 
objectively, detrimental to public faith and against the 
law of the land and the auditing principles. on 27th april 
2020, rBI has communicated to all PSB and relaxed the 
guidelines for bank branches to be audited for Fy 2019-
2020. the revised guidelines continue to cover the 90% 
of all funded and non-funded exposure of the bank and 
all branches with advances of rs. 20 crores and above to 
be compulsorily audited but has relaxed the requirement 
of compulsory auditing 1/5th of the remaining branches. 
this, in my view, will leave a considerable number of 
branches out of the audit scope and may adversely affect 
our fellow professionals. the unfortunate reality is that 
Bank branch audit fees form a significant portion of fees 
for the profession. 

another challenge this year will also be to conduct the 

from the president
Dear Members,
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audit remotely without visiting the branches. the It 
systems of many of the PSB are not robust enough and 
do not allow access to their CBS network to the auditors. 
ICaI has come out with a detailed advisory for conducting 
an audit under these circumstances. however, conducting 
audits will not be easy, and there will be challenges in 
getting records and data and verifying the same. auditors 
will have to adopt different ‘remote’ audit procedures of 
accessing and checking data on a virtual platform and at 
the same time continuing to comply with the requirements 
of standards on auditing. It might seem like auditing 
remotely is indeed a promising opportunity – but it comes 
with its own set of challenges. all this when the role of the 
auditor is already under increased scrutiny, and his work 
is put constantly under the spotlight by both the public and 
regulators. yes, it is true that some of the frontline listed 
companies have declared their audited results as per 
the schedule, and many of our fellow professionals are 

also part of this. I am sure we as auditors will rise to the 
occasion and discharge our responsibility and obligations 
with flying colours.  
 
I want to end with an appeal to all our members, who have 
not renewed their membership and journal subscription 
fees, to do so immediately, so that you can continue  
to benefit from all the knowledge enhancing activities of 
your Society.  
         
take care and stay safe until we meet again.
 
namaste!! 

CA Manish Sampat
President

If it rains fire
      you have to be as the water;

if it is a deluge of water
      you have to be as the wind;

if it is the Great Flood,
      you have to be as the sky; and 

if it is the Very Last Flood of all the worlds,
      you have to give up self and become the Lord

— Allama Prabhu, 12th Century, Vachanakaar from South India
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DomestiC tax ConsiDerations Due to CoviD-19

BaCkgrounD
the intensifying Covid-19 pandemic and the looming 
uncertainty on future business outlook have put the 
emergency brakes on India Inc. Sudden lockdown, supply 
side disruption, adverse foreign exchange rate, travel 
restriction as also uncertainty on vaccine to cure the 
misery have added to the uncertainty, pushing Captains of 
India Inc. into rescue mode. Clearly, while the immediate 
focus is to save the ship from sinking, tax considerations 
also require due consideration in time to come. this 
article focuses on some of the direct tax issues which are 
likely to be faced by Indian taxpayers.

DeDuCtion of expenses inCurreD 
on CoviD 19
as the pandemic increased its spread into the country, 
India Inc. rose to the occasion and started supporting 
various noble causes of the society in terms of supplying 
food, medical supplies, setting up of quarantine centres, 
etc. most of the corporates joined hands in the national 
interest and contributed to Pm CareS and Cm Covid-19 
Funds to support frontline workers and assist in the 
medical war. mCa, with a noble intention, amended 
Schedule VII of the Companies act, 2013 (‘Cos act’) to 
include Covid-19 expenditure as eligible CSr expenditure 
in compliance with CSr law. 

explanation 2 to section 37(1) of the Income-tax act, 
1961 (‘the act’) provides that any expenditure incurred by 
an assessee on the activities relating to corporate social 
responsibility referred to in section 135 of the Companies 
act, 2013 (18 of 2013) shall not be deemed to be an 
expenditure incurred by the assessee for the purpose of 
the business or profession. 

the amendment to Schedule VII of the Companies act 
read with the explanation 2 to section 37(1) of the act 
raises the following issues:

a) Whether the expenditure on Covid-19 is tax 
deductible for an assessee not required to comply with 
CSr regulations of the Companies act, 2013?
b) Can an assessee claim business expenditure for Covid 
-19 related expenditure which he does not claim to be CSr 
for the purpose of compliance with section 135 of Cos act?

It is possible to take a view that explanation 2 to section 
37(1) of the act is applicable only to those assessees who 
are covered by section 135 of the Companies act. thus, 
if an assessee is not covered by the said regulation, the 
limitation of explanation 2 to section 37 is not applicable. 
Courts have held that factors like meeting social obligation, 
impact on goodwill on contribution to society, etc. meet 
the test of commercial expediency and deduction has 
been granted1. thus, onus will be on the assessee to 
prove nexus of the expenditure with the business and 
the positive impact on business to perfect the claim 
of deduction. Branding of company on distribution of 
food and essential requirements, images of employees 
wearing company branded shirts and supporting larger 
cause, media reports, posting on social websites will all 
support the claim for deduction. 

the issue arises in the second category i.e. an assessee 
who is otherwise covered by section 135 of Companies 
act who does not claim Covid-19 related expenditure 
for compliance with CSR laws. The difficulty arises as 
explanation 2 to section 37(1) disallows expenditure 
‘referred to in section 135’. referred to would mean 
‘mentioned’ in section 135 of the Companies act. 
Explanation 2 to section 37(1) fictionally deems such 
expenditure as not being for business purpose. Whilst 
argument in favour of deduction seems a better view of 
the matter, it is recommended that assessee should take 
fact-specific legal advise before claiming deduction. 

impaCt on lease rental
Lockdown and social distancing are likely to have significant 
impact on lease rentals. the impact may be deep for let-
out properties in shopping malls and hotels. Further, 
the sudden lockdown may have resulted in economic 
disruption of business of the lessee, impairing its ability to 
pay rent. Following situations are likely to arise:

a) Lessee does not pay rent for lockdown period by 
invoking force majeure, which is accepted by the lessor;
b) Lessee invokes force majeure which is not accepted 
by the lessor;

Bhaumik Goda i Saumya Sheth  

Chartered accountants

1 CIT vs. Madras Refineries Ltd., (2004) 266 ITR 170 (Mad); Orissa Forest  
Development Corporation Ltd. vs. JCIT, (2002) 80 ITD 300 (Cuttack); Surat  
Electricity Co. Ltd. vs. ACIT, (2010) 5 ITR(Trib) 280 (Ahd)
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c) Lessor and lessee defer rent for a mutually agreed 
period;
d) Lessee is unable to pay rent and vacates the premises;
e) Lessor is subsequently unable to find a lessee for the 
property either on account of lockdown or lower rental 
yield;

In case of situation a), act of force majeure goes to the 
root of the contract making the contract unworkable. on 
account of the said event, a view could be taken that the 
property ceases to be a let-out property. accordingly, it 
may be possible for the lessor to seek benefit of vacancy 
allowance u/s 23(1)(c). the said provision states that 
in case actual rent received or receivable is less than 
deemed annual Let out Value (aLV) on account of vacancy 
then, actual rent received or receivable will be deemed 
to be aLV. In this case, vacancy arises contractually. 
In other words, even though goods or assets of lessee 
may continue to be lying in said property but still it has to 
be treated as not let out, absolving the  lessee from the 
liability to pay rent. Vacancy in the context in which it is 
used in section 23(1)(c) will need to be interpreted as the 
antithesis of let out. 

Situation b) is tricky as there is a rent dispute during the 
lockdown period. Section 23(1)(b) provides that when 
actual rent received or receivable is higher than aLV, 
then said amount will be treated as aLV. ‘receivable’ 
postulates concept of accrual. as per one option, lessor 
may treat same amount as unrealised rent and offer 
the same in the year of receipt u/s 25a. however, if it is 
required to keep rent as receivable in books of accounts 
to succeed under the Contract act, then in such an event, 
tax liability will arise. 

Situation c) involves mere deferment of payment of rent 
and accordingly lessor will be required to pay tax on rent 
component as it fulfils the test of receivable u/s 23(1)(b).  

Situation d) is a case comparable to unrealised rent. 
explanation to section 23 read with rule 4 provides for 
exclusion of such rent if the conditions prescribed in rule 
4 are complied with. 

Issue in case of situation e) arises as section 23(3) permits 
only two houses to be treated as self-occupied. Situation 
narrated in e) needs to be distinguished from a situation 
wherein assessee in past years has offered income from 
more than two houses under the head Income from house 
property. Conclusion does not change for such assessee. 
Situation e) deals with a situation wherein assessee 

desires to actually let out his house but could not find a 
tenant. In such situations, the tribunal2  has held that even 
if the house remains vacant for the entire year despite the 
best attempts of the assessee, then benefit of vacancy 
allowance u/s 23(1)(c) should be granted to the assessee 
and accordingly aLV for such property would be nil. 
against this proposition, there is also an adverse decision 
in the case of Susham Singla [2016] 76 taxmann.com 
349 (Punjab & Haryana)3. Perhaps a distinguishing 
feature could be that in cases where vacancy allowance 
was granted by the tribunal, the assessee was able to 
demonstrate efforts made to let out property. 

impaCt on Business inCome
revenue recognition 
revenue recognition for computing income under the 
head ‛profits and gains of business or profession’ is 
governed by the principles of accrual enshrined in section 
4 as also ICdS IV dealing with revenue recognition. ICdS 
IV permits revenue recognition in respect of sale of goods 
only if the following criteria are met:

u Whether significant risks and rewards of ownership 
have been transferred to the buyer and the seller 
retains no effective control

u evaluate reasonable certainty of its ultimate collection

these criteria are relevant for revenue recognition for F.y. 
2019-20. on account of lockdown and logistics issues, 
it is possible that goods dispatched could not reach the 
customer. Contractually, even though the transaction may 
have been concluded, the seller was obliged to deliver 
goods to the buyer. In such a case, because of lockdown, 
goods may be in transit or in the seller’s warehouse. In 
such a situation, significant risk and reward of ownership 
continues to be with the seller. accordingly, the seller may 
not be required to offer the said amount to tax. Further, 
economic stress may change the credit profile of the 
customer, raising a question on the realisability of sale 
proceeds of the goods sold even pre-Covid-19 outbreak. 
In such a case, even though the test of accrual would be 
met, since there is uncertainty in ultimate collection, the 
assessee may not recognise such revenue. this criterion 
is also important as the customer may invoke force 
majeure clause or material adverse clause and turn back 
from its commitment.  

2 Sachin R. Tendulkar vs. DCIT [2018] 96 taxmann.com 253 (Mumbai - Trib.);  
Empire Capital (P.) Ltd vs. DCIT [2018] 96 taxmann.com 253 (Mumbai - Trib.); 
Ms. Priyananki Singh Sood vs. ACIT [2019] 101 taxmann.com 45 (Delhi - Trib.)

3 SLP dismissed by Supreme Court [2017] 81 taxmann.com 167 (SC)
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Section 43CB of the act read with ICdS IV requires the 
service industry to apply Percentage of Completion method 
(PoCm). If duration of service is less than 90 days, the 
assessee can apply Project Completion method (PCm) 
and offer revenue to tax on completion of the project. 
disruption caused due to pandemic and work from home 
is likely to impact numerous service contracts. assessee 
will have to determine stage of completion of contract on 
31st march 2020 for each open contract at year end to 
determine its chargeable income. It is equally possible 
that a contract which was estimated to be completed in 
less than 90 days may take more time and accordingly 
move from PCm to PoCm basis of recognition. thus, it 
is possible that an income which was estimated to be 
offered to tax in F.y. 2020-21 may partially be required to 
be taxed in F.y. 2019-20, changing the assumptions at the 
time of computing advance tax. an issue which judiciary 
is likely to face is whether the 90 days period should be 
read as a rigid test or exceptional events like Covid-19 
can be excluded for computing the 90 days' periods.  

Provision for onerous contract
Ind aS 37 requires recognition of provision for onerous 
contract. an onerous contract is a contract in which 
the unavoidable costs of meeting the obligations under 
the contract exceed the economic benefits expected to 
be received under it. If an entity has a contract that is 
onerous, the present obligation under the contract shall 
be recognised and measured as a provision. 

Section 36(1)(xviii) of the act provides that mark to 
market (m2m) loss or other expected loss shall be 
computed in accordance with ICdS. Section 40a(13) 
of the act provides that no deduction or allowance shall 
be allowed in respect of any m2m loss or expected loss 
except as allowable u/s 36(1)(xviii). ICdS 1 provides that 
expected loss shall not be recognised unless the same 
is in accordance with other ICdS. ICdS X provides that 
no provision shall be recognised for costs that need to be 
incurred to operate in the future. on co-joint reading of 
aforesaid law, no deduction shall be allowed for onerous 
contract under normal provisions. however, for mat 
purposes, such provision will be deductible as it cannot 
be said that such provision is for unascertained liability. 
this treatment will require an assessee to accurately 
track expenses incurred on such contract in future years 
and claim it as deduction in year of incurrence. 

Liquidated damages
disruption in the supply chain may result in claims or 
counter claims as it is possible that the assessee would 

not be in a position to meet its contractual obligations. the 
contract may provide for payment of liquidated damages. 
Courts have held that such payment is tax deductible4. 
 
remeasurement of provision
Lockdown and social distancing have resulted in India Inc. 
rethinking on extension of warranty and service period 
in respect of goods sold prior to Covid-19. this is likely 
to result in change in warranty provision. Provision for 
warranty is tax deductible if otherwise the requirements 
of ICdS X are met. Practically for companies following 
Ind aS, warranty provisions are discounted to fair value. 
however, ICdS X expressly prohibits deduction based on 
discounting to net present value basis. this mismatch will 
require an assessee to accurately reconcile claims made 
in the past ignoring nPV basis, revise the provision and 
ignore nPV discounting for claiming deduction. this is 
much easier said than done. 

Further, companies following Ind aS are required to 
make provision for debtors based on expected Credit 
Loss (eCL) method. this method requires consideration 
of not only the historic data but also of the future credit 
risk profile of debtor. In turbulent times like these, making 
an estimate of the future profile of a customer is likely to 
be challenging since the business outlook is uncertain. 
Further, the impact of lockdown on each customer, its 
ability to raise finances and stay afloat involves significant 
assumptions and customer-specific data. Normative 
mathematical models cannot be relied upon. It is possible 
that eCL provision may increase for F.y. 2019-20. 
Such provision may not be tax deductible under normal 
computation provisions [explanation 1 to section 36(1)
(vii)]. as regards mat, the issue is debatable. Gujarat 
high Court’s Full Bench in case of CIT vs. Vodafone 
Essar Gujarat Ltd5  has held that if the provision is 
accounted as reduction from debtor / asset side and not 
reflected separately in liabilities side then, in such case 
said provision is not hit by any limitation of explanation 1 
to section 115JB and is tax deductible. 

Inventory valuation
ICdS 2 permits valuation of inventory at cost or net 
realisable Value (nrV) whichever is lower. It is possible 
that on account of prolonged shutdown, disruption in 

4 PCIT vs. Green Delhi BQS Ltd [2019] 417 ITR 162 (Delhi); CIT vs. Rambal 
(P.) Ltd [2018] 96 taxmann.com 170 (Madras); PCIT vs. Mazda Ltd [2017] 
250 Taxman 510 (Gujarat) ; Haji Aziz and Abdul Shakoor Bros [1961] 41 
ITR 350 (SC)

5 [2017] 397 ITR 55 (Gujarat)
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supply chain, overhaul of non-essential commodities, 
some of the inventory which may be lying in warehouse 
or stuck in transport may no longer be marketable e.g 
perishable goods, inventory with short shelf life (food 
products) may be required to be disposed of. In such 
case, it should be possible to recognise nrV at nil. Care 
should be taken to obtain corroborative  evidence in terms 
of internal technical reports, subsequent measures to 
dispose of, etc. to substantiate nil realisable value.

Fixed asset
the spread of Covid-19 has had a differing impact on 
various nations. It is possible that some of the fixed 
assets acquired could not be installed on account of cross 
border travel prohibitions not only in India but across the 
globe. In such a case, such assets which were earlier 
contemplated to start active use in F.y. 2019-20 will miss 
the deadline. In absence of satisfaction of the user test, 
no depreciation can be claimed in F.y. 2019-20. Further in 
terms of ICDS V – tangible fixed assets, cost attributable 
to such fixed asset may also be required to be capitalised. 
Further, if such asset is purchased out of borrowed funds, 
interest expenditure will be required to be capitalised. 
unlike Ind aS 23, ICdS IX does not suspend capitalisation 
when active development is suspended. this mismatch 
will require the assessee to accurately determine interest 
cost which is expensed for books purpose and capitalise 
it as part of borrowing for tax purposes. It is equally 
possible that unexpected delay may impact advance tax 
projections made for F.y. 2019-20. 

shares anD seCurities
the act provides special anti-abuse provisions in respect 
of dealing in shares and securities. Sections 50CB and  
56(2)(x) regulate transactions where actual consideration 
is less than fair market value. rule 11ua provides a 
computation yardstick to compute fair market value. the 
economic downturn may force some promoters to sell 
their shares at less than rule 11ua value to genuine 
investors either to repay debts borrowed on pledge of 
shares or to raise capital for future survival. Provisions 
of sections 50CB and 56(2)(x), if invoked, may result 
in additional tax burden. Fortunately, mumbai tribunal 
in ACIT vs. Subhodh Menon  relying on the Supreme 

Court decision in the case of K P Varghese  read down 
the provision to apply only in abusive situations. 

Further, the pandemic may require promoters to pump 
in capital into the company. Section 56(2)(viib) regulates 
share infusion by a resident shareholder. the provision 
proposes to tax infusion of share capital above the fair 
market value as computed by a merchant banker. dCF 
is a commonly accepted methodology to value business. 
DCF requires reasonable assumption of future cash flows, 
risk premium, perpetuity factor etc. Considering that the 
present situation is exceptional, it may involve significant 
assumptions by the valuer as also the company. Further, 
there will be an element of uncertainty, especially when the 
business outlook is not clear. It is possible that the actual 
business achievements may be at material variance with 
genuine assumptions. 

In contrast, the existing situation may have an impact 
on capital infused in the past, say 2-3 years, which were 
justified considering the valuation report availed from the 
merchant Banker at the said time. tax authorities may 
now rely upon actual figures and question the valuation 
variables used by the merchant Banker. tax authorities 
may attempt to recompute fair value considering actual 
figures. In such a situation, the onus will be on the 
assessee to demonstrate impact of Covid-19 on valuation 
assumptions made in the past. evidence such as loss 
of major customer, shutdown in major geographies, 
increased cost of borrowing, capacity underutilisation will 
support the case of the assessee to justify valuation done 
before Covid-19 breakout.  

ConClusion
one hopes normalcy returns soon. aforesaid are some 
of the issues which, in view of the authors, are only the 
tip of the iceberg. If the pandemic deepens its curve, it 
is likely to result in significant business disruption. Every 
impact on business has definite tax consequences and 
tax professionals have a special role to play.  

6 [2019] 103 taxmann.com 15 (Mumbai)
7 [1981] 131 ITR 597 (SC)

I cried because I had no shoes until I met a man who had no feet
— Helen Keller
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THE IMPaCT oF CoVID-19 on  
InTErnaTIonal TaXaTIon

The rapid outbreak of Covid-19 has had a significant 
commercial impact globally. As globalisation has led to 
the world becoming one market (reducing borders and 
increasing economic interdependence), the virus knows 
no borders and the impact is being experienced by all 
of us.

Nearly 162 countries and their governments are enforcing 
lockdowns and travel restrictions and taking other 
measures to control further spread of the virus. The 
business community across the world is operating in fear of 
an impending collapse of the global financial markets and 
recession. This situation, clubbed with sluggish economic 
growth in the previous year, especially in a developing 
country like India, is leading to extremely volatile market 
conditions. In fact, 94% of the Fortune 1000 companies 
are already seeing Covid-19 disruptions1.

Amongst many tax issues (covered separately in this 
Journal), this article focuses on cross-border elements 
in the new equations. Such cross-border elements 
include unintended Permanent Establishment exposure, 
incidental (and / or accidental) tax residency, taxation 
issues relating to cross-border workers and so on. 
Transfer Pricing issues have been covered separately in 
this Journal. In such a background, this article attempts to 
throw some light on the impact of the Covid-19 outbreak 
on these aspects.

IMPaCT on CrEaTIon oF PErManEnT 
ESTaBlISHMEnT
As the work scenario has changed across the world 
due to Covid-19, with most employees working from 
their homes while others may have got stuck in foreign 
countries because of the lockdown, it has created several 
questions for companies as to the existence of their 
Permanent Establishments in such countries.

The various treaties provide for several types of PEs such 
as Fixed Place PE, Agency PE, Construction PE and 
Service PE.

Fixed Permanent Establishment (‘Fixed Place PE’)
A Permanent Establishment is ‘a fixed place of business 
through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or 
partly carried on’. This is commonly referred to as ‘basic 
rule of PE’, or fixed place PE. A fixed place PE exists if 
the business of the enterprise is carried out at a fixed 
place within a jurisdiction, typically for a substantial period 
depicting permanence.

For a home office to be considered the PE of an enterprise, 
the home office must be used on a continuous basis for 
carrying on its business and the enterprise must require 
the individual to use that location to carry on the said 
business.

It is worthwhile to note that the Hon’ble Apex Court 
recently in the case of E-funds IT Solutions Inc2 which 
also relied on the ruling in the case of Formula One3, 
held that ‘a Fixed Place PE can be created only if all the 
tests for the constitution of a Fixed Place PE are satisfied, 
i.e., there is a “fixed place at the disposal of the foreign 
enterprise”, with some “degree of permanence”, from 
which the “business is carried on”’.

The OECD in its Secretariat Analysis of Tax Treaties and 
the Impact of the Covid-19 Crisis4  in paragraphs 5, 8 and 
9 provides that under existing treaty principles it is unlikely 
that a business will be considered to have a fixed place 
PE in a jurisdiction as a result of the temporary presence 
of its employees during the Covid-19 crisis. It has stated 
that ‘individuals who stay at home to work remotely are 
typically doing so as a result of government directives; 
it is force majeure, not an enterprise’s requirement. 
Therefore, considering the extraordinary nature of the 
Covid-19 crisis, and to the extent that it does not become 
the new norm over time, teleworking from home (i.e., the 
home office) would not create a PE for the business / 
employer, either because such activity lacks a sufficient 

SIDDHARTH BANWAT i ANUJ JAIN
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1 https://fortune.com/2020/02/21/fortune-1000-coronavirus-china-supply-chain-
impact/ dated 21st February, 2020

2 ADiT vs. E-funds iT Solution inc. (Civil Appeal No. 6802 of 2015 SC)
3 Formula One World Championship Ltd. vs. CiT (iT) [2016] 76 taxmann.com 

6/390 iTR 199 (Delhi)(SC)
4 https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/view/?ref=127_127237-vsdagpp2t3&title=OECD-

Secretariat-analysis-of-tax-treaties-and-the-impact-of-the-COViD-19-Crisis
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degree of permanency or continuity, or because, except 
through that one employee, the enterprise has no access 
or control over the home office’.

A typical remote work from home scenario in the present 
crisis is a result of force majeure, i.e., government travel 
restrictions or work from home directives which have been 
imposed during the pandemic and as such should not result 
in the creation of a Fixed Place PE in a foreign jurisdiction. 
However, time is of the essence to show how courts and 
tax authorities interpret Fixed Place PEs under Covid-19.

Agency Permanent Establishment
The concept of PE has taken birth in the context of two 
tax principles, i.e. the residence and source principles 
of taxation. As per the source principle, if a tax resident 
of a particular country earns income through another 
person (a separate legal entity) in another country and 
where such other person can conclude contracts, then 
such person creates an Agency PE in the latter country. 
The issue which needs to be addressed is whether the 
activities of an individual temporarily working from home 
for a non-resident employer during the present pandemic 
could give rise to a dependent Agent PE.

In the case of Reuters Limited vs. Deputy Commissioner 
of Income Tax (ITA No. 7895/Mum/2011) the concept of 
Agency PE was discussed in detail wherein it was held that 
‘A qualified character of an agency is providing authorisation 
to act on behalf of somebody else as to conclude the 
contracts’. This means that the presence which an enterprise 
maintains in a country should be more than merely transitory 
if the enterprise is to be regarded as maintaining a PE, and 
thus a taxable presence, in that country.

OECD in its Secretariat Analysis of Tax Treaties and 
the Impact of the Covid-19 Crisis has stated that ‘an 
employee’s or agent’s activity in a State is unlikely to be 
regarded as habitual if he or she is only working at home 
in that State for a short period because of force majeure 
and / or government directives extraordinarily impacting 
his or her normal routine’.

Construction Permanent Establishment
The concept of Construction PE provides that profits 
generated from construction works will be taxed in 
the country in which the permanent establishment 
(construction site) is placed or located.

In general, a construction site will constitute a PE if it 
lasts more than 12 months under the OECD Model, or 

more than six months under the UN Model. However, the 
threshold may vary in different tax treaties. It appears that 
many activities on construction sites are being temporarily 
interrupted by the Covid-19 crisis.

In this regard, it has been seen that the Indian tax 
authorities do not assume that interruptions of works at 
site are to be excluded from the project period. OECD in 
its Secretariat Analysis of Tax Treaties and the Impact of 
the Covid-19 Crisis has stated that ‘it appears that many 
activities on construction sites are being temporarily 
interrupted by the Covid-19 crisis. The duration of such 
an interruption of activities should however be included 
in determining the life of a site and therefore will affect 
the determination, whether a construction site constitutes 
a PE. Paragraph 55 of the Commentary on Article 5(3) 
of the OECD Model explains that a site should not be 
regarded as ceasing to exist when work is temporarily 
discontinued (temporary interruptions should be included 
in determining the duration of a site).’

However, it is questionable whether this case can be 
applied to the current pandemic situation which was simply 
unpredictable. It is a natural event, but not seasonal. It is 
not even predictable with a sufficient probability, as in bad 
weather. It is simply not calculable; it is a classic force 
majeure scenario.

Service Permanent Establishment
Globalisation has led Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) 
to increase cross-border secondment of technical, 
managerial and other employees to their subsidiaries 
located in low-cost jurisdictions such as India. The 
rationale behind seconding such employees is sometimes 
to help the subsidiaries avail the benefit of the skill and 
expertise of the seconded employees in their respective 
fields, and sometimes to exercise control.

Secondment of employees has become a really 
significant area, given that some bank staff or companies’ 
staff on assignments or secondments may be trapped 
in their non-native country due to the travel restrictions, 
while others may have come back earlier than expected; 
such situations might create a Service Permanent 
Establishment (Service PE) for the companies.

Forced quarantine may delay the intended secondment 
of an employee abroad or make a person employed on a 
foreign contract decide to return to India due to reasons 
beyond control. In this case, work for a foreign employer 
will be performed from India. This may result in the 
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creation of taxability of the employee’s income in India 
and in some cases may even create risk of a permanent 
establishment. It is pertinent to note, of course, that each 
case should be analysed on its own merits.

The concept of PE has been defined extensively in various 
places but the interpretation of the same continues to 
be complex and subjective. The distinct nature of each 
transaction makes the interpretation of the law and the 
judicial precedents worth noting. There can be no thumb 
rule which can be inferred from the jurisprudence or OECD 
guidelines at present to the current crisis. Whether the 
virus-induced duration of interruption would be included 
in the deadline in individual cases will depend upon the 
specific circumstances.

We have experienced in the recent past that India 
has been the frontrunner in implementing the 
recommendations of OECD G-20 nations which 
are being discussed under the initiative of BEPS 
Action Plans. Examples of this are introduction of 
the concept of Significant Economic Presence (SEP) 
and Equalisation Levy (EL) in the statute. However, it 
is important to see whether the same enthusiasm is 
shown while implementing the recommendations on 
Covid-19-related aspects.

IMPaCT on rESIDEnTIal STaTuS oF 
a CoMPanY (PlaCE oF EFFECTIVE 
ManaGEMEnT)
A company is generally tax resident in the country where 
it is incorporated or where it has its ‘Place of Effective 
Management’ (‘POEM’). The residential status of a 
company dictates where a company will be taxed on its 
worldwide profits.

The OECD MC has defined POEM as ‘the place where 
key management and commercial decisions that are 
necessary for the conduct of the business as a whole are 
in substance made and that all relevant facts must be 
examined to determine POEM’.

In India, POEM has been recognised by amendment in 
section 6(3) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 under the Finance 
Act, 2015 which states that a company is said to be resident 
in India in any previous year, if it is an Indian company, or its 
place of effective management in that year is in India. The 
Explanation to section 6(3) provides that POEM means a 
place where key management and commercial decisions 
that are necessary for the conduct of the business of an 
entity as a whole are, in substance, made. POEM is also an 

internationally recognised residency concept and adopted 
in the tie-breaker rule in many Indian treaties for corporate 
dual residents and is also adopted in many jurisdictions in 
their domestic tax laws.

Due to Covid-19, management personnel / CEO may not 
be able to travel to the habitual workplace on account 
of restrictions and may have to attend Board meetings 
via telephone or video conferencing which will create a 
concern as to the place / jurisdiction from which decisions 
are being taken.

It is pertinent to note that the Central Board of Direct Taxes 
(‘CBDT’) had issued POEM guidelines vide Circular No. 06 
dated 24th January, 2017. In the context of cases where the 
company is not engaged in active business outside India, 
the Guidelines state that the location of the company’s 
head office is one of the key determinant factors.

In this connection, CBDT has considered a situation 
where senior management participates in meetings via 
telephone or video-conferencing. In such a situation, 
CBDT states that the head office would normally be the 
location where the highest level of management (e.g., the 
Managing Director / Financial Director) and their direct 
support staff are located.

OECD in its Secretariat Analysis of Tax Treaties and 
the Impact of Covid-19 states that ‘it is unlikely that the 
Covid-19 situation will create any changes to an entity’s 
residence status under a tax treaty. A temporary change 
in location of the Chief Executive Officers and other senior 
executives is an extraordinary and temporary situation 
due to the Covid-19 crisis and such change of location 
should not trigger a change in residency, especially once 
the tie breaker rule contained in tax treaties is applied’.

Although the OECD Guidance provides relief in this 
respect, however, taxpayers should be mindful of the 
specific clarifications issued by respective tax jurisdictions 
on this aspect. Recently, the US IRS has announced5 
cross-border tax guidance related to travel disruptions 
arising from the Covid-19 emergency. In the guidance, IRS 
stated that ‘U.S. business activities conducted by a non-
resident alien or foreign corporation will not be counted 
for up to 60 consecutive calendar days in determining 
whether the individual or entity is engaged in a U.S. trade 
or business or has a U.S. permanent establishment, but 

5 https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/treasury-irs-announce-cross-border-tax-guid-
ance-related-to-travel-disruptions-arising-from-the-covid-19-emergency
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only if those activities would not have been conducted in 
the United States but for travel disruptions arising from 
the Covid-19 emergency’.

Similarly, jurisdictions such as Ireland, UK and Jersey, 
Australia have issued guidance providing various 
relaxations to foreign companies in view of Covid-19.

While the OECD Secretariat has done an analysis on 
treaty impact, it may be worthwhile exploring a multilateral 
instrument (on the lines of MLI) for avoiding conflict of 
positions while granting treaty benefit to the taxpayers.

IMPaCT on rESIDEnTIal STaTuS oF an 
InDIVIDual
Generally, number of days presence is considered as 
a threshold (the total number of days that an individual 
is present in a particular jurisdiction) for determining 
individual tax residency. An exception to this principle is 
where citizens are taxed irrespective of their presence.

Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, travel is restricted, which 
gives rise to two main situations:
i A person is temporarily away from his home (perhaps 
on holiday, perhaps to work for a few weeks) and gets 
stranded in the host country because of the Covid-19 
crisis and attains domestic law residence there.
ii A person/s is working in a country (the ‘current home 
country’) and has acquired residence status there, but 
they temporarily return to their ‘previous home country’ 
or are unable to return to their current home country 
because of the Covid-19 situation.

According to the OECD, in the first scenario it is unlikely that 
the person would acquire residence status in the country 
where he is temporarily staying because of extraordinary 
circumstances. There are, however, rules in domestic 
legislation considering a person to be a resident if he or she 
is present in the country for a certain number of days. But 
even if the person becomes a resident under such rules, if a 
tax treaty is applicable, the person would not be a resident of 
that country for purposes of the tax treaty. Such a temporary 
dislocation should therefore have no tax implications.

In the second scenario, it is again unlikely that the person 
would regain residence status for being temporarily and 
exceptionally in the previous home country. But even if 
the person is or becomes a resident under such rules, if 
a tax treaty is applicable, the person would not become a 
resident of that country under the tax treaty due to such 
temporary dislocation.

However, in litigious countries like India, and in the context 
of recent legislative amendments where NRIs have been 
targeted for ‛managingʼ their period of stay in India, the 
very thought of having to substantiate to the authorities 
that as per any tie-breaker test, a person is non-resident 
in India is daunting.

With a view to remove genuine hardships to individuals, 
CBDT has issued a clarification through Circular No. 11 of 
2020 dated 8th May, 2020 in respect of determination of 
residency u/s 6 due to Covid-19. The circular is applicable 
to individuals who came on visit to India on or before 22nd 
March, 2020 and have continued to be in India in different 
scenarios. This circular applies only for determination of 
residency for FY 2019-2020.

Accordingly, in case of individuals who have come on a 
visit to India on or before 22nd March, 2020 and are falling 
under the following categories, relaxation will be provided 
while determining their number of days' presence in India 
for the purpose of section 6 for FY 2019-20, as explained 
hereunder:

a. Scenario 1: where an individual (who is on a visit to 
India) is unable to leave India before 31st March, 2020 
– the period of stay between 22nd and 31st March, 2020 
(both inclusive) shall not be counted for determining 
presence in India.

b. Scenario 2: where an individual has been quarantined 
in India on account of Covid-19 on or after 1st March, 
2020 and such individual has departed on an evacuation 
flight before 31st March, 2020 or is unable to depart – the 
period starting from the start of the quarantine period up 
to 31st March, 2020 or date of actual departure shall not 
be counted for determining presence in India.

c. Scenario 3: where an individual (who is on a visit to 
India) has departed on an evacuation flight before 31st 
March, 2020 – the period of stay between 22nd March, 
2020 and date of his departure shall not be counted for 
determining presence in India.

It has also been stated that another circular will be issued 
in due course for determining residency for FY 2020-
2021. These pro-active clarifications bring relief to many 
individuals facing difficulties in determining their residential 
status amidst the measures taken by various governments 
to contain the impact of Covid-19. It should be noted that 
this circular provides relief only from the residence test u/s 
6 of the Act. The issue of an individual’s forced stay in India 
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playing a role in constituting residence for a foreign company, 
HUF, etc.; or determination of a business connection or 
Permanent Establishment of a non-resident in India; and 
other such implications are not covered in the circular. The 
US has recently issued a clarification which states that up 
to 60 consecutive calendar days of presence in the USA 
that are presumed to arise from travel disruption caused by  
Covid-19 will not be counted for purposes of determining 
US tax residency.

IMPaCT on CroSS-BorDEr WorKErS
Cross-border workers are persons who commute to work in 
one state but live in another state where they are resident.

As per the Income from Employment Article of the DTAAs, 
income from employment is taxable only in a person’s state 
of residence unless the ‘employment is exercised’ in the 
other state. However, there are certain conditions for not 
taxing employment income in a state where employment is 
exercised (presence of employee in that state not exceeding 
183 days; and remuneration is paid by an employer who is 
not a tax resident of that state; and such remuneration is 
not borne by the employer’s PE in that state).

The issue which will come up here is the taxation of wages 
and salaries received by such cross-border workers in 
cases where they cross the threshold of 183 days due to 
travel restrictions.

OECD in the Secretariat Analysis of Tax Treaties and 
the Impact of Covid-19 has stated that income should be 
attributable to the state where they used to work before 
the crisis.

THE WaY ForWarD
The issues discussed above are some of the common 
issues on which clarification / guidance should be issued 
by the respective tax jurisdictions in order to protect 
taxpayers from unnecessary hardship. We expect that 
CBDT will also consider these issues and come out with 
relevant relief measures. Though the OECD guidelines 
have a persuasive value, they are not binding in any 
manner, especially to non-OECD member countries. In 
fact, taxpayers may have certain other issues on which 
they may need clarifications; therefore, a mechanism 
should be put in place where they can describe the 
facts and get redressal from the tax authorities. It is 
recommended that companies / individuals must maintain 
robust documentation capturing the sequence of facts 
and circumstances of the relevant presence inside or 
outside of India during the Covid-19 crisis to substantiate 
the bona fides of their case before the tax authorities if 
and when they arise in future.

‘Presume not that I am the thing I was’ – Shakespeare 
‘Come what come may, time and the hour run through the 
roughest day’ – Shakespeare 

The season of failure is the best time for 
sowing the seeds of success
—  Paramahansa Yogananda

Be careful about reading health books. 
You may die of a misprint

—   Mark Twain

If you are a chef, no matter how good a 
chef you are, it's not good cooking for 

yourself, the joy is in cooking for others 
– it's the same with music

—   will.i.am
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CoVID-19 anD TranSFEr PrICInG  
– ToP 5 IMPaCT arEaS

Starting december, 2019, the world has witnessed the 
once-in-a-generation pandemic. multinational enterprises 
will have to consider the effect of CoVId 19 on their 
transfer pricing policies due to large scale economic 
disruption. It will be imperative, especially in this economic 
environment, to adhere to and demonstrate arms 
length behaviour. many mnes have started revisiting 
transfer pricing policies, inter company agreements, and 
documentation standards.

This article highlights the top five transfer pricing impact 
areas arising out of Covid-19:

u Supply chain restructuring
u renegotiation of pricing and other terms
u Cash optimisation
u Balancing business uncertainty with tax certainty
u Benchmarking

towards the end of the article, some recommendations 
have also been outlined for consideration of the 
government authorities to make it easier for taxpayers to 
demonstrate compliance with arm’s length principles.

1. Supply chain restructuring
mne groups with geographically diverse supply chains 
are affected severely due to the pandemic. any disruption 
to any part of the supply chain tends to impact the entire 
group, though the extent of the impact depends on the 
importance of the part of the supply chain which has been 
disrupted and the availability of alternatives.

many mne groups have discovered the fragility in their 
value chains as a result of the disruption caused by 
the pandemic. they are faced with one or more of the 
following situations:
u Longer than needed supply chain involving various 
countries
u overdependence on a particular supplier / set of 
suppliers / region / country for materials / services / 
manufacturing / market
u Affiliate(s) finding it difficult to sustain their businesses 
owing to disruption caused by the pandemic

u unviable non-core businesses.

mne groups could consider this as an opportunity to 
revisit their existing supply chains and also potentially 
restructure the supply chain to achieve one or more of 
the following:
u Shorter supply chains involving lesser number of 
geographical locations
u Creation of alternate sourcing destinations for 
materials and services
u Setting up of manufacturing / service facilities in 
alternate destinations
u Closure and / or monetisation of non-core businesses 
/ entities.

these restructuring transactions could raise multiple 
transfer pricing issues, including:
u Exit charges for that affiliate which will be eliminated 
from the supply chain / will get reduced business because 
of creation of an alternate destination
u new transfer pricing agreements, policies and 
benchmarks to be developed in case of setting up of 
affiliates in new / alternate jurisdictions
u Valuation issues in case non-core assets are 
transferred to affiliates
u Issues relating to bearing of closure costs in case 
some group entities or part of their businesses face 
insolvency / closure
u Issues around identification and valuation of 
intangibles involved in the restructuring exercise
u appropriate articulation of restructuring transactions 
in the local files of the entities concerned and the Master 
File of the group.

2. Renegotiation of pricing and other terms
In arm’s length dealings, businesses are in fact 
renegotiating prices as well as other terms, mainly with 
their vendors.

In the case of many mnes it would be perfectly 
arm’s length behaviour for different entities within 
the group to start discussions and re-negotiations 
regarding prices and other terms of their inter-company 
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transactions. In fact, in many cases it might be non-
arm’s length for companies to not renegotiate with their 
affiliates. In almost all cases, it would be arm’s length 
behaviour to have inter-company agreements which 
mirror agreements that would have been entered into 
between third parties.

renegotiations of existing arrangements / agreements 
could be of at least the following types:

2.1. Compensation for limited risk entities in the 
group
many mnes have entities which operate as limited risk 
entities, such as captive service providers, contract 
manufacturers, limited risk distributors, etc. as a 
general rule, these limited risk entities are eligible 
for a stable income, all residual profits or losses 
being attributed to the Principal affiliate. However, 
in today’s dynamic business environment, no-risk 
entities do not exist and limited risk entities also bear 
some risks. For example, limited risks captive service 
providers or contract manufacturers have a significant  
single customer risk; therefore any adverse disruption 
to that single customer will adversely impact the  
captive as well.

In times of disruption like this, exceptions to the general 
rule may be warranted and compensation for limited risk 
activities may need to be revisited, depending, inter alia, 
on the type of activity performed, type of disruption faced 
and the control and decision-making capabilities of each 
of the parties involved.

In third party situations the service provider would be 
better off to agree to reduced income (or even losses in 
the short term) from the Principal, especially if the Principal 
itself is facing challenges relating to its own survival. 
accordingly, on a case-to-case basis, certain mnes may 
have the ability / necessity to revisit their arrangements 
with their captive entities for the short to medium term. 
the revision in the inter-company agreements could take 
several forms. For instance, such revised agreements 
may provide for compensation for only costs (without 
a mark-up), reduced mark-up, compensation for only 
‘normal’ costs (with or without mark-up), etc.
 
2.2. Renegotiations of other terms
It is common for entities in an mne group to negotiate 
prices of their inter-company transactions from time 
to time in line with the prevailing business dynamics. 
however, in emergencies like these certain other terms 

of the agreements between affiliates may also need to 
be renegotiated. For example, the commitment relating 
to quantities which a manufacturer will purchase from the 
related raw material supplier may undergo a significant 
renegotiation. Given the non-recovery of fixed costs due 
to the resulting idle capacity, the raw material cost per 
unit may increase which the supplier may want to pass on 
to the manufacturer. a higher per unit cost, on the other 
hand, may make the related supplier uneconomical for the 
manufacturer. In the interest of the long-term commercial 
relationship, the parties may agree to an in-between 
pricing mechanism, as is likely to be the case in third-
party dealings. Which party would bear which types of 
costs would depend on the characterisation of the parties, 
the decision-making evidenced through capabilities of the 
persons involved, and the options realistically available to 
the parties involved.

3. Cash optimisation
Cash optimisation is currently one of the most important 
considerations of businesses across the world.

many mne groups facing a cash crunch have started 
looking at the cash position with different group entities 
and trying to optimise the cash available with them. this 
could lead to some new funding-related transactions and 
benchmarking issues such as those relating to interest 
and guarantee fees transactions between affiliates.

In some situations, taxpayers that have borrowed funds 
from their affiliates and are not in a position to honour 
their interest / principal repayment commitments could 
approach their affiliate lenders to negotiate for a reduction 
in interest rate / interest waiver / moratorium at least for 
some period of time. On the other hand, the lender affiliate 
may want to balance the moratorium with a revision in the 
interest rate. Significant movements in exchange rates of 
currencies primarily attributable to the pandemic could 
make this negotiation even more dynamic. any kind of 
negotiation should take into account the perspectives of 
both parties and options realistically available to them.

Similarly, payment terms for goods or services purchased 
from or sold to aes or other inter-company transactions, 
such as royalties, could also be renegotiated at least 
for the short term, to enable different entities within the 
mne group to manage their working capital cycle more 
efficiently.

4. Balancing business uncertainty with tax certainty
4.1. Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs)
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Globally, aPas have been an effective tool for taxpayers 
and tax authorities to achieve tax certainty. however, in 
times like these businesses go through unprecedented 
levels of uncertainty. Therefore, many taxpayers may find 
it against their interest to be bound by the terms of the 
aPas, especially where these provide for a minimum level 
of tax profits to be reported by the taxpayer.

If their circumstances warrant it, taxpayers who have 
already entered into an aPa may consider applying for 
revision of the same. the law provides that an aPa may 
be revised if, inter alia, there is a change in the underlying 
critical assumptions1.  most Indian aPas have a critical 
assumption of the business environment being normal 
through the term of the aPa. In times like these, a request 
for revision may be warranted if the business environment 
for the taxpayer is considered to be abnormal based 
on the specific facts and circumstances of its case and 
the impact of the uncertainty on the transaction under 
consideration.

If the taxpayer and the authorities do not agree to the 
revision, the taxpayer may potentially also request for 
cancellation of the agreement2. on the other hand, in 
case the tax authorities believe that cancellation of 
the agreement is warranted due to failure on the part 
of the taxpayer to comply with its terms, the taxpayer 
should utilise the opportunity provided to it to explain 
the pandemic-related impact on the aPa and the related 
reason for its failure to comply with the terms of the 
agreement.

For taxpayers who are in the process of negotiating for 
their aPas, and for whom the business impact is very 
uncertain right now, it may be prudent to wait to get some 
more clarity regarding the full impact of the pandemic on 
their business before actually concluding the aPa.

alternatively, taxpayers should request for an aPa for a 
shorter term, say a period of up to Financial year (F.y.) 2019-
20, even if it means entering into the aPa for, say three or 
four years. another aPa could then be applied for, starting 
F.y. 2021-22, based on the scenario prevailing then.

4.2. Safe harbours
the government has not yet pronounced the safe harbours 
for the F.y. 2019-20. once these are pronounced, 
depending on their industry, extent of business disruption, 

expected loss of business / margins and the safe harbours 
provided for F.y. 2019-20 and onwards, taxpayers should 
evaluate whether or not to opt for safe harbours at least 
for the F.y.s 2019-20 and 2020-21.

5. Benchmarking
the current economic situation is likely to create some 
unique benchmarking issues which should be borne 
in mind. While some of these issues are common to 
taxpayers globally, a few issues are specific to India 
given the specific language of the Indian transfer pricing 
regulations.

5.1.	 Justification	of	losses	/	low	margins
taxpayers are facing several business challenges 
including cost escalations / revenue reductions which are 
not related to their transactions with affiliates. Taxpayers in 
several sectors have recorded sharp declines in revenues 
due to lockdowns in various parts of the world, including 
India. Some taxpayers are faced with the double whammy 
of escalated costs even in times of reduced revenues. 
escalated costs could include, for example, additional 
costs relating to factory personnel who are provided daily 
meals and other essentials, additional transportation 
costs incurred to arrange special transport for essentials 
owing to most fleet operators not plying, etc.

It is pertinent for taxpayers to identify and record these 
expenses separately from the expenses incurred in the 
regular course of business (preferably using separate 
accounting codes in the accounting system). depending 
on the transfer pricing method and comparables selected, 
taxpayers should explore the possibility of presenting 
their profitability statements excluding the impact of these 
additional costs / reduced revenues.

Another alternative available to taxpayers is to justify 
their transfer prices considering alternative profit level 
indicators (PLIs).

In any case, given the fact that a lot of information about 
comparable benchmarks is not available in the public 
domain currently, business plans, industry reports, 
business estimates, etc., prepared / approved by the 
management of the organisation should be maintained 
in the documentation file and presented to the transfer 
pricing authorities if called for.

5.2. Loss-Making Comparables
during times of emergency like these, for many 
businesses the focus shifts from growth / profitability to 

1 Refer Rule 10Q of Income Tax Rules, 1962
2 Refer Rule 10R of Income Tax Rules, 1962
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survival. therefore, many businesses could try operating 
at marginal costing levels to recover committed costs / 
utilise idle capacity. therefore, businesses operating at 
net operating losses could be a normal event at least 
in times like these. Secondly, even the taxpayer could 
have been pushed into losses because of completely 
commercial reasons and even such losses could be arm’s 
length and commercially justifiable.

From the perspective of transfer pricing benchmarking, 
persistently loss-making companies are typically 
rejected as comparables mainly because they do 
not represent the normal economic assumption that 
businesses operate to make profits. However, in times 
when business losses are normal events, benchmarking 
a loss-making taxpayer with only profit-making 
comparables would lead to artificial benchmarks and, 
potentially, unwarranted transfer pricing additions in 
the hands of taxpayers.

In case loss-making comparables are indeed rejected, it 
could be more prudent to reject companies making losses 
at a gross level.

5.3. Unintended comparables
the current focus of many businesses is survival. 
Businesses which have created capacities to cater to 
their affiliates may find it difficult to sustain if the impact 
of the pandemic lasts longer than a few months. For 
example, consider the case of an Indian manufacturer 
whose manufacturing capacities are created based 
on demand projections and confirmed orders from its 
affiliates. Since the capacities are completely used up in 
catering to demand from its affiliates, the manufacturer 
does not cater to unrelated parties. In case there is a 
disruption in the demand from such affiliates expected 
in the medium term, in order to sustain in the short to 
medium term, the Indian manufacturer could start using 
its manufacturing set-up for other potential (unrelated) 
customers also. While this appears to be a purely 
rational business decision by the Indian manufacturer, 
a question arises whether such third-party dealings 
will be considered as comparable transactions for 
dealings with affiliates. The Indian manufacturer in this 
case would need to be able to document the business 
justification for entering into these transactions with 
unrelated parties and whether these are economically 
and commercially different from the routine related party 
transactions. Similar issues could arise in respect of 
other transactions such as temporary local procurement, 
local funding, etc.

5.4. Mismatch in years and adjustments
the Indian transfer pricing regulations provide for the 
use of three years’ data of comparables to iron out 
the impact of cyclical events from the benchmarking 
analysis. however, data of the last two years may not be 
representative of the conditions prevailing in the current 
year (in this context, current year could be F.y. 2019-20 
as well as 2020-21, both years being impacted to different 
extents due to the pandemic).

Since the financial data of a lot of comparables is not 
available up to the due date of transfer pricing compliance, 
this mismatch may lead to a situation where normal 
business years of comparables are compared with the 
pandemic-affected years of taxpayers – a situation which 
is very likely to give skewed results.

Adjustments are regularly made to minimise the impact of 
certain differences between a tested party (say, taxpayer) 
and the comparable benchmarks. depending on the 
industry in which the taxpayer operates and the manner 
in which its affiliates are impacted, taxpayers may need to 
make adjustments, including some unique adjustments, 
to more aptly reflect the arm’s length nature of inter-
company prices.

however, in the Indian context the law does not provide 
for the making  of adjustments to the tested party and the 
adjustments are to be necessarily made to comparable 
data3. Given the lack of reliable data for making 
adjustments, the reliability of the adjustments themselves 
may be questioned.

It must be borne in mind that the principle which 
necessitates downward adjustments to comparables’ 
margins currently being made to normal years will also 
require upward adjustments to comparables’ margins in 
respect of pandemic-affected years going forward. this 
situation is simplistically illustrated in table 1 below. For 
the purpose of the illustration, it is assumed that:

u F.y. 2017-18 and 2018-19 are considered as normal 
business years
u F.y. 2019-20 is impacted by the pandemic, but to a 
lesser degree
u F.y. 2020-21 is impacted severely by the pandemic
u F.y. 2021-22 is a normal business year
u at the time of conducting the benchmarking analysis, 
comparables’ data is available for only the last two years.

3 Refer Rule 10B of Income Tax Rules, 1962
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Table 1 – Year-wise comparability4 and adjustments5 

Tested 
Financial 

Year

Comparable 
Financial Years

Adjustments 
Required (say, 
adjustments to 

margins)

Remarks

2019-20 2018-19, 2017-18 Downward Downward 
adjustment due to 
loss of business 

compared to normal 
years (2018-19, 

2017-18)
2020-21 2019-20, 2018-19 Downward Downward 

adjustment due to 
loss of business 

compared to normal 
/ less impacted years 
(2019-20, 2018-19)

2021-22 2020-21, 2019-20 Upward Upward adjustment 
due to normal 

business compared 
to impacted years 

(2020-21, 2019-20)

6. Recommendations to government authorities
Government authorities could consider the following 
recommendations by way of amendments to the law 
to relax adherence to transfer pricing regulations for 
taxpayers, especially for F.y.s 2019-20 and 2020-21, i.e., 
the impacted years:

u Expansion of arm’s length range – Since different 
industries and different companies in the same industry 
will respond to the pandemic in different ways, the 
margins of comparables over the next two years could 
be extremely varied. therefore, for the impacted years 
the arm’s length range may be expanded from the current 
35th to 65th percentile to a full range, or inter-quartile range 
(25th to 75th percentile), as is used globally. Similarly, 
the applicable tolerance band could be appropriately 
increased from the current 1% / 3%.
u Extending compliance deadline – In case the 
deadline for companies to file their financial statements 
for F.y. 2019-20 with the registrar of Companies (roC) 
is extended, the deadline for transfer pricing compliance 
should also be extended, to give the taxpayers their best 
chance to use comparable data for F.y. 2019-20.
u Extending deadlines for Master File compliance – 
It is expected that companies will take time to be able to 
fully assess the impact of the pandemic on their business 
models, value chains, profit drivers, etc., and then 
appropriately document the same in their master File. 

therefore, the due date for master File compliances may 
be extended at least for F.y. 2019-20.
u Adjustment to taxpayer data – at least for the 
impacted years, the law could be amended to provide 
an option to the taxpayer to adjust its own financial data 
since the taxpayer will have a better level of information 
regarding its own financial indicators.
u Multiple year tested party data – as discussed 
earlier, the Indian transfer pricing regulations currently 
provide for using multiple year data of the comparables 
as benchmarks for current year data of the tested party. 
For F.y.s 2019-20 and 2020-21, use of multiple year data 
could be allowed even for the tested party to average out 
the impact of the pandemic to a certain extent.
u Safe harbours relaxation – Safe harbours for F.y. 
starting 2019-20 are currently pending announcement. 
the authorities could use this opportunity to rationalise 
these safe harbours to levels representative of the current 
business realities and reduce the safe harbour margins 
expected of Indian taxpayers. Safe harbours which are 
representative of the current business scenario will be 
very helpful to taxpayers potentially facing benchmarking 
issues discussed earlier in the article.
u Relaxation in time period for repatriation of excess 
money (secondary adjustment) – Given the cash 
crunch being faced by mnes worldwide, the time period 
for repatriation of excess money6  could be extended from 
the current period of only 90 days7.

CloSInG rEMarKS
While the pandemic has impacted almost every business 
in some way or the other in the short term and in many 
inconceivable ways in the long term, just this claim alone 
will not be enough from a transfer pricing perspective. 
taxpayers will need to analyse the exact impact of the 
pandemic on their entire supply chain and to the extent 
possible also quantify the impact for their specific 
business. the impact of the pandemic, steps taken by the 
management to mitigate the adverse impact, negotiations 
/ renegotiation (with third parties as well as affiliates), 
business plans and business strategies, government 
policies and interventions are some of the key factors 
which will together determine the transfer pricing impact 
of the pandemic on the taxpayer.

the pandemic has brought to the fore the importance of 
having robust agreements. While the current discussion 
revolves mostly around force majeure clauses in  

4 Refer Rule 10CA of Income Tax Rules, 1962
5 Refer Rule 10B of Income Tax Rules, 1962

6 Refer section 92CE of Income-tax Act, 1961
7 Refer Rule 10CB of Income-tax Rules, 1962
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third-party agreements, inter-company agreements are 
equally important in the context of transfer prices between 
the entities of an mne group. Going forward, for new 
transactions with affiliates or at the time of renewal of 
agreements relating to existing transactions, care should 
be taken to draft / revise inter-company agreements 
specifically outlining emergency-like situations and the 
relationship between the parties in such times. Which party 
will be responsible for which functions and would bear 
what type of risks and costs should be clarified in detail. 
agreements could potentially also include appropriate 
price adjustment clauses. MNEs could consider entering 
into shorter term agreements till the time the impact of 
the pandemic is reasonably clear. having said that, even 
if the agreement permits price adjustments, any pricing / 
price adjustment decisions taken should also consider the 
economic situation and the implication of such decisions 
under other applicable laws, including transfer pricing 
laws of the other country/ies impacted by such decisions.

these times require businesses to act fast and address 
several aspects of their business, and often, to keep 
the business floating in the near term. Needless to say, 
taxpayers should adequately document the commercial 
considerations dictating these decisions on a real time 

basis and be able to present the same to transfer pricing 
authorities in case of a transfer pricing scrutiny. Further, 
in the master File taxpayers should include a detailed 
industry analysis and a description of business strategies 
as well as the corporate philosophy in combating the 
financial impact of Covid-19, including the relationships 
with employees, suppliers, customers / clients and 
lenders.

Governments and inter-governmental organisations 
around the world are closely monitoring the economic 
situation caused by the pandemic. organisations such 
as oeCd are also monitoring various tax and non-tax 
measures taken by government authorities to combat 
the impact of Covid-198. taxpayers would do well to 
continuously monitor the developments (including 
issuance of specific transfer pricing guidelines relevant 
to this pandemic) at the level of organisations such as 
oeCd and un, and also look out for guidance from the 
government authorities. 

8	 For	instance,	the	OECD	has	recently	published	a	report	on	tax	and	fiscal	
policy in response to the coronavirus crisis. The OECD has also compiled and 
published data relating to country-wise tax policy measures. Both, the report 
as well as the country-wise data, can be accessed at www.oecd.org/tax
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FInanCIal rEPorTInG anD auDITInG ConSIDEraTIonS 
on aCCounT oF CoVID-19

most countries, businesses and companies are expected 
to be impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic and the 
increased economic uncertainty may have major financial 
reporting consequences. Supply-chains,distribution-
chains, cash-flows, demand, price variations, facility 
access, workforce availability, debt obligations, contract 
cancellations, are experiencing turbulence.  Such a holistic 
and cumulative impact on different spheres of business 
operations carries a definite, and acute consequence on 
the financial reporting by the entity.

The role of preparers of financial statements, audit 
committees, auditors and regulators become critical in this 
situation. Distilling the impact through the requirements 
of existing accounting and auditing requirements 
frameworks and communicating it effectively will enable 
financial markets to base their decisions on such robust 
and dependable inputs.

Auditors’ role will require special attention in relation 
to appropriate treatment of the financial impacts and 
disclosures thereof. The Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of India has issued an ‘Accounting & Auditing Advisory 
on Impact of Coronavirus on Financial Reporting and the 
Auditors Consideration’ to help its members in effectively 
discharging their obligations.

There will be issues to consider for this year’s reporting 
as well as in future years. Every entity would need to 
consider the financial impact on itself and the areas of 
the financial statements that will be affected along with 
determining the required disclosures. Financial reporting 
areas that are likely to require close consideration include 
the following:

(1) Impairment of assets
Impairment of assets becomes the foremost financial 
reporting consideration, given that testing of impairment 
is predominantly based on the earnings realisation from 
a group of assets.

the assumptions such as the fall in demand, impact of 
lockdown, fall in commodity prices, decrease in market 

interest rates, manufacturing plant shutdowns, shop 
closures, reduced selling prices for goods and services, 
cost of capital, etc. may have a meaningful impact on the 
impairment testing performed by entities. Whilst most 
entities would perform impairment testing on an annual 
basis, the current Covid-19 situation would qualify for 
being an ‘indicator’, thereby requiring entities to test for 
impairment even in the interim.

(2) Going concern
Financial statements are prepared on a going concern 
basis unless management intends either to liquidate the 
entity or to cease trading, or has no realistic alternative 
but to do so.

With business models being challenged especially in the 
travel, hospitality, leisure and entertainment segments, 
companies may need to consider the implications on 
the assessment of going concern and whether these 
circumstances will result in prolonged operational 
disruption which will significantly erode the financial 
position of the entity or otherwise result in failure.

It is the responsibility of management to make an 
assessment as to whether the entity is a going concern 
or otherwise. The unprecedented and uncertain nature of 
the pandemic makes it imperative for an entity to evaluate 
various scenarios that are possible and assess their impact 
on the assumption of going concern. Inability to satisfy the 
assumptions of going concern would lead to deviation from 
historical cost-based accounting and other impacts.

Management should also expect an informed and 
sometimes contrarian dialogue with auditors on the 
aspect of going concern.

(3) Valuation of inventory
With social distancing norms in place, entities may not 
have been able to carry out their annual physical inventory 
count fully or even partially on the cut off date. Due to 
the lockdowns, auditors and companies may need to rely 
on additional alternate procedures to gain comfort on the 
position and valuation as on 31st march, 2020.

ANAND BATHIYA  i YASH THAKKAR

Chartered accountants
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Companies would need to assess whether, on their 
reporting date, an adjustment is required to the carrying 
value of their inventory to bring them to their net realisable 
value in accordance with the principles of Ind AS 2 –
Inventories and AS 2 – Valuation of Inventories.

Given the pandemic, net realisable value calculation will 
likely require more detailed methods and assumptions, 
e.g. write-down of stock due to lesser expected price 
realisation, reduced movement in inventory, expiry of 
perishable products, lower commodity prices, or inventory 
obsolescence. The usability of raw materials and work in 
progress may also require close consideration.

A typical question arises in relation to allocation of 
overheads to the valuation of inventory. If an entity 
ceases production or reduces production for a period of 
time, significant portions of unallocated fixed production 
overheads (e.g., rent, depreciation of assets, some 
fixed labour, etc.) will need to be expensed rather than 
capitalised, even if some reduced quantity of inventory 
continues to be produced.

(4) Lease and onerous contracts
The implications of force majeure provisions on contracts 
and leases remain to be tested. It is possible that there 
may be changes in the terms of lease arrangements or 
lessors may grant concession to lessees with respect 
to lease payments, rent-free holidays, additional days 
in subsequent period, etc. Such revised terms or 
concessions shall be considered while accounting for 
leases which may lead to the application of accounting 
relating to the modification of leases. However, generally 
anticipated revisions are not taken into account.

Some entities may encounter situations wherein certain 
contracts may become onerous to perform. Ind AS 27 
defines an onerous contract as a contract in which the 
unavoidable costs of meeting the obligations under the 
contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be 
received under it. Price erosions, long-term commitment, 
salvage discount, commitment of additional performance 
are certain triggers to evaluate whether a contract has 
turned onerous. as soon as a contract is assessed to 
be onerous, a company applying Ind AS 37 records a 
provision in its financial statements for the loss it expects 
to make on the contract.

(5) Expected credit loss (ECL)
ECL is an expectation-based probability weighted amount 
determined by evaluating a range of possible outcomes. 

It enables entities to make adequate provisions for non-
realisation of financial assets including trade receivables.

Ind AS 109 – Financial Instruments requires an entity, 
amongst other matters, to also evaluate the likelihood of 
the occurrence of an event if this would significantly affect 
the estimation of expected losses of financial assets. In 
assessing the expected credit loss, management should 
consider reasonable and supportable information at 
the reporting date. Covid-19 impact would require to be 
factored in the ECL probability model of entities.

Expected credit losses may increase due to an increase in 
the probability of default for financial assets. Additionally, 
the effects of the coronavirus may trigger a significant 
increase in credit risk, and therefore the recognition of a 
lifetime ECL provision on many financial assets.

Event-based provisioning in relation to specific instances, 
like a customer turning insolvent or a specific financial 
investment getting affected, would continue to be factored 
in irrespective of the ECL.

(6) Revenue recognition and borrowing costs
Ind AS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers often 
requires a company to make estimates and judgements 
determining the timing and amount of revenue to be 
recognised. Covid-19 may result in a likely increase in 
sales returns, decrease in volume discounts, higher 
price discounts, etc. Entities may need to account for 
returns and refund liabilities towards the customers whilst 
recognising the revenue.

Ind AS 115 requires an entity to defer a component of 
revenue to be recognised when the contract includes 
variable consideration. This may result in some entities 
recognising a contract liability rather than revenue, if 
significant uncertainty exists surrounding whether the 
entity will realise the entire consideration.

Separately, the guidance on borrowing costs requires an 
entity to suspend the capitalisation of borrowing costs to 
an asset under construction for such extended periods 
that the actual construction of the asset is suspended.

(7) Government grant
Governments may support entities with monetary and 
non-monetary measures, but such benefits may be one-
time events or spread over time.

Entities may need to establish an accounting policy 
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regarding government assistance which needs to be 
appropriate and in line with the requirements of Ind AS 
20 – Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure 
of Government Assistance. It is essential to distinguish 
between government assistance and government grants 
and ensure that grants are recognised only when the 
recognition criterion in Ind AS 20 is met. Some of the 
government assistance may involve deferral of tax 
payments or other tax allowances. The accounting 
treatment of tax allowances may need to be accounted for 
under Ind AS 12 –  Income Taxes rather than Ind AS 20.

The current relaxation by the Reserve Bank of India 
allowing a moratorium on loan instalments may not qualify 
as a government grant.

(8) Deferred tax
Ind AS 12 – Income Taxes requires that the measurement 
of deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets shall 
reflect the tax consequences that would follow from the 
manner in which the entity expects, at the end of the 
reporting period, to recover or settle the carrying amount 
of its assets and liabilities.

Covid-19 could affect future profits and / or may also 
reduce the amount of deferred tax assets or create 
additional deductible temporary differences due to various 
factors (e.g. asset impairment, non-utilisation of available 
losses, change in projections). Entities having deferred 
tax assets on account of accumulated tax losses would 
need to reassess their measurement with a newer set of 
business projections.

Entities may have considered the assumption of 
‘indefinite reinvestment’ and not recognised deferred tax 
on accumulated undistributed earnings of subsidiaries. 
Such assumptions may need to be revisited to determine 
if they remain appropriate given the entity’s current cash 
flow projections.

(9) Fair value and hedge accounting
Ind AS 113 – Fair Value Measurement recognises the fact 
that observable inputs being considered for deriving fair 
value may be either of (i) observable market price (quoted 
price in an active market – Level 1) or (ii) application of 
valuation techniques (Level 2 and Level 3).

With 1,500 companies trading at their 52-week low on the 
Bombay Stock Exchange, the fair value measurement 
considered by entities may need a re-look across all three 
methods of observable inputs.

While volatility in the financial markets may suggest that 
the prices are aberrations and do not reflect fair value, it 
would not be appropriate for an entity to disregard market 
prices at the measurement date, unless those prices are 
from transactions that are not orderly.

The financial assumptions in a valuation model like 
discounting rate, weighted average cost of capital, etc. 
that are considered in a Level-3 valuation would need a 
reassessment.

Hedge effectiveness assessment is required to be 
performed at the inception and on an on-going basis at 
each reporting date or in case of a significant change in 
circumstances, whichever occurs first. The current volatility 
in the markets may result in an entity requiring to either 
re-balance the hedge where applicable, or discontinuing 
hedge accounting if an economic relationship no longer 
exists, or the relationship is dominated by credit risk. 
Certain opportunistic and speculative transactions may 
also take place.

When a hedging relationship is discontinued because 
a forecast transaction is no longer highly probable, a 
company needs to determine whether the transaction is 
still expected to occur. If the transaction is:
(i)  still expected to occur, then gains or losses on the 
hedging instrument previously accumulated in the cash 
flow reserve would generally remain there until the future 
cash flows occur; or
(ii)  no longer expected to occur, then the accumulated 
gains or losses on the hedging instrument need to be 
immediately reclassified to profit or loss.

(10)  Disclosures and management guidance
Transparent disclosures should be made on the effects 
and risks of this outbreak on the entity. The Securities 
and Exchange Commission instructed publicly traded 
companies to provide ‘robust’ disclosures on the impact 
of Covid-19 on their operations and results. Entities 
would need to disclose the impact of Covid-19 on 
their performance, including qualitative aspects of the 
business.

Difficult times also warrant accuracy in guidance; in an 
uncommon move, leading Indian bell-wether companies 
like Wipro and Infosys have refrained from giving any 
annual guidance to their shareholders for F.Y. 2020-
21, citing the uncertain impact of Covid-19.

The relevance of an audit effort on the financial statements 
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is further emphasised in uncertain times like these. 
Some of the common questions that auditors could 
encounter would include:

(A)  Have the risk considerations relevant to an entity 
changed, thereby requiring an amendment to the 
audit approach?
Standards on auditing require an auditor to identify and 
assess the risk of material misstatements and materiality 
in planning and performing an audit. This assessment 
may have been made during the earlier half of the 
financial year 2019-20 and the audit procedures tailored 
on the basis of such earlier assessment. Due to Covid-19 
and its far-reaching implications, the risk considerations 
relevant to an entity may change significantly, thereby 
requiring an auditor to revisit the audit plan, materiality 
and the approach to testing.

The perfect storm that Covid-19 offers has the potential 
to usurp good and healthy business models and push 
profitable companies into a survival challenge. It would be 
important for auditors to revisit the audit plan and the risk 
considerations once again given the exposure an entity 
would have to Covid-19.

(B)  Have the audit procedures been compromised 
on account of restrictions, lockdowns and social 
distancing?
Auditors may face a challenge in performing routine audit 
procedures during times of lockdown, social distancing, 
travel restrictions, lesser access to management teams, 
etc. Typically, audit procedures that have either a physical 
work-stream or dependency on a third party are likely to 
get impacted. These could include physical verification 
of inventory, cash on hand reviews, seeking external 
balance confirmations, requiring comfort from component 
auditors, etc.

SA 501 requires the auditor to observe some physical 
inventory counts on an alternative date if the attendance 
of physical counting cannot be performed at the year-
end date, or perform alternative audit procedures where 
attendance of physical inventory counts is impracticable. 
The standard also requires an auditor to perform roll-back 
procedures to derive the desired comfort on inventory 
level on a reporting date.

Audit procedures should be simulated to understand the 
potential impacts on such procedures to be performed 
and alternate procedures identified to supplement or 
otherwise replace such an audit procedure.

(C)  How does an auditor provide comfort on the 
operating effectiveness of internal financial controls 
given the altered way of working, such as work from 
home, no wet signatures, cloud dependency, etc.?
Standards on auditing require an auditor to assess the 
design and implementation along with the operating 
effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting. 
The sudden impact of Covid-19 and the precautionary 
measures taken by governments across the world have 
resulted in newer work models of work from home, no wet 
signatures, cloud dependency, etc.

Auditors would need to evaluate the impact of such 
differentiated working models on the internal control 
framework and the desired reliance by the auditor on their 
operating effectiveness. If the level of expected controls 
reliance changes, it is important to document this and any 
other resulting changes to the planned audit response.

(D)  Is Covid-19 an adjusting event or a non-adjusting 
event?
According to Ind AS 10 – Events after the reporting date, 
events occurring after the reporting period are categorised 
into two, viz. (a) Adjusting events, i.e. those that require 
adjustments to the amounts recognised in the financial 
statements for the reporting period, and (b) Non-adjusting 
events, i.e. those that do not require adjustments to the 
amounts recognised in the financial statements for the 
reporting period.

Entities and auditors would need to ascertain the impact 
of Covid-19 as either an adjusting or non-adjusting event 
given the peculiarity that the effects of Covid-19 and 
lockdown were prevalent in March, 2020 itself. Entities 
impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic will need to assess 
how these events have, and may in future impact their 
operations. Managements will need to consider the facts 
and apply critical judgement in assessing what specific 
events and, more importantly, the timing of those events, 
provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of 
the reporting period in order to determine if an adjustment 
is required. If it is concluded as non-adjusting, the entity 
will need to determine if disclosure of the event is required.

(E)  Does Covid-19 require added consideration to 
emphasis of matter and in relation to going concern 
uncertainty?
If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ 
attention to a matter presented or disclosed in the financial 
statements that in the auditor’s judgement is of such 
importance that it is fundamental to users’ understanding 
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of the financial statements, the auditor shall include 
an ‘Emphasis of Matter’ paragraph in the Auditor’s 
Report. SA 706 also cites instances that may warrant 
an emphasis of matter observation by the auditor. One 
such instance is ‘A major catastrophe that has had, or 
continues to have, a significant effect on the entity’s 
financial position.’ Depending on the circumstances of 
the entity, the auditor may consider appropriate reporting 
as emphasis of matter.

When preparing financial statements, management is 
required to make an assessment of an entity’s ability 
to continue as a going concern. In line with SA 570 

(Revised), the auditor’s responsibilities are to obtain 
sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding, and 
conclude on, the appropriateness of management’s 
use of the going concern basis of accounting in the 
preparation of the financial statements, and to conclude, 
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material 
uncertainty exists about the entity’s ability to continue as 
a going concern.

Depending on the circumstances, the auditor would 
need to consider whether to include a separate section 
‘Material Uncertainty Related to Going Concern’ in the 
auditor’s report. 

You may not control all the events that happen to you,  
but you can decide not to be reduced by them

— Maya Angelou
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oPEraTIonal IMPaCT oF CoronaVIruS  
ouTBrEaK on GST 

Mandar Telang
 Chartered accountant

India has been in lockdown mode in response to the 
coronavirus pandemic since 24th march, 2020. It all 
started on 30th January when Kerala confirmed the 
first case of the disease. In most of the states a semi-
lockdown situation started on 12th march with the closure 
of schools, colleges and cinema halls, malls, night clubs, 
marriages and conferences as a precautionary measure. 
In Maharashtra, the provisions of the Epidemic Diseases 
act, 1897 were invoked on 13th march. the impact on 
business houses started when the State Government 
ordered private offices to operate with less than 50% of 
total attendance and allow the rest to work from home. 
The orders were given on 17th march and the restrictions 
further tightened on 20th with the announcement of the 
closure of all workplaces excluding essential services.

and on the 24th of March, 2020, the Government of India 
issued a nationwide lockdown order for containment of 
the Covid-19 epidemic to be effective for 21 days from the 
25th of March. This lockdown was further extended up to 
3rd May. It is thus seen that the lockdown started affecting 
trade and business operations in most of the states from 
15th march, a period which coincided with the compliance 
period (GST payments and filing of returns) under GST 
for the month of February, 2020.

It will not be incorrect to state that in a country like India, 
considering the present tax rate structure, tax collection 
is one of the indicators of the economic growth of trade 
and commerce. The indirect tax, which is a tax imposed 
on consumption, reflects directly on the economic health 
of trade and commerce. With the introduction of the 
Goods and Services Tax from July, 2017, the tax rate 
structures of various commodities and services have 
been rationalised multiple times to ensure steady growth 
in revenue collection. Over the past few months, the GST 
has been contributing over Rs. 1 lakh crores in the indirect 
tax receipts of the Centre and the states. However, in 
march, 2020 the GSt collections slipped below the 
said psychological mark – a fall that may partially be 
attributable to the Covid-19 situation (the government 
announcement extending the due dates for making 
payment of GST for the said month came very late). It is, 

however, important to note that the GST collections for 
March, 2020 are at Rs. 97,597 crores and are still higher 
as compared to the numbers for September and October 
of 2019. Considering the economic lockdown in the entire 
month of April, 2020, the collection for this month is 
certainly going to be a challenge.

The Hon’ble Finance Minister has announced various tax 
compliance-related reliefs / measures for the next few 
months to enable the trade and businesses to effectively 
address this unprecedented situation while managing their 
tax compliances and cash flow. Some of the important 
relaxations made are given below:

(i)  Extension of time limit for filing of GSTR3B for the 
months of February, March and April to 30th June, 2020 
for assessees having a turnover of less than Rs. 5 crores.
(ii)  For assesses with a turnover more than Rs. 5 crores 
(large assessees), the rate of interest for delayed payment 
of tax has been conditionally reduced from 18% to 9% 
p.a. from 15 days after the due date. However, there is no 
extension of the due date. No late fee / penalty shall be 
charged for delay relating to this period.
(iii)  Time limits for notices, notifications, approval orders, 
sanction orders, filing of appeals, furnishing applications, 
reporting any other document, etc., or for any other 
compliance (barring a few exceptions) expiring between 
20th march and 29th June are extended to 30th June, 2020.
(iv)  24/7 clearance at all customs stations till 30th June, 
2020 to address any congestion, delay or surge on 
account of the prevailing conditions.
(v)  RBI extended the time period for realisation and 
repatriation of export proceeds for export of goods or 
software made up to or on 31st July to 15 months (from 
the existing nine months) from the date of export.
(vi)  (For a detailed note on GST amendments refer to 
recent developments in gST in the BCAJ issue dated 
April, 2020).

The extension in payment of GST for the months of 
February to April, 2020 is certainly a big relief to the 
taxpayers. However, it is strongly felt that it would have 
been more appropriate for the government to completely 
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waive off the interest for those making the payments for 
the months of February to May on or before 31st July, 
2020. As per the said extension, for assessees having 
a turnover of more than Rs. 5 crores no interest will be 
charged if they make the payment on or before 4th may. 
Considering that the lockdown has been extended from 
the earlier 14th april to 3rd May, a further 15 days’ extension 
in the said date is the least that trade and commerce can 
expect.

the lockdown was implemented without any advance 
announcement, as a result of which a lot of practical 
problems have arisen.

(a)  The problem of Invoice / e-way bill generation and 
printing: As we all know, under GST the movement of 
goods is allowed only with proper supporting documents 
such as Invoice / E-way bills, etc. Any goods not 
accompanied by proper documentation are liable to be 
seized and attract a heavy penalty. During the lockdown 
period and the related mandate to work from home, 
many have experienced difficulties in printing invoices / 
generating E-way bills due to the lack of a printing set-up 
at home. In a few cases, as a temporary measure the 
transportation was done without adequate documentation 
based only on oral information about Invoice No. and 
e-way bill nos. provided by the supplier to the transporter.

(b)  Possibility of clandestine movement of goods: 
There is a high risk of clandestine movement of goods 
by certain anti-social tax evaders during the lockdown 
period, especially since the tax authorities may not be in a 
position to keep a check on in-transit movements of goods 
due to scaling down in the mobile squad staff during this 
period. The government, perhaps in anticipation of this 
issue, has not relaxed the requirement of generating 
E-way bills and issuing invoices.

(c)  Preparation of manual invoices: Many organisations 
did not have sufficient IT infrastructure in place to enable 
access to their accounting / invoicing software from 
home. Therefore, in many cases invoices were prepared 
manually (i.e., outside the regular systems), resulting in 
various control lapses such as no consecutive system-
generated invoice number, the challenge as to the 
proper accounting thereof, etc. Further, it’s not unlikely 
that instead of paying interest, the large assessees may 
consider filing of GSTR3B on an ad hoc basis and prefer 
to reconcile the amounts later whenever the GStr1 
returns are filed, increasing the compliance burden due to 
added reconciliation.

(d)  digital signature: Use of digital signature is a must 
for carrying out many important compliances under GST, 
for example, filing of GST Returns, making payment 
of GST using DRC-03, refund applications, etc. As 
the duration of the lockdown period and gravity of the 
situation were unknown, many employees / consultants 
working with the GST compliance team did not carry the 
digital signature home with them which added to their 
compliance hindrances during the lockdown period. To 
address this issue, as a temporary measure the GStIn 
has permitted filing of returns without digital signature and 
only on the basis of EVC code.

(e)  Transitional consignments: Many consignments 
were in transit during the lockdown period. Since many 
states sealed their borders from 12th march onwards, a 
huge volume of consignments was immobilised. The 
problem relating to the expiry of the E-way bill was 
partially addressed by the subsequent relief measures 
extending the validity of the E-way bills expiring between 
20th march and 15th april up to 30th april, 2020. however, 
most of the consignments, perishable in nature, resulted 
in spoilage of goods. The GST law requires a reversal of 
Input Tax Credit on goods lost due to damage / spoilage 
etc. Unfortunately, no relief has so far been given in 
respect thereof. Besides, delays in delivery resulted in 
many such orders being cancelled, the tax on which was 
already paid, adding to the working capital woes of the 
trade. In cases involving stock transfers between different 
registered units of the same entity, the supplying unit 
ended up paying taxes, whereas the receiving unit could 
not avail the ITC due to non-receipt of goods.

(f)  Cancellation of services: the hospitality, tourism 
and airline industries suffered a major setback due to the 
cancellation of their services during the lockdown. In many 
cases, the advance was refunded with some cancellation 
charges. The issue as to the applicability of the rate of 
cancellation charges is still unsettled and hence is likely 
to remain in focus during assessments dealing with the 
said period.

(g)  delays in processing refunds: Since the tax 
department is functioning with limited staff during the 
lockdown period, various refund applications are pending 
processing, thus adding to the cash-flow problems of 
the assessees. this has also impacted various other 
administrative processes, such as matters dealing with 
the restoration of GST registrations, the release of 
bank account attachment / blockage of electronic credit 
ledger, etc.
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(h)  goods supplied free under CSr initiative: During 
the lockdown period many entities have been involved 
in CSR initiatives by donating masks, gloves, sanitizers, 
food packets, etc. The eligibility of ITC on such donations 
is also doubtful in the light of the provisions of section 
17(5)(h) of the CGST Act and no tax incentive has been 
provided for the same.

As part of an administrative relief package, the time 
limits for notices, notifications, approval orders, sanction 
orders, filing of appeals, furnishing applications, reporting 
any other document, etc., as also the time limit for any 
other compliance expiring between 20th march and 29th 
June is extended to 30th June, 2020. however, certain 
provisions have been excluded from the purview of such 
relaxations. For example, no relaxation was given for time 
limit stated in section 31 for issue of invoices. Hence, in 
cases involving continuous supply of services, if the event 
obligating the payment falls during the lockdown period, 
then the issue of invoice is mandatory and shifting of 
liability is not permissible.

Similarly, if during the lockdown period the turnover of 
any person exceeds the threshold limit provided for 
obtaining GST registration, then such person shall be 
required to obtain the registration within 30 days thereof 
as no relaxation from the same has been provided. And in 
cases where the assessee could not make the previous 
compliances before the due dates on account of various 
reasons and the default continued owing to inability to 
take any corrective action during the lockdown period, the 
imposition of late fees and interest for the lockdown period 
will continue. In this background, it would be interesting 
to see whether an assessee can exclude the lockdown 
period from the limitation period citing force majeure or 
impossibility of performance?

Unfortunately, in many states such notifications were not 
issued by the State VAT / Commercial Tax Departments 
as regards pre-GST matters. In an attempt to prevent the 
spread of coronavirus, the Maharashtra State Goods and 
Services Tax Department issued detailed guidelines to 
its officers and staff discouraging personal appearances 
of assessees / their representatives and completing 

the time-barring assessments by obtaining the details 
through emails and to pass manual orders. However, 
no extension of the time limit was given for cases that 
were getting time-barred in March, 2020. This may have 
far-reaching implications, especially where the orders 
are passed ex parte and because the Maharashtra VAT 
Act contains no provision for cancellation of assessment 
order and an appeal is not admitted without depositing 
10% of the disputed tax liability by way of pre-deposit.

It also appears that the decision of the department in not 
extending the statutory due date is in direct contravention 
of the order of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the suo motu 
WP (Civil) No. 3/2020 vide order dated 23rd march, 2020, 
wherein the Apex Court in the exercise of its powers 
under Article 141 of the Constitution (binding on all 
Courts / Tribunals and authorities), has ordered that the 
period of limitation in all proceedings, irrespective of the 
limitation prescribed under the general law or special law 
whether condonable or not, shall be extended with effect 
from 15th March, 2020 till further orders. The service tax 
audits / inquiries under the pre-GST laws also continued 
during the lockdown period (admittedly not on a full scale) 
increasing the risk of best-judgment SCNs due to the 
inability of the assessee to produce proper data during 
the said period. In some cases, the authorities issued 
notices for conducting personal hearing through video 
conferencing.

The economic impact of coronavirus on GST is directly 
linked to the economic health of trade, commerce and 
industry during the said period and will become clearer 
in the days to come and could even become permanent. 
However, the operational impact and practical difficulties 
explained above are temporary in nature and are 
expected to have a short life. Hopefully, with the re-
opening of the economy these things will come back on 
track and certain cases of fait acompli experienced during 
the said period will be addressed wherever possible by 
appropriate administrative orders. The whispers seeking 
more relief are getting louder and there is a possibility that 
the government is likely to announce further relaxations if 
the lockdown period is further extended. One only hopes 
that this happens sooner rather than later. 

Don’t believe everything you hear. There are always three sides to a story.  
Yours, theirs and the truth
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IMPaCT oF CoVID-19 on  
CorPoraTE anD allIED laWS 

ANKIT DAVDA
 Chartered accountant

Prior to the manifestation of the Covid-19 pandemic, most 
of us would have heard about a disaster recovery plan or 
business continuity plan as part of the risk management 
plans. Such disaster recovery plans would seldom 
have envisaged a situation of countrywide, or even 
global, lockdowns which most of the world is currently 
experiencing. therefore, it is unwise to expect that such 
a well-thought-out disaster recovery or continuity plan 
would have been prepared for a country as a whole. 
no doubt, there are certain legislations like the disaster 
management act, 2005 and the epidemic diseases act, 
1897 which have come handy to the government in this 
unprecedented calamity.

Coming to the specific subject of the impact of Covid-19 
on the Corporate and Allied Laws, we need to briefly 
touch base with the typical limitations that all of us are 
suffering from. the current situation of countrywide 
lockdown and social distancing norms is making most of 
us feel handicapped at not being able to attend office as 
we would generally do, have free access to the enabling 
office environment of accessing computers, the internet, 
physical records, printing and scanning documents, 
dSCs and all other tools that create a smooth working 
environment and enable the ease of working. For most 
of our working lives easy availability of such basic office 
infrastructure has been taken for granted and we did not 
pause and think even for a minute what would happen 
if the easy availability of such office infrastructure is 
interrupted for any length of time.

these aspects are highlighted to pinpoint the limitations 
which business enterprises are facing today as far as 
operational aspects are concerned. apart from these 
operational limitations or micro issues, there are many 
substantive effects or macro issues which Covid-19 has 
triggered globally. therefore, in the context of Corporate 
and allied Laws we would need to dissect the Covid-19 
impact from two broad perspectives, viz., (1) operational 
or micro issues; and (2) Substantive or macro issues.

Various operational or micro issues are more to do with 
operational difficulties currently faced by corporates 

causing hindrances in timely and adequate compliances 
for the short time span during the ongoing lockdown. 
on the other hand, the substantive or macro issues 
would require a much deeper understanding of certain 
provisions of the Corporate and allied Laws in the context 
of the unique environment created by Covid-19 and its 
possible effects, which would have a long-lasting impact 
on Indian corporates in the medium to long term, say over 
a period of six to 18 months.

many relaxations announced address the operational or 
micro issues under the Companies act, 2013, FdI norms 
to check opportunistic takeovers of Indian companies 
and reducing the post buyback period for raising further 
capital from 12 months to six months under SeBI 
regulations amongst others. therefore, as the Indian 
corporates battle the disruptions caused by Covid-19 and 
endeavour to revive and streamline business operations 
post relaxations of the lockdown measures, there would 
be a greater need to evaluate the Corporate and allied 
Laws provisions which could create hindrances or pose 
substantive or macro limitations to effective recovery and 
announce enabling relaxations to provide a free runway 
for a smooth take-off.

most of us would be aware about these relaxations by now 
given the quick spread of such updates on social media 
platforms (even faster than coronavirus). therefore, 
without getting into the details, I would like to briefly 
summarise most of the relaxations as a quick refresher 
for ease of reference.

I. Companies Act, 2013 and related rules

1. Board meeting permitted through video 
conferencing or other audio-visual means in respect 
of certain matters for which mandatory physical meeting 
is otherwise required, which includes approval of 
financial statements, Board’s report, prospectus and 
matters relating to mergers, amalgamations, demergers, 
acquisitions and takeovers – up to 30th June, 2020.

2. Maximum time gap between two consecutive 
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Board meetings relaxed from the existing 120 days to 
180 days for the next two quarters, i.e. till 30th September, 
2020.

3. non-holding of at least one meeting of Independent 
Directors in a financial year without the attendance 
of non-Independent directors will not be treated as 
violation for F.Y. 2019-20.

4. Non-compliance of residency in India for a 
minimum period of 182 days by at least one director of 
every company will not be treated as violation for F.Y. 
2019-20.

5. Implementation of reporting by auditors as per the 
Companies (Auditor’s Report) Order, 2020 deferred 
by one year to F.Y. 2020-21.

6. the time limit for (i) creating Deposit Repayment 
Reserve of 20% of deposits maturing during F.y. 2020-
21; and (ii) making specified investment or deposit of 
at least 15% of the amount of debentures maturing 
during F.y. 2020-21 extended from 30th april to 30th June, 
2020.

7. the time limit for filing of declaration for 
commencement of business by newly-incorporated 
companies extended from 180 days to 360 days.
8. Contribution to newly-formed PM CARES Fund 
covered under CSR spending of corporates and FaQs 
released in relation to CSr spending in view of the 
peculiar situation of the Covid-19 pandemic.

9. Conduct of Extraordinary General Meetings 
through video conferencing or other audio-visual 
means permitted till 30th June, 2020 in unavoidable 
cases, subject to certain safeguards and protective 
mechanisms as detailed in mCa Circular no. 14/2020 
dated 8th April, 2020 as further clarified by MCA Circular 
no. 17/2020 dated 13th april, 2020.

10. Extension of due date of AGM to 30th September, 
2020 for companies whose financial year has ended on 
31st December, 2019, i.e. time limit extended from six 
months from the end of the financial year to nine months.

11. Companies Fresh Start Scheme, 2020 (CFSS) 
has been announced in order to enable certain eligible 
defaulting companies to regularise their filings without 
payment of additional fees and granting immunity from 
launching prosecution or proceedings for imposition of 

penalty on account of delay associated with certain filings. 
the detailed guidelines and operational procedures have 
been laid out in mCa Circular no. 12/2020 dated 30th 

march, 2020.

12. LLP Settlement Scheme, 2020 (LSS) which was 
announced through mCa Circular no. 06/2020 dated 4th 
March, 2020 has been modified vide MCA Circular No. 
13/2020 dated 30th March, 2020 keeping in mind the 
prevalent situation.

II. Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 
Regulations applicable to listed companies

A. SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure 
Requirements) Regulations, 2015 (‘LODR’)
1. the following relaxations, in the form of extension 
of timeline for certain compliance requirements / filings 
by entities whose equity shares are listed, have been 
announced (Refer Table A).

Further, vide a separate circular1, SeBI has granted 
similar relaxations to issuers who have listed their debt 
securities, non-convertible redeemable preference shares 
and commercial papers, and to issuers of municipal debt 
securities.

2. as per regulations 17(2) and 18(2)(a), the Board of 
directors and the audit committee need to meet at least 
four times a year, with a maximum time gap of 120 days 
between two meetings. the listed entities are exempted 
from observing this maximum time gap for the meetings 
held / proposed to be held between 1st december, 2019 
and 30th June, 2020. however, listed entities need to 
ensure that there are at least four Board and audit 
committee meetings conducted in a year.

3. the effective date of operation of the new SEBI 
circular on Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
dated 22nd January, 2020 in relation to imposition of fines 
and other enforcement actions for non-compliance with 
provisions of the Lodr, has been extended to compliance 
periods ending on or after 30th June, 2020 instead of 31st 
march, 2020. thus, the existing SeBI SoP Circular dated 
3rd may, 2018 would be applicable till such date.

4. Publication of newspaper advertisements for 
certain information such as notice of Board meetings, 
financial results, etc. as required under Regulations 47 

1 SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/DDHS/ON/P/2020/41 dated 23rd March, 2020
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and 52(8) has been exempted for all events scheduled 
till 15th May, 2020.

Table A
No. Regulation 

No.
Compliance 

requirement / filings
Relaxations w.r.t. 

quarter / F.Y. ending  
31st March, 2020

Due date Extended 
date

1. 7(3) Half-yearly compliance 
certificate on share 

transfer facility

30th April, 
2020

31st May, 
2020

2. 13(3) Quarterly statement of 
investor complaints

21st April, 
2020

15th May, 
2020

3. 24A Annual secretarial 
compliance report

30th May, 
2020

30th June, 
2020

4. 27(2) Quarterly corporate 
governance report

15th April, 
2020

15th May, 
2020

5. 31 Quarterly shareholding 
pattern

21st April, 
2020

15th May, 
2020

6. 33 Quarterly financial 
results

15th May, 
2020

30th June, 
2020

Annual financial results 30th May, 
2020

30th June, 
2020

7. 40(9) Half-yearly certificate 
from practicing CS on 
timely issue of share 

certificates

30th April, 
2020

31st May, 
2020

8. 44(5) Holding of AGM by top 
100 listed entities by 
market capitalisation

31st August, 
2020

30th 

September, 
2020

9. 19(3A), 
20(3A) and 

21(3A)

Nomination and 
Remuneration 

Committee, 
Stakeholders 
Relationship 

Committee and 
Risk Management 
Committee need to 

meet at least once in 
a year

31st March, 
2020

30th June, 
2020

10. Circular 
issued in 
terms of 

Regulation 
101(2)

Disclosure requirement 
by large corporates

Initial disclosure 30th April, 
2020

30th June, 
2020

Annual disclosure 15th May, 
2020

30th June, 
2020

5. Regulation 29(2) specifies that listed entities should 
give prior intimation to stock exchanges about Board 
meeting (i) at least five days before the meeting 
wherein financial results are to be considered, and (ii) 
two working days for all other matters. this requirement 
of prior intimation has been reduced to two days in all 
cases for Board meetings to be held till 31st July, 2020.

6. any delay in submission of information to stock 
exchanges regarding loss of share certificates and issue 

of duplicate share certificates within two days of receiving 
such information as required under regulation 39(3) will 
not attract penal provisions for intimations to be made 
between 1st march, 2020 and 31st may, 2020.

7. In line with the relaxations announced by the mCa 
for allowing companies whose financial year ended on  
31st December, 2019 to hold their aGm till 30th September, 
2020, SeBI has granted similar relaxation to top 100 
listed entities, whose financial year ended on 31st 
December, 2019, for holding their aGm within a period 
of nine months instead of within a period of five months 
from the year-end.

8. SEBI has further clarified that authentication / 
certification of any filing / submission made to the stock 
exchanges under Lodr may be done using digital 
signature certificate (DSC) until 30th June, 2020.

Suggested relaxations: Apart from the above relaxations 
proactively given by SEBI, the following further relaxations 
may be considered by it:

1. There were a few amendments made to the LODR 
based on the recommendations of the Kotak Committee 
which came into effect from 1st April, 2020, mostly relating 
to Board of directors and its meetings. These include (i) 
requirement of having at least one Independent woman 
director by the top 1,000 listed entities [Reg. 17(1)(a)]; 
(ii) requirement of having at least six directors on the 
Board by top 2,000 listed entities [Reg. 17(1)(c)] and 
(iii) a person shall not be a director in more than seven 
listed entities (Reg. 17A). While most of these provisions 
were introduced well before time for listed entities to be 
compliant beforehand, the current situation warrants 
reconsideration in extending the effective date of these 
provisions.
2. Regulation 25(3) of LODR requires Independent 
directors to hold at least one meeting in a year without 
the presence of Non-Independent directors and members 
of management. Here, too, relaxation should be granted 
by extending the due date to 30th June, 2020 as done for 
compliance of Regulations 19(3A), 20(3A) and 21(3A) in 
respect of committee meetings. It is worthwhile to recall 
that the MCA has waived the similar requirements under 
the Companies Act as stated above.

B. SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and 
Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 (‘SAST’)
The time limit for filing annual disclosures under 
regulations 30(1) and 30(2) by persons holding 25% 
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or more shares / voting rights in a listed company and 
by promoters (including persons acting in concert), 
respectively, regarding aggregate shareholding and voting 
rights held in the listed company, have been extended till 
1st June, 2020 instead of seven working days from the end 
of the financial year. Further, a similar time limit extension 
has been granted for disclosure to be made by promoters 
under regulation 31(4) regarding non-encumbrance of 
shares held by them, other than those already disclosed 
during the financial year.

C. SEBI (Issue of Capital and Disclosure 
Requirements) Regulations, 2018 (‘ICDR’)
1. Rights Issues: SeBI has proactively announced 
certain much-needed relaxations to listed entities in order 
to create an enabling environment for fund-raising through 
rights issues that open on or before 31st march, 2021. 
SeBI, vide a Circular2 , has granted relaxations from strict 
application of certain provisions relating to rights issues, 
which broadly include the following:

a) Eligibility conditions relating to Fast Track Rights 
Issues: Certain eligibility conditions have been relaxed, 
inter alia, in the form of reduction of certain time periods 
and monetary caps so that companies can find it easy 
to comply with such conditions and come out with Fast 
track rights Issues for quick fund raising.
b) Relaxation with respect to minimum subscription 
amount: the requirement of receipt of minimum 
subscription amount in a rights issue has been relaxed 
from the existing 90% to 75%, provided that such 
companies need to ensure that at least 75% of the issue 
size is utilised for the objects of the issue other than 
general corporate purpose.
c) Relaxation with respect to minimum threshold 
required for non-filing of draft offer document with 
SEBI for its observations: the listed entities with a 
rights issue size of up to rs. 25 crores (instead of rs. 10 
crores as earlier applicable) need not file draft letter of 
offer with SeBI and can directly proceed to issue letter of 
offer to shareholders.

2. Validity of Observations issued by SEBI: as per 
the existing provisions, a public issue / rights issue may 
be opened within a period of 12 months from the date of 
issuance of observations by SeBI. this has been relaxed 
vide a SeBI Circular3  which provides that the validity of 
the SeBI observations, where the same have expired / 
will expire between 1st march, 2020 and 30th September, 

2020 has been extended by six months from the date 
of expiry of such Observations, subject to a requisite 
undertaking from the lead manager to the issue.

3. Relaxation from fresh filing of offer document 
with SEBI in case of increase / decrease in fresh 
issue size: As per the existing provisions, fresh filing 
of the draft offer document along with fees is required 
in case of any increase or decrease beyond 20% in the 
estimated fresh issue size. this has been relaxed vide a 
SeBI Circular3 whereby issuers have been permitted to 
increase or decrease the fresh issue size by up to 50% 
of the estimated fresh issue size without the requirement 
to file a fresh draft offer document with SEBI subject 
to fulfilment of certain conditions. This relaxation is 
applicable for issues (IPo / rights Issues / FPo) opening 
before 31st december, 2020.

D. SEBI (Buy-back of Securities) Regulations, 2018 
(‘Buy-back Regulations’)
regulation 24(i)(f) of the Buy-back regulations imposes 
a restriction that companies shall not raise further capital 
for a period of one year from the expiry of the buy-back 
period, except in discharge of their subsisting obligations. 
Vide a SeBI Circular4, this restrictive timeframe of one 
year has been reduced to six months in line with the 
provisions of section 68(8) of the Companies act, 2013. 
this relaxation is applicable till 31st december, 2020. 
this is a welcome relaxation, much needed in the current 
scenario where many companies had announced buy-
back prior to the outbreak of Covid-19 and may now need 
capital to survive these difficult times.

III. Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (‘IBC’)
the provisions of the IBC can play a crucial role to make 
or break an entity in this turbulent business environment. 
It is obvious that many businesses would find it difficult 
to honour their financial obligations on time due to loss 
of business, revenue and profit, as well as due to lack 
of liquidity in the market. In this regard, the government 
has already announced its intention to put in place 
requisite safeguards so that business entities are not 
dragged to insolvency proceedings to further worsen the 
ongoing business crisis. the following few key decisions 
/ announcements have already been made or are at an 
advanced stage of consideration:

1. the threshold limit of debt default for invoking the 

2   SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/CFD/CIR/CFD/DIL/67/2020 dated 21st April, 2020
3   SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/CFD/DIL1/CIR/P/2020/66 dated 21st April, 2020
4   SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/CFD/DCR2/CIR/P/2020/69 dated 23rd April, 2020
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Corporate Insolvency resolution Process (CIrP) has 
been increased to rs. 1 crore from rs. 1 lakh.

2. an amendment has been made to the IBBI CIrP 
regulations to provide that the period of lockdown 
imposed by the Central Government due to Covid-19 
shall not be counted for the purposes of the time-line 
for any activity that could not be completed due to such 
lockdown in relation to a CIrP.

3. as per a news article, the provisions of sections 7, 9 and 
10 relating to initiation of CIrP is proposed to be suspended 
for a period of six months which can be extended up to one 
year through promulgation of an ordinance.

to conclude, we must acknowledge the proactive relief 

measures announced by the government and regulators 
as far as Corporate and allied Laws compliances are 
concerned, which would provide a much-needed 
breather to India Inc. to successfully sail through these 
difficult times. It would be imperative to continuously 
evaluate and announce further substantive reliefs  
that should be provided till business normalcy is 
achieved.

Let me recall the words of Swami Vivekananda, ‘To think 
positively and masterfully, with faith and confidence, 
life becomes more secure, richer in achievement and 
experience’ in the hope that all of us would imbibe this 
thought in these difficult times; and once we overcome 
this situation, we will cherish this novel experience for the 
rest of our lives. 
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SoME rEFlECTIonS on CoVID-19  
anD THE EConoMY: rESET TIME

RASHMIN CHANDULAL SANGHVI
 Chartered accountant

I am presenting a few thoughts on the reasons for the 
pandemic, how to stop future pandemics, its impact on 
the economy and steps for its revival, the oil shock and its 
domino effect and other related issues.

PanDEMIC rEaSon – VIruS anD STrESS 
In anIMalS
I have seen a video on the reasons for pandemics published 
by the Nutrition Facts Organisation of the uSa in 2010. 
dr. michael Greger, m.d., FaCLm, explains that (i) this is a 
zoonotic disease and the virus which is present in animals 
infects mankind, (ii) most viruses are completely neutralised 
within 30 minutes under direct sunlight; however, in dark, 
damp and shaded conditions they can survive for weeks, 
(iii) viruses which have existed for thousands of years 
innocuously have now become deadly.

Why is this so? Clearly, the stress and the pain suffered 
by animals results in even an innocent virus turning 
into a deadly one. When these stressed animals / birds 
are eaten by men, they get infected. If we don’t stop 
industrial animal farming for food, then we should be 
prepared for a pandemic of deadly proportions equivalent 
to the Indonesian tsunami of 2004 simultaneously 
hitting all the major cities around the world. In case a 
pandemic hits the uSa, it may be necessary to lockdown 
the whole country for 90 days. this prediction was made 
in the year 2010. (See the video: https://nutritionfacts.org/
video/pandemics-history-prevention/)

In short, extreme cruelty by mankind on animals and birds 
has caused this pandemic. and all nations are responsible 
for this cruelty. Industrial farming of pigs and chicken, of 
cows for milk, etc., several such cruel practices were 
started in the capitalist western countries and this is the 
chief cause of this virus.

according to me, in the same way, globally, half the 
human population lives in stress because of poverty and 
wars inflicted by greedy lobbies and nations. This stress 
also affects world peace and welfare. It is time we take 
notice of this fact.

PrEVEnTInG FuTurE VIral PanDEMICS
to prevent such pandemics, one should not only 
turn vegetarian, one should turn vegan. It is a simple 
philosophy. Love your animals as you love your family. 
Love your employees as your own family. Love is a 
great strength. the absence of love or callousness has 
immeasurable negative power. Philosophy includes the 
principles of how to live happily in society and the world. 
In hindi it is called: ‘जीव, जगत और ईशवर के संबंध’. In 
english, it’s ‘the relationship amongst: Individuals, 
universe and God’.

a useless plastic straw that we throw away travels a few 
thousand miles through the ocean and hurts a tortoise. 
the tortoise is in stress. Its stress affects world peace. 
We do not give cognition to the stress suffered by billions 
of lives around the world. It is high time that we recognise 
the philosophy that the stress caused in the tiniest of lives 
will one day come back to haunt us. We have ignored the 
warnings of numerous environmentalists. Let us now hear 
this warning by mother nature or प्रक्रु तत. this is the time to 
RESET everything and challenge all our assumptions. 
the virus has proved that we have to live as one family, 
वसरुधवै करु टरु मबकम. the solution to this virus and many other 
problems may be found by the world in co-operation and 
not in competition. all national boundaries are man-made 
and artificial. The ultimate truth is – We Are All One, अदवैत.

If someone had said before seeing the above video, ‘don’t 
be cruel with animals’, the mass commercialised industrialist 
as well as the consumer would not have listened to him. the 
government would not interfere considering ‘philosophy and 
ethics as a matter of personal choice’. But after seeing the 
video anyone who believes in prevention of pandemics 
and other mass tragedies may want to practice and spread 
the message of universal Love and truth.

a reader may ask, ‘okay. I have understood that the cause 
of the current pandemic is human cruelty to animals and 
birds. But as an individual, what can I do?’ the answer 
to that is, ‘one individual cannot change the world. he 
cannot stop industrialised animal farming. But he can stop 
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eating animals and consuming dairy products.’ When 
many individuals stop buying any product which involves 
cruelty, businesses will have to change their practices. If 
we do not reset our business practices and our personal 
lives, nature may (or may not) give us another warning.

PanDEMIC’S IMPaCT on EConoMY
Both the Indian and the global economies have suffered 
a serious setback due to the current pandemic. how 
serious is it? how long will it take to recover? as recently 
stated by mr. Sanjiv mehta, Ca, Chairman of hindustan 
unilever, no one can provide a proper answer to these 
questions. economics is a social subject. unlike the laws 
of physics, the results of actions in economics cannot 
be predicted. they depend upon society’s psychology, 
culture, readiness to put in hard work and so on.

to explain the issue in simple terms, one can use the 
analogy of a person who has suffered a heart attack. 
he knows the reasons of the attack: Lack of exercise, 
an over-indulgent lifestyle, and so on. ‘Can he or will he 
recover? how good will be the recovery?’ the answer to 
these questions is, ‘of course he will recover.’ ‘how well 
he will recover depends upon whether he has learnt his 
lesson. Will he change his over-indulgent lifestyle? Will 
he start exercises? and does he have the will power to 
return to a healthy life? Is he a positive thinker? does his 
positivity translate into action?’

this analogy can be applied not only to individuals hit by 
disease, but also to nations hit by disasters.

the current pandemic has already caused serious 
damage to economies. and the damage will continue for 
some time. nations and the world are not going to die. We 
will all recover. how well do we recover is the issue. the 
quality of recovery depends upon how well we reset our 
businesses and our personal lives.

Supply chains have been broken and damaged. 
the demand for many goods and capital assets has 
evaporated. When both supply and demand go down, 
there is necessarily a contraction of the economy. there is 
no alignment between reduction in supply and demand. In 
other words, the supply of goods a, B and C has stopped. 
the demand for goods C, y and Z has evaporated. hence 
the contraction in the economy can be even worse.

In agriculture, tea gardens and mango and grape orchards, 
vegetables and so on are adversely affected. agriculture 
has been exempted from the lockdown. But then a lot of 

migrant workers have gone back to their native places. 
transport is affected. even the manufacture of medicines 
is seriously affected.

Where does a nation start with relief and recovery 
actions? the Government of India (GoI) and the rBI 
have already announced different packages of financial 
relief – all together amounting to Rs. 5 trillions. (one 
trillion is a short term for one lakh crores.) Food Security 
is provided to 80 crores of Indians. the GoI has started 
with ensuring that the poor daily wage-earners do not stay 
hungry. they are being provided food and fuel in different 
ways. It is my personal knowledge that, at least in Gujarat, 
the GoI is reaching the poor.

having discussed stress and the pain in animals, let us 
turn to the stress and the pain in human beings. Let 
us take an example. the Covid-19 virus has spread in 
the Dharavi slum. hundreds of people are infected. this 
has raised fears of community spread. the Central and 
the State Governments are worried. they do not see 
any practical solution. they are frustrated. Imagine an 
invisible tiny virus frustrating the Government of India. 
Why has this situation arisen?

In Mumbai, some flats are sold at a price of Rs. 1,00,000 
per square foot, or even more. In the same city, several 
million people live in slums, on footpaths and in chawls. 
many people just do not have a roof over their heads.

Why is there such a wide difference in incomes and 
wealth?

We do not ask this question. Society in general doesn’t 
care. the government has excellent schemes for slum 
development. market forces will make it practical to give 
decent homes to many slum-dwellers. and instead of 
spending money on slum redevelopment, the government 
will get revenue. and yet, the dharavi redevelopment 
scheme has not taken off for so many years. Why? 
Because of corruption and greed.

Imagine a poor person living in dharavi. most people 
there do not have toilets and bathrooms within their tiny 
homes. they use common facilities. Imagine their fear 
of viral infection. they can’t leave dharavi due to the 
lockdown. and they can’t live in dharavi because of the 
abysmal living conditions. What amount of fear and stress 
are the people living in dharavi suffering from right now? 
Won’t that stress affect us and our governments? nature 
has already provided the answer. It will affect all of us.
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there are many individuals and nGos who question the 
current pitiable condition of the poor. they work on the 
ground in helping the poor. many of them have achieved 
good success. may their tribe grow; may their enthusiasm 
to help the poor infect society and governments. may we 
see a day when every family in India has a home. One 
such dreamer is Prime minister narendra modi. he has 
already planned a scheme for this purpose. I remember 
saying in my presentation at the BCAS economics Study 
Circle in 2015: ‘If all the welfare schemes planned by mr. 
modi are executed in reality (not just on paper), then India 
can have 12% GdP growth for the next 20 years.’ This is 
the solution and the answer to the question, ’how will 
the economy be affected by the present pandemic?’

India has a huge unsatisfied need. And India has sufficient 
natural resources to provide food, clothing and homes to 
every individual in the country. But the market system will 
not permit it. under a capitalist market system, farmers, 
teachers and doctors earn less than share market 
speculators and tax consultants. a producer of goods and 
services earns less than a film star and a sportsman. This 
market system has to be reset.

GDP
GDP is a misleading statistical figure that has become 
popular to such an extent that it has become harmful. When 
a jungle is destroyed and factories are set up, GdP goes 
up. But there is no consideration for the damage to the 
environment, the loss of life of animals, the huge difficulties 
to tribals and so on. If the Indian rupee rises to rs. 36 per 
dollar, our GdP will jump from $2.8 trillion to $5.6 trillion. 
this shows that the exchange conversion market is an 
illusion. When liquor and cigarette production goes up, the 
GdP goes up. Share market speculators speculate and 
GdP goes up with zero contribution to the real economy. 
I am not worried if the GdP falls, but the people would be 
free from pollution and the resultant diseases.

There is none and there will be no direct relationship 
between welfare and GDP.

THE Corona SHoCK: nEGaTIVE  
oIl PrICE
on monday, 20thapril, and also on thursday, 23rd april, 
2020, the price for a barrel of crude oil on the new york 
Commodity exchange dropped to negative $38. What is 
a negative oil price? Why did it happen? and what can be 
the consequences?

this has happened because of excess supply of crude 

oil and lack of storage capacity for the excess. Global 
production (extraction from oil wells) is 100 million barrels 
per day (mBd). With the almost global lockdown, the 
entire transport system and factories have stopped. now 
only domestic and agricultural consumption of power 
continues. as per oil experts’ opinion, the demand has 
gone down by at least 25%. however, production of crude 
oil continues at the same pace. Saudi arabia, russia and 
the uSa have agreed to cut down production by about 
10.3 mBd. this cut will be effective from 1st may, 2020. 
But the surplus of supply over consumption will continue. 
Global storage tanks are almost full. In the uSa, people 
holding a ‘Buy’ contract have no storage space. assume 
that a buyer has already paid the full price. now, either 
he has to lift the oil, or pay $38 per barrel to cancel the 
contract. A negative price reflects the cost of storage for 
an indefinite period. However, these negative prices will 
not last. It is estimated that in the short term the price may 
settle around $20/barrel.

Crude oil is the most important component of energy 
today. hence, the uSa has used it as an instrument in its 
currency war. Its government insists that all global trade 
must happen in uS dollars. Some nations refused. they 
were ready to sell their oil in euros. hence the attacks on 
Iraq, Lebanon and Libya and the sanctions on Venezuela 
and Iran. this is a classic illustration of a currency war 
using commodities as weapons. When the opponents do 
not succumb to sanctions, the uSa starts a weapons war. 
[See a clip of the news on Cnn dated 23rd april, 2020: 
new york (Cnn Business) 22nd April, 2020.]

the report said, ‘The Trump administration ordered 
Chevron to halt oil production in Venezuela, dealing 
another blow to the nation. the directive is part of 
President donald trump's effort to pressure the regime 
of Venezuelan President nicolas maduro by starving it of 
cash. despite having more oil reserves than any other 
country on earth, Venezuela's production has imploded 
because of tough sanctions imposed by the united States 
and other reasons.’

But there are other factors to be considered. When oil 
was sold at $100 per barrel, the uSa started shale oil 
production on such a scale that it became free from 
imports of crude oil. the average cost of production of 
shale oil is estimated to be $40 per barrel (estimates 
vary). When the oil price was high, shale gas producers 
took huge loans on small capitals and did business. now, 
with the oil price being less than $40 per barrel, most of 
them are making losses. Because of the viral pandemic, 
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the global economy has slowed down. the demand 
for oil may remain low in the short term. hence prices 
may remain under $40 for many months. Some shale oil 
producers may even go insolvent.

Domino Effect: When an oil producer goes insolvent, 
the following people also suffer losses: Speculators in 
oil prices, speculators in shares of oil companies, banks 
and institutions that lent to the oil producers, speculators 
in bank shares; employees of all of the above entities 
suffer and ultimately the government loses tax revenues.  
When these loss-making companies are bailed out, the 
common man, the taxpayer, suffers. thus, one loss has 
a domino effect.

We have seen this oil industry projection at some length. 
there are many other enterprises that are also highly 
leveraged. the airline industry is a capital intensive, 
high revenue cost industry with widely fluctuating profit 
margins. the lockdown may have caused huge losses 
for all airline companies. Some may go insolvent. many 
other enterprises will also go insolvent. that means huge 
losses for banks and the financial system. Will it result in 
banks going insolvent? Will central bankers around the 
world be able to save the banking system?

In maharashtra, mango and grape orchard owners 
can’t export their fruits. all over the country, many farmers 
cannot sell their products even within India. most of their 
products are perishable. they will suffer huge losses. 
Who will bear these losses? the list can go on.

Suddenly, the force majeure clause is being invoked 
by parties for not fulfilling their part of the performance. 
everyone looks at themselves. as if the ship is sinking! If 
this happens on a very large scale, then the economy can 
come crashing down. the economy is really like a giant 
machine with several wheels within wheels. all these 
wheels are connected by bearings, gears and chains. 
Some wheels stopping or slowing down may disrupt the 
machine. But if several wheels stop functioning, then the 
bearings can break down and the machine stop. We need 
to identify all the wheels, bearings, gears and chains in 
the economic machine. observe them, help them, and 
ensure that almost all parts function.

SoluTIon: EConoMIC aCTIon
Confidence at the highest level is crucial. The US and 
european economies have been built over a few hundred 
years. the Indian and Chinese economies and societies 
have been built over a few thousand years. how can 

these economies be destroyed if a pandemic disturbs 
them for a few months? only when an economy has 
its fundamentals seriously wrong can it be damaged. 
Probably, all countries, including communist countries, are 
working on Capitalist market economics. these need to 
be reSet. In other words, extreme disparities in income, 
wealth and welfare have to be reduced. every producer 
of goods and services must get at least a living wage. 
there should be no or minimum stress caused by unfair 
economics at the human level. Poor people constitute the 
base of the economic pyramid. When the base is strong, 
the structure will be steady. and it can come up fast. If the 
poor at the base die due to starvation, the whole economy 
will be badly affected and it cannot recover fast enough.

The Government of India has effected a large financial 
relief package. and the Prime minister has his heart in 
the right place. First priority is being given to the poor, 
daily wage earners, hawkers and others. Cooked and 
uncooked food is reaching the poor in villages through 
the government machinery. there are corners where the 
government may not reach. these are being reached by 
NGOs. Cash is reaching the poor under ‘Direct Benefit 
Scheme’. tax refunds are being expedited. Banks are 
asked to release more loans. Provident fund claims are 
being released quickly. through all practical measures 
the government is ensuring that cash flow in the nation 
must continue. Cash in the society is like blood in the 
body. It must remain circulating. otherwise the body parts 
will get numb. and even the smallest part going numb will 
affect the whole body.

one big relief this time is from the tax departments. 
every year, from January to march, Income-tax and 
GST officers get into overdrive to collect tax revenues, 
whether departmental claims were right or wrong. Big 
refund claims, howsoever legitimate, are withheld for the 
4th quarter. that pressure is off this year. and revenue 
targets have naturally gone for a toss.

Will this huge expenditure of rs. 5 trillion cause a 
budgetary deficit? Yes, certainly the budgetary deficit 
will increase. Will it cause inflation? may be, maybe not. 
the Food Corporation of India (FCI) has over 70 million 
tonnes of food stocks. every year, substantial quantities 
of food rot and have to be disposed of. If this stock of 
food is used, the market demand-supply equations will 
not be affected. There need not be any inflation in the 
price of food. there are some other items whose demand 
has fallen. In the case of some other items, it is the supply 
that has fallen. All together, as a combined figure, there 
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may be a minor inflation. (Any guess for the future is to be 
taken with a pinch of salt.) But in times of recession, it will 
help the economy rather than damage it.

on ToP oF THE EConoMIC CHaIn
man is at the top of the food chain. no other animal 
eats man. man eats almost every animal and plant. man 
contributes little to the nature, but he exploits nature to the 
maximum extent. Similarly, there are many people within 
mankind who are on top of the economic chain. they 
contribute little to the economy / society and yet earn 
disproportionately large incomes. It is for governments to 
identify the enterprises on the top of the economic chain. 
Do not spend a single rupee and a single minute on 
these people. They will manage.

BaIlouT PaCKaGES
all nations have announced huge bailout packages. 
most of the funds for these packages will come simply 
by ‘printing money’. how long can money supply 
influence and when does it become useless or even 
counter-productive? to understand this point, consider 
an extreme hypothesis: Indian GdP is rs. 190 trillion. 
Can we say, ‘Just print rs. 190 trillion and no one has 
to do any work? they can relax and enjoy.’ We cannot 
do that. People have to work and produce goods and 
services. A currency note that cannot buy anything 
has no value. having ruled out the extreme hypothesis, 
one needs to work out the right balance. every enterprise 
that breaks down due to the pandemic will be a wheel 
that stops functioning. Save that wheel. Lend it sufficient 
cash to make it turn again. once it starts running, stop 
lending. Slowly take back the loans. on the other hand, 
the daily wage earner can be given food free as long as 
the lockdown runs. Probably, for one more week. then 
stop all free doles. his hunger will make him hunt for 
work. and those millions of wheels will start functioning 
once again. Bailout packages is a huge subject by itself. 
But I will not go into that right now.

there should be no central command in the sense of 
planning from top-down. a central command will make 
mistakes and commit blunders. Let everyone find their 
own way. ensure continuity of infrastructure. those who 
need help should be helped. Give priority to very small 

enterprises, then to small and medium, and finally to 
large. Let individual spirits find individual solutions. Open 
up the market with safety. Planning by every individual 
and every enterprise, with the government supporting 
them, is the best approach.

Note: this article was written on 24th april. Before it gets 
published in our journal, I had the opportunity to listen 
to the Economic Wizard – Mr. Mohandas Pai on BCAS 
Webinar on 9th may. I am adding a few more notes. 

i)  When India works for full year, it generates GdP of say 
rs. 200 trillions. It is clear that Indian economy will not 
work for at least two months due to Covid 19 Pandemic. 
as simple arithmetics, GdP should fall by 17%. there are 
many variables. Some things continued even during lock 
down. Some things will not work even after the lock down 
is lifted. On the whole, Indian GDP for the financial year 
2020-21 can fall by 20%. From an estimated growth rate 
of 5% if there is a fall of 20%, our GdP may fall by 15%. 
this can cause massive repercussions. as discussed 
earlier, Government, rBI & peoples’ job is to ensure that 
the wheels within wheels work with minimum damage. 
otherwise the domino effect can cause far more losses.
ii) Long term stability lies in Indian economy being an 
independent economy. neither based on exports, nor 
based on imports. In still longer terms, when we all – 
Government to people are sensitive to the weakest of the 
lives; and when we ensure welfare of all lives; we can 
have a truly satisfied, peaceful India.

ConCluSIon
India and the world have suffered huge personal and 
economic losses. all this because of a tiny, invisible 
organism which probably does not even have life. this is 
a warning that mother nature has given to mankind. If we 
learn the lesson, if we reset our lifestyle and our capitalist 
market economics, we can prevent future pandemics. If 
we ensure that every individual and every fit enterprise 
survives this pandemic, then the human spirit will ensure 
that in the short term the economy will be functioning 
well. Ignore the share market indices and GdP statistics. 
Focus on welfare of all – ‘Unto The Last’. Adopt Gandhiji’s 
and Vinobaji’s concept of SARVODAYA. 

Every day we live we create an impact with the choices we make. When billions of 
people make ethical choices, the world will be a better place

— Jane Goodall 
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CoVID-19 IMPaCT on InDIan EConoMY anD  
THE FInanCIal MarKETS

InTroDuCTIon: THE EConoMIC IMPaCT
It was mid-January when we started to hear stories about 
a virus in China which had locked down the entire Wuhan 
city, the epicentre of the virus. Its effect had also spread 
to other asian countries and by 30th January, 20201 India 
reported its first Covid-19 case. After two and a half months 
of the first reported case, India is now in the second phase 
of lockdown. India took early calls to go for a complete 
lockdown and implemented strict guidelines due to the 
experience of other countries, the rate of transmission of 
the virus from one person to another and also the strain 
which this virus could cause on the healthcare system of 
the country.

observers state that the lockdown slowed the growth 
rate of the virus by 6th april to a rate of doubling every 
six days, from a rate of doubling every three days earlier. 
the metric called r-naught or r-Zero, estimates that the 
infection rates in India have fallen to 1.55 on 11th april 
from 1.83 on 6th april, further indicating that lockdowns 
could be helping2.

this article seeks to explore the consequences and 
impact of the current health crisis on the overall Indian 
economy and the Indian financial markets.

Looking back to the situation till a couple of years ago, 
India was going through its own economic slowdown:
(i)  the primary reasons were the ‘shocks’ of 
demonetisation in 2016 and the introduction of the Goods 
and Services tax (GSt) in 2017.
(ii)  India recorded the lowest quarterly GdP growth rate 
in the last decade of 4.7% in Q3Fy203 and the growth 
outlook (pre-Covid-19) for FY21 was upwards of 5%.
(iii)  the economy had started to show some signs of 
recovery when the index of industrial production (IIP) 
grew by 2% on a y-o-y basis in January, 2020. the 
manufacturing index also improved by 1.5%.

(iv)  to boost the economy, the Finance minister reduced 
the base corporate tax rate to 22% (effectively ~ 25%) for 
companies which do not seek to take certain exemption 
benefits. This led to earnings recovery for many companies 
and a boost to the stock markets as well.

What impact will the current crisis have on the GdP 
growth rate?3

(a)  It has been estimated by various rating agencies that 
the advanced economies will contract by 0.5% to 3% in 
2020 as against a global growth of 1.7% in 2019.
(b)  China is estimated to grow ~ 3% in 2020, while India’s 
growth forecast for Fy21 has been revised downwards 
and is estimated to be between 1.8% and 2.5% from more 
than 5% estimated before the lockdown was announced.
(c)  having said that, even a 2% growth rate is still good 
news for India. due to the low base rate, the expected 
GdP growth in Fy22 is expected to be upwards of 7%.

With what is now happening across the world (post the 
Covid-19 outbreak), including India, a slowdown in each 
and every economy is imminent. the extent of impact 
in different geographies will vary based on the severity 
of the virus, the stimulus packages by the governments 
to revive the economy and how fast a nation is able to 
commence its economic activities.

MEaSurES TaKEn So Far BY THE 
GoVErnMEnT oF InDIa
though India has been very slow in announcing economic 
packages for industry, there have been three major 
announcements – two by the rBI (monetary policy) and 
one by the Finance Ministry (fiscal policy).

(1)  on 26th march, Finance minister nirmala Sitharaman 
announced a Rs. 1.7 lakh-crore fiscal package for the 
poor, including cash transfers, free food grains and free 
cooking gas.
(2)  on 27th march, the rBI announced a 75-basis points 
cut in the policy rate and a 100-bps cut in the cash reserve 
ratio for banks to inject liquidity in the system and provide 
moratoriums for loan repayments for three months (march 
to may, 2020).

1 Ministry of Health, https://www.mohfw.gov.in/, News Articles
2 https://theprint.in/science/r0-data-shows-indias-coronavirus-infection-rate-has-

slowed-gives-lockdown-a-thumbs-up/399734/
3 IMF estimates, Various rating agencies
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(3)  on 17th april, rBI freed up more capital for banks 
to lend, announced a fresh rs. 50,000-crore targeted 
long-term repo operation to address the liquidity stress 
of NBFCs and microfinance institutions and hinted at the 
possibility of further rate cuts going forward. rBI also 
announced a Rs. 50,000-crore special finance facility to 
naBard, SIdBI and nhB for onward lending to nBFCs 
in the space. the rBI Governor also announced that 
India would do ‘whatever it takes’.

To sum up, the government has first prioritised the 
containment of the virus and providing relief to the poorest 
sections of society. In the days to come, it will dole out 
sector- and industry-specific packages as well.

IMPaCT on VarIouS InDuSTrIES
It goes without saying that the lockdowns will certainly 
have an impact on each and every industry in  
varying degrees.

S.No. Industry Impact Likely nature of effect
1 Auto and auto 

components
High u Weak PV and CV demand due to liquidity shortage with NBFCs, economic uncertainties, weaker 

consumer purchasing power, likely NPAs in the sector
 u Stuck with inventories of unsold BS-IV vehicles with the original deadline of selling  

them before 31st March, 2020
2 Aviation and 

tourism
High u Uncertainty over travel restrictions which can extend or remain restricted for a longer period of time, 

borders might remain closed
u  Loss of jobs and pay cuts 

u 102 of 137 airports managed by AAI have recorded losses to the tune of Rs. 1.6 billion
u  Estimated to render more than 50% of tourism industry workforce jobless in hospitality industry4

3 Agriculture Low u Since agriculture is the backbone of the country and part of government-announced essential 
category, the impact is likely to be low on both primary agricultural production and usage of  

agri-inputs like seeds, pesticides and fertilisers
u Agro-chemicals: Companies that depend on exports for finished goods sale and imports of raw 

ingredients will be impacted
u Food exports: Major destinations like the U.S., Europe expected to grapple with Covid-19  

for the next few months and Indian export-based companies will be impacted due to low consumer 
demand and port hurdles

u The economic packages likely to be announced will provide relief to farmers and the allied sectors 
and, hence, the overall impact on agriculture will be low

4 Chemicals and 
petrochemicals

Medium u Weakening in crude oil prices and cascading impact on petrochemicals, coupled with uncertain 
domestic and global demand; petrochemicals prices are likely to remain low

u Uncertain demand outlook and weak prices are expected to lead to weak market  
sentiments and delayed investments in the sector

5 Consumer, retail & 
internet business

Low to 
medium

Essential commodities:
u Growth seen for essential commodities players, with possible margin improvements, unless there is 

price control by government
u There will be increased pressure on supply chain for deliveries of products amidst the lockdown

Non-essential commodities:
 u Markets likely to crash due to low discretionary demand. Overdependence on imports  

could pose a threat
 u Industries facing severe challenges: Apparel, durables, restaurants and  

other on-premise services like gyms / salons, etc.
6 Banking and 

NBFC’s
Medium 
to high

u Banking sector to be under pressure due to reduced off-take of loans in expected recessionary 
market conditions and cautious lending

u Possibility of increased delinquencies post the moratorium period, and may also result in depressed 
NIMs in a low interest rate regime

u  Drop in transaction fee-based income due to lower cross-border trade
u Affordable housing, two-wheeler financing, micro-finance and gold loans  

exposures to be adversely impacted
7 Insurance Low u Fresh demand for health insurance and life insurance witnessed a surge in the current scenario

u Renewals may get delayed due to shortage of money in the hands of policyholders
u Usage of AI / ML / technology can assist in reduction of operating costs, increasing customer 

satisfaction and policy management

4 https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/indicators/indias-tourism-sector-may-lose-rs-5-lakh-cr-4-5-cr-jobs-could-be-cut-due-to-covid-19/article-
show/74968781.cms?from=mdr
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Some general and overarching impacts on the overall 
economy could be:
(i)  Unemployment – the unemployment in India has shot 
up from 7% to 23% in the last two weeks of march, 20206

(ii)  Poverty – as per the estimates of the Indian Labour 
organisation, more than 400 million people in India are at 
the risk of sinking back below the poverty line.

While the current lockdown will be ending on 3rd may 
and some relaxations have been offered post 20th april, 
if the number of infections surges, there could be further 
lockdowns. this could further affect the businesses and 
the economy and we should be prepared for the same.

THE IMPaCT on THE FInanCIal MarKET
Let us now look at how the Indian financial markets have 
been impacted in the past during various crises – from the 

harshad mehta and Ketan Parekh scams to the Global 
Financial Crisis (GFC) and the recent China-uS trade 
wars. table 2 (next page) denotes the time required for 
the market (nifty) to bottom out from its peak and then the 
time taken to reach back to its peak: 

the Indian equities reached the trough (bottom) on 23rd 

march, 2020. the current down-turn is still underway and 
has shown the trough as on 23rd march, 2020.

What has happened to the Indian financial markets since 
the start of the crisis?7

u The valuations have corrected significantly on a 
trailing PE basis – from a high of 29.9 a few months back 
to ~ 16-17 now. during the GFC, the nifty Pe had touched 
a low of ~ 11-12 trailing Pe.
u the long-term ePS growth has been 13% year-on-
year and in the quarter ended December, 2019 the EPS 
growth was ~ 15%. this was mainly due to the tax cuts 
which led to recovery in Q3 Fy20.

S.No. Industry Impact Likely nature of effect
8 MSMEs High u Many MSMEs to face closure of business if the lockdown continues for more than eight weeks due to 

heavy leverage costs and no production output for more than eight weeks
u More than 114 million people are likely to get affected, with a dent in  

their contribution to GDP (~ 30-35% of GDP)
9 Transport and 

logistics
Medium 
to high

u Crude price reduction is likely to positively impact the  
transportation costs in the short term

u  Freight traffic volume is expected to slow down
u Post-monsoon, the demand is anticipated to spike on account of accrued consumer  

savings as well as onset of festive season
u Lower utilisation of ports infra, road and rail infra, storage infra due to reduced cargo traffic in  

short to medium term
10 Healthcare and 

pharmaceuticals
Low to 

medium
u  Generic drugs are most impacted – reliance is high on imports (~ 70%) from China

u Non-availability of labour, transport of ingredients and supply side issues  
could impact production volume

u High exports demand for certain products over the short term – as developed countries  
(U.S., EU, etc.) look to stockpile medicines
u Probable price controls of essential drugs

u Online pharmacies – medicine delivery has been affected due to non-availability of delivery staff
11 Construction and 

real estate
High u The housing sector is expected to see muted demand with significant reduction in new launches

u The existing demand for commercial real estate may either get curtailed or  
postponed till H2 of the current year

u One of the largest employment generators in the country, it will have a multiplier  
effect on around 250 allied industries

u There is a likelihood of the government providing relief to the sector in terms of relaxation for project 
delays in residential housing sector, easing financial stress by extending loan repayment, etc.

12 Overall imports and 
exports

High u India’s merchandise exports slumped by a record 34.6% in March, 2020 while imports declined 
28.7% as countries sealed their borders to combat the Covid-19 outbreak5

u Business Process Outsourcing, one of the India’s largest exports, will be severely affected as 
lockdown measures, both in origin and destination countries, have forced offices to close. It will be 

further accelerated with the cost-cutting measures by the destination countries
u However, it is likely that India’s balance of payments position may improve. Weak domestic demand, 

low oil prices and Covid-19-related disruptions are expected to narrow the current account deficit to 
0.2% in FY21 and to keep it low in the following years

5 https://www.livemint.com/news/india/india-s-trade-deficit-narrows-to-9-8-bn-in-
march-exports-dip-34-6-11586955282193.html

6 CMIE database, https://www.cmie.com/kommon/bin/sr.php?kall=warticle&
dt=2020-04-07%2008:26:04&msec=770

Source: KPMG report, news articles

7 Newspaper Articles, Nifty50 Returns
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u the long-term average of nifty earnings has been ~ 
12.5% while in the last five years the average has fallen 
to ~ 3-4%. there was a marginal recovery in the last 
financial year but now the recovery has been deferred to 
Fy22.
u the benchmark indices – nifty50 and the Sensex – 
have fallen ~ 25% year-to-date (ytd), 2020.
u Within the large-cap, mid-cap and small-cap space, 
the fall has been as under:
• small cap has fallen ~ 33%
• followed by mid-cap at ~ 26% and 
• large cap at ~ 19% on a YTD, 2020 basis.
u nifty Bank has fallen the most during this crisis, 
plunging almost 50% and certain nBFCs falling more 
than 50% as well. the markets recovered somewhat in 
the first two weeks of April, 2020 and today the Nifty Bank 
is sitting at a 40% discount to its peak valuation.
u While Nifty Bank has fallen significantly, Nifty Pharma 
has been the biggest beneficiary and is the only index with 
a positive ytd return of ~ 16%. the rest of the indices 
(sectors) have seen negative returns, the least negative 
being nifty FmCG at ~ (-)5%.
u In the credit scenario the investment grade ratings have 
fallen from 40% earlier to ~ 30% now. the downgrades 
are much higher in value – ~ Rs. 1,990 billion worth 
papers have been downgraded.
u on the global front, the uS dow Jones has fallen by 
~ 20% on ytd, 2020 basis, while most of the european 
markets have fallen upwards of 20% on ytd, 2020 basis. 
the China market has been the most resilient and has 
fallen only ~ 8% on ytd, 2020 basis.

Before the Covid-19 crisis, the banking and financial 
services were facing massive problems with the collapse 

of IL&FS and DHFL and the Yes Bank fiasco. In the 
current market scenario,
u nPas are likely to increase as the private banks, 
NBFCs and even micro-finance institutions have 
aggressively built their retail loan book and there will likely 
be massive layoffs
u Further, these loans are majorly unsecured and there 
can be a slew of defaults, especially on the mFI side, and 
can also bring the mid and smaller nBFCs to the brink of 
collapse
u Some of the new-age digital financial startups which 
simply opened the liquidity tap to trap the young earners 
with huge interest rates, may be forced to shut shop
u however, the liquidity and moratoriums provided by 
rBI will come to the rescue
u more clarity in this regard will emerge only after three 
to six months when the economic activity resumes
u meanwhile, credit off-take can be low for the next 
couple of quarters as companies rework on their capex 
plans due to weak demand and the uncertain global 
environment.

anY SIlVEr lInInG In THE MIDST oF 
THIS CrISIS?
While all of the above sounds quite alarming, there are 
many positives in India’s current state of affairs:

u Forex reserves: India has forex reserves to the tune 
of uSd 476.5 billion as on 10th april, 2020 and in a worst-
case scenario this will take care of 11.8 months of India’s 
import bills8.

Peak Trough (Bottom) Peak to Trough Recovery Month and  Value Months to 
RecoveryMonth Value Month Value Months Extent (%) Month Value

Mar-92 1262 Apr-93 622 13 -50.7 Feb-94 1,349 23M
Feb-94 1349 Nov-96 830 33 -38.5 Aug-99 1,412 66M
July-97 1222 Nov-98 818 16 -33.1 July-99 1,310 24M
Feb-00 1655 Sept-01 914 19 -44.8 Dec-03 1,880 46M
Dec-03 1880 May-04 1,484 5 -21.1 Nov-04 1,959 11M
Dec-07 6139 Nov-08 2,755 11 -55.1 Dec-10 6,135 36M
Dec-10 6135 Dec-11 4,624 12 -24.6 Oct-13 6,299 34M
Feb-15 8902 Feb-16 6,987 12 -21.5 Mar-17 9,174 25M
Aug-18 11681 Aug-19 10,793 6 -7.6 Apr-19 11,748 8M
Jan-20 12362 23-Mar-20 7,610 2 -38.4 ?? ?? ??

Source: Nifty historical data

8 RBI Governor speech, https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/bs_viewcontent.
aspx?Id=3853

Table 2
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u Crude prices: the crude prices have fallen to record 
lows, lower than $10 per barrel as on 20th april, 2020. If 
India can import and store additional crude at this level, 
it will save huge import bills once normalcy kicks in and 
crude prices rise. Since 80% of India’s oil requirement is 
met through imports, a fall in crude oil prices can save 
uSd 45 billion on crude oil imports9.
u mSCI Index re-jig: Indian stocks are expected to 
see an inflow of more than USD 7 billion on account of 
a likely increase in their weight on the mSCI Index. FIIs 
have been net sellers and they have sold more than rs. 
30,000 crores in the last four weeks. therefore, a re-jig of 
the MSCI index will bring in fresh FII inflows10.
u Low inflation: The food inflation is on a declining 
trajectory and has eased ~ 160 basis points from its peak 
in January, 2020. The CPI inflation as on 19th March, 
2020 was 5.9% and the RBI is confident of bringing it 
below 4% by the second half of 2020.
u normal monsoons: the Indian meteorological 
department has forecast a normal monsoon in 2020. this 
will benefit agriculture which is the backbone of the Indian 
economy.
u Shift from China to other geographies: many countries 
are envisaging a shift of dependency from China and also 
to shift their manufacturing bases from China to either 
their home country or to find a suitable alternative. Japan 
has announced packages for its companies bringing back 
manufacturing home. India can benefit a lot if some of 
this shift happens from China to India. It will significantly 
improve FDI flows into India.

FooD For THouGHT
the way the economy will recover or fall will depend on 

how the pandemic plays out. no doubt a vaccine is the 
need of the hour, but that will take a minimum of nine 
months to a year to develop and then to be distributed 
to every human being on the planet. While there may be 
some medicinal cure which could be developed, there will 
be uncertainties in the interim. during these times, the 
following possibilities could emerge:

u Will there be de-globalisation? Will countries close 
borders – partially or completely?
u Will India gain a lot of market share with a shift in 
manufacturing base to India?
u Will there be a V-shaped, u-shaped, W-shaped 
or L-shaped recovery of the Indian and global financial 
markets?
u Will there be disruption in existing industries – Will 
Information technology be the new king? Will the pharma 
sector be the best performer index in the market?

We are fighting with an ‘unknown unknown’ phenomenon 
and only over time will we be able to get the answers to 
the above questions.

I would like to conclude with a quote from Joel osteen 
– ‘Quit worrying about how everything is going to turn 
out. Live one day at a time’. this, too, shall pass and 
we will emerge as a stronger and better economy in 
the end. 

Disclaimer: The views, thoughts and opinions expressed 
in this article belong solely to the author; the data has 
been gathered from various secondary sources which 
the reader needs to independently verify before relying 
on it. The information contained herein is not intended 
to be a source of advice or credit analysis with respect 
to the material presented, and does not constitute 
investment advice

9 https://www.energylivenews.com/2020/03/24/india-to-save-45bn-on-crude-oil-
imports-next-financial-year/

10 https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/morgan-stanley-sees-71- 
billion-inflows-into-india-on-msci-rejig

वयं राष्ट्रे जागयृाम पुरोहिताः
We the leaders will remain awake in the Rashtra and for the Rashtra

— Yajurveda 9.23
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HoW To rESTarT  
THE EnGInE aFTEr THE loCKDoWn

CHIRAG DOSHI
 Chartered accountant

as India is slowly moVeS towards a step by step removal of 
national lockdown imposed due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
there have been wide-ranging discussions in government 
circles on what should be India’s strategy for an exit 
scenario. the ministry of home affairs from time to time 
has issued various guidelines for managing with the Covid 
19 impacts; aarogya Setu app, state guidelines,mandatory 
wearing of mask, social distancing amongst other  elements 
in the fight against Covid-19.

With the restarting of economy and life on the governments' 
agenda,  various guidelines on ‘restarting’ India and 
among these the most important one is to create Standard 
operating Procedures (SoPs) to ensure that preventive 
measures are executed  in a systematic manner post–
lockdown;  the other guiding principles are as follows:
u Guidance from Central Government, State Government  

and Who
u Protection of personnel and visitors
u Social distancing in travel to and from workplace 

and during interaction with suppliers and those in the 
distribution chain

u Business protection and continuity
u Implementing best practices for safety and prevention
u Introducing audit procedures to monitor and ensure 

that safe practices are implemented and
u action plan in the event of persons feeling unwell at the 

workplace.

ProCESS For IMPlEMEnTaTIon  
oF SoPS
u The organisation should begin with forming an 
internal team of Covid-19 fighters
the Covid-19 team should comprise of a factory / warehouse 
/ shop / office in-charge, human resource manager, business 
supervisor or head of business, administration / utility in 
charge, medical expert on site (or identify the nearest 
medical expert and security personnel). In case of local 
market or mandi operators, the same can be managed by 
the market / trade association or local mandi operator.

u Prepare the SOP and plan for its deployment
Ground Zero: online involvement of staff, if possible online 
training, to fight the disease and restrict / minimal onsite 

interactions
Week 1: Framing the SoP; the company should get the 
SOP verified by the local authorities or an internal / external 
expert
Week 2: Start operation as per government regulations; 
however, only staff who have observed clear 14 days’ 
quarantine should attend the office; and only necessary 
staff should attend in person, the support staff can operate 
from home
Week 3: organisations in manufacturing / trading or service 
should try and achieve minimum capacity utilisation
Week 4: entering this stage, and if all things go well and no 
additional positive patients are identified in the organisation, 
then the capacity utilisation can be increased by 20% per 
week moving forward, subject to government guidelines.

the broader framework of the SoP should cover at least 
the following:

1. Identify the risk area
a. entrance
b. Office meeting room
c. Change room
d. Canteen
e. Shopfloor
f. restrooms
g. Warehouse / storage areas, etc.

2. Identify / implement the mitigating measures

3. Define the processes to be implemented to prevent / 
report for Covid-19 occurrences based on severity
a. If the locality is Covid-free, then business as usual
b. If the locality is in the vicinity of an impacted locality, 

then business as usual with close monitoring
c. Locality impacted and declared as hotspot: severe 

impact
d. Locality declared as containment zone: highly 

severe impact

4. Identify the person responsible for implementation of 
measures

5. reporting to local health authorities / municipal 
corporation or others
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6. mandatory checklist for business continuity plan post-
lockdown to be implemented

7. regular monitoring, review and update of the protocols.
(* Sector-specific SOPs are recommended)

SuGGESTED ElEMEnTS oF SoPS For 
SErVICE InDuSTrY
Client-facing operations such as banking, insurance, other 
professional services, etc. should consider continuing 
online / mobile servicing of clients where possible. Office 
workers to include bare minimum staff required to run 
back-end operations. as the risk and rate of infection drops 
in an area, officer attendance can slowly be increased.

(A)  Delivery of office supplies
u All office supplies should be properly sanitised for each 

material movement (in / out / transport)

(B)  Labour / employee
u Social distancing norms to be defined and maintained
u mandatory wearing of face masks at all times
u disposable facemasks not to be  re-used, cloth masks 

to be encouraged
u all washrooms to be sanitised, at least twice daily
u each employee’s temperature to be checked on entry
u Staff showing any symptoms, even a mild cough or low-

grade fever, to stay at home
u employees should maintain hygiene during transport 

from home to workspace / client’s place
u avoid in-person meetings to the extent possible.

(C)  Office setup
u reduce staff movements onsite
u Work From home options to be made available to staff
u regular sanitisation of entire facility, including meeting 

rooms, offices, canteens, equipment, washrooms, 
machine touch points, operating panels, tissue boxes, 
hand sanitizers, seats and covers requiring human 
touch to be sanitized twice a shift

u Social distancing during lunch break, batch-wise option 
or similar

u display posters promoting and instructing about 
respiratory hygiene

u Workshop / guidance on maintaining occupational 
health and safety

u arrange seats so that employees / participants are at 
least one  metre apart

u maintain log of names and contact details of all 
participants of meetings for at least one month

u Identify a room or area where someone who is feeling 
unwell or has symptoms can be safely isolated

u Create follow-up protocol for a situation where a 
meeting participant / staff member / service provider 
tests positive for Covid-19 during or just after the 
meeting in conjunction with partner healthcare provider 
or local health department.

(d)  travel / business trip
u each employee to be tested before business trips
u avoid sending employees who may be at higher risk of 

serious illness or where Covid-19 is spreading
u employees should comply with any local restrictions on 

travel, movement or large gatherings
u employees who have returned from an area where 

Covid-19 is spreading should monitor their temperature 
and other symptoms for 14 days.

(e)  dealing with clients and partners
u Social distancing norms to be followed
u Promote video meetings as much as possible
u Carry / ensure sufficient hygiene equipment such as 

hand sanitizer for all meeting participants
u Visit only those client offices who have complied with 

the necessary requirements of Covid-19 prevention 
measures

u Self-declaration at the gate and maintaining traceability 
and screening of persons entering the office premises.

(F)  Dealing with bank / financial institutions
u make effective use of online banking options

(G) Infrastructure for safety of staff / labour
u Surfaces (e.g. desks and tables) and objects 

(telephones, keyboards) need to be wiped with 
disinfectant regularly

u hygiene and social distancing to be encouraged for 
canteens and accommodation usage

u refrain from usage of aCs as much as possible.

the above is an illustrative list and not exhaustive; 
additionally, industry / sector-wise specific SOPs are 
recommended.

IMPlEMEnT, rEVIEW anD IMProVE
There still remains significant uncertainty about the 
potential for more widespread transmission of Covid-19, 
hence organisations should incorporate these practices 
as part of their Business Continuity Plan and all the 
employees and people associated with the business 
should be trained to deal with such situations in future. the 
implementation of the SoP and checklist should be audited 
by the organisations as well as local authorities. 
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BCaJ Survey on ImpaCt of CovID-19 on  
ChartereD aCCountant fIrmS 

Yes

No

63.50%

36.50%

3. Is downsizing of staff on the horizon or under 
consideration during the next 6 months?

4. Increments for FY 2020-21

Postpone for 
6-8 Months

No increments this 
year

Reduced 
increments

32%

48.50%

19.50%

1. Have you made a systematic assessment of 
probable impact on the firm? 

the BCAJ carried out a dipstick survey in April, 2020 to identify the challenges faced by professionals and firms. 
Respondents were asked to share their perspectives, challenges and how they are responding.  

attrIButeS of the reSponDentS:

A> Location and Presence 
52% respondents had presence in Non-Metros and about 48% in both Metros and Non-Metros.

B> Nature of Respondents
48% respondents were proprietors, 37% were firms having up to 4 partners, 10% were firms having 5-9 partners and 
5% were firms having more than 10 partners.

Survey QueStIonS anD reSponSeS 

2. Time frame you have considered in the above 
assessment for impact of lockdown / slowdown?

1-3 Months

3-6 Months

6-12 Months

NA

36.50%

37%

30%

9%

24%

Yes

No

25.80%

74.20%36.50%
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5. Bonuses for FY 19-20 to staff

7. Have you considered or are already in the 
process of renegotiating rent or other contracted 
expenses?

9. To manage Working Capital, you are likely to 10.  Do you expect some clients seeking fees   
 reduction?

8. Based on the Type of Work and Nature of Clients 
and assuming lockdown and gradual lifting – do 
you see your firm’s cash flow: 

6. Partner and Senior Staff pay and payouts: What is 
the most likely scenario?

42.50%

24.20%
19.10%

36%

33.10% 15%

Will be paid as 
per norm, but 

postponed

Lesser than norms 
to conserve funds 

No bonuses to 
conserve funds

24.20%

28.50%

31.80%

Yes

No

NA

24.20%

13.60%

28.30%

86.4%

34.60%

Have partners bring 
in additional funds

Take OD facility or 
external borrowings

NA

Likely

Unlikely

41%

9%

50%

Marginally delayed  
by 10-19%

Moderately delayed : 
20-30%

Significantly  
delayed by 31-50%

Not reduce pay but stagger 
payouts

Unlikely to reduce pay or stagger 
payouts

Reduce pay and  
staggered payouts

Reduce pay but payouts will be  
on time

29.90%

39.7%

37.10%
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[2020] 114 taxmann.com 538 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Caprihans India Ltd. vs. DCIT
ITA No. 4252/Mum/2011
A.Y.: 2005-06
Date of order: 23rd December, 2019

I - Section 115JB – Provision for leave encashment 
is not to be added back to the book profit for 
computation u/s 115JB as it is an ascertained 
liability determined on actuarial basis

II - Provision for wealth tax was not to be reduced 
from book profit to be computed u/s 115JB

FaCTS I
While assessing the total income of the assessee u/s 
153C r.w.s. 143(3) of the act, the a.o. for the purpose of 
computing book profits added the amount of provision for 
leave encashment of Rs. 15,30,070 on the ground that it 
was an unascertained liability. He held that the liabilities 
pertaining to leave encashment were not ascertained by 
the end of the financial year, therefore the assessee had 
made a provision for the same.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
CIT(A) who upheld the action of the A.O.

The assessee then preferred an appeal to the Tribunal 
where, relying on the ratio of the decision of the Punjab 
& Haryana High Court in the case of CIT vs. National 
Hydro Electric Power Corporation Ltd. [2010] 45 DTR 
117 (P&H) it was contended that the provision for leave 
encashment was made in the books on actuarial basis, 
therefore the same could not be held to be in the nature 
of a provision for an unascertained liability.

HElD I
The Tribunal held that if a business liability had definitely 

arisen in the accounting year, the deduction should be 
allowed although the liability may have to be quantified 
and discharged at a future date.

It observed that this view is fortified by the judgment of 
the hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Bharat Earth 
Movers vs. CIT [2000] 245 ITR 428 (SC). In the said 
case, it was observed by the Hon'ble Apex Court that 
what should be certain is the incurring of the liability and 
the fact that the same is capable of being estimated with 
reasonable certainty, although the actual quantification 
may not be possible. The Apex Court had observed that 
the provision for meeting the liability for encashment of 
earned leave by the employees is not a contingent liability 
and is admissible as a deduction.

In view of the above, the Tribunal held that as the provision 
for leave encashment had been made by the assessee 
on actuarial basis, therefore the same being in the nature 
of an ascertained liability could not have been added by 
the A.O. for the purpose of determining the 'book profit' 
u/s 115JB. This ground of appeal of the assessee was 
allowed.

FaCTS II
The assessee, while computing the 'book profit' u/s 115JB 
had added back the amount of the wealth tax provision. 
On appeal, the assessee by way of a specific ground 
had assailed the addition of the provision for wealth tax 
while computing the 'book profit' u/s 115JB. However, the 
CIT(A) declined to accept the aforesaid claim. Observing 
that the said provision was covered u/s 115JB, the CIT(A) 
had upheld the view taken by the A.O.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
Tribunal where it was contended that as the provision 
for wealth tax does not fall within any of the items of 
the 'Explanation' to section 115JB, the same could not 

Part a Ireported decisions

TrIBunal  nEwS

6

JaGDISH t. PUNJaBI I PraCHI ParEKH 
Chartered Accountants

DEVENDra JaIN 
Advocate
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be added back while computing the 'book profit' under 
the said statutory provision. In support of the aforesaid 
contention, reliance was placed on the order of the ITAT, 
Kolkata, Special Bench in the case of JCIT vs. Usha 
Martin Industries Ltd. [2007] 104 ITD 249 (SB).

HElD II
The Tribunal observed that an addition to the 'book 
profit' which during the period relevant to the year under 
consideration was computed as per Part II of Schedule 
VI of the Companies Act, 1956 could be made only if the 
same was permissible as per Item no. (a) to (k) of the 
Explanation to section 115JB. As contemplated in clause 
(a) of the 'Explanation' to this section, ‘the amount of 
Income-tax paid or payable, and the provision therefor’ 
was liable to be added for computing the 'book profit' 
u/s 115JB. However, as there was no such provision for 
making the addition with regard to wealth tax, the A.O. 
could not have added the same for computing the 'book 
profit' of the assessee company u/s 115JB. It observed 
that its view is fortified by the order of the ITAT, Kolkata, 
Special Bench in the case of JCIT vs. Usha Martin 
Industries Ltd. [2007] 104 ITD 249 (SB). the tribunal 
directed the A.O. to rework the 'book profit' u/s 115JB 
after deleting the provision for wealth tax. This ground of 
appeal of the assessee was allowed.

[2020] 114 taxmann.com 508 (Ahd.)(Trib.)
Mohammadanif Sultanali Pradhan vs. DCIT
ITA No. 1797/Ahd/2018
A.Y.: 2015-16
Date of order: 6th January, 2020

Section 54F – Even after amendment w.e.f. a.Y. 
2015-16, investment of long-term capital gain in 
two bungalows located adjacent to each other 
and used as one residential unit qualifies for 
exemption u/s 54F – Benefit of exemption could 
not have been denied on reasoning that there were 
two different registries of buildings / properties 
as both properties purchased by assessee were a 
single property located in same geographical area

FaCTS
During the previous year relevant to the A.Y. 2015-16, the 
assessee in his return of income declared income under 
the head capital gain at Rs. 23,84,101 after claiming 
exemption u/s 54F for Rs. 1,08,00,000. In support of the 
exemption claimed, the assessee contended that he has 
made investment in two bungalows which are adjacent to 
each other, bearing Nos. 18 and 19 located at survey No. 

606/2, TPS No. 92, Sarkhej - Makarba - Okaf - Fatewadi 
of Mouje Sarkhej, taluka Vejalpur, district Ahmedabad.

The A.O. was of the view that the assessee can claim 
exemption u/s 54F with respect to the investment in one 
bungalow only. Accordingly, he computed the exemption 
with respect to one bungalow only amounting to Rs. 
43,77,118 and thus disallowed the excess claim u/s 54F 
of Rs. 64,22,882.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
CIT(A) and submitted that both the bungalows are in 
the same society, adjacent to each other. As such both 
the bungalows are one unit for residential purposes. 
Therefore, he claimed that he is entitled to deduction / 
exemption for both the bungalows u/s 54F.

The CIT(A) rejected the claim of the assessee on the 
ground that there is an amendment under the provisions 
of section 54F of the Act where the expression previously 
used, ‘a residential house’, has been substituted with ‘one 
residential house’. Such amendment is effective with effect 
from A.Y. 2015-16, i.e., the year under consideration.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
tribunal.

HElD
The Tribunal observed that:
(i) the issue relates to whether the assessee is eligible for 
exemption u/s 54F of the Act against the long-term capital 
gain for the investment made in the two properties which 
are adjacent to each other and used as one residential 
unit. It noted that indeed, the provision of the law requires 
that the exemption will be available to the assessee u/s 
54F for the investment in one residential unit;

(ii) under the provisions of section 54F, there is no 
definition / clarification provided about the area of the 
residential property. It means that one assessee can 
buy a huge bungalow / property of, say, one thousand 
square metres and can claim the deduction subject to 
conditions. Similarly, another assessee acquired two 
different residential properties adjacent to each other but 
both the properties put together were only two hundred 
square metres – but he will be extended the benefit of the 
exemption with respect to one unit only because there are 
two different properties based on registry documents;

(iii) there can be a situation that the family of the 
assessee is quite large, comprising of several members, 

7
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and therefore he needs two properties adjacent to each 
other to accommodate them. So from the point of view 
of the assessee it is a single property but he got two 
different properties registered as per the requirement of 
the builder;

(iv) the assessee cannot be deprived of the benefit 
conferred under the statute merely on the reasoning 
that there were two different registries of the buildings / 
properties;

(v) it is also not a case of the Revenue / assessee that 
both the properties purchased by the assessee were 
located in different geographical areas. In such a situation 
the law amended u/s 54F appears to be applicable where 
the assessee buys two properties in two different areas;

(vi) the principles laid down by the courts cannot be just 
brushed aside on the aspect of defining one residential 
unit. It noted the observations of the Hon'ble High Court 
of Karnataka in the case of CIT vs. D. Ananda Basappa 
[(2009) 309 ITR 329].

The Tribunal held that the assessee is entitled to claim 
exemption u/s 54F in respect of investment made in 
two adjacent bungalows used as one residential unit. 
The Tribunal deleted the addition made by the A.O. and 
confirmed by the CIT(A).

This ground of appeal filed by the assessee was allowed.

[2020] 113 taxmann.com 378 (Pune)(Trib.)
Uday Gopal Bhaskarwar vs. ACIT
ITA No. 502/Pune/2019
A.Y.: 2014-15
Date of order: 20th January, 2020

Section 64 – Entire loss arising to wife of assessee 
in the business of Futures and Options (F&O) 
which business was started by her during the 
previous year with contribution from assessee in 
shape of gifts, was liable to be clubbed in hands 
of assessee in terms of Explanation 3 read in 
conjunction with section 64(1)(iv) – assessee was 
entitled to club full loss from business of F&O in 
his personal income

FaCTS
The assessee, in the return of income filed by him, clubbed 
the loss from the business of his spouse amounting to 
Rs. 31,56,429 in view of the provisions of section 64. In 

the course of assessment proceedings, on being called 
upon to justify such a claim, the assessee submitted that 
during the year under consideration he gifted a sum of 
Rs. 94.50 lakhs to Mrs. Priti Bhaskarwar, his wife, who 
started a business of Futures and Options (F&O) on 
18th September, 2013. The assessee claimed that she 
incurred a loss of Rs. 31,56,429 in the business which 
was clubbed in his hands.

The A.O. accepted the primary claim of the assessee of 
his wife having incurred a loss of Rs. 31.56 lakhs in the 
business of F&O, which was set up on 18th September, 
2013, and further that the loss from such business was 
eligible for set-off against the income of the assessee in 
terms of section 64(1)(iv) read with Explanation 3 thereto. 
He, however, did not accept the assessee's contention 
that the entire loss of rs. 31.56 lakhs be set off against 
his (the assessee's) income. Considering the mandate 
of Explanation 3 to section 64(1), the A.O. held that only 
that part of the business loss incurred by the assessee's 
wife could be set off against the assessee's income which 
bears the proportion of amount of investment out of the gift 
on the first day of the previous year to the total investment 
in the business as on the first day of the previous year.

He, therefore, computed the amount of loss eligible for 
set-off against the assessee's income at Rs. 9,72,563 
by multiplying Rs. 31,56,429 (loss incurred by wife in 
the business) with Rs. 25.00 lakhs (gifts made by the 
assessee to his wife up to 18th September, 2013) as 
divided by Rs. 81,13,648 (opening capital as on 1st april, 
2013 as increased by the gift of Rs. 25.00 lakhs given by 
the assessee up to 18th September, 2013).

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
CIT(A) who confirmed the action of the AO.

Still aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
tribunal.

HElD
The Tribunal noted that the core of controversy is the 
computation of eligible amount of loss incurred by the 
assessee's wife which is eligible for set-off against the 
assessee's income.

On going through the mandate of section 64(1)(vi) of the 
Act in juxtaposition with Explanation 3 to the sub-section, 
it transpires that there can be two possible situations of 
utilisation of the assets transferred by husband to wife 
triggering the clubbing provision. The first situation can 

8
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be where the amount of assets received by the wife is 
exclusively invested in an asset and further there is no 
investment by the wife in such a new asset. The full 
income resulting from such an exclusive investment is 
liable to be clubbed with the total income of the husband. 
An example of such a situation can be a wife making a 
fixed deposit with a bank, etc. out of the gift of money 
received from her husband. The full amount of interest 
income arising on such FDR is liable to be clubbed with 
the income of the husband.

The second situation can be where the amount of assets 
received by the wife as a gift from her husband is not the 
exclusive investment in the business carried on by her. 
Rather, she has also made separate investment in the 
said business. In such a situation of a common pool of 
unidentifiable investments in the business, there arises 
difficulty in precisely attributing the income of such a 
business to the investments made out of the gift received 
from the husband attracting clubbing and to investments 
made out of funds other than the gift received from the 
husband not attracting the clubbing provision. It is in such 
a scenario that the prescription of Explanation 3 comes 
into play by providing that the amount of income from the 
combined business as relatable to the assets transferred 
by the husband should be computed by taking the income 
from such business earned during the year as multiplied 
with the amount of assets received by the wife from her 
husband as invested in the business and divided by her 

total investment in the business, including the amount of 
assets received from the husband.

In a nutshell, there are three components in this formula. 
The first component is the income of the business, which is 
to be considered for the year. The second is the amount of 
assets received by the wife from her husband as invested 
in the business, and the third is the total investment in the 
business including the amount of assets received from the 
husband. The latter two figures are required to be taken 
as on the first day of the previous year. Section 3 defines 
‘Previous year’ to mean 'the financial year immediately 
preceding the assessment year.' The proviso to section 
3 states that, in the case of a business newly set up in 
a financial year, the previous year shall be the period 
beginning with the date of the setting up of the business 
and ending with the said financial year. Since the wife of 
the assessee started the new business of F&O on 18th 
September, 2013, the extant case is, ergo, covered by the 
proviso to section 3.

Having examined the factual position in detail, the 
Tribunal held that the entire amount of loss resulting from 
the business of F&O started by Mrs. Priti Bhaskarwar 
with the gifts received from the assessee is liable to be 
clubbed in the hands of the assessee.

This ground of appeal filed by the assessee was decided 
in favour of the assessee.

Part B Iunreported decisions
JaGDISH D. SHaH I JaGDISH t. PUNJaBI

Chartered Accountants

Carestream Health Inc. vs. DCIT (Mumbai)
M. Balaganesh (A.M.) and Amarjit Singh (J.M.)
ITA No.: 826/Mum/2016
A.Y.: 2011-12
Date of order: 6th February, 2020
Counsel for Assessee / Revenue: Nitesh Joshi / 
Padmapani Bora

Sections 2(47), 45 – a cancellation of shares 
consequent to reduction of capital constitutes a 
‘transfer’ – Loss arising from the cancellation of 
shares is entitled to indexation and is allowable 
as a long-term capital loss – the fact that the 
percentage of shareholding remains unchanged 
even after the reduction is irrelevant

FaCT
The assessee was a company incorporated in and a 
tax resident of the United States of America. It made 
investments to the extent of 6,47,69,142 equity shares 
of the face value of Rs. 10 each in Carestream Health 
India Private Limited (CHIPL), its wholly-owned Indian 
subsidiary. During the previous year relevant to the 
assessment year under consideration, viz. A.Y. 2011-12, 
CHIPL undertook a capital reduction of its share capital 
pursuant to a scheme approved by the Bombay High 
Court. Under the capital reduction scheme, 2,91,33,280 
shares (out of the total holding of 6,47,69,142 shares) held 
by the assessee were cancelled and a total consideration 
amounting to Rs. 39,99,99,934 was received by the 
assessee towards such cancellation / capital reduction. 
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This consideration sum of Rs. 39,99,99,934 worked out to 
Rs. 13.73 for every share cancelled by CHIPL. This was 
also supported by an independent share valuation report.

As per the provisions of section 2(22)(d), out of the total 
consideration of Rs 39,99,99,934, the consideration 
to the extent of accumulated profits of CHIPL, i.e., Rs. 
10,33,11,000 was considered as deemed dividend 
in the hands of the assessee. Accordingly, Dividend 
Distribution Tax (DDT) on such deemed dividend @ 
16.609% amounting to Rs. 1,71,58,924 (10,33,11,000 * 
16.609%) was paid by CHIPL. Since the aforesaid sum of 
Rs. 10,33,11,000 suffered DDT u/s 115-O, the assessee 
claimed the same as exempt u/s 10(34) in the return of 
income. The balance consideration of Rs. 29,66,88,934 
was appropriated towards sale consideration of the 
shares and capital loss was accordingly determined by the 
assessee as prescribed in Rule 115A to Rs. 3,64,84,092 
and a return was filed claiming such long-term capital 
loss. Thus, the assessee had claimed long-term capital 
loss of Rs. 3,64,84,092 upon cancellation of the shares 
held by it in CHIPL pursuant to reduction of capital in the 
return of income for the year under consideration.

The A.O. held that there was no transfer within the 
meaning of section 2(47) in the instant case. He observed 
that the assessee was holding 100% shares of its 
subsidiary company and during the year it had reduced its 
capital. The assessee company had 100% shares in the 
subsidiary company and after the scheme of reduction 
of capital also, the assessee was holding 100% of the 
shares. According to the A.O., this clearly establishes that 
by way of reduction of capital by cancellation of the shares, 
the rights of the assessee do not get extinguished. The 
assessee, both before and after the scheme, was having 
full control over its 100% subsidiary. The conditions of 
transfer, therefore, were not satisfied. Further, the shares 
have been cancelled and are not maintained by the 
recipient of the shares.

Before the A.O. the assessee also made an alternative 
argument of treating the same as a buyback. The A.O. 
observed in this regard that since the assessee had taken 
approval from the High Court for reduction of capital, the 
same cannot be treated as a buyback. He, therefore, 
disallowed the claim of long-term capital loss in the sum 
of Rs. 3,64,84,092 due to indexation and also did not 
allow it to be carried forward.

The assessee filed objections before the DRP against this 
denial of capital loss. The DRP disposed of the objections 

of the assessee by holding that the issue in dispute is 
covered by the decision of the Special Bench of the 
mumbai tribunal in the case of Bennett Coleman & Co. 
Ltd. reported in 133 ITD 1. Applying the ratio laid down 
in the said decision, the DRP observed that the share of 
the assessee in the total share capital of the company 
as well as the net worth of the company would remain 
the same even after capital reduction / cancellation of 
shares. Thus, there is no change in the intrinsic value of 
the shares and the rights of the shareholder vis-a-vis the 
other shareholders as well as the company. Thus, there 
is no loss that can be said to have actually accrued to the 
shareholder as a result of the capital reduction.

Pursuant to this direction of the DRP, the A.O. passed 
the final assessment order on 23rd december, 2015 
disallowing the long-term capital loss of Rs. 3,64,84,092 
claimed by the assessee in the return of income.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
tribunal.

HElD
At the outset, the Tribunal noted that the assessee had 
incurred capital loss only due to claim of indexation benefit 
and not otherwise. The benefit of indexation is provided 
by the statute and hence there cannot be any mala fide 
intention that could be attributed to the assessee in 
claiming the long-term capital loss in the said transaction.

As regards the contention of the A.O. that there is no 
transfer pursuant to reduction of capital, the Tribunal 
observed that –
i) it is a fact that the assessee had indeed received a 
sale consideration of Rs. 39.99 crores towards reduction 
of capital. This sale consideration was not sought to 
be taxed by the A.O. under any other head of income. 
The Tribunal held that this goes to prove that the A.O. 
had indeed accepted this to be the sale consideration 
received on reduction of capital under the head ‘capital 
gains’ only, as admittedly the same was received only for 
the capital asset, i.e., the shares. The Tribunal held that 
the existence of a capital asset is proved beyond doubt. 
The capital gains is also capable of getting computed in 
the instant case as the cost of acquisition of the shares 
of CHIPL and the sale consideration received thereon are 
available. The Tribunal held that the dispute is, how is 
the A.O. justified in holding that the subject mentioned 
transaction does not tantamount to ‘transfer’ u/s 2(47).

ii) there is a lot of force in the argument advanced by 
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the A.R. viz. that merely because the transaction resulted 
in loss due to indexation, the A.O. had ignored the same. 
Had it been profit or surplus even after indexation, the 
A.O. could have very well taxed it as capital gains.

the ratio that could be derived from the decision of 
the Hon’ble Supreme Court in CIT vs. G. Narasimhan 
reported in [236 ITR 327 (SC)], is that reduction of 
capital amounts to transfer u/s 2(47). Even though the 
shareholder remains a shareholder after the capital 
reduction, the first right as a holder of those shares stands 
reduced with the reduction in the share capital.

The Tribunal observed that it is not in dispute that in 
the instant case the assessee had indeed received 
consideration of Rs. 39.99 crores towards reduction of 
capital and whereas in the facts of the case before the 
Mumbai Special Bench reported in 133 ITD 1 relied upon 
by the DR, there was no receipt of consideration at all. 
Out of the total consideration of Rs. 39.99 crores arrived 
@ Rs. 13.73 per share cancelled in accordance with the 
valuation report obtained separately, a sum of Rs. 10.31 
crores has been considered by the assessee as dividend 
to the extent of accumulated profits possessed by CHIPL 
as per the provisions of section 2(22)(d) and the same 
has been duly subjected to dividend distribution tax. The 
remaining sum of Rs. 29.67 crores has been considered 
as sale consideration for the purpose of computing capital 
gain / loss pursuant to reduction of capital.

The most crucial point of distinction between the facts 
of the assessee and the facts before the Special Bench 
of the mumbai tribunal was that in the facts before the 
Special Bench, the Special Bench was concerned with 
a case of substitution of one kind of share with another 
kind of share, which has been received by the assessee 
because of its rights to the original shares on the reduction 
of capital. the assessee got the new shares on the 
strength of its rights with the old shares and, therefore, 
the same would not amount to transfer. For this purpose 
reference has been made to section 55(2)(v). According 
to the Special Bench, the assessee therein will take the 
cost of acquisition of the original shares as the cost of 
substituted shares when capital gains are to be computed 
for the new shares.

In the present case section 55(2)(v) has no application. 
The cost of acquisition of 2,91,33,280 shares shall be of 
no relevance in the assessee's case at any later stage. 
In paragraph 23 at page 13 of the decision of the Special 
Bench, it has been observed that though under the concept 

of joint stock company the joint stock company is having 
an independent legal entity, but for all practical purposes 
the company is always owned by the shareholders. 
The effective share of the assessee in the assets of the 
company would remain the same immediately before and 
after reduction of such capital. It has thus been observed 
that the loss suffered by the company would belong to the 
company and that cannot be allowed to be set off in the 
hands of the assessee.

The law is now well settled by the decision of the Hon’ble 
Supreme Court in the case of Vodafone International 
Holdings B.V [341 ITR 1] wherein it was held that the 
company and its shareholders are two distinct legal 
persons and a holding company does not own the assets 
of the subsidiary company. Hence, it could be safely 
concluded that the decision relied upon by the DR on the 
Special Bench of the mumbai tribunal in 133 ITD 1 is 
factually distinguishable and does not come to the rescue 
of the Revenue.

The Tribunal held that the loss arising to the assessee for 
cancellation of its shares in CHIPL pursuant to reduction 
of capital in the sum of Rs. 3,64,84,092 should be allowed 
as long-term capital loss eligible to be carried forward 
to subsequent years. The ground of appeal filed by the 
assessee was allowed.

Aricent Technologies Holdings Ltd. vs. Addl. 
CIT (Delhi)
Sushma Chawla (J.M.) and Dr. B.R.R. Kumar 
(A.M.)
ITA. No. 5708/Del/2019
A.Y.: 2015-16
Date of order: 23rd December, 2019
Counsel for Assessee / Revenue: Ajay Vohra, 
Neeraj Jain and Anshul Sachar / Sanjay I. Bara

Section 199/205 – assessee cannot be made to 
suffer because of non-deposit of tax deducted with 
the government by the deductor – Under section 
205, the assessee / deductee cannot be called 
upon to pay the tax – Credit for the tax deducted 
at source has to be allowed in the hands of the 
deductee irrespective of whether or not the same 
has been deposited by the deductor to the credit of 
the Central government

FaCTS
The assessee in its return of income had claimed credit to 
the extent of Rs. 18,79,68,945. The A.O., upon completion 
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of the assessment u/s 144 r.w.s. 143(3), allowed the credit 
of TDS of Rs. 16,57,18,029. Thus, credit for TDS was short-
granted to the extent of Rs. 2,22,50,916.

The assessee had, along with the return of income, 
furnished complete details including the names of the 
parties, the amount paid by them and the tax deducted at 
source in respect of the TDS of Rs. 18.79 crores.

HElD
The Tribunal observed that the issue which has arisen in 
the present ground of appeal is against the short credit 
of tax deducted at source. It noted that the assessee 
had furnished the party-wise details of the amounts 
aggregating to Rs. 18.79 crores deducted out of payments 
due to the assessee, which are also furnished as part of 
the Paper Book.

It also noted that the grievance of the assessee is two-
fold. First of all, it was pointed out that in case subsequent 
to the processing of the assessment order, if changes 
are made in the Form No. 26AS by the parties who had 
deducted tax at source out of the payment made to the 
assessee, then the credit of the same should be allowed 
to the assessee. The Tribunal held that it found merit in 
the plea of the assessee though the ar for the assessee 
has not filed any evidence in this regard. But in case 
necessary evidence is available, then it is the duty of the 
A.O. to allow the claim as per Revised Form No. 26AS.

As regards the next stand of the assessee, that in case 
the deductor deducts tax at source, i.e. withholds tax 
out of payments due / paid to the assessee but does 
not deposit the tax withheld by it, then why should the 
assessee suffer? The Tribunal held that
(i)  Under section 199(1) it is provided that if tax has been 
deducted at source in accordance with the provisions of 
Chapter XVII and paid to the Central government, the 
same shall be treated as payment of tax on behalf of the 
person from whose income the deduction was made; and
(ii)  Under section 205 it is further provided that where 
the tax has been deducted at source by the deductor out 
of the payments due to the deductee, then such deductee 
cannot be held liable for payment of such tax which was 
deducted at source by the deductor.

Once tax has been deducted then the deductor is liable to 
deposit the same into the credit of the Central government. 
Such amount which is withheld by the deductor out of the 
amount due to the deductee, i.e., the person to whom 
the payments are made, then the said deduction shall be 

treated as payment of tax on behalf of the person from 
whom such deduction was made as per the provisions of 
section 199(1). 

It also observed that there are provisions under the Act 
dealing with the recovery of tax at source from the person 
who has withheld the same. In terms of section 205 of the 
Act, the assessee / deductee cannot be called upon to 
pay tax to the extent to which tax had been deducted from 
the payments due.

Consequently, it follows that credit for such tax deducted 
at source, which is deducted from the account of the 
deductee by the deductor, is to be allowed as taxes paid in 
the hands of the deductee irrespective of the fact whether 
or not the same has been deposited by the deductor to 
the credit of the Central government.

The deductee in such circumstances cannot be denied credit 
of tax deducted at source on its behalf. It held that where the 
assessee is able to furnish the necessary details with regard 
to tax deduction at source out of the amounts due to it, then 
the action which follows is allowing the credit of such tax 
deducted at source to the account of the deductee.

In case where the deductor deposits the tax deducted at 
source to the credit of the Central government and the 
deduction reflects in Form No. 26AS, may be on a later 
date, then it is incumbent upon the assessee to produce 
the necessary evidence in this regard and it is also the duty 
of the A.O. to allow such credit of tax deducted at source as 
taxes paid in the hands of the deductee assessee.

It observed that its view is supported by the ratio laid 
down by the Bombay High Court in Yashpal Sahani 
vs. Rekha Hajarnavis, Assistant Commissioner of 
Income-tax [(2007) 165 taxman 144 (Bom.)] and the 
Gujarat High Court in the case of Sumit Devendra Rajani 
vs. Assistant Commissioner of Income-tax [(2014) 49 
taxmann.com 31 (Gujarat)].

Applying the same parity of reasoning in the decision of 
the Bombay High Court in Pushkar Prabhat Chandra 
Jain vs. Union of India [(2019) 103 taxmann.com 
106 (Bombay)], the Tribunal directed the A.O. to allow 
the credit of tax deducted at source in the hands of the 
assessee where the assessee produces the primary 
evidence of the same being deducted tax at source out of 
the amount due to it.

This ground of appeal filed by the assessee was allowed.
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Part C ItriBunAL & AAr internAtionAL tAX decisions

DHISHat B. MEHta I BHaUMIK GODa

Chartered Accountants

[2020] TS-15 -ITAT-(Hyd.)
Sreenivasa Reddy Cheemalamarri vs. ITO
ITA No. 1463/Hyd/2018
A.Y.: 2014-15
Date of order: 5th March. 2020

article 15(1) of India-austria Dtaa – Sections 6(1), 
90(4) of the act – Notwithstanding section 90(4), 
submission of trC is not mandatory to claim Dtaa 
benefit if assessee otherwise provides sufficient 
circumstantial evidence

FaCTS
The assessee was deputed by his employer in India to 
Austria. He was paid certain foreign allowance outside 
India on which the employer had deducted tax in India. 
The assessee contended that since he was in India for 
less than 60 days, he was a non-resident (NR). Further, 
he was a tax resident of Austria. Hence, in terms of 
Article 15(1) of the India-Austria DTAA, the salary earned 
by a tax resident of Austria was taxable only in Austria. 
Accordingly, he filed a NIL return as an NR in India. 
The assessee also expressed his inability to furnish the 
Tax Residency Certificate (TRC) on the ground that the 
issuance of a TRC was dependent upon the Austrian tax 
authority.

Therefore, relying on section 90(4)1  of the act, the a.o. 
denied DTAA benefit on the ground that the assessee 
could not furnish the TRC. The assessee preferred an 
appeal before the CIT(A). Agreeing with the view of the 
A.O., the CIT(A) dismissed the appeal. The assessee 
then filed an appeal before the Tribunal.

HElD
(i)  If, in spite of his best possible efforts, the assessee 
could not procure the TRC from the country of 
residence, the situation may be treated as impossibility 
of performance2. In such circumstances, the assessee 

cannot be obligated to do an impossible task and be 
penalised for the same.

(ii)  If the assessee provides sufficient circumstantial3 

evidence for proving residency, the requirement of section 
90(4) ought to be relaxed.

(iii)  In case of conflict between the DTAA and the Act, 
DTAA would prevail over the Act. In terms of the DTAA, 
the assessee was liable to tax in Austria for services 
rendered in Austria. Therefore, notwithstanding the Act 
requiring a TRC for proving residency, not providing the 
same to the tax authorities cannot be the only reason for 
denial of DTAA benefit to the assessee.

Note: In the absence of any such specific mention, it is 
not clear whether the Tribunal read down section 90(4) of 
the Act, impliedly treating it as a case of ‘treaty override’.

[2020] 115 taxmann.com 386 (Mum.)(Trib.)
Volkswagen Finance (P) Ltd. vs. ITO
ITA No. 2195/Mum/2017
A.Y.: 2015-16
Date of order: 19th March, 2020

Section 9(1)(i) of act – as appearance of non-
resident celebrity for promotional event outside 
India was for the benefit of the business in India, 
there was significant business connection in India 
and hence appearance fee paid was taxable in 
India

FaCTS
The assessee was an Indian member-company of a 
global automobile group. It organised a promotion event in 
Dubai jointly with another Indian member-company of the 
group for the launch of a car in India. For this purpose, the 
assessee paid appearance fees to a non-resident (NR) 
international celebrity outside India. In consideration, the 
assessee and its group company had full rights to use all 
the event footage / material / films / stills / interviews, etc. 
(event material) for its business promotion.

5

6

1 Section 90(4) provides that an NR assessee will be entitled to claim relief under 
DTAA only if he has obtained a TRC from the government of that country

2 Decision does not mention particulars of ‘best possible efforts’ of assessee 
or basis on which ITAT considered the situation to be that of ‘impossibility of 
performance’. Decision merely mentions that ‘normally it is a herculean task 
to obtain certificates from alien countries for compliance of domestic statutory 
obligations’

3 Decision does not mention particulars of circumstantial evidence provided by 
the assessee for proving residency
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The assessee contended before the A.O. that the event 
took place in Dubai; the NR made his appearance in Dubai; 
the NR or his agent had not undertaken any activity in India 
in relation to the appearance fee; and hence, appearance 
fee could not be treated as accruing or arising in India, or 
deemed to be accruing or arising in India. Therefore, the 
income was not taxable under the Act. Consequently, no 
tax was required to be withheld. Accordingly, there was no 
question of claiming any DTAA benefit.

But the A.O. held that the payment was in the nature of 
royalty u/s 9(1)(vi) and further, Article 12 of the India-USA 
DTAA also did not provide any relief. Hence, the assessee 
was liable to withhold tax.

On appeal, the CIT(A) confirmed the conclusion of the 
A.O. and further held that the sole purpose of organising 
the event in Dubai was to avoid attracting section 9(1)(i) 
relating to Business Connection in India. Being aggrieved, 
the assessee filed an appeal before the Tribunal.

HElD
(i)  The Tribunal relied upon the Supreme Court’s 
observations in the R.D. Agarwal case4  to hold that 
business connection is not only a tangible thing (like 
people, businesses, etc.), but also a relationship. From 
the following facts it was apparent that the event in 
Dubai and the business of the assessee in India had a 
relationship.

(a)  The event was India-centric and the benefits thereof 
were to accrue to the assessee and its group company in 
India because the target audience was in India.
(b)  The assessee and its group company were permitted 
non-exclusive use of the event material.
(c)  Both the assessee and its group company had 
business operations only in India.
(d)  The claim of entire expenses of the event by the 
assessee and its group company showed that they 
had treated the same as ‘wholly and exclusively for the 
purposes of business’.

(ii)  As a consequence of the relationship between the 
event in Dubai and the business of the assessee in India, 
income had accrued to the NR. In this case, the business 
connection was intangible since it was a ‘relationship’ 
and not an object. However, it was a significant business 
connection without which the appearance fee would not 
have been paid.

Accordingly, the NR had business connection in India. 
Hence, the payment made to the NR was taxable in India. 
Consequently, the assessee was required to withhold tax.

[2020] TS-117-ITAT-(Kol.)
ACIT vs. Sri Subhatosh Majumder
ITA No. 2006/Kol/2017
A.Y.: 2011-12
Date of order: 26th February, 2020

Section 9(1)(vii)(b) of act – On facts, since 
payments made by assessee to foreign attorneys 
for registration of IPs abroad were not for services 
utilised in profession carried on outside India, or 
for making or earning any income from any source 
outside India, FtS was sourced in India and not 
covered by exception carved out in section 9(1)(vii)

FaCTS
The assessee (resident in India) was a patent attorney 
who provided IP registration services to its clients in 
India. For registration of the IP of his clients abroad, the 
assessee had made payments to foreign lawyers and 
attorneys. According to the assessee, services were 
performed abroad and hence the payments were not 
chargeable to tax in India. Therefore, the assessee did 
not withhold tax from these payments.

But according to the A.O., the assessee had obtained 
technical information or consultancy services from foreign 
attorneys. And although services were rendered outside 
India, they were essentially connected with the profession 
carried on by the assessee in India. Therefore, the 
payments were in the nature of FTS in terms of section 
9(1)(vii), read with Explanation 2 thereto. Accordingly, the 
A.O. disallowed the expenses u/s 40(a)(i).

On an appeal, following the earlier years’ order in the 
assessee’s case5, the CIT(A) deleted the addition by the 
a.o.

Being aggrieved, the tax authority appealed before the 
tribunal.

HElD
(1)  Foreign attorneys were appointed for registration of IP 
under patent laws of foreign countries where products were 
sold. They had specialised knowledge and experience of 
foreign IP laws and procedures for IPR registrations. Only 

4 (1965) 56 ITR 20 (SC) 5 Said order pertained to years prior to amendment made vide Finance Act, 2010

7
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because of the advice of foreign attorneys the assessee 
and / or his clients could prepare the requisite, technically 
intricate documentation necessary for preparing IP rights 
registration applications in foreign countries. Foreign 
attorneys also represented the clients of the assessee 
before the IP authorities abroad and provided clarifications 
and explanations necessary for registrations.

(2)  The following facts did not support the contention of 
the assessee that he had merely acted as a pass-through 
facilitating the payment to foreign attorneys or as an agent:
(a)  Perusal of the documents furnished by the assessee 
did not show the existence of direct and proximate nexus 
or direct contact between clients and foreign attorneys.
(b)  Clients had not issued any letters which showed that 
the appointment of the foreign attorneys was made by the 
assessee on their specific instructions or request. 
(c)  Perusal of the engagement letter issued by a client 
showed that it had engaged the services of the assessee 
for registration of trade marks in several foreign countries. 

It nowhere suggested engaging the services of, or 
coordinating with, any particular foreign attorney. The 
manner of performance was also left to the sole discretion 
of the assessee. The contractual terms did not mention 
reimbursement of costs by the client.
(d)  Copies of invoices raised by foreign attorneys showed 
that privity of work was between the assessee and the 
foreign attorneys who performed their work in terms of the 
appointment made by the assessee.

(3)  Thus, the foreign attorneys were engaged by the 
assessee. Payments to them were also made by him. 
Such engagement was in the performance of professional 
services by the assessee in India. The source of income 
of the assessee was solely located in India. The assessee 
had engaged the services of foreign attorneys for earning 
income from sources in India. Accordingly, the services 
rendered by the foreign attorneys were in the nature of 
FTS in terms of section 9(1)(vii)(b) and were not covered 
in the exception carved out therein.  
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in the high Courts

k. b. bhujle
advocate

Principal CIT vs. Frontiner Land Development 
P. Ltd.
[2020] 114 taxmann.com 688 (Delhi)
Date of order: 25th November, 2019
A.Y: 2012-13

business expenditure – Section 37(1) of ITA, 1961 – 
Where assessee company engaged in business of 
development of real estate had, in ordinary course 
of business, made certain advance for purchase of 
land to construct commercial complex but same 
was forfeited as assessee could not make payment 
of balance amount – Forfeiture of advance would 
be allowed as business expenditure

the assessee, a company engaged in the business of 
real estate development, had entered into a contract 
with hdIL for purchase of land to construct a commercial 
complex in 2004 and had paid an advance of rs. 3.50 
crores. however, it could not pay the balance amount 
and, therefore, hdIL forfeited the advanced amount in 
2011. In the relevant year, i.e., a.y. 2012-13, the entire 
capital gain and interest income of the assessee company 
was offset with the amount so forfeited. the a.o. held that 
forfeiture of advance was a colourable device to adjust 
capital gains. he characterised the forfeiture as capital 
expenditure and made an addition.

the Commissioner (appeals) allowed the assessee’s 
appeal and deleted the addition of rs. 3.5 crores. the 
tribunal upheld the decision of the Commissioner 
(appeals).

on appeal by the revenue, the delhi high court upheld 
the decision of the tribunal and held as under:

‘i) From the facts narrated in the impugned order, it 
emanates that the transaction between the assessee and 
hdIL is not disputed. the transaction, in fact, has also 
been accepted by the a.o. while treating the write-off as 
capital expenditure. thus, the only question that arises 

for consideration is whether such a transaction could be 
categorised as "colourable device" and the forfeiture of 
rs. 3.50 crores could be treated as capital expenditure. 
Since the genuineness of the transaction is not disputed, 
we are unable to find any cogent ground or reason for the 
same to be considered as colourable device. In fact, the 
assessee had produced several documents in support of 
the forfeiture, such as the copy of the agreement to sell 
dated 12th october, 2004; letter requesting for extension 
of agreement; letters granting extension from hdIL; 
letter granting final opportunity; and letter of forfeiture 
of advance, which in fact has been extracted in the 
impugned order.

ii) In order to claim deduction, the assessee has to satisfy 
the requirements of section 37(1) of the act which lays 
down several conditions, such as, the expenditure should 
not be in the nature described under sections 30 to 36; it 
should not be in the nature of capital expenditure; it should 
be incurred in the previous year; it should be in respect of 
business carried out by the assessee; and be expended 
wholly and exclusively for the purpose of such business.

iii) the assessee is a company which is engaged in the 
business of real estate. the main object of the business 
of the company is development of real estate. It made 
a payment of rs. 3.50 crores as advance to hdIL for 
purchase of land to construct a commercial complex for 
the development of real estate. Since it did not make the 
payment of the balance amount, for whatever reason, the 
advance given was forfeited. In this view of the matter, 
the advance given in the ordinary course of business has 
been rightly treated as loss incurred by the company.

iv) We are unable to find any material on record to 
suggest to the contrary. In view of the aforesaid factual 
findings, the treatment given to the forfeiture of advance 
of rs. 3.50 crores could not be categorised as capital 
expenditure. therefore, the question of law urged by the 
appellant does not arise for consideration as the issue is 
factual. the appeal is, accordingly, dismissed.’

9

pArT A Ireported decisions
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Principal CIT vs. Rohan Projects
[2020] 113 taxmann.com 339 (Bom.)
Date of order: 18th November, 2019
A.Y.: 2012-13

Income – Accrual of (time of accrual of income) 
– Section 5 of ITA, 1961 – Where assessee sold a 
land during relevant assessment year and as per 
MOu part of sale consideration was payable by 
purchaser on completion of assessee's obligation 
under MOu – Assessee having not met conditions 
of MOu during relevant year, such amount was not 
taxable in relevant assessment year

the assessee is engaged in the business termed 
Promoter and developer. It had sold land to m/s 
Symboisis which transaction took place in the previous 
year relevant to the a.y. 2012-13. the land was sold 
under  a memorandum of understanding (mou) dated 
2nd February, 2012 for a total consideration of rs. 120 
crores. however, the assessee offered only a sum of 
rs. 100 crores for tax in the return for the a.y. 2012-
13. this was because the mou provided that a sum 
of rs. 20 crores would be paid by the purchaser (m/s 
Symboisis) on execution of the sale deed after getting 
the plan sanctioned and on inclusion of the name of the 
purchaser in the 7/12 extract. however, as the assessee 
was not able to meet the conditions of the mou during 
the subject assessment year, the sum of rs. 20 crores, 
according to the assessee, could not be recognised as 
income for the subject assessment year. the a.o. did 
not accept this and held that the entire sum of rs. 120 
crores is taxable in the subject assessment year.

the tribunal, after recording the above facts and relying 
upon the decision of the Supreme Court in Morvi 
Industries Ltd. vs. CIT [1971] 82 ITR 835, held that 
the income accrues only when it becomes due, i.e., it 
must also be accompanied by corresponding liability of 
the other party to pay the amount. on facts it was found 
that the amount of rs. 20 crores was not payable in the 
previous year relevant to the subject assessment year as 
the assessee had not completed its obligation under the 
mou entirely. moreover, it also found that rs. 20 crores 
was offered to tax in the subsequent assessment year 
and also taxed. thus, the tribunal allowed the assessee’s 
appeal.

on appeal by the revenue, the following question of law 
was raised:
‘Whether on the facts and in the circumstances of the 

case and in law, the Tribunal was justified in holding 
that a sum of rs. 20 crores is not taxable in the subject 
assessment year?’

the Bombay high Court upheld the decision of the 
tribunal and held as under:

‘i) We note that the finding of fact arrived at by the 
tribunal that the respondent was not able to comply 
(with) its obligations under the mou in the previous 
year relevant to the subject assessment year so as to 
be entitled to receive rs. 20 crores is not shown to be 
perverse. In fact, the issue is covered by the decision of 
the apex Court in the case of CIT vs. Shoorji Vallabdas & 
Co. [1962] 46 ITR 144 wherein it is held that "Income tax 
is a levy on income. no doubt, the Income-tax act takes 
into account two points of time at which the liability to tax 
is attracted, viz., the accrual of the income or its receipt; 
but the substance of the matter is the income; if income 
does not result at all, there cannot be a tax " So also in 
Morvi Industries Ltd. (Supra), the Supreme Court has 
held that income accrues when there is a corresponding 
liability on the other party. In the present facts, in terms of 
the mou there is no liability on the other party to pay the 
amounts.

ii) In any event, the amount of rs. 20 crores has been 
offered to tax in the subsequent assessment year and 
also taxed. this Court, in the case of CIT vs. Nagri Mills 
Co. Ltd. [1958] 33 ITR 681 (Bom.) has observed as 
follows:

“3. We have often wondered why the Income-tax 
authorities, in a matter such as this where the deduction is 
obviously a permissible deduction under the Income-tax 
act, raise disputes as to the year in which the deduction 
should be allowed. the question as to the year in which 
a deduction is allowable may be material when the rate 
of tax chargeable on the assessee in two different years 
is different; but in the case of income of a company, tax 
is attracted at a uniform rate, and whether the deduction 
in respect of bonus was granted in the assessment 
year 1952-53 or in the assessment year corresponding 
to the accounting year 1952, that is, in the assessment 
year 1953-54, should be a matter of no consequence to 
the department; and one should have thought that the 
Department would not fritter away its energies in fighting 
matters of this kind. But, obviously, judging from the 
references that come up to us every now and then, the 
department appears to delight in raising points of this 
character which do not affect the taxability of the assessee 

10
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or the tax that the department is likely to collect from him 
whether in one year or the other.”

nothing has been shown to us as to why the above 
observation will not apply to the present facts.

iii) In the aforesaid circumstances, the view taken by 
the tribunal on facts is a possible view and calls for no 
interference. In any event the tax on the amount of rs. 
20 crores has been paid in the next year. therefore, the 
proposed question does not give rise to any substantial 
question of law. hence, not entertained. the appeal is, 
therefore, dismissed.’

Gujarat Rajya Kamdar Sabha Union 
Machiwadi vs. ITO
[2020] 421 ITR 341 (Guj.)
Date of order: 7th January, 2020
A.Y.: 2009-10

Income – exemption u/s 10(24) of ITA, 1961 – 
registered trade union – Amount received on 
settlement of dispute between company and 
its workers disbursed to workers – Amount not 
assessable in hands of trade union

the assessee was a registered trade union. Its managing 
committee passed a unanimous resolution that as a result 
of a compromise arrived at between the assessee and 
a company in the Labour Court, whatever amount was 
received from the company would be fully distributed to 
the workers of the company. In such circumstances a 
settlement was arrived at on 15th may, 2008, which was 
reduced into writing in the form of a memorandum of 
settlement between the company, i.e, the employer, and 
the assessee. In view of the settlement, the assessee 
received payment of rs. 60,96,818. the amount was 
assessed in the hands of the assessee as income for the 
a.y. 2009-10.

the tribunal upheld the assessment and the addition.

on appeal by the assessee the Gujarat high Court 
reversed the decision of the tribunal and held as under:

‘i) once the factum of settlement was not disputed 
coupled with the factum of receipt of a particular amount 
from the company, and the amount had been distributed 
amongst the employees, the case would squarely stand 
covered u/s 10(24) of the Income-tax act, 1961. though 
the contribution from the employer was received as per 

the settlement agreement, it was only incidental to the 
activities of the services of the assessee in resolving the 
dispute between the member workers and the employer 
with the intention of advancement of welfare of the 
members.

ii) the amount was not assessable as income of the 
assessee.’

Principal CIT vs. Nageshwar Enterprises
 [2020] 421 ITR 388 (Guj.)
Date of order: 3rd February, 2020
A.Y.: 2007-08

Income from undisclosed sources – Section 69 of 
ITA, 1961 – Addition on basis of statement made by 
partner of assessee u/s 108 of Customs Act, 1962 
– No other corroborative evidence – Addition not 
justified

In the course of a search conducted by the Customs 
department, a partner of the assessee in his statement 
recorded on oath admitted before the directorate of 
revenue Intelligence the undervaluation of goods, part 
of which pertained to a.y. 2007-08, the year of search. 
he admitted that the undervalued amount was paid in 
cash to the sellers which were foreign companies. during 
the assessment the a.o. rejected the submissions of the 
assessee and made additions on account of unaccounted 
investment and unaccounted purchases.

the Commissioner (appeals) found that the a.o. did 
not make further inquiries and that the only evidence 
with him was in the form of a confessional statement 
of the partner of the assessee recorded on oath u/s 
108 of the Customs act, 1962 and that in the absence 
of any corroborative evidence or finding, no addition 
could be made merely on the basis of the admission 
statement. the tribunal found that the addition was 
made based on the show cause notice issued by the 
revenue Intelligence, that the statement was retracted 
by the partner and that the Customs excise and Service 
tax appellate tribunal had dropped the proceedings 
initiated against the assessee. the tribunal held that in 
the absence of any documentary evidence no addition 
could be made on the action of a third party, i.e., the 
directorate of revenue Intelligence.

on appeal by the revenue, the Gujarat high Court upheld 
the decision of the tribunal and held as under:
‘i) the tribunal was correct in holding that no addition 

11
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could be made on the basis of the action of the third 
party, i.e., the directorate of revenue Intelligence. 
the department could not start with the confessional 
statement of the assessee. the confessional statement 
had to be corroborated with other material on record.

ii) the appellate authorities had concurrently recorded a 
finding that except the statement of the partner recorded 
u/s 108 of the Customs act, 1962, there was no other 
evidence. no question of law arose.’

A. Harish Bhat vs. ACIT (TDS)
[2019] 111 taxmann.com 210 (Karn.)
Date of order: 17th October, 2019
F.Ys.: 2009-10 to 2012-13

Principal Officer (condition precedent) – Section 
2(35) of ITA, 1961 – Where neither service of notice 
nor hearing of petitioner before treating petitioner 
as a Principal Officer was involved, and connection 
of petitioner with management and administration 
of company was also not established, A.O. could 
not have named petitioner as Principal Officer

The petitioner was treated as a Principal Officer of the 
company Kingfisher Airlines for the F.Ys. 2009-10 to 2012-
13 u/s 2(35) of the Income-tax act, 1961. the petitioner 
filed a writ petition and challenged the order.

he contended that to come within the ambit of key 
management personnel, the petitioner had to be either 
Managing Director or the Chief Executive Officer, whole-
time director / company secretary / chief financial officer 
/ or in any way be connected with the management or 
administration of the company. the revenue, on the 
other hand, justifying the said order, submitted that 
the petitioner was the treasurer of the u.B. Group of 
Companies during the relevant financial years and hence 
he was treated as Principal Officer. Further, neither a 
personal hearing nor an order was necessary to treat 
the person as a Principal Officer. It was sufficient if a 
notice of the intention of the a.o. of treating any person 
as Principal Officer was issued. The petitioner assailed 
the order of the Commissioner on the ground that the 
objections submitted by the petitioner to the notice had 
not been duly considered and hence sought to set aside 
the said order.

the Karnataka high Court allowed the writ petition and 
held as under:
‘i) the impugned order deserves to be set aside for the 

reason that a Principal Officer, as contemplated u/s 2(35), 
used with reference to a local authority or a company or 
any other public body or any association of persons or 
any body of individuals, means the secretary, treasurer, 
manager or agent of the authority, company, association 
or body, or any person connected with the management or 
administration of the local authority, company, association 
or body upon whom the a.o. has served a notice of his 
intention of treating him as the Principal Officer thereof. 

ii) It is clear that to treat any person as a Principal 
Officer, such person should be connected with the 
management or administration of the local authority / 
company or association or body. Such connection with 
the management or administration is the basis for treating 
any person as a Principal Officer. Such connection has 
to be established or to be supported with substantial 
material to decide the connection of any person with the 
management or administration. Without disclosing the 
basis, no person can be treated as a “Principal Officer” 
of the company recognising him as the Key management 
Personnel of the company. the details of such information 
on the basis of which the Key management Personnel tag 
is made, have to be explicitly expressed in the notice of 
the intention of treating any person as a Principal Officer 
by the a.o. neither in the show cause notice nor in the 
order impugned was such a connection of the petitioner 
with the management or administration of the company 
Kingfisher Airlines Limited established. The phrase “Key 
management Personnel” of the company has a wide 
connotation and the same has to be supported with 
certain material; unless such connection is established, 
no notice served on the petitioner would empower 
the respondent authority to treat the petitioner as a  
“Principal Officer”.

iii) In the instant case, the question inasmuch as (sic) 
neither service of notice nor hearing of the petitioner before 
treating the petitioner as a Principal Officer is involved. The 
fulcrum of dispute revolves around the aspect whether the 
petitioner is the person connected with the management 
or administration of the company. Such finding has to be 
supported by substantial material and has to be reflected 
in the notice issued u/s 2(35) to treat a person as a 
Principal Officer of the company which will have wider 
consequences. the said aspect is lacking in the present 
order impugned. merely on surmises and conjectures, no 
person shall be treated as a Principal Officer.

iv) the writ petition is to be allowed. the impugned order 
is to be quashed.’

13
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Miranda Tools (P) Ltd. vs. ITO
[2020] 114 taxmann.com 584 (Bom.)
Date of order: 14th November, 2019
A.Y.: 2014-15

reassessment – Sections 147, 148 and 151 of ITA, 
1961 – Where A.O. issued reassessment notice on 
basis of sanction granted by Chief Commissioner 
– Since Chief Commissioner was not specified 
officer u/s 151(2) to grant such sanction, impugned 
notice was to be quashed

the petitioner is a company engaged in the business 
of manufacture and marketing of fabrics. the petitioner 
filed its return of income for the A.Y. 2014-15 on 22nd 
September, 2014 declaring nIL income. the assessment 
was completed u/s 143(3) of the Income-tax act, 1961 by 
an order dated 1st September, 2016. thereafter, on 26th 
February, 2019, the a.o. issued a notice u/s 148 of the 
act on the ground that he has reason to believe that the 
income chargeable to tax in respect of share application 
money for the relevant assessment year has escaped 
assessment. the petitioner submitted its objections. the 
a.o. rejected the objections.

The assessee filed a writ petition and challenged the 
reopening of the assessment. the Bombay high Court 
allowed the writ petition and held as under:

‘i) as per the provisions of section 151(2) of the act, a 
sanction to issue notice for reopening u/s 148 of the act 
has to be given by the Joint Commissioner of Income tax 
in case the reassessment is sought to be done before 
(or within) four years. under section 2(28C) of the act, a 
Joint Commissioner also means additional Commissioner 
of Income tax. In the present case, the a.o. submitted 
a proposal to the Principal Chief Commissioner of  
Income tax for reopening the assessment u/s 148 on 6th 
February, 2019.

ii) the question arises whether the sanction granted 
by the Chief Commissioner of Income Tax would fulfil 
the requirement of section 151. It has long been settled 
that when the statute mandates the satisfaction of a 
particular authority for the exercise of power, then it has 
to be done in that manner only. adopting this principle, 
the division Benches of this Court in the cases of 
Ghanshyam K. Khabrani vs. Asstt. CIT [2012] 20 
taxmann.com 716/210 Taxman 75 (Mag.)/346 ITR 
443 and CIT vs. Aquatic Remedies (P) Ltd. [2018] 96 
taxmann.com 609/258 Taxman 357/406 ITR 545 have 

held that sanction for issuance of reopening notice has to 
be obtained from the authority mentioned in section 151 
and not from any other officer, including a superior officer. 
In the present case the Chief Commissioner of Income 
tax is not the officer specified in section 151 of the Act. 
there is thus a breach of requirement of section 151(2) 
of the act regarding sanction for issuance of notice u/s 
148 of the act. Consequently, the impugned notice and 
the impugned order cannot be sustained in law. the 
petitioner, therefore, is entitled to succeed.

iii) accordingly, the impugned notice dated 26th February, 
2019 and the impugned order dated 15th July, 2019 are 
quashed and set aside.’

General Insurance Corporation of India vs. ACIT
[2019] 111 taxmann.com 412 (Bom.)
[2019] 267 Taxman 596 (Bom.)
Date of order: 14th October, 2019
A.Y.: 2017-18

Recovery of tax – Stay of demand pending first 
appeal – Section 220(6) of ITA, 1961 and CbDT 
Circular No. 530 dated 6th March, 1989 – The 
Circular stating that a stay of demand be granted 
if there are conflicting views of High Court can be 
extended to conflicting views of different Benches 
of Tribunal as well

For the A.Y. 2017-18, the assessee filed an appeal 
against the assessment order. The assessee also filed an 
application for stay of demand u/s 220(6) of the Income-
tax act, 1961. the assessee was directed to deposit 20% 
of tax demand during pendency of appellate proceedings.

The assessee filed a writ petition challenging the order 
and claimed that the assessee is entitled to unconditional 
stay till disposal of appellate proceedings in view of 
the fact that there were conflicting decisions of co-
ordinate Benches of the tribunal so far as the merit of 
the assessee's case was concerned. the Bombay high 
Court allowed the writ petition and held as under:

‘i) the CBdt Circular no. 530 dated 6th march, 1989 
states that stay of demand be granted where there are 
conflicting decisions of the High Court. This principle  
can be extended to the conflicting decisions of the 
different Benches of the tribunal. thus, in the above 
facts a complete stay of the demand on the above head, 
i.e., Item no. 1 of the above chart, was warranted in the 
petitioner's favour.

15
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ii) therefore, unconditional stay was to be granted to 
assessee till disposal of appellate proceedings.’

Samir Narain Bhojwani vs. Dy.CIT
[2020] 115 taxmann.com 70 (Bom.)
Date of order: 22nd October, 2019
A.Y.: 2019-20

return of income – Filing of, in electronic form 
(set-off and carry-forward of losses) – Section 
139D r.w.s. 72 of ITA, 1961 and rule 12 of ITr, 
1962 – Procedure of filing electronic return as per 
section 139D r.w. rule 12 cannot bar assessee from 
making claim which he was entitled to – Assessee 
was directed to make representation before CbDT 
where he was not able to reflect set-off available in 
terms of section 72 in prescribed return of income 
in electronic form

the assessee was obliged u/s 139d of the Income-tax 
act, 1961 read with rule 12 of the Income-tax rules, 
1962 to file his return of income electronically with his 
digital signature. However, he was not able to reflect in 
the prescribed return of income in electronic form the 
set-off available in terms of section 72, i.e., setting off of 
current year’s business income against the carry-forward 
loss from the earlier years. this was because the return 
which was filed electronically required certain columns 
to be filled in by the petitioner while the other columns 
were self-populated. the assessee was thus unable to 
change the figures and make a claim for set-off u/s 72 in 
the present facts. this resulted in excess income being 
declared, resulting in an obligation to pay more tax on 
income which in terms of section 72 was allowed to be set 
off against carried-forward losses of earlier years.

Therefore, the assessee filed a writ petition under Article 
226 of the Constitution of India and sought a direction from 
the high Court to the respondent no. 1, the a.o., and 
respondent no. 2, the CBdt, to accept the petitioner's 
return of income for a.y. 2019-20 in paper form u/s 139(1) 
of the act and the same be taken up for assessment in 
accordance with the act.

the Bombay high Court allowed the writ petition and held 
as under:

‘i) the claim sought to be urged by the assessee, viz., 
set-off of business profits of this year offered to tax under 
the head “capital gain” being set off against carried-forward 
loss is prima facie supported by the decisions of the 

tribunal in the case of M.K. Creations vs. ITO [IT Appeal 
No. 3885 (Mum.) of 2014, dated 7th April, 2017] and in 
ITO vs. Smart Sensors & Transducers Ltd. [2019] 104 
taxmann.com 129/176 ITD 104 (Mum.–Trib.). It is also 
not disputed by the revenue that the return of income in 
electronic form is self–populated, i.e., on filling in some 
entries, the other entries in the return are indicated by the 
system itself. thus, the petitioner is unable to make a claim 
which according to him he is entitled to in law. In case the 
petitioner is compelled to file in the prescribed electronic 
form, it could be declared by the a.o. as defective (if all 
entries are not filled), or raise a demand for tax on the basis 
of the declared income u/s 143(1), or if the assessment 
is taken to scrutiny u/s 143(3), then the petitioner will not 
be entitled to raise a claim of set-off u/s 72 during the 
assessment proceedings. this, in view of the decision of 
the hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Goetze (India) 
Ltd. vs. CIT [2006] 157 Taxman 1/284 ITR 323 wherein it 
has been held that if a claim is not made by the assessee 
in its return of income, then the a.o. would have no power 
to entertain a claim otherwise than by way of revised return 
of income. the revised return of income, if the petitioner 
attempts to file it, would result in the petitioner not being 
able to make the claim for which the revised return is 
filed as the revised return of income would also have to 
be filed in the prescribed electronic form which does not 
provide for such an eventuality. thus, for the purposes of 
the subject assessment year if the return of income is filed 
electronically, it (the assessee) would have given up, at 
least before the A.O., his claim to benefit of section 72; 
this, whether the return of income is processed u/s 143(1) 
or undergoes scrutiny u/s 143(3).

ii) The purpose and object of e-filing of return is simplicity 
and uniformity in procedure. however, the above object 
cannot in its implementation result in an assessee not 
being entitled to make a claim of set-off which he feels 
he is entitled to in accordance with the provisions of the 
act. the allowability or disallowability of the claim is a 
subject matter to be considered by the a.o. however, 
the procedure of filing the return of income cannot bar an 
assessee from making a claim under the act to which he 
feels he is entitled.

iii) It is true that in terms of rule 12 of the rules the 
returns are to be filed by the petitioner only electronically 
and he is bound by the act and the rules, thus (the 
department) cannot accept the paper return. however, in 
terms of section 139d, it is for the CBdt to make rules 
providing for filing of returns of income in electronic form. 
this power has been exercised by the CBdt in terms of 
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rule 12 of the rules. however, the form as prescribed 
does not provide for (the) eventuality that has arisen in 
the present case and may also arise in other cases. thus, 
this is an issue to be brought to the notice of the CBdt, 
which would in case it finds merit in this submission, issue 
necessary directions to cover this gap.

iv) In the normal course, the petitioner would have been 
directed to file representation with the CBDT making a 
demand for justice, before considering issuing of a writ 
of mandamus. however, in the peculiar facts of this case, 
the petitioner is required to file return of income by 31st 

october, 2019. It is only when the petitioner was in the 
process of filing his return electronically that he realised 
that he is unable to make a claim of set-off u/s 72, even 
though the claim itself is prima facie allowable in view of 
the decisions of the tribunal in M.K. Creation (Supra) 
and Smart Sensors & Transducers Ltd. (Supra). In the 
absence of the petitioner filing its return of income on or 
before 31st october, 2019, the petitioner is likely to face 
penal consequences. the issue raised is a fundamental 
issue, which needs to be addressed by the CBdt.

v) therefore, it would be appropriate that the petitioner 
make a representation on the above issue to the 
CBdt, who would then consider it in the context of the 
facts involved in the instant case and issue necessary 
guidelines for the benefit of the entire body of assessees if 
the petitioner is right in his claim that the prescribed return 
of income to be filed electronically prohibits an assessee 
from making its claim. however, in the meantime, the 
petitioner, without prejudice to his rights and contentions, 
would file the return of income in electronic form on the 
system before the last date. Besides, (he would) also file 
his return of income for the subject assessment year in 
paper form with the a.o. before the last date. this return 
of income in paper form would be accepted by the a.o. 
without prejudice to the revenue's contention that such a 
return cannot be filed.

vi) In the meantime, till such time as the CBdt takes a 
decision on the petitioner's representation, the revenue 
would not act upon the electronically filed return of income 
so as to initiate any coercive recovery proceedings.’

Principal CIT vs. Cartier Leaflin (P) Ltd.
[2019] 112 taxmann.com 63 (Bom.)
[2020] 268 Taxman 222 (Bom.)
Date of order: 15th October, 2019
A.Y.: 2011-12

revision – business loss – Allowable (as share 
trading) – Section 28(i) r.w.s. 263 of ITA, 1961 
– Assessee company, engaged in business 
of financing and trading in shares – During 
assessment, A.O. before accepting assessee's 
claim of operational loss in share trading, verified 
demat accounts, sale, purchase and closing 
stocks of assessee company and inquired about 
said loss – Show cause notice u/s 263 for revising 
assessment could not be issued on the basis that 
said accounts were to be examined

The assessee was engaged in the business of financing 
and trading in shares. In its return of income, the assessee 
declared a total loss of rs. 11.29 crores. In assessment, 
the a.o. made a few additions / disallowances which 
resulted in the assessee's taxable income reaching rs. 
35.50 crores. Subsequently, the Principal Commissioner 
opined that the amount of rs. 8.79 crores shown under 
‘other operating losses’ seemed to be a trading loss 
incurred by the assessee company out of its business 
of financial and capital market activities, which was its 
main business activity. he opined that on perusal of the 
assessment records, it was noticed that no examination of 
the books of accounts, transaction accounts of the share 
trading activity carried out by the assessee company  
vis-a-vis the demat accounts was carried out by the a.o. 
and that the entire operating loss as mentioned was 
accepted without any verification or proper application of 
mind. he, thus, held that the assessment order passed by 
the a.o. appeared to be erroneous and prejudicial to the 
interest of revenue. notice u/s 263 of the Income-tax act, 
1961 was issued by the Principal Commissioner.

on the assessee's appeal, the tribunal noted that from 
the records available it was evident that complete details 
in support of the claim of operating loss of rs. 8.79 
crores were made available by the assessee company 
to the a.o. In fact, the manner in which the operating 
loss was arrived at was submitted in a tabulated form 
along with item-wise details of all transactions during 
the assessment proceedings. thus, the tribunal 
concluded that the show cause notice u/s 263 by the 
Principal Commissioner was issued without examining 
the assessment records and the view taken by the a.o. 
after examination of exhaustive details and evidence 
was a possible view. the tribunal held that the notice 
u/s 263 is not valid.

on appeal by the revenue, the Bombay high Court 
upheld the decision of the tribunal and held as under:
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‘i) The finding of fact in the order of the Tribunal is that 
the proceedings u/s 263, on the face of it, have been 
initiated without examination of records before the a.o. is 
not shown to be perverse. It is clear that the show cause 
notice proceeds on the basis that the books of accounts, 
transaction accounts of share trading carried out by 
the assessee vis-a-vis demat accounts have not been 
examined by the a.o. during the course of assessment 
proceedings. however, in the assessment order dated 
28th march, 2014 itself, the a.o. had recorded that he 
examined the demat account in order to verify the share 
trading activities claimed by the assessee. moreover, 
before passing the assessment order, sale, purchase and 
closing stocks were also examined by the a.o.

ii) thus, the basis to invoke section 263 factually did 
not exist as there was due inquiry by the a.o. during 
the assessment proceedings leading to the assessment 
order. thus, it is amply clear that the a.o. had applied 
his mind while accepting the claim of the assessee of 
operating loss of rs. 8.79 crores making the proceedings 
u/s 263 bad in law. In any event, the view taken on facts 
by the a.o. is a possible view and the same is not shown 
to be bad.

iii) In the above view, the question as proposed does 
not give rise to any substantial question of law. thus, not 
entertained. and appeal is, therefore, dismissed.’

Ajay Gupta vs. CIT
[2020] 114 taxmann.com 577 (All.)
Date of order: 13th November, 2019

Search and seizure (presumption u/s 132[4A]) – 
Section 132(4A) of ITA, 1961 – No addition could 
be made on account of undisclosed income only 
on basis of presumptions u/s 132(4A) without 
recording any findings as to how loose sheets 
found during search were linked to assessee – In 
absence of corroborative evidence, Tribunal was 
not justified in reversing finding of CIT(A)

the residential premises of the assessee were searched 
u/s 132 of the Income-tax act, 1961 on 28th February, 
2000. Pursuant to a notice u/s 158BC, the assessee filed 
return of income declaring nIL undisclosed income. the 
a.o. assessed the undisclosed income at rs. 65,33,302.

the CIt (appeals) partly allowed the appeal of the 
assessee. the CIt (appeals) deleted the addition of rs. 
5,58,870 made by the a.o. on account of papers found 

during the search. the tribunal reversed the order of the 
CIt (appeals) and restored that of the a.o. the appeal 
by the assessee was admitted on the following questions 
of law:

‘1.   Whether the presumption u/s 132(4a) of the Income-
tax act can be raised in the assessment proceedings?

2. Whether, apart from section 132(4a) of the act, 
the burden to explain the documents seized from the 
possession of the assessee during search is upon him, 
and if it is so, then has he discharged the burden?’

the allahabad high Court allowed the appeal and held 
as under:

‘i) It is not in dispute that two loose papers were found 
during search from the premises of assessee, however, 
during block assessment proceedings, the assessee had 
denied the documents and statement was recorded by 
deputy director of Investigation; he had submitted that 
he had no concern with the said documents so seized. 
Further, the a.o. while passing the assessment order, 
had only on basis of the loose papers found during search 
made addition to the undisclosed income of the assessee 
while the entries of said papers remained uncorroborated.

ii) this Court, in the case of CIT vs. Shadiram Ganga 
Prasad, 2010 UPTC 840, has held that the loose 
parchas found during search at the most could lead to a 
presumption, but the department cannot draw inference 
unless the entries made in the documents so found are 
corroborated by evidence.

iii) as section 132(4a) of the act provides that any books 
of accounts, documents, money, bullion, jewellery or 
other valuable articles or things found in possession of, 
or in control of any person in course of search may be 
presumed to be belonging to such person, and further, if 
the contents of such books of accounts and documents 
are true. But this presumption is not provided in absolute 
terms and the word used is "may" and not "shall", as such 
the revenue has to corroborate the entries made in the 
seized documents before presuming that transactions 
so entered were made by the assessee. Presumption 
so provided is not in absolute terms but is subject to 
corroborative evidence.

iv) In the present case, the tribunal only on basis of 
presumption u/s 132 (4A) of the Act, reversed the finding of 
CIT (Appeals) without recording any finding as to how the 
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loose sheets which were recovered during search were 
linked with the assessee. In the absence of corroborative 
evidence, the Tribunal was not justified in reversing the 
finding by the CIT (Appeals).

v) In view of the above, we are of the considered view 
that the order passed by the Tribunal reversing the finding 

of CIt (appeals) in regard to deletion of the addition made 
of rs. 5,58,870 and restoring the order of the a.o. on 
mere presumption is unsustainable. the order dated 12th 
march, 2010 is set aside to that extent and the matter is 
remitted back to the tribunal to decide afresh as far as 
addition of rs. 5,58,870 is concerned, within a period of 
three months from today.’

AjAy r. SINgh
advocate

pArT b Iunreported decisions

M/s Beaver Estates Pvt. Ltd vs. The Assistant 
Commissioner of Income Tax Corporate Circle 
1(1); OP(Crl.) No. 400 of 2019
Date of order: 23rd October, 2019
(Kerala High Court)

[Complaint filed CC No. 65/2015 of Additional Chief 
judicial Magistrate (e&O), ernakulam]

Complaint filed u/s 276C (1) of the Act – Wilful 
attempt to evade tax – Appeal pending before 
CIT(A) – Criminal proceedings kept in abeyance

In the instant case, the prosecution was launched u/s 
276C(1) of the act for wilful attempt to evade tax before 
the additional Chief Judicial magistrate's Court (economic 
Offences), Ernakulam. The first petitioner is a company 
and the second petitioner is the managing director of the 
said company.

The plea of the petitioners was that they have filed an 
appeal before the statutory authority challenging the 
assessment and that the decision in the appeal has got 
a bearing on the prosecution against them; therefore, the 
criminal proceedings pending against them may be kept 
in abeyance till the disposal of the appeal. the petitioners 
contended that if the statutory appeal filed by them under 
the act is allowed, it would knock down the very basis of 
the prosecution against them and, therefore, the criminal 
proceedings may be ordered to be kept in abeyance.

the hon. Court noticed that section 276C provides 
the punishment for wilful attempt to evade tax, penalty 
or interest. Section 278B provides for offences by 
companies. In the instant case, the prosecution is u/s 
276C(1) for wilful attempt to evade tax. the decision of the 
statutory appellate authority regarding the assessment 

and computation of tax would have a bearing on the 
prosecution against the petitioners.

the Court relied on the decision of the apex Court in the 
case of K.C. Builders vs. Assistant Commissioner of 
Income Tax (2004) 2 SCC 731 wherein it held that the levy 
of penalties and prosecution u/s 276C are simultaneous 
and, hence, once the penalties are cancelled on the 
ground that there is no concealment, the quashing of 
prosecution u/s 276C is automatic. In the instant case, the 
prosecution is u/s 276C(1) for wilful attempt to evade tax. 
the decision of the statutory appellate authority regarding 
the assessment and computation of tax would have a 
bearing on the prosecution against the petitioners.

Similarly, in Commissioner of Income Tax vs. Bhupen 
Champak Lal Dalal AIR 2001 SC 1096, the Court 
had observed that the prosecution in criminal law and 
proceedings arising under the act are undoubtedly 
independent proceedings and, therefore, there is no 
impediment in law for the criminal proceedings to 
proceed even during the pendency of the proceedings 
under the act. However, a wholesome rule will have to 
be adopted in matters of this nature where courts have 
taken the view that when the conclusions arrived at by the 
appellate authorities have a relevance and bearing upon 
the conclusions to be reached in the case, necessarily 
one authority will have to await the outcome of the other 
authority.

the department relied on the decision of the apex Court 
in Sasi Enterprises vs. Assistant Commissioner of 
Income Tax (2014) 5 SCC 139. the Court held that 
the decision in Sasi Enterprises (Supra) has got no 
application to the present case because the prosecution 
against the petitioners is for committing the offence u/s 
276C and not for the offence u/s 276CC.
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the Court held that the decision of the statutory appellate 
authority regarding the assessment and computation of 
tax would have a bearing on the prosecution against the 
petitioners for wilful attempt to evade tax. therefore, the 
additional Chief Judicial magistrate (economic offences), 
ernakulam was directed to keep in abeyance all further 
proceedings against the petitioners in the criminal case till 
the disposal of the appeal filed before the Commissioner 
of Income tax (appeals), Kochi.

Procter & Gamble Hygiene and Healthcare Ltd. 
vs. Commissioner of Income Tax-8 [Income tax 
Appeal No. 1210 of 2017]
Date of order: 4th February, 2020

procter & gamble hygiene & healthcare ltd. vs. 
CIT, range-8 [ITA No. 4866/Mum/2015; Date of 
order: 30th November, 2016; A.y.: 2008-09; bench 
‘h’ Mum.]

Condonation of delay – 458 days – belated appeal 
against section 263 order before ITAT – Appeal 
filed after consequential assessment order and 
dismissal of appeal – Delay condoned on payment 
of costs

the issue involved in the appeal is condonation of delay 
in filing of the appeal u/s 254 of the Act by the appellant 
before the tribunal. the a.o. passed the assessment 
order on 1st February, 2012 in which certain deductions 
were allowed u/s 80IC. the CIt-8, mumbai was of the 
view that the a.o. had wrongly allowed deduction u/s 
80IC. he was of the further view that the assessment order 
so made was erroneous and prejudicial to the interest of 
the revenue. accordingly, he invoked jurisdiction u/s 263 
and vide an order dated 31st march, 2014 set aside the 
assessment order by directing the a.o. to pass a fresh 
assessment order by taxing the interest income earned 
by the petitioner on the amount covered by the deduction 
sought for u/s 80IC under the head ‘income from other 
sources’. the a.o. passed the consequential assessment 
order dated 9th June, 2014. It was against this assessment 
order that the assessee preferred an appeal before the 
CIt(a)-17.

however, by the appellate order dated 28th august, 2015 
the first appellate authority dismissed the appeal of the 
assessee, holding that it was not maintainable as the a.o. 
had only given effect to the directions given to him by the 
CIt, relying on the decision in Herdillia Chemicals Ltd. vs. 
CIT [1997] 90 Taxman 314 (Bom.). aggrieved by this, the 

petitioner preferred an appeal before the tribunal which was 
registered as Ita no. 5096/mum/2015. In the meanwhile, 
the assessee, having realised that the order passed by the 
jurisdictional administrative commissioner u/s 263 of the 
Act had remained unchallenged, belatedly filed an appeal 
before the tribunal which was registered as Ita no. 4866/
mum/2015. In the process there was a delay of 450 days. 
The assessee filed an application before the Tribunal for 
condonation of delay in filing ITA No. 4866/Mum/2015 
and in support thereof also filed an affidavit dated 12th 
September, 2016 explaining the delay. the assessee stated 
in its affidavit that the appellant did not prefer an appeal as 
the Learned CIt had set aside the assessment so that the 
issues involved would be agitated before the a.o. or the 
appellate authorities, i.e., against the order of the a.o.

Both the appeals were heard together and by a common 
order dated 30th november, 2016 both the appeals were 
dismissed. the appeal Ita no. 5096/mum/2015 was 
dismissed on the ground that there was no question of any 
consequential assessment as per the revision order. the 
assessee’s appeal was rightly dismissed by the CIt(a).

Insofar as Ita no. 4866/mum/2015 was concerned, the 
same was dismissed as being time-barred as the delay 
in filing the appeal was not condoned. The ITAT observed 
that the assessee had clearly, and presumably only on the 
basis of a legal opinion, taken a conscious decision not to 
appeal against the revision order. no reasonable, much less 
sufficient, cause had been advanced for condonation of 
delay. It also stated that there was no basis for the said bona 
fide belief which is stated as the reason for the assessee 
having not preferred an appeal against the revision order.

the hon. high Court observed that when the tribunal had 
entertained the appeal arising out of the consequential 
assessment, it was not justified on the part of the Tribunal 
to have rejected the appeal filed by the appellant against 
the order passed by the jurisdictional administrative 
commissioner u/s 263 of the act because that was the very 
foundation of the subsequent assessment proceedings. 
Therefore, in the interest of justice the delay in filing 
appeal was condoned and the said appeal was directed 
to be heard on merit by the tribunal. the appellant was 
directed to pay costs of rs. 25,000 to the maharashtra 
State Legal Services authority.

Pr. CIT-13 vs. Vaman International Pvt. Ltd. 
[Income tax Appeal No. 1940 of 2017]
Date of order: 29th January, 2020

4
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ACIT vs. Vaman International pvt. ltd. [ITA No. 794/
Mum/2015; Date of order: 16th November, 2016; A.y.: 
2010-11; bench ‘F’]

Section 69C – unexplained expenditure – bogus 
purchases – Mere reliance by the A.O. on information 
obtained from the Sales Tax Department, or the 
statements of two persons made before the Sales 
Tax Department, would not be sufficient to treat the 
purchases as bogus

the assessee is a company engaged in the business of 
trading and sale of furniture and allied items on wholesale 
basis. the a.o. doubted the expenditure of rs. 4,75,42,385 
stated to be on account of purchases from two parties, 
viz., Impex trading Co. (for an amount of rs. 2,90,80,292) 
and Victor Intertrade Pvt. Ltd. (rs. 1,84,62,093). the a.o. 
acted on the basis of information received from the office 
of the director-General of Income tax (Investigation), 
mumbai and from the Sales tax department that in the 
list of bogus sales parties the names of the two aforesaid 
parties were included which rendered the purchase 
transaction doubtful.

the a.o. observed that the assessee did not produce 
lorry receipts and other related documents to reflect the 
movement of goods sold and purchased which were 
crucial for determining the genuineness of the purchase 
transaction. In the absence thereof, the a.o. added the 
said amounts to the total income of the assessee u/s 69C 
by treating the expenditure as bogus purchases.

The first appellate authority held that such addition by 
the a.o. could not be sustained. accordingly, he deleted 
the addition of rs. 4,75,42,385. the tribunal, by an 
order dated 16th november, 2016, upheld the order of the 
first appellate authority and dismissed the appeal of the 
revenue.

on further appeal, the hon. high Court observed that 
section 69C deals with unexplained expenditure. But it 
also contains a deeming provision which states that if an 
assessee incurs any expenditure in the relevant previous 

year but offers no explanation about the source of such 
expenditure or part thereof, or if the explanation provided 
is not satisfactory to the a.o., then the amount covered 
by such expenditure or part thereof shall be deemed to 
be the income of the assessee; and once it is so deemed, 
the same shall not be allowed as a deduction under any 
head of income.

the Court relied on the Gujarat high Court decision in 
Krishna Textiles vs. CIT, 310 ITR 227  wherein it has 
been held that u/s 69C the onus is on the revenue to 
prove that the income really belongs to the assessee.

the hon. Court observed that the a.o. did not doubt the 
sales and stock records maintained by the assessee. By 
submitting confirmation letters, copies of invoices, bank 
statements, payment orders, payment by account payee 
cheques, etc., the assessee had proved that the sales 
and purchases had taken place. By highlighting the fact 
that all the payments against the purchases were made 
through banking channels by way of account payee 
cheques, the first appellate authority held that the source 
of expenditure was fully established by the assessee 
beyond any doubt. he had further recorded that during 
the appellate proceedings the assessee had furnished 
complete quantitative details of the items of goods 
purchased during the year under consideration and 
their corresponding sales. mere reliance by the a.o. on 
information obtained from the Sales tax department, or 
the statements of two persons made before the Sales tax 
Department, would not be sufficient to treat the purchases 
as bogus and thereafter to make the addition u/s 69C.

the tribunal also held that if the a.o. had doubted the 
genuineness of the purchases, it was incumbent upon him 
to have caused further inquiries in the matter to ascertain 
the genuineness or otherwise of the transactions and to 
have given an opportunity to the assessee to examine / 
cross-examine those two parties vis-a-vis the statements 
made by them before the Sales tax department. Without 
causing such further inquiries in respect of the purchases, 
it was not open to the a.o. to make the addition u/s 69C 
of the act. 

errata
In the hIGh CourtS, march 2020  

We regret to point out a typographical error on Page 51 of the caption issue in respect of the following decision:
The pr CIT -1 v/s M/s. Ami Industries (India) p ltd [ Income tax Appeal no 1231 of 2017 dt : 29/01/2020  
(bombay highCourt)]. 
where “Addition is not justified “ should be replaced in place of “Addition is justified” and be read accordingly.
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2003. Based on the discovery of this fact, a notice dated 
4th november, 2008 issued u/s 148 was served on the 
appellant. even in response to this notice, no Income tax 
return was filed. A notice dated 8th September, 2009 was 
then issued u/s 142(1) fixing the case for hearing on 20th 

September, 2009. Once again, the appellant did not turn 
up, as a result of which another notice dated 23rd october, 
2009 was issued; but this time, too, the assessee did not 
turn up. So a third letter was issued on 11th december, 
2009 fixing the case for hearing on 22nd december, 2009. 
In response to this letter, the assessee by a letter dated 
29th December, 2009 sought time for one month.

Since time bar was foremost in the mind of the a.o., the 
limitation falling on this transaction by 31st december, 
2009, a best judgment assessment order was then passed 
u/s 144 dated 31st december, 2009. Vide this order, the 
entire sale consideration was treated as a capital gain and 
brought to tax.

An appeal was preferred against this order. The 
Commissioner of Income tax (appeals), by an order dated 
28th october, 2010, examined the three documents in 
question and ultimately dismissed the appeal. the Income 
tax appellate tribunal, by an order dated 24th June, 2011, 
agreed with the CIT(A) and found that on or about the 
date of the agreement to sell the conditions mentioned in 
section 2(47)(v) of the act could not be stated to have been 
complied with, in that the very fact that the compromise 
deed was entered into on 19th July, 2003 would show 
that the obligations under the agreement to sell were not 
carried out in their true letter and spirit. as a result of this, 
section 53a of the transfer of Property act, 1882 could not 
possibly be said to be attracted. What was then referred 
to was the memorandum of compromise dated 19th July, 
2003 under which various amounts had to be paid by the 
builder to the owner so that a complete extinguishment of 
the owner's rights in the property would then take place. 
the last two payments under the compromise deed were 
contingent upon M/s Pioneer Homes also being paid off, 
which apparently was done. the appellate tribunal held 
that the transfer therefore took place during the A.Y. 2004-

GlIMPSES oF SuPrEME CourT rulInGS

Seshasayee Steels P. Ltd. vs. ACIT
[2020] 421 ITR 46 (SC)

Capital Gains – Transfer – In order that the provisions 
of section 53A of the T.P. Act be attracted, first and 
foremost the transferee must, in part performance of 
the contract, have taken possession of the property 
or any part thereof; and secondly, the transferee 
must have performed or be willing to perform his 
part of the agreement – The expression ‘enabling 
the enjoyment of’ in section 2(47)(vi) must take 
colour from the earlier expression ‘transferring’, so 
that it can be stated on the facts of a case that a 
de facto transfer of immovable property has, in fact, 
taken place, making it clear that the de facto owner's 
rights stand extinguished – On the facts of the 
case, the assessee's rights in the said immovable 
property were extinguished on the receipt of the last 
cheque, as also that the compromise deed could be 
stated to be a transaction which had the effect of 
transferring the immovable property in question

The appellant-assessee entered into an agreement with 
Vijay Santhi Builders Limited on 15th may, 1998 to sell a 
property for a total sale consideration of rs. 5.5 crores.

Pursuant to this agreement, a Power of Attorney (PoA) was 
executed on 27th november, 1998 by which the assessee 
appointed one Chandan Kumar, director of m/s Vijay 
Santhi Builders Ltd., to execute and join in execution of 
the necessary number of sale agreements and / or sale 
deeds in respect of the schedule mentioned property after 
developing the same into flats. The PoA also enabled the 
builder to present before all the competent authorities such 
documents as were necessary to enable development of 
the same and the sale thereof to various persons.

The appellant did not file any return for A.Y. 2004-
2005. apparently, it was detected later by the a.o. that 
the agreement to sell had been entered into and that, 
subsequently, a memorandum of compromise had also 
been entered into between the parties dated 19th July, 

4
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05 as the last cheque was dated 25th January, 2004.

The High Court, by the impugned judgment dated 25th 
January, 2012, adverted to the concurrent findings of the 
authorities and stated that the three questions of law that 
were set out were all answered in favour of the revenue 
and against the assessee.

the Supreme Court observed that in order that the 
provisions of section 53A of the T.P. Act be attracted, first 
and foremost the transferee must, in part performance of 
the contract, have taken possession of the property or any 
part thereof. Secondly, the transferee must have performed 
or be willing to perform his part of the agreement. It is only if 
these two important conditions, among others, are satisfied 
that the provisions of section 53a can be said to be attracted 
on the facts of a given case.

According to the Supreme Court, on a reading of the 
agreement to sell dated 15th may, 1998 it was clear that both 
the parties were entitled to specific performance (Clause 
14). Clause 16 was crucial and the expression used was 
that ‘the party of the first part hereby gives “permission” 
to the party of the second part to start construction on the 
land’. Clause 16, therefore, leads to the position that a 
license was given to another upon the land for the purpose 
of developing the land into flats and selling the same. 
Such license could not be said to be 'possession' within 
the meaning of section 53A, which is a legal concept and 
which denotes control over the land and not actual physical 
occupation of the land. This being the case, section 53A of 
the t.P. act was not attracted to the facts of this case for 
this reason alone.

Turning to the argument of the assessee based on section 
2(47)(vi) of the Income-tax act, the Supreme Court made a 
reference to its judgment in Commissioner of Income Tax 
vs. Balbir Singh Maini (2018) 12 SCC 354 and applying 
the test given in the aforesaid judgment, observed that it 
was clear that the expression ‘enabling the enjoyment of’ 
must take colour from the earlier expression ‘transferring’, 
so that it can be stated on the facts of a case that a de 
facto transfer of immovable property has, in fact, taken 
place making it clear that the de facto owner's rights stand 
extinguished. According to the Supreme Court, as on the 
date of the agreement to sell, the owner's rights were 
completely intact both as to ownership and to possession 
even de facto, so that this section equally could not be said 
to be attracted.

Coming to the third argument of the appellant, the Supreme 

Court was of the view that what has to be seen is the 
compromise deed and as to which pigeonhole such a deed 
can possibly be said to fall into u/s 2(47). According to the 
Supreme Court, a perusal of the compromise deed showed 
that the agreement to sell and the PoA were confirmed and a 
sum of Rs. 50 lakhs was reduced from the total consideration 
of rs. 6.10 crores. Clause 3 of the said compromise deed 
confirmed that the party of the first part, that is, the appellant, 
had received a sum of Rs. 4,68,25,644 out of the agreed 
sale consideration. Clause 4 recorded that the balance rs. 
1.05 crores towards full and final settlement in respect of 
the agreement entered into would then be paid by seven 
post-dated cheques. Clause 5 then stated that the last two 
cheques would be presented only upon due receipt of the 
discharge certificate from one M/s Pioneer Homes. In this 
context, the Itat had found that all the cheques mentioned 
in the compromise deed had, in fact, been encashed. this 
being the case, it was clear that the assessee's rights in the 
said immovable property were extinguished on the receipt of 
the last cheque, as also that the compromise deed could be 
stated to be a transaction which had the effect of transferring 
the immovable property in question.

According to the Supreme Court, the pigeonhole, therefore, 
that would support the orders under appeal would be 
section 2(47)(ii) and (vi) of the act in the facts of the present 
case. This being the case, the Supreme Court dismissed 
the appeal but for the reasons stated by this judgment.

Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. vs. Commissioner of 
Income Tax, Delhi
(2020) 421 ITR 510 (SC)

Business expenditure – Deduction only on actual 
payment – The unutilised credit under MODVaT 
scheme does not qualify for deductions u/s 43B 
of the Income-tax act – The sales tax paid by the 
assessee was debited to a separate account titled 
'sales Tax recoverable account' which could have 
set off sales tax against his liability on the sales of 
finished goods, i.e., vehicles – Assessee cannot 
claim deduction of unutilised balance in 'sales Tax 
recoverable account'

The assessee company was engaged in the manufacture 
and sale of various maruti cars and also traded in spares 
and components of the vehicles. It acquired excisable raw 
materials and inputs which were used in the manufacture 
of the vehicles. The assessee had also been taking benefit 
of modVat credit on the raw material and inputs used in 
the manufacturing.

5
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at the end of a.y. 1999-2000, an amount of rs. 
69,93,00,428 was left as unutilised modVat credit. 
In the return it was claimed that the company was 
eligible for deduction u/s 43B as an allowable deduction. 
Similarly, the company claimed deduction u/s 43B of an  
amount of rs. 3,08,99,171 in respect of Sales tax 
recoverable account.

the a.o. passed an assessment order dated 28th march, 
2002 and disallowed the claim of deduction of rs. 
69,93,00,428 as well as of Rs. 3,08,99,171. Aggrieved 
by this order, the assessee filed an appeal before the 
Commissioner of Income tax who also sustained the 
disallowance. an appeal to Itat met with the same fate. 
The ITAT took the view that the advance payment of Excise 
duty which represented unutilised modVat credit without 
incurring the liability of such payment, was not an allowable 
deduction u/s 43B. The assessee filed an appeal u/s 260A 
in the High Court. The Court answered the question relating 
to the above noted disallowance in favour of the revenue. 
Aggrieved by this judgment, the assessee filed appeals 
before the Supreme Court.

According to the Supreme Court, the following two 
questions arose for its consideration:
(i)  Whether the Itat had committed an error of law 
in upholding the disallowance of the amount of Rs. 
69,93,00,428 which represented modVat credit of excise 
duty that remained unutilised by 31st march, 1999, i.e., the 
end of the relevant accounting year?
(ii)  Whether the Itat committed an error of law in 
upholding the disallowance of Rs. 3,08,99,171 in respect 
of Sales Tax Recoverable Account u/s 43B?

the Supreme Court noted that the unutilised modVat 
credit on 31st march, 1999 to the credit of the assessee 
was rs. 69,93,00,428. this credit was accumulated to the 
account of the assessee due to the payment of excise 
duty on raw materials and inputs which were supplied to 
it by the suppliers and reflected in the invoices by which 
raw materials and inputs were supplied. the appellant was 
entitled to utilise this credit in payment of excise duty to 
which the assessee was liable in payment of excise duty 
on manufacture of its products.

According to the Supreme Court, an analysis of the provision 
of section 43B indicated that deduction thereunder was to 
be allowed on fulfilment of the following conditions:

(a)  there should be an actual payment of excise duty 
whether ‘by way of tax, duty, cess or fee, by whatever name’;

(b)  such payment has to be ‘under any law for the time 
being in force’;
(c)  the payment of such sum should have been made by 
the assessee;
(d)  irrespective of the method of accounting regularly 
employed by the assessee, deduction shall be allowed 
while computing the income tax for the previous year ‘in 
which (the) sum is actually paid’ by the assessee;
(e)  the expression ‘any such sum payable’ refers to a sum 
for which the assessee incurred liability in the previous 
year even though such sum might not have been payable 
within that year under the relevant law.

According to the Supreme Court, the crucial words in 
section 43B(a) were ‘any sum payable by the assessee 
by way of tax, duty, cess or fee...’. one had therefore to 
examine as to whether unutilised credit under the modVat 
scheme was a sum payable by the assessee.

the Supreme Court noted that the excise duty is levied 
under the Central excise act, 1944 and collected as per 
the Central excise rules, 1944. the taxable event is 
manufacture and production of excisable articles and 
payment of duty is relatable to the date of removal of such 
article from the factory. When the appellant purchases 
raw materials and inputs for manufacture of vehicles, 
it maintains a separate account containing the Excise 
duty as mentioned in the sale invoices. the credit of 
such Excise Duty paid by the appellant is to be given to 
the appellant by virtue of rules 57a to 57F of the Central 
excise rules, 1944 as it then existed. the appellant was 
fully entitled to discharge his liability to pay Excise Duty 
on vehicles manufactured by adjusting the credit of Excise 
duty earned by it as per the modVat scheme. the liability 
to pay excise duty on the raw materials and inputs which 
are used by the appellant is on the manufacturers of such 
raw materials and inputs manufactured by them and not on 
the assessee.

the Supreme Court held that as per section 43B(a) of the 
Income-tax act, deduction is allowed on ‘any sum payable 
by the assessee by way of tax, duty, cess or fee’. the credit 
of excise duty earned by the appellant under the modVat 
scheme as per Central excise rules, 1944 is not the sum 
payable by the assessee by way of tax, duty, cess, etc. 
the scheme, u/s 43B, is to allow deduction when a sum is 
payable by the assessee by way of tax, duty and cess and 
had been actually paid by him. Furthermore, the deduction 
u/s 43B is allowable only when the sum is actually paid by 
the assessee. In the present case, the excise duty leviable 
on the appellant on the manufacture of vehicles was already 
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adjusted in the assessment year concerned from the credit 
of excise duty under the modVat scheme. the unutilised 
credit in the modVat scheme cannot be treated as a sum 
actually paid by the appellant. When the assessee pays the 
cost of raw materials where the duty is embedded, it does 
not ipso facto mean that the assessee is the one who is 
liable to pay excise duty on such raw material / inputs. It is 
merely the incidence of excise duty that has shifted from 
the manufacturer to the purchaser and not the liability for 
the same. the Supreme Court, thus, concluded that the 
unutilised credit under the modVat scheme does not 
qualify for deductions u/s 43B of the Income tax act.

the Supreme Court thereafter dealt with the authorities 
relied upon by the assessee.

The Supreme Court, dealing with the observations in 
Eicher Motors Ltd. and Anr. vs. Union of India and Ors., 
(1999) 2 SCC 361 that the facility of credit is as good as 
tax paid till tax is adjusted on future goods made in context 
of 57-F(4-a) of the Central excise rules, 1944, held that 
the said observation cannot be read to mean that payment 
of excise duty by the appellant which was a component 
of the sales invoice purchasing the raw material / inputs 
by the appellant is also payment of excise duty on raw 
material / inputs.

the Supreme Court observed that the question which 
was answered in Collector of Central Excise, Pune and 
Ors. vs. Dai Ichi Karkaria Ltd. and Ors. (1999) 7 SCC 
448 was entirely different to the one which had arisen in 
the present case. In the above case, it was held that in 
determining the cost of the excisable product covered by 
the modVat scheme u/s 4(1)(b) read with rule 6 of the 
Valuation rules, the excise duty paid on raw material 
covered by the modVat scheme is not to be included. the 
Court in the above case has laid down that credit for the 
excise duty paid for the raw material can be used at any 
time when making payment of Excise Duty on excisable 
products. the use of such credit is at the time of payment of 
excise duty on the excisable product, i.e., at the time when 
the appellant is to pay excise duty on its manufactured 
vehicles.

the Court observed that in Berger Paints India Ltd. 
vs. Commissioner of Income Tax (2004) 266 ITR 99, 
the claim of the assessee was that the entire sum of rs. 
5,85,87,181 was the duties actually paid during the relevant 
previous year. the above was not a case for unutilised 
modVat credit; hence, the said case cannot be held to lay 

down any ratio with respect to allowable deduction u/s 43B 
in respect of unutilised modVat credit.

Coming to the second question, i.e. with regard to 
disallowance of rs. 3,08,99,171 in respect of the sales 
tax recoverable amount, the Supreme Court noted the 
fact that the assessee pays sales tax on the purchase of 
raw materials and computers used in the manufacture of 
cars. Though the sales tax paid is part of the cost of raw 
materials, the assessee debits the purchases net of sales 
tax; the sales tax paid is debited to a separate account titled 
'Sales tax recoverable a/c’. under the haryana General 
Sales tax act, 1973 the assessee could set off such sales 
tax against its liability on the sales of the finished goods, 
i.e. the cars. Whenever the goods are sold, the tax on such 
sales is credited to the aforesaid account.

According to the Supreme Court, the High Court had rightly 
answered the above question in favour of the revenue 
relying on its discussion with respect to Question No. 1. The 
sales tax paid by the appellant was debited to a separate 
account titled 'Sales tax recoverable account'. the assessee 
could have set off sales tax against his liability on the sales 
of finished goods, i.e. vehicles. There was no infirmity in the 
view of the High Court answering the above question.

Lastly, it was contended by the assessee that the return 
for the assessment year in question was to be filed before 
30th September, 1999 and the unutilised credit was, in 
fact, fully utilised by 30th april, 1999 itself. It was submitted 
that since the unutilised credit was utilised for payment 
of excise duty on the manufactured vehicles, the said 
amount ought to have been allowed as permissible 
deduction u/s 43B.

the Supreme Court held that there was no liability to adjust 
the unutilised modVat credit in the year in question, 
because had there been liability to pay excise duty by 
the appellant on manufacture of vehicles, the unutilised 
MODVAT credit could have been adjusted against the 
payment of such excise duty. In the present case, the 
liability to pay excise duty of the assessee was incurred on 
the removal of finished goods in the subsequent year, i.e., 
the year beginning from 1st april, 1999 and the unutilised 
modVat Credit as it was on 31st march, 1999, on which 
date the assessee was not liable to pay any more excise 
duty. hence, it was not a case where the appellant could 
claim benefit of the proviso to section 43B.

the appeal was therefore dismissed. 
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oECD’S ‘GloBE’ ProPoSal – PIllar TWo
(Tax Challenges of the Digitalisation of the Economy – Part II)

The current international tax architecture is being 
exploited with the help of digitalised business models 
by the Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) to save / avoid 
tax through BEPS. To counter this, the existing tax rules 
require reconsideration and updation on the lines of the 
digitalised economy. Many countries have introduced 
unilateral measures to tackle the challenges in taxation 
arising from digitalisation which restricted global trade 
and economy.

Now, OECD has set the deadline of end-2020 to come 
out with a consensus-based solution to taxation of cross-
border transactions driven by digitalisation. For this, 
OECD has published two public consultation documents, 
namely (i) ‘Unified Approach under Pillar One’ dealing with 
Re-allocation of profit and revised nexus rules, and (ii) 
‘Global Anti-Base Erosion Proposal (GloBE) – Pillar Two’. 
It is important to understand these documents because 
once modified, accepted and implemented by various 
jurisdictions, they will change the global landscape of 
international taxation in respect of the digitalised economy.

Part I of this article on ‘Pillar One’ appeared in the January, 
2020 issue of the BCAJ. This, the second article, offers 
a discussion on the document dealing with GloBE under 
‘Pillar Two’.

1.0  BaCKGrounD
thanks to advances in technology, the way businesses 
were hitherto conducted is being transformed rapidly. In 
this era of e-commerce, revenue authorities are facing a 
lot of challenges to tax multinational enterprises (mnes) 
who are part of the digital economy. to address various 
tax challenges of the digitalisation of the economy, oeCd 
in its BEPS Action Plan 1 in 2015 had identified many 
such challenges as one of the important areas to focus 
upon. Since there could not be any consensus on the 
methodology for taxation, the action Plan recommended 
a consensus-based solution to counter these challenges. 
oeCd has targeted to develop such a solution by the 

end of 2020 after taking into account suggestions from 
the various stakeholders. meanwhile, on the premise of 
the options as examined by the task Force on the digital 
economy (tFde), the BePS action Plan 1 suggested 
three options to counter the challenges of taxation of 
the digitalised economy which could be incorporated in 
the domestic laws of the countries. It is provided that the 
measures to tackle the challenges of taxing digitalised 
economy shall not be incompatible with any obligation 
under any tax treaty or any bilateral treaty. they shall 
be complementary to the current international legal 
commitments.

oeCd issued an interim report in march, 2018 which 
examines the new business framework as per the current 
digitalised economy and its impact on the international 
tax system. In January, 2019 the Inclusive Framework 
group came up with a policy note to address the issues of 
taxation of digitalised economy into two complementary 
‘pillars’ as mentioned below:

Pillar 1 - Re-allocation of Profits and the Revised 
Nexus Rules
Pillar 2 - Global Anti-Base Erosion Mechanism

the three proposals suggested under Pillar 1 are as 
follows:
(i)  new nexus rules – allocation based on sales rather 
than physical presence in market / user jurisdiction;
(ii)  New Profit Allocation Rules – Attribution of profits 
based on sales even in case of unrelated distributors 
(in other words, allocation of profits beyond arm’s length 
pricing, which may continue concurrently between two 
associated enterprises);
(iii)  Tax certainty via a three-tier mechanism for profit 
allocation:
(a)  Amount A: Profit allocated to market jurisdiction in 
absence of physical presence.
(b)  amount B: Fixed returns varying by industry or region 
for certain ‘baseline’ or ‘routine’ marketing and distributing 

InTErnaTIonal TaxaTIon
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1 Hong Kong adopts a territorial basis for taxing profits derived from a trade, 
profession or business carried on in Hong Kong. Profits tax is only charged 
on profits which arise in or are derived from Hong Kong. In simple terms, this 
means that a person who carries on a business in Hong Kong but derives profits 
from another place is not required to pay tax in Hong Kong on those profits

activities taking place (by a Pe or a subsidiary) in a market 
jurisdiction.
(c)  Amount C: Profit in excess of fixed return 
contemplated under amount B, which is attributable 
to marketing and distribution activities taking place in 
marketing jurisdiction or any other activities. example: 
expenses on brand building or advertising, marketing and 
promotions (beyond routine in nature).

thus, it highlights potential solutions to determine where 
the tax should be paid and the basis on which it should 
be paid.

Let us look at the proposals under Pillar two in more 
detail.

2.0  PIllar TWo – GloBal anTI-BaSE 
EroSIon ProPoSal (‘GloBE’)
the public consultation document has recognised the 
need to evolve new taxing rules to stop base erosion and 
profit shifting into low / no tax jurisdictions through virtual 
business structures in a digitalised economy. according 
to the document, ‘This Pillar seeks to comprehensively 
address remaining BEPS challenges by ensuring that 
the profits of internationally operating businesses are 
subject to a minimum rate of tax. A minimum tax rate on 
all income reduces the incentive for taxpayers to engage 
in profit shifting and establishes a floor for tax competition 
among jurisdictions.’

the harmful race to the bottom on corporate taxes and 
uncoordinated and unilateral efforts to protect the tax 
base has led to the increased risk of BePS, leading to a 
lose-lose situation for all jurisdictions in totality. therefore, 
the GloBe proposal is an attempt to shield the tax base of 
jurisdictions and lessen the risk of BePS.

Broadly, the GloBe proposal aims to have a solution 
based on the following key features:

(i)  Anti-Base Erosion and Profit shifting
It not only aims to eliminate BePS, but also addresses 
peripheral issues relating to design simplicity, minimise 
compliance and administration costs and avoiding the 
risk of double taxation. taxing the entities subject to a 
minimum tax rate globally will seek to comprehensively 
address the issue of BePS. Such a proposal under Pillar 
two will cover the downside risk of the tax revenue of 
the mnes globally by charging a minimum tax rate, which 
otherwise would lead to a lose-lose situation for various 
jurisdictions.

(ii)  New taxing rules through four component parts 
of the GloBE proposal
the four component parts of the GloBe proposal, 
proposed to be incorporated by way of changes into the 
domestic laws and tax treaties, are as follows:

(a)  income inclusion rule
under this rule, the income of a foreign branch or a 
controlled entity if that income was subject to tax at 
an effective rate that is below a minimum rate, will be 
included and taxed in the group’s total income.

For example, the profits of the overseas branch in UAE 
of a hong Kong1  (hK) company will be included in the 
taxable income in hK, as the uae branch is not subjected 
to tax at the minimum rate, say 15%. But for this rule, 
profits of the overseas branch of an HK company would 
not have been taxed in hK. of course, hK may have to 
amend its domestic law to provide for such taxability.

Example 1 – Accelerated taxable income (as given in 
the public consultation document). In our opinion, this 
example throws light on the income inclusion rule.

Application of income inclusion rule
Example 1 Year 1 Year 2

inclusion rule 
(Book)

inclusion 
rule (Book)

Country B 
(Tax)

inclusion 
rule (Book)

Country
B (Tax)

Income 50 100 50 0
Expenses (10) (20) (10) (0)

Net income 40 80 40 (0)
Tax paid (16) (16) 0 0

Minimum tax 
(15% x net 

income)

(6) (6)

Excess tax 
(= Tax paid – 
Minimum tax)

10 0

Tentative 
inclusion rule tax

- 6

Excess tax carry-
forward used

- (6)

inclusion rule tax - 0
Remaining 
excess tax  

carry-forward

10 4

[Source: https://www.ird.gov.hk/eng/paf/bus_pft_tsp.htm]
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(b)  undertaxed payments rule
It would operate by way of denial of a deduction or 
imposition of source-based taxation (including withholding 
tax) for a payment to a related party, if that payment was 
not subject to tax at or above a minimum rate.
(c)  switch-over rule
It is to be introduced into tax treaties such that it 
would permit a residence jurisdiction to switch from an 
exemption to a credit method where the profits attributable 
to a Permanent establishment (Pe) or derived from 
immovable property (which is not part of a Pe) are subject 
to an effective rate below the minimum rate.
(d)  subject to tax rule
It would complement the under-taxed payment rule by 
subjecting a payment to withholding or other taxes at 
source and adjusting eligibility for treaty benefits on 
certain items of income where the payment is not subject 
to tax at a minimum rate.

the GloBe proposal recognises the need for amendment 
of the domestic tax laws and tax treaties to implement the 
above four rules. however, it also cautions for coordinated 
efforts amongst countries to avoid double taxation.

3.0  DETErMInaTIon oF Tax BaSE
The first step towards applying a minimum tax rate on 
mnes is to determine the tax base on which it can be 
applied. It emphasises the use of financial accounts as 
a starting point for the tax base determination, as well as 
different mechanisms to address timing differences.

3.1  importance of consistent tax base
one of the simple methods to start determining the tax 
base is to start with the financial accounting rules of the 
mne subject to certain agreed adjustments as necessary. 
the choice of accounting standards to be applied will 
be subject to the GloBe proposal. The first choice to be 
made is between the accounting standards applicable 
to the parent entity or the subsidiary’s local GaaP. the 
next choice is which of the accounting standards will be 
acceptable for the purposes of the GloBe proposal.

as per the public document, it is suggested to determine 
the tax base as per the CFC rules or, in absence of 
CFC rules, as per the Corporate Income tax rules of the 
mne’s jurisdiction. Such an approach will overcome the 
limitation of the inclusion of only certain narrow types of 
passive income. however, it would mean that all entities of 
an mne will need to recalculate their income and tax base 
each year in accordance with the rules and regulations 
of the ultimate parent entity’s jurisdiction. there can 

be differences in accounting standards between the 
subsidiary’s jurisdiction and the ultimate parent entity’s 
jurisdiction, and to address the same the public document 
recommends that the mne groups shall prepare the 
consolidated financial statements and compute the 
income of their subsidiaries using the financial accounting 
standards applicable to the ultimate parent entity of the 
group as part of the consolidation process.

accounting standards which are accepted globally  
can serve as a starting point for determining the GloBe 
tax base. 

3.2  Adjustments
Financial accounting takes into account all the income 
and expenses of an enterprise, whereas accounting for 
tax purposes can be different. relying on the unadjusted 
figures in accounts could mean that an entity’s net profits 
may be overstated or understated when compared to the 
amount reported for tax purposes. most of the differences 
among the accounting standards will be timing differences 
and some of the differences may be permanent 
differences or temporary differences that require further 
consideration, and some of the timing differences may be 
so significant that they warrant the same consideration as 
permanent differences.

3.2.1  Permanent differences
Permanent differences are differences in the annual 
income computation under financial accounting and 
tax rules that will not reverse in the future. Permanent 
differences arise for a variety of reasons. the need to 
adjust the tax base may depend upon the level of blending 
ultimately adopted in the GloBe proposal. Inclusions and 
exclusions of certain types of income and expenses in 
domestic tax policy may lead to permanent differences. 
thus, consideration for such differences is of utmost 
importance while determining the tax base.

Examples of permanent differences
dividends received from foreign corporations and gains on 
sale of corporate stocks may be excluded from income to 
eliminate potential double taxation. under the worldwide 
blending approach, the consolidated financial statements 
should eliminate dividends and stock gains in respect 
of entities of the consolidated group. however, under a 
jurisdictional or entity blending approach, the financial 
accounts of the group entities in different jurisdictions 
would be prepared on a separate company basis and 
dividends received from a ‘separate’ corporation would be 
included in the shareholder’s financial accounting income.
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Permanent difference also arises due to disallowance 
of certain deductions under the domestic tax laws of a 
particular jurisdiction, such as entertainment expenses, 
payment of bribes and fines, etc.

3.2.2  temporary differences
temporary differences are differences in the time for taking 
into account income and expenses that are expected to 
reverse in the future. It can lead to a low cash effective tax 
rate at the beginning of a period and high cash effective 
tax rate at the end of a period, or vice versa. a separate 
blending approach may lead to difference volatility in the 
etr from one period to another. temporary differences 
are very important in determination of the tax base and 
also affect the choice of blending.

Approaches to addressing temporary differences
the public consultation document on Pillar two lists three 
basic approaches to addressing the problem of temporary 
differences, namely,
(i)  carry-forward of excess taxes and tax attributes,
(ii)  deferred tax accounting, and
(iii)  a multi-year average effective tax rate.

It also provides that these basic approaches could be 
tailored and elements of the different approaches could 
be combined to better or more efficiently address specific 
problems.

4.0  BlEnDInG oF HIGH-Tax anD loW-Tax 
InCoME FroM all SourCES
according to the public consultation document, ‘Because 
the GloBE proposal is based on an effective tax rate 
(“ETR”) test it must include rules that stipulate the extent 
to which the taxpayer can mix low-tax and high-tax income 
within the same entity or across different entities within 
the same group. The Programme of Work refers to this 
mixing of income from different sources as “blending.”’

Blending means the process of mixing of the high-tax and 
low-tax income of an mne from all the sources of all the 
entities in the group. Blending will help to calculate the 
etr on which the GloBe proposal is based. It can be 
done on a limited basis or a comprehensive basis, from a 
complete prohibition on blending to all-inclusive blending. 
Limited basis will lead to no or less blending (mixing) of 
income and taxes of all different entities and jurisdictions. 
this would restrict the ability of an mne to reduce charge 
of tax applied on all entities across all jurisdictions through 
mixing the high-tax and low-tax income.

It is suggested to apply the GloBe proposal (minimum tax 
rate rule) in the following manner:
First step: determine the tax base of an mne and then 
calculate the effective (blended) tax rate [etr] of the 
mne on the basis of tax paid.
second step: Compare the etr with the minimum 
tax rate prescribed according to the relevant blending 
approach.
third and the final step: use any of the four components 
as specified in the GloBE proposal to the income which is 
taxed below the minimum tax rate prescribed. [the four 
components as discussed above are: (i) Income inclusion 
rule, (ii) under-taxed payments rule, (iii) Switch-over rule 
and (iv) Subject to tax rule].

determining the effective (blended) tax rate [etr] of 
the mnes forms the second step in applying a minimum 
tax rate rule. It throws light on the level of blending under 
the GloBe proposal, i.e., the extent to which an mne 
can combine high-tax and low-tax income from different 
sources taking into account the relevant taxes on such 
income in determining the etr on such income.

there are three approaches to blending:
4.1 Worldwide blending approach
4.2 Jurisdictional blending approach
4.3 entity blending approach.

the above three different blending approaches are 
explained in brief below:
4.1  Worldwide blending approach
In this case, total foreign income from all jurisdictions and 
tax charged on it are mixed. an mne will be taxed under 
such an approach if the total tax charged on such foreign 
income of an mne is below a prescribed minimum rate. 
the additional tax charged on such income will be the 
liability of an mne to bring the total tax charged to the 
prescribed minimum rate of tax.
4.2  Jurisdictional blending approach
In this case, blending of foreign income and tax charged 
on such income will be done jurisdiction-wise. the liability 
of additional tax would arise when the income earned 
from all the entities in a particular jurisdiction is below the 
minimum rate, i.e., if an mne has been charged lower 
tax on the income from a particular jurisdiction than the 
minimum rate of tax. the sum of the additional taxes of all 
the jurisdictions will be the tax liability of an mne.
4.3  Entity blending approach
under this approach blending is done of income from all 
sources and tax charged on such income in respect of 
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each entity in the group. additional tax will be levied on an 
mne whenever any foreign entity in a group is charged 
with tax below the minimum tax rate prescribed for that 
foreign entity.

all three approaches have the goal congruence of 
charging mnes a minimum rate of tax globally with 
different policy choices.

In addition, in respect of blending, the public consultation 
document on Pillar two also explains in detail the 
following:
(1) effect of blending on volatility
(2) Use of consolidated financial accounting information
(3) Allocating income between branch and head office
(4) allocating income of a tax-transparent entity
(5) Crediting taxes that arise in another jurisdiction
(6) treatment of dividends and other distributions.

5.0 CarVE-ouTS
Implementation of the GloBe proposal is fraught with 
many challenges and therefore, to reduce the complexity 
and restrict the application, the Programme of Work2, 
through its public consultation document, calls for the 
exploration of possible carve-outs as well as thresholds 
and exclusions. these carve-outs / thresholds / exclusions 
will ensure that small mnes are not burdened with global 
compliances. They would also provide relief to specific 
sectors / industries.

the Programme of Work calls for the exploration of carve-
outs, including for:
(a)  regimes compliant with the standards of BePS action 

5 on harmful tax practices and other substance-based 
carve-outs, noting, however, that such carve-outs 
would undermine the policy intent and effectiveness 
of the proposal.

(b)  a return on tangible assets.
(c)  Controlled corporations with related party transactions 

below a certain threshold.

the Programme of Work also calls for the exploration 
of options and issues in connection with the design of 
thresholds and carve-outs to restrict application of the 
rules under the GloBe proposal, including:
(i)  thresholds based on the turnover or other indications 

of the size of the group.

(ii)  De minimis thresholds to exclude transactions or 
entities with small amounts of profit or related party 
transactions.

(iii)  The appropriateness of carve-outs for specific sectors 
or industries.

6.0 oPEn ISSuES
there are several open issues in the proposed document, 
some of which are listed below:

6.1  Appropriate Accounting standards
determination of tax base is the starting point to apply 
measures given in the GloBe proposal. thus, the use 
of financial accounting is the basis to determine the tax 
base. hence, the issue could be, which of the accounting 
standards would be appropriate and recommended for 
determining the tax base across various jurisdictions?

6.2  Non-preparation of consolidated accounts by 
smaller MNEs
there can be some instances when smaller mnes are not 
required to prepare consolidated accounts by the statute 
for any purpose. In such a case where the information is 
not consolidated, how will the tax base be determined?

6.3  Compliance cost and economic effects
the blending process, irrespective of the policy approach, 
will have a lot of compliance costs which may even exceed 
the economic benefit out of the process. How does the 
GloBe proposal deal with this?

6.4  Changes in EtR due to tax assessments in 
subsequent years
mnes operate in different jurisdictions and each jurisdiction 
may have different tax years, assessment procedures and 
so on. It is very likely that tax determined for a particular 
year based on self-assessment may undergo significant 
change post-assessment or audit by tax authorities. this 
may change the very basis for benchmarking of etr with 
a minimum tax rate. there should be a mechanism to 
make adjustments beyond a tolerable limit of variance.

7.0 ConCluSIon
oeCd had asked for public comments on its document 
on GloBe not later than 2nd december, 2020. however, 
there are several areas yet to be addressed which are 
ambiguous and to find solutions to them within a short 
span of time till december, 2020 is indeed a daunting task. 
however, it is also a fact that in the absence of consensus 
and delay in a universally acceptable solution, more and 
more countries are resorting to unilateral measures to tax 

2 ‘The Programme of Work’ refers to an exercise commenced in May, 2019 by 
‘the Inclusive Framework’ (G20 plus other nations part of Anti-BEPS project) to 
find a solution to the tax challenges of the digitalisation of the economy
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mnes sourcing income from their jurisdictions.

In this context, it is important to note that vide Finance 
act, 2016 India introduced a unilateral measure of taxing 
certain specified digitalised transactions by way of 
equalisation Levy (eL) @ 6%. the scope of eL is expanded 
significantly by the Finance Act, 2020 by providing that 
e-commerce operators, including facilitators, shall be 
liable to pay eL @ 2% on the consideration received 
towards supply of goods and services.

determination of a tax base globally on the basis of 
consolidated profits is a very complex process. To give 
effect to all the permanent and temporary differences while 

determining the tax base along with blending of income from 
different sources from all jurisdictions will be a challenging 
task for the mnes. It is to be seen how effectively the four 
components of the GloBe proposal, individually and in 
totality, will be practically implemented. the success of the 
GloBe proposal also depends upon the required changes 
in the domestic tax laws by the countries concerned. the 
cost of compliance and uncertainty may also need to be 
addressed. a higher threshold of revenue could take care 
of affordability of cost of compliance by mnes, whereas 
clear and objective rules may take care of uncertainty.

all in all, we are heading for a very complex global tax 
scenario. 
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rEVIEW oF ForEIGn DIrECT InVESTMEnT PolICY  
DuE To CoVID-19 PanDEMIC

(A)  BACKGROUND – FDI Regulations pre-October, 
2019
under the erstwhile Fema regulations governing Foreign 
direct Investment into India (‘FdI’), i.e., Fem 20(r), 
Foreign exchange management (transfer of Issue of 
Security by a Person resident outside India) regulations, 
2017 (‘FdI regulations’) dated 7th november, 2017, the 
rBI had powers to govern FdI which included equity 
investments into India.

the above regulations were issued after superseding 
the earlier regulation dealing with FdI, i.e., the Foreign 
exchange management (transfer or issue of Security 
by a Person resident outside India) regulations, 2000 
which were issued by rBI on 3rd may, 2000 (‘old FdI 
regulations’).

thus, under the FdI regulations, rBI had powers to 
regulate FdI into India. at the same time, the Government 
of India used to issue a consolidated FdI Policy which 
contained a broad policy framework governing FdI into 
India. the last such consolidated FdI Policy (‘FdI Policy’) 
was issued on 28th august, 2017 by the department of 
Industrial Policy and Promotion, Government of India. 
however, as only the rBI had the powers to govern FdI, 
Para 1.1.2 of the FdI Policy stated that any changes in it 
made by the Government of India will need to be notified 
by the rBI as amendments to the FdI regulations. 
Further, it was specifically clarified that if there was 
any conflict between changes made in the FDI Policy 
through issuance of Press notes / Press releases and 
FdI regulations, the FdI regulations issued by rBI will 
prevail. Further, the FDI Policy defined FDI in Para 2.1.14 
as under:

‘FDI’ means investment by non-resident entity / person 
resident outside India in the capital of an Indian company 
under Schedule I of Foreign Exchange Management 
(Transfer or Issue of Security by a Person Resident 
Outside India) Regulations, 2000.

Schedule I of the old FdI regulations dealt with investment 
by person resident outside India in the equity / preference 
/ convertible debentures / convertible preference shares 
of an Indian company.

hence, under the earlier Fema regime FdI was 
governed by the rBI through FdI regulations and the 
policy framework was given by the Government through 
issuance of an annual FdI Policy and amendments by 
issuance of Press notes / Press Circulars as and when 
required.

(B)  BACKGROUND – FDI Regulations post-October, 
2019
however, the above position governing FdI was 
completely overhauled with effect from october, 2019. 
From 15th october, 2019 the Government of India 
assumed power from the rBI to regulate non-debt capital 
account transactions. Subsequently, vide 16th october, 
2019, the Central Government notified the following list of 
instruments which would qualify as non-debt instruments:

List of instruments notified as non-debt instruments
(a)  all investments in equity instruments in incorporated 
entities: public, private, listed and unlisted;
(b)  capital participation in LLPs;
(c)  all instruments of investment recognised in the FdI 
Policy notified from time to time; 
(d)  investment in units of alternative Investment Funds 
(aIFs), real estate Investment trusts (reIts) and 
Infrastructure Investment trusts (InvIts);
(e)  investment in units of mutual funds or exchange-
Traded Funds (ETFs) which invest more than fifty per 
cent in equity;
(f)  junior-most layer (i.e. equity tranche) of the 
securitisation structure;
(g)  acquisition, sale or dealing directly in immovable 
property;
(h)  contribution to trusts; and
(i)  depository receipts issued against equity instruments.
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thus, all investments in equity shares, preference shares 
and convertible debentures and preference shares were 
classified as non-debt and came to be regulated by the 
Central Government instead of by the rBI.

thereafter, on 17th october, 2019 the Central Government 
issued the Foreign exchange management (non-debt 
Instruments) rules, 2019 (‘non-debt rules’) for governing 
non-debt transactions.

hence, upon issuance of the above non-debt rules, the 
power to regulate FdI into India was taken over by the 
Central Government from the rBI. accordingly, the FdI 
Policy effectively became redundant as it governed FdI 
as defined under the erstwhile FDI Regulations which was 
superseded by the non-debt regulations with effect from 
17th october, 2019.

(C)  Amendments to FDI Policy by issuance of Press 
Note No. 3 (2020) dated 17th April, 2020
the existing FdI Policy, vide Para 3.1.1, provided that 
a non-resident entity could invest in India under the 
automatic route subject to the FdI Policy. however, 
investments by an entity or an individual based in 
Bangladesh and Pakistan was allowed only under the 
Government route.

In view of the Covid pandemic, the Government of India 
has amended the FdI Policy by issuing the above Press 
note no. 3 (2020) dated 17th april, 2020 under which 
the FdI Policy is now amended to provide that if any 
investment is made by an entity, citizen or beneficial owner 
who is a resident of a country with whom India shares its 
land border, will be under the Government route. Further, 
any transfer of ownership of existing or future FdI in an 
Indian entity to a person resident of the above countries 
would also require Government approval.

additionally, it has also been provided that the above 
amendment in the FdI Policy will take effect from the date 
of the FEMA notification.

Subsequently, the Government of India has issued a 
notification dated 22nd April, 2020 (‘FEMA Notification’) to 
amend rule 6(a) of the non-debt rules which deals with 
FdI for giving effect to the above Press note no. 3.

(D)  Implication of above amendment to Non-Debt 
Rules
(i)  Restrictions on investment from neighbouring 
countries

as on date, India shares its land boundary with the 
following seven countries: Pakistan, Bangladesh, China, 
nepal, myanmar, Bhutan and afghanistan.

as per the pre-amended rule 6(a) of the non-debt rules, 
a person resident outside India could make investment 
subject to the terms and conditions specified in Schedule I 
which dealt with FdI in Indian companies. however, there 
was a proviso which specified that investment from the 
following persons / entities was under the Government 
route:

u an entity incorporated in Bangladesh or Pakistan;
u a person who is a citizen of Bangladesh or Pakistan.

as per the amendment made on 22nd april, 2020, the 
above provision has been amended to provide that 
investment from the following persons / entities will be 
under the Government route:
u an entity incorporated in any of seven neighbouring 
countries mentioned above;
u If the beneficial owner is situated in any of the above 
seven neighbouring countries;
u The beneficial owner is a citizen of any of the above 
seven neighbouring countries.

Further, transfer of ownership of any existing or future FdI 
in an Indian entity to the above persons will also be under 
the Government route.

accordingly, for example, if earlier a company based in 
China wanted to undertake FdI in any Indian company, 
the same was allowed under the automatic route subject 
to sectoral caps, if any, applicable to the industry in 
which the Indian company was operating. however, post-
22nd april, 2020 a Chinese company which has made 
investment in an Indian company which is engaged in a 
sector where FdI is permissible up to 100% without any 
restrictions, would neither be allowed to undertake any 
fresh investment in such Indian company nor acquire 
shares in any existing Indian company under the FdI 
route without Government approval.

the above restriction has come in the wake of news 
reports that the People’s Bank of China has acquired more 
than 1% stake in hdFC. the Government’s intention is 
to ensure that when the valuation of Indian companies 
is low due to the impact of Covid-19, Indian companies 
are not taken over by Chinese companies. however, the 
above restriction is not directed only at China but covers 
investment from all the seven countries mentioned above.
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(ii)  Meaning of beneficial ownership
It is interesting to note that the term ‘beneficial owner’ has 
not been defined under FEMA. Rule 2(s) of the Non-Debt 
Rules, 2019 while defining the term ‘foreign investment’ 
clarifies that where, in respect of investment made by a 
person resident in India, if a declaration is made under 
the Companies Act, 2013 that the beneficial interest in 
the said investment is to be held outside India, such 
investment even though made by a person resident in 
India, will be considered as foreign investment. thus, 
the non-debt rules, 2019 refer to the provisions of the 
Companies act, 2013 (‘Cos act’) for determining whether 
a beneficial interest exists or not.

Section 89(10) of the Cos Act defines beneficial interest 
in a share to include directly or indirectly, through any 
contract, arrangement or otherwise, the right or entitlement 
of a person alone or together with any other person to –
(a)  exercise or cause to be exercised any or all of the 
rights attached to such share;
(b)  receive or participate in any dividend or other 
distribution in respect of such share.

hence, based on the above provision of the Cos act, it 
can be concluded that ‘beneficial interest’ means a person 
who has the right to exercise all the rights attached to the 
shares and also receive dividend in respect of such shares.

Further, section 90 of the Cos act read with rule 2(e) of 
the Companies (Significant Beneficial Owners) Rules, 
2018 specifies that if an individual, either directly or 
indirectly, is holding 10% or more of shares or voting 
rights in a company, such individual will be considered 
to be a significant beneficial owner of shares and will be 
required to report the same in the prescribed format.

additionally, rule 9(3) of the Prevention of money 
Laundering (maintenance of records) rules, 2005 
(‘PMLA Rule 9’) defines beneficial owner as a natural 
person holding in excess of the following thresholds:

Nature of entity Threshold limit
Company 25% of shares or capital or profits

Partnership firm 15% of capital or profits
Unincorporated body 
or body of individuals

15% of property or capital or profits

Trust 15% interest in trust

Further, the above-referred PmLa rule 9 also provides 
that in case any controlling interest in the form of shares or 
interest in an Indian company is owned by any company 

listed in India or overseas or through any subsidiaries of 
such listed company, it is not necessary to identify the 
beneficial owner. Thus, in case of shares or interest-
held listed companies, beneficial ownership is not to be 
determined.

the above PmLa rule 9 is followed by SeBI for the 
purposes of determining beneficial ownership in any 
listed Indian company.

hence, we have a situation where the Cos act determines 
a significant beneficial owner as a natural person holding 
10% or more directly or indirectly in the share capital, 
whereas SeBI, for the purposes of a listed company, 
considers a threshold of shareholding exceeding 25% to 
determine beneficial ownership.

Additionally, the OECD Beneficial Ownership 
Implementation Toolkit, March, 2019 states that beneficial 
owners are always natural persons who ultimately own or 
control a legal entity or arrangement, such as a company, 
a trust, a foundation, etc. accordingly, where an individual 
through one or more different companies controls the 
investment, all intermediate controlling companies will be 
ignored and the individual would be considered to be the 
beneficial owner of the ultimate investment.

however, in the absence of any clarity given under 
the FEMA notification or by the Press Note regarding 
the percentage beyond which an individual would 
be considered to be having beneficial interest in the 
investment, one may take a conservative view of 
considering shareholding of 10% or more as beneficial 
interest for the purposes of Fema. the same is explained 
by the example below:

Example
an Indian company is engaged in the It sector in which 
100% FdI is permitted under the automatic route having 
the following shareholding pattern:

Chinese individual

Sing Co. Chinese Co.

Mauritius Co.

Indian Co.

US Co.
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In the above fact pattern, where the Chinese Co. or a 
Chinese individual are holding 10% or more beneficial 
interest either directly or indirectly through one or more 
entities in an Indian company, the same will be covered 
under the restriction imposed by the FEMA notification. 
accordingly, any future investment of the mauritius Co. 
into the Indian Co. will be subject to Government approval.

Further, any change in shareholding at any level which will 
transfer beneficial interest from a non-Chinese company 
/ individual to a Chinese company or Chinese individual, 
will also be subject to Government approval.

(iii)  meaning of FDI
rule 6(a) of the non-debt rules provides that a person 
resident outside India can make investment subject to the 
terms and conditions specified in Schedule I which deals 
with FDI in Indian companies. FDI is defined to include 
the following investments:
u  Investment in capital instruments of an unlisted Indian 
company; and
u Investment amounting to 10% or more of fully diluted 
paid-up capital of a listed Indian company.

Capital instruments means equity shares, fully, 
compulsorily and mandatorily convertible debentures, 
fully, compulsorily and mandatorily convertible preference 
shares and share warrants.

as per the amendment made on 22nd april, 2020 the above 
rule 6(a) has been amended to provide that investment 
from entities or a beneficial owner located in the above 
seven neighbouring countries will be under the automatic 
route.

any investment of less than 10% in a listed Indian 
company is considered as Foreign Portfolio Investment 
and is covered by Schedule II of the non-debt rules.

Further, the following schedules of non-debt rules cover 
different types of investments into India:

Schedule 
reference Nature of investment

Schedule ii investment by Foreign Portfolio investment
Schedule iii investment by NRis or OCis on repatriation basis
Schedule iV investment by NRis or OCis on  

non-repatriation basis
Schedule V investment by other non-resident investors like 

sovereign wealth funds, pension funds, foreign 
central banks, etc.

Schedule 
reference Nature of investment

Schedule Vi investment in LLPs
Schedule Vii investment by Foreign Venture Capital investors
Schedule Viii investment in an indian investment vehicle
Schedule iX investment in depository receipts
Schedule X issue of indian depository receipts

as the amendment is made only in rule 6(a) which deals 
with FdI in India covered under Schedule I, investment 
covered by the above-mentioned Schedules II to X 
(excluding investment in LLP covered by Schedule VI) 
will not be subject to the above restrictions placed on 
investors from China and other neighbouring countries.

For example, any investment of less than 10% in a listed 
Indian company will be considered to be Foreign Portfolio 
Investment and, accordingly, will not be subject to the 
above restrictions placed on investors from China and 
other neighbouring countries.

With regard to investment in LLPs, the same is covered 
by Schedule VI of the non-debt rules. Clause (a) of 
Schedule VI provides that a person resident outside 
India, not being Foreign Portfolio Investor (FPI) or Foreign 
Venture Capital Investor (FVCI), can contribute to the 
capital of an LLP which is operating in sectors wherein 
FdI up to 100% is permitted under the automatic route 
and there are no FdI-linked performance conditions.

accordingly, post-22nd april, 2020, as FdI by person / 
entities based in neighbouring countries will fall under the 
approval route they will not be eligible to make investment 
in any LLP, irrespective of the sector in which it operates. 
thus, persons / entities based in neighbouring countries 
will neither be able to undertake fresh investment in an 
existing LLP where they are already holding partner’s 
share, or incorporate new LLPs or buy stakes in any 
existing LLP even under the Government route.

thus, unlike investment in companies which will be allowed 
with the prior approval of the Government, investment 
in LLPs will no longer be permissible either under the 
automatic route or the approval route irrespective of the 
business of the LLP. Similarly, a company having FdI with 
investors who belong to the neighbouring countries will 
not be allowed to be converted into an LLP.

Meaning of transfer of existing or future FDI
the amended provision says Government approval is 
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required before transfer of existing or future FdI in an 
Indian entity to persons / entities based in the neighbouring 
countries. hence, transfer of existing FdI in an Indian 
entity as well as transfer of any FdI which is made in 
future to persons / entities based in the neighbouring 
countries will require Government approval.

Restriction on issuance of shares against  
pre-incorporation expenses
under the existing provisions, a WoS set up by a non-
resident entity operating in a sector where 100% FdI is 
permitted under the automatic route, is permitted to issue 
shares against pre-incorporation expenses incurred by its 
parent entity subject to certain limits.

Going forward, as investment by neighbouring countries 
will now fall under the Government route, a WoS set up 
by a parent entity which is based in the neighbouring 
countries will not be permitted to issue shares against 
pre-incorporation expenses incurred by the parent entity.

Convertible instruments
FdI includes equity shares, fully, compulsorily and 
mandatorily convertible debentures, fully, compulsorily 
and mandatorily convertible preference shares, and 
share warrants. accordingly, any issuance or transfer of 
convertible instruments to persons / entities of neighbouring 
countries will now be subject to Government approval 
irrespective of the fact that convertible instruments have 
not yet been converted into equity.

However, determining beneficial ownership in case of 
convertible instruments will be challenging. the case 
may be more complicated where overseas investors in 
an Indian company have issued optionally convertible 
instruments.

In this regard, one may place reliance on the definition of 
FdI under rule 2(r) which requires FdI to be computed 
based on the post-issue paid-up equity capital of an 
Indian company on fully diluted basis. hence, a similar 
analogy could also be applied for computing beneficial 
ownership of residents / entities of neighbouring countries 
on the assumption that the entire convertible instruments 
have been converted into equity.

(iv)  Indirect foreign investment – Downstream 
investment
Indirect foreign investment is defined to mean downstream 
investment received by an Indian entity from:
(a)  another Indian entity (Ie) which has received foreign 

investment and (i) the Ie is not owned and not controlled 
by resident Indian citizens or (ii) is owned or controlled by 
persons resident outside India; or
(b)  an investment vehicle whose sponsor or manager or 
investment manager (i) is not owned and not controlled 
by resident Indian citizens or (ii) is owned or controlled by 
persons resident outside India.

the above amendment will also affect downstream 
investment made by an existing Indian company which 
is owned or controlled by persons resident outside India. 
hence, if persons / entities of neighbouring countries 
have beneficial interest in such an Indian company which 
is owned or controlled by persons resident outside India, 
any downstream investment made by such a company 
would also be under Government route.

the above can be illustrated as follows:

Non-resident shareholders

Indian Co.

100%

100%

WOS

thus, in the instant case, as Indian Co. is owned 
or controlled by persons resident outside India, any 
investment made by Indian Co. will be considered to be 
downstream investment and will be required to comply 
with the applicable sectoral caps. hence, if persons / 
entities of neighbouring countries hold beneficial interest 
in Indian Co., any subsequent investment made by 
Indian Co. will require Government approval. Further, any 
downstream investment made by WoS would also need 
prior Government approval.

additionally, downstream investment by an LLP which 
is owned or controlled by persons resident outside India 
and having beneficial ownership of persons / residents of 
neighbouring countries will not be allowed in any Indian 
company, irrespective of the sector.

(v)  effective date of changes made in FDI Policy
It is interesting to note that the Government had decided 
to make changes in the FdI Policy by issuing a Press 
note. Further, the Press note has itself stated that the 
above changes will come into effect from the date of 
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issuance of the relevant notification under FEMA. The 
relevant FEMA Notification has been issued on 22nd april, 
2020 and hence the above changes will be effective from 
that date.

(vi)  Status of FDI from hong Kong
hong Kong is one of the major contributors to FdI in India. 
as per Government of India records, FdI from hong Kong 
is almost double that from China and hence it is essential to 
evaluate whether hong Kong will be considered separate 
from China to determine whether it will be covered under 
the new restrictions imposed by Press note no. 3. It is 
interesting to note that hong Kong is governed separately 
as hong Kong Special administrative region of China 
but it forms part of China. however, for the purpose of 
reporting FDI, Hong Kong is classified as a separate 
country by the Government of India. Similarly, the Indian 
Government has entered into a separate tax treaty with 
hong Kong in addition to China for avoidance of double 

taxation. additionally, hong Kong has separately signed 
the multilateral Convention in addition to China as part of 
oeCd’s BePS action Plans.

Based on the above, it appears that the Government is 
taking the view that hong Kong is separate from China; 
and if such is indeed the case, then it is possible to take 
the view that the above restrictions imposed by Press note 
no. 3 will not affect FdI from hong Kong and the same 
should be covered under the automatic route as hitherto 
applicable. however, it is advisable that the Government 
issue an appropriate clarification on the same.

SuMMarY
Based on the above discussions, the amendment in the 
FdI regime by putting investment from neighbouring 
countries under the Government route has given rise to 
several issues. It is expected that the Government will 
quickly issue necessary clarifications in this regard. 
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Controversies

interPlaY BetWeen DeeMinG FiCtions oF  
seCtions 45(3) anD 50C

pradip kapasi i gautam nayak i Bhadresh doshi

Chartered accountants

issue For ConsiDeration
Section 45(3) of the act provides for taxation of the capital 
gains on transfer of a capital asset by a person to a firm 
in which he is or becomes a partner, by way of capital 
contribution or otherwise, in the year of transfer and 
further provides that the amount recorded in the books of 
accounts of the firm shall be deemed to be the full value of 
the consideration received or accruing as a result of such 
transfer of the capital asset for the purposes of section 48. 
Section 50C of the act provides that the value adopted or 
assessed or assessable by the stamp valuation authority 
for the purpose of payment of stamp duty in respect of 
transfer of a capital asset, being land or building or both, 
shall for the purposes of section 48 be deemed to be the full 
value of the consideration received or accruing as a result 
of such transfer if it is higher than its actual consideration.

Whether both the aforesaid provisions of the act can 
be made applicable in a case where the capital asset 
transferred by a partner to his firm by way of his capital 
contribution is land or building or both is the issue that is 
sought to be examined here. Whether for the purposes 
of section 48 the full value of consideration should be the 
amount as recorded in the books of the firm in accordance 
with the provisions of section 45(3), or whether it should 
be the value as adopted or assessed or assessable by the 
stamp valuation authority in accordance with the provisions 
of section 50C? Whether in computing the capital gains, 
the higher of the two is to be adopted or not?

The Lucknow bench of the Tribunal has held that the 
provisions of section 50C shall prevail over the provisions 
of section 45(3) in a case where the stamp duty value was 
higher than the value recorded in the books of the firm. As 
against this, the Mumbai, Kolkata, Hyderabad and Chennai 
benches of the tribunal have held that the provisions of 
section 45(3), ignoring the provisions of section 50C, 
alone can apply in a case where land or building has been 
introduced by a partner by way of his capital contribution.

tHe Carlton Hotel (P) ltD. Case
The issue first came up for consideration of the Lucknow 
bench of the tribunal in the case of Carlton Hotel (P) Ltd. 
vs. ACIT 35 SOT 26 (Lucknow) (URO). In this case, during 
the previous year relevant to a.y. 2004-05 the assessee 
company entered into a partnership with two other 
persons. The assessee company contributed 2,40,000 
sq. ft. of land as its capital contribution which was valued 
at Rs. 7,81,96,735 and was so recorded in the books of 
the partnership firm. The assessee was given 5% share in 
the partnership firm, whereas the other two partners were 
given 95% share.

For the purposes of computing capital gains in the hands 
of the partner assessee on transfer of the land to the 
partnership firm, the A.O. invoked the provisions of section 
50C and applied circle rates for the purpose of calculating 
the consideration for transfer. he valued the consideration 
at Rs. 29,75,46,468 instead of Rs. 7,81,96,735 and on that 
basis he calculated the long-term capital gains. The A.O. 
inter alia doubted the genuineness of the introduction of 
land and noted that the assessee has contributed 88% 
of capital in lieu of only 5% share in profits which was 
beyond the normal business prudence and the transfer 
of the land to the firm was as good as a sale. For the 
purpose of holding so, he referred to the clauses of the 
partnership deed and observed that the assessee had 
little role to play in the partnership business, the assessee 
was not a managing partner in the firm, construction on 
the plot was to be carried out by another partner of the 
firm, the assessee was not having any civil, criminal or 
financial liability, the business of the partnership was to 
be exclusively carried out by other partners of the firm, 
the bank account could be independently operated only 
by the other two partners, whereas the assessee could 
operate only with joint signatures of the other two partners; 
it was only the other partners who had been empowered 
to introduce new partners, the assessee did not have any 
right over the goodwill of the firm, was not authorised to 
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make any change in the composition of the board which 
had controlling interest in its share capital, etc.

Thus, the A.O. alleged that the assessee had adopted a 
device to evade capital gains tax by showing lower value 
of sale consideration in the books of the firm, whereas 
the actual market value of the land was much higher as 
reflected from the circle rate. He relied on the decisions 
of the Supreme Court in the case of McDowell & Co. 
Ltd. vs. CTO 154 ITR 148 for the proposition that if an 
assessee adopts a tax avoidance scheme, then the form 
can be ignored. Thus, by taking the substance of the 
transaction into consideration, the market value of the 
land transferred to the firm as capital contribution was 
adopted by invoking section 50C, contending that mere 
reliance on section 45(3) in isolation would defeat the 
intent and purpose of the taxing statute.

Importantly, the A.O. also took a view that section 50C 
was applicable even in a situation covered by section 
45(3). The A.O., ignoring the facts that the transfer of 
land as capital contribution was not through a registered 
document and that the provisions of section 50C were 
amended only thereafter to rope in even the transfer of 
immovable property otherwise than through a registered 
document, applied the provisions of section 50C.

Upon further appeal, the CIT(A) confirmed the order of the 
A.O. confirming that the value adopted by the assessee 
for transferring the land to the firm was a collusive one 
and that the provision of section 50C being a specific 
provision was applicable even where provisions of section 
45(3) had been invoked.

Upon further appeal to the Tribunal, it was contended on 
behalf of the assessee that the provisions of section 45(3) 
and section 50C were mutually exclusive; where section 
45(3) was applicable, section 50C would not be applicable 
and vice versa. It was further submitted that section 45(3) 
created a deeming fiction whereby the consideration 
recorded by the firm in its books was deemed to be the 
full value of consideration for the purpose of computing 
capital gains. Section 50C was another deeming section 
which empowered the A.O. to substitute the valuation done 
by the stamp valuation authority as sale consideration 
in place of consideration shown by the parties to the 
transaction. Once one deeming section was invoked, 
another deeming section could not be made to nullify 
the effect of the earlier deeming section. The application 
of section 50C in such a situation would render section 
45(3) otiose. regarding the allegation that the assessee 

had entered into a collusive transaction and accordingly 
had shown lower value of consideration in the books of 
the firm, it was submitted that the firm would be paying 
tax upon its further sale by adopting the value of land as 
recorded in the books and, hence, there would not be any 
revenue loss.

On the other hand, the Revenue supported the order of 
the A.O. and the CIT(A) and claimed that the form of the 
transaction had to be ignored and its substance had to 
be considered, since the assessee had entered into a 
collusive transaction.

the tribunal for the reasons recorded in the order 
rejected one of the contentions of the revenue that 
since section 50C required adoption of the circle rates 
for the purpose of levy of the stamp duty which rates, 
once declared, could be ‘adopted’ for the purpose of 
substituting the full value of consideration for section 
48 and it was not necessary that the document for 
transfer of asset was actually registered before invoking  
section 50C.

On the issue under consideration, however, the Tribunal 
held that the provisions of section 50C could be invoked 
even though the case was otherwise covered under 
section 45(3); section 50C would override section 45(3). 
Section 45(3) was a general provision, while section 50C 
was a special provision which would override section 
45(3). In the final analysis, however, the Tribunal rejected 
the action of the a.o. in applying the provisions of section 
50C on the ground of non-registration and non-payment 
of the stamp duty.

It may be noted for the record that the Revenue had filed 
a further appeal before the allahabad high Court against 
the decision of the Tribunal mainly for pleading that the 
transaction was a colourable transaction executed with 
the intention to evade the tax liability. and the high Court 
upholding the contention held that there existed all the 
facts and circumstances to show prima facie that the 
entire transaction of contribution to partnership was a 
sham and fictitious transaction and an attempt to devise 
a method to avoid tax and remanded the matter back to 
the Tribunal to look into this aspect of the matter, which 
was an issue directly raised by the Revenue right from 
the stage of assessment. No findings have been given 
by the high Court with respect to the issue of applicability 
of section 50C to the transaction of introduction of capital 
asset by the partner in the firm which is otherwise covered 
by section 45(3).
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aMartara Pvt. ltD. Case
Thereafter, the issue came up for consideration of the 
Mumbai bench of the Tribunal in DCIT vs. Amartara Pvt. 
Ltd. 78 ITR (Trib.)(S.N.) 46 (Mum).

In this case, during the previous year relevant to A.Y. 2012-
13 the assessee entered into a limited liability partnership 
with the object of developing, constructing and operating 
resorts, hotels and apartment hotels and / or for carrying 
out such other hospitality businesses. the assessee 
transferred an immovable property, being a plot of land 
admeasuring 6,869.959 metres situated at Powai, Mumbai, 
as its capital contribution to the newly-created LLP vide a 
supplementary agreement dated 29th December, 2011.

the said plot of land was valued at rs. 5.60 crores on the 
basis of the valuation report obtained and it was recorded 
at that value in the books of the LLP. The assessee, 
while computing capital gains on transfer of land into 
the partnership firm in accordance with the provisions of 
section 45(3), had taken the value as recorded in the books 
of the firm, i.e., Rs. 5.60 crores, as the full value of the 
consideration deemed to have been received or accrued as 
a result of transfer of capital asset to the partnership firm. 
The supplementary agreement through which the said plot 
of land was introduced by the assessee into the LLP was 
registered on 24th April, 2012 and the stamp duty authority 
had determined the market value of the property for the 
purpose of payment of stamp duty at Rs. 9,41,78,500.

The A.O. invoked the provisions of section 50C and adopted 
the amount of Rs. 9,41,78,500, being the value determined 
by the stamp valuation authority at the time of registration 
of the supplementary partnership deed, as the full value of 
consideration for the purpose of computing capital gains. 
he observed that the provisions of section 45(3) did not 
begin with a non-obstante clause and, therefore, there was 
no specific mention of non-applicability of section 50C in 
the cases covered by section 45(3). he also relied upon 
the Lucknow Tribunal decision in the case of Carlton 
Hotel (P) Ltd. (Supra) for the proposition that section 50C, 
being a specific provision, would override the provisions of 
section 45(3). The CIT(A) confirmed the order of the A.O. 
by following the said decision in the case of Carlton Hotel 
(P) Ltd. (Supra).

On further appeal before the Tribunal, the assessee 
contended that sections 45(3) and 45(4) were special 
provisions for computation of capital gains on transfer of 
capital assets between the partnership firm and the partners 
and that both the provisions were deeming fictions created 

for the purpose of taxation of transfers of capital assets in 
such special cases; importing another deeming fiction to 
determine the full value of consideration in such special 
cases was incorrect in view of the decision of the Hon’ble 
Supreme Court in the case of CIT vs. Moon Mills Ltd. 59 
ITR 574. It was submitted that the decision rendered by 
the Lucknow bench of the Tribunal was per incuriam, in the 
light of the decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the 
case of CIT vs. Moon Mills Ltd. (Supra), as per which a 
deeming fiction could not be extended by importing another 
deeming fiction for the purpose of determination of the full 
value of consideration.

It was also contended on behalf of the assessee that section 
50C of the act had no application where no consideration 
was received or accrued, and hence, computing full value 
of consideration by applying the provisions of section 50C 
in a case where there was a transfer between partners 
and the partnership firm without there being any actual 
consideration received or accrued, was incorrect.

In reply, the Revenue heavily relied upon the said decision 
of the Lucknow bench of the Tribunal in the case of 
Carlton Hotel (P) Ltd. (Supra) and contended that section 
50C overrode the provisions of section 45(3) once the 
document of transfer was registered as per the provisions 
of the Registration Act, 1908 and the stamp duty was paid 
for the registration of such document.

the tribunal held that the purpose of insertion of section 
45(3) was to deal with cases of transfer between a 
partnership firm and partners and in such cases the Act 
provided for the computation mechanism of capital gains 
and also provides for consideration to be adopted for the 
purpose of determination of full value of consideration. 
Since the Act itself provided for deeming consideration 
to be adopted for the purpose of section 48 of the Act, 
another deeming fiction provided by way of section 50C 
could not be extended to compute the deemed full value 
of consideration as a result of transfer of capital asset. It 
held that the Lucknow bench had simply observed that 
the provisions of section 50C overrode the provisions 
of section 45(3) but had not given a categorical finding. 
Accordingly, the addition made towards the long-term 
capital gain by invoking the provisions of section 50C  
was deleted.

This decision of the Mumbai bench of the Tribunal has 
been subsequently followed by the tribunal in the cases 
of ACIT vs. Moti Ramanand Sagar (ITA No. 2049/
Mum/2017); ACIT vs. Kethireddy Venkata Mohan 
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Reddy (ITA No. 259/Hyd/2019); and ITO vs. Sheila Sen 
(ITA No. 554/Kol/2016).

oBservations
the issue under consideration arises due to two 
conflicting provisions of the Act which can be invoked for 
a given transaction wherein the capital asset transferred 
by a partner to his firm, as a capital contribution or 
otherwise, is land or building. Section 45(3) provides 
for the amount recorded in the books of accounts of the 
firm as deemed consideration. Section 50C provides for 
the value adopted, assessed or assessable by stamp 
valuation authorities as deemed consideration, if it 
exceeds the consideration received or accruing. Thus, 
both the provisions deal with the determination of the full 
value of consideration for the purpose of computation 
of capital gains by creating a deeming fiction. Apart 
from considering the legislative intent behind both 
the provisions in order to resolve the conflict between 
these two provisions, there are various other aspects 
which are also required to be considered, like whether 
two deeming fictions can operate simultaneously with 
respect to the same component of the computation; 
whether one of these two provisions can be considered 
as a general provision and the other one as a special 
provision whereby it can override the general one; and 
which one will prevail if both the provisions are required 
to be considered as special provisions.

Sub-section (3) was inserted in section 45 by the Finance 
Act, 1987 with effect from A.Y. 1988-89. Prior to the 
insertion of sub-section (3), the issue of taxability of the 
transfer of capital asset by a partner to his firm was decided 
by the Supreme Court in the case of Sunil Siddharthbhai 
vs. CIT 156 ITR 509. In this case, the Supreme Court 
held that when the assessee brought his personal assets 
into the partnership firm as his contribution to the capital, 
there was a transfer of a capital asset within the meaning 
of the terms of section 45. This was because the asset 
which was, till the date of such bringing in as firm’s capital, 
an individual asset, after bringing it in became a shared 
asset. The Supreme Court further held that the transfer 
of asset by the partner to the firm as capital contribution 
would not necessarily result in receipt of any consideration 
by the assessee so as to attract section 45 and the credit 
entry made in the partner's capital account in the books 
of the partnership firm did not represent the true value of 
consideration. It was a notional value only, intended to be 
taken into account at the time of determining the value of 
the partner's share in the net partnership assets on the 
date of dissolution or on his retirement.

Therefore, according to the Supreme Court, it was not 
correct to hold that the consideration which a partner 
acquires on making over his personal asset to the 
partnership firm as his contribution to its capital can fall 
within the provisions of section 48. Since section 48 was 
fundamental to the computation machinery incorporated in 
the scheme relating to determination of charge provided in 
section 45, the Supreme Court held that such a case must 
be regarded as falling outside the scope of capital gains 
taxation altogether.

It was in this background that the legislature had introduced 
a specific provision so as to bring the transfer of the capital 
asset by a partner to his firm to tax, as is evident from 
Circular No. 495 dated 22nd September, 1987, the extract 
from which is reproduced below:

Capital gains on transfer of firms’ assets to partners 
and vice versa and by way of compulsory acquisition
24.1 One of the devices used by assessees to evade tax 
on capital gains is to convert an asset held individually into 
an asset of the firm in which the individual is a partner. 
The decision of the Supreme Court in kartikeya V. 
sarabhai vs. Cit [1985] 156 itr 509 has set at rest the 
controversy as to whether such a conversion amounts to 
transfer. The Court held that such conversion fell outside 
the scope of capital gains taxation. The rationale advanced 
by the Court is that the consideration for the transfer of 
the personal asset is indeterminate, being the right which 
arises or accrues to the partner during the subsistence of 
the partnership to get his share of the profits from time to 
time and on dissolution of the partnership to get the value 
of his share from the net partnership assets.

24.2 With a view to blocking this escape route for avoiding 
capital gains tax, the Finance Act, 1987 has inserted new 
sub-section (3) in section 45. The effect of this amendment 
is that profits and gains arising from the transfer of a capital 
asset by a partner to a firm shall be chargeable as the 
partner’s income of the previous year in which the transfer 
took place. For purposes of computing the capital gains, 
the value of the asset recorded in the books of the firm on 
the date of the transfer shall be deemed to be the full value 
of the consideration received or accrued as a result of the 
transfer of the capital asset.

In view of the above, it is clear that but for the specific 
provision of section 45(3), the transfer of any capital asset 
by a partner to his firm could not have been charged to tax 
under the head capital gains. In addition to providing for 
the chargeability, section 45(3) also addresses the lacuna 
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of the inability of section 48 to cover such transfer within its 
ambit which was noticed by the Supreme Court in the case 
of Sunil Siddharthbhai (Supra), by deeming the amount 
recorded in the books of accounts of the firm as the full 
value of consideration received or accruing as a result of 
such transfer.

Therefore, it is obvious that section 45(3) needs to be 
invoked in order to charge the capital gains tax in respect 
of transfer of a capital asset by a partner to his firm. Having 
invoked the provisions of section 45(3) for the purpose of 
chargeability, it needs to be applied in full and the alteration 
in the computation mechanism as provided in that section 
also needs to be considered. It would not be possible to 
invoke the provisions of section 45(3) only for the purpose 
of creating a charge and, then, compute the capital gain 
in accordance with the other provision, i.e., section 50C, 
by ignoring the computational aspect of section 45(3) 
altogether.

The Mumbai bench of the Tribunal in the case of ACIT 
vs. Prem Sagar (ITA No. 7442/Mum/2016) has held that 
both the limbs of section 45(3), i.e., charging provision and 
deeming fiction providing for the full value of consideration, 
go hand in hand for facilitating quantification of the capital 
gains tax. In case the quantification of the capital gains 
tax as envisaged in section 45(3) is substituted by section 
50C, then the charging to tax of the transaction under 
consideration would in itself stand jeopardised and the 
section would be rendered inoperative.

Having said that the computation of capital gains needs 
to be made in accordance with the provisions of section 
45(3), the question may arise as to whether the amount 
of consideration as decided in accordance with it can 
then be amended by invoking the provisions of section 
50C, in a case where the valuation adopted, assessed or 
assessable by the stamp valuation authority is found to 
be higher than the amount recorded in the books of the 
firm. For the purpose of section 50C the comparison is 
required to be made between the consideration received or 
accruing as a result of the transfer of the capital asset and 
the value adopted, assessed or assessable by the stamp 
valuation authority for the purpose of payment of stamp 
duty in respect of such transfer. Here, the consideration 
received or accruing should be the real consideration 
received or accruing, and not the consideration which is 
deemed to have been received or accrued. This is because 
the expression ‘the consideration received or accruing as 
a result of the transfer’ cannot be construed to include the 
consideration deemed to have been received or accrued.

Wherever required, the legislature has included a specific 
reference to something which has been deemed to be so, 
in addition to the reference of the same thing in simple 
terms. For example, section 9 provides for incomes which 
shall be deemed to accrue or arise in India under certain 
circumstances. For the purpose of including such income 
which is deemed to accrue or arise in India within the scope 
of total income, clause (b) of section 5(1) makes specific 
reference to it in addition to referring to the income which 
accrues or arises (in real and not on deemed basis). The 
relevant clause is reproduced below:

(b) accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise to him 
in India during such year

There was no need to make such a specific reference to 
the income which is deemed to accrue or arise in India, if 
a view is taken that the income which accrues or arises in 
India will in any case include the income which is deemed 
to accrue or arise in India. As a corollary, the expression 
‘the consideration received or accruing as a result of 
the transfer’ as used in section 50C cannot include the 
consideration deemed to be received or accrued in terms 
of the provisions of section 45(3).

Further, section 45(3) deems the amount recorded in 
the books of accounts of the firm as a consideration only 
for the purpose of section 48. Therefore, the deeming 
fiction created in section 45(3) has limited applicability 
and it cannot be extended to section 50C, to deem the 
amount so recorded in the books of accounts of the firm 
as consideration received or accruing for the purpose 
of making its comparison with the valuation adopted, 
assessed or assessable by the stamp valuation authorities. 
As a result, the provisions of section 50C cannot be made 
applicable to the transfer of a capital asset by a partner to 
his firm for which the true value of consideration received 
or accruing cannot be determined, as held by the Supreme 
Court in the case of Sunil Siddharthbhai (Supra).

The Supreme Court in the case of CIT vs. Moon Mills Ltd. 
59 ITR 574 has held that one fiction cannot be imported 
within another fiction. Two different provisions of the Act are 
providing for a fiction by deeming certain amounts as the 
full value of consideration for the purpose of computation 
of capital gains as per section 48. Section 45(3) deems the 
amount recorded in the books of the firm as the full value of 
consideration and section 50C deems the value adopted, 
assessed or assessable by the stamp valuation authority 
as the full value of consideration. If section 50C has been 
made applicable over the amount deemed to be the full 
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value of consideration in terms of section 45(3), then it will 
amount to superimposing a fiction upon a fiction – which 
would be contrary to the decision of the Supreme Court.

In the case of ITO vs. United Marine Academy 130 
ITD 113 (Mum)(SB), a special bench of the Tribunal has 
dealt with the interplay of deeming fictions as provided in 
sections 50 and 50C and has observed as under:

For the reasons given above and on interpretation of the 
relevant provisions of sections 48, 50 and 50C, we are 
of the view that there are two deeming fictions created 
in section 50 and section 50C. The first deeming fiction 
modifies the term 'cost of acquisition' used in section 48 
for the purpose of computing the capital gains arising 
from transfer of depreciable assets, whereas the 
deeming fiction created in section 50C modifies the term 
‘full value of the consideration received or accruing as a 
result of transfer of the capital asset’ used in section 48 
for the purpose of computing the capital gains arising 
from the transfer of capital asset being land or building 
or both. The deeming fiction created in section 50C 
thus operates in a specific field which is different from 
the field in which section 50 is applicable. It is thus 
not a case where any supposition has been sought to 
be imposed on any other supposition of law. On the 
other hand, there are two different fictions created into 
two different provisions, and going by the legislative 
intentions to create the said fictions, the same operate 
in different fields. The harmonious interpretation of 
the relevant provisions makes it clear that there is no 
exclusion of applicability of one fiction in a case where 
another fiction is applicable. As a matter of fact, there 
is no conflict between these two legal fictions which 
operate in different fields and their application in a given 
case simultaneously does not result in imposition of one 
supposition on another supposition of law.

Thus, insofar as transfer of an asset forming part of a 
block is concerned, the Tribunal has held that both the 
provisions of the Act, i.e. sections 50 and 50C, can operate 
simultaneously. This is primarily for the reason that they 
operate in different fields of the computation of capital 
gains. It was categorically observed by the tribunal that 
it was not a case where any supposition has been sought 
to be imposed on another supposition of law. Therefore, 
the inference which can be drawn indirectly on the basis of 
these observations of the special bench is that two deeming 
fictions cannot operate simultaneously if they operate in 
the same field like in the issue under consideration.

It is also a settled principle of interpretation that if a special 
provision is made on a certain matter, the matter is excluded 
from the general provisions. This principle is expressed in 
the maxims Generalia specialibus non derogant (general 
things do not derogate from special things) and Generalibus 
specialia derogant (special things derogate from general 
things). 

However, it won’t be correct to claim here that either of 
the two sections is a special one and, hence, it overrides 
the other. Section 45(3) is a special provision insofar 
as computation of capital gains resulting from capital 
contribution made by a partner to the firm is concerned, 
and section 50C is a special provision insofar as transfer 
of immovable property is concerned. Therefore, the 
issue can better be resolved having regard to the other 
considerations as discussed instead of merely relying 
upon these principles of interpretation.

In Canora Resources Ltd., In Re 180 Taxman 220, 
the aar was dealing with a case where the transfer 
pricing provisions contained in sections 92 to 92F were 
also becoming applicable to the transaction of the type 
which was covered by section 45(3). In this case, the 
aar rejected the contention of the assessee that section 
45(3) being a special provision shall prevail over the 
general provisions of sections 92 to 92F with regard to 
the transfer pricing. Considering the purpose for which 
the transfer pricing provisions have been made, the AAR 
held that section 45(3) would not apply to international 
transactions and they should be dealt with in accordance 
with the transfer pricing provisions. Insofar as such 
purposive interpretation is concerned with respect to the 
issue under consideration, recently, the Chennai bench 
of the tribunal in the case of Shri Sarrangan Ashok 
vs. ITO (ITA No. 544/Chny/2019) has held that had it 
been the intention of the legislature to make section 50C 
applicable even to the transaction of the contribution 
of immovable property by a partner into the firm, the 
Parliament could have repealed section 45(3) while 
introducing the provisions of section 50C. However, the 
fact that Parliament in its wisdom had retained section 
45(3) shows that Parliament intended to apply only the 
provisions of section 45(3) to such transfer of capital 
assets by the partner to his firm.

The better view in our considered opinion, therefore, is that 
the provisions of section 50C cannot be made applicable to 
a transaction which falls within the scope of the provisions 
of section 45(3). 
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Ind aS/IGaaP – InterPretatIon &  
PraCtICal aPPlICatIon     

CoVID anD FaIr Value MeaSureMent

Fair value measurements are required or permitted under 
Ind AS for many financial instruments and non-financial 
assets and liabilities. They are required for quoted and 
unquoted investments in shares, bonds, receivables, 
payables, derivatives, etc. As also in certain situations for 
non-financial items, such as in determining impairment 
of property, plant, equipment or goodwill. This article 
attempts to discuss whether the current markets post the 
Covid outbreak can be considered as not being orderly 
and therefore ignored for determining the fair values for 
the year ending 31st March, 2020 financial statements.

Before we attempt to address the moot question, whether 
markets as on 31st march, 2020 were orderly or not, let 
us first look at the various provisions of Ind AS 113 Fair 
Value Measurement.
(i) Paragraph 2 of Ind AS 113 states that ‘Fair value is 
a market-based measurement, not an entity-specific 
measurement. For some assets and liabilities, observable 
market transactions or market information might be 
available. For other assets and liabilities, observable market 
transactions and market information might not be available. 
However, the objective of a fair value measurement in both 
cases is the same – to estimate the price at which an orderly 
transaction to sell the asset or to transfer the liability would 
take place between market participants at the measurement 
date under current market conditions (i.e., an exit price 
at the measurement date from the perspective of a market 
participant that holds the asset or owes the liability).’
(ii) Paragraph 3 of Ind AS 113 states that ‘When a price for 
an identical asset or liability is not observable, an entity 
measures fair value using another valuation technique 
that maximises the use of relevant observable inputs and 
minimises the use of unobservable inputs. Because fair 
value is a market-based measurement, it is measured 
using the assumptions that market participants would use 
when pricing the asset or liability, including assumptions 
about risk. As a result, an entity's intention to hold an 
asset or to settle or otherwise fulfil a liability is not relevant 
when measuring fair value.’

(iii) Paragraph 61 of Ind AS 113 states as follows ‘An 
entity shall use valuation techniques that are appropriate 
in the circumstances and for which sufficient data are 
available to measure fair value, maximising the use of 
relevant observable inputs and minimising the use of 
unobservable inputs.’
(iv) Ind AS 113 defines orderly transaction as ‘A transaction 
that assumes exposure to the market for a period before 
the measurement date to allow for marketing activities 
that are usual and customary for transactions involving 
such assets or liabilities; it is not a forced transaction (e.g. 
a forced liquidation or distress sale.).’

IDentIFYInG tranSaCtIonS tHat 
are not orDerlY
Ind AS 113.B38 states that ‘If an entity concludes that 
there has been a significant decrease in the volume or 
level of activity for the asset or liability in relation to normal 
market activity for the asset or liability (or similar assets 
or liabilities), further analysis of the transactions or quoted 
prices is needed. A decrease in the volume or level of 
activity on its own may not indicate that a transaction 
price or quoted price does not represent fair value or that 
a transaction in that market is not orderly.’

Ind AS 113.B43 provides guidance for determination of 
whether a transaction is orderly (or is not orderly). Whether 
there has been a significant decrease in the volume or 
level of activity requires comparison to normal market 
activity level. B43 lists down the following circumstances 
that may indicate that a transaction is not orderly:
(a) There was not adequate exposure to the market for a 
period before the measurement date to allow for marketing 
activities that are usual and customary for transactions 
involving such assets or liabilities under current market 
conditions.
(b) There was a usual and customary marketing period, 
but the seller marketed the asset or liability to a single 
market participant.
(c) The seller is in or near bankruptcy or receivership (i.e., 
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the seller is distressed).
(d) The seller was required to sell to meet regulatory or 
legal requirements (i.e., the seller was forced).
(e) The transaction price is an outlier when compared with 
other recent transactions for the same or a similar asset 
or liability.

oBSerVatIonS anD ConCluSIonS
Fair value is a measurement of a date-specific exit price 
estimate based on assumptions (including those about 
risks) that market participants would make under current 
market conditions. The fair value measurement objective 
is to determine an exit price at the measurement date from 
the perspective of a market participant. Fair value of the 
asset or liability reflects conditions as of the measurement 
date and not a future date. It would not be appropriate for 
an entity to disregard market prices at the measurement 
date, unless those prices are from transactions that are 
not orderly. The concept of an orderly transaction is 
intended to distinguish a fair value measurement from the 
price in a distressed sale or forced liquidation. The intent 
is to convey the current value of the asset or liability at the 
measurement date, not its potential value at a future date.

the current situation may make it challenging to estimate 
the price that would be obtained due to highly volatile 
markets and / or a lack of an active market existing for 
certain instruments (e.g. derivatives that are not traded 
on an exchange). However, the objective of ‘fair value’ 
will continue to be to determine a price at which an orderly 
transaction would take place between market participants 
under conditions that existed at the measurement 
date. It would not be appropriate to adjust or disregard 
observable transactions unless those transactions are 
determined to be not orderly. There is a high bar to 
conclude that a transaction price is not orderly under Ind 
AS 113.B43, which provides a list of factors to consider if 
a transaction is not orderly. The author believes that there 
is an implicit rebuttable presumption that observable 
transactions between unrelated parties are orderly. In 
almost all instances, such transactions are considered 
orderly. Therefore, the evidence necessary to conclude 
an observable transaction between unrelated parties is 
not orderly should be incontrovertible. accordingly, the 
fair value of an investment in an active market (e.g. 
BSE, NSE, etc.) would continue to be calculated as 
the product of the quoted price for the individual 
instrument times the quantity held (commonly 
referred to as ‘P times Q’), even in times of significant 
market volatility. Volatility may raise questions as to 
whether current pricing is reflective of fair value. However, 

the standard does not permit current market evidence to 
be dismissed on the basis of volatility alone.

Some may argue that in the current environment there 
is an element of forced selling and that fair value 
measurement is not intended to reflect prices in a 
forced or distressed sale. Nevertheless, the presence of 
distressed or forced sellers in a market may influence the 
price that could be obtained by a non-distressed seller in 
an orderly transaction.

Fair value measurement would consider how the Covid 
outbreak and any actions taken by governments at the 
reporting date would have impacted market participants’ 
valuation assumptions. Current market conditions may 
appear to be a ‘distress sale’, however, if such conditions 
exist broadly in the market, then those factors should be 
incorporated into a fair value measurement. It would be 
incorrect to adjust a measure for expected ‘rebounds’ in 
value. For financial instruments with level 1 prices (those 
that are quoted on an active market), even if there is a 
significant decline in activity on that market, this does not 
mean that the price has become unobservable or that it 
was  under a distress sale or a forced liquidation.

Whilst determining a valuation for other than level 1 
category of instruments (i.e., those that are quoted in 
an active market), preparers of financial statements 
may have to use valuation techniques. This may be 
the case for several unquoted shares or derivatives or 
bonds, etc. preparers using valuation techniques may 
have to consider the impact of Covid-19 on various 
assumptions including discount rates, credit-spread 
/ counter-party credit risk, etc. In doing so, the aim 
will be to maximise observable inputs and minimise 
unobservable inputs. The observable inputs will reflect 
current market conditions at the balance sheet date and 
should not be ignored.

The ICAI guidance ‘Impact of Corona Virus on Financial 
Reporting and the Auditors Consideration’ states that 
‘It may not be always appropriate to conclude that all 
transactions in such a market are not orderly. Preparers 
should be guided by the application guidance in Ind AS 
113 that indicates circumstances in which the transaction 
is not considered an orderly transaction.’ though the 
ICAI guidance does not provide any detailed guidance, it 
makes no exception to complying with the requirements 
of the Standards. For Indian GAAP, similar considerations 
will apply in respect of financial assets within the scope of 
AS 13 Accounting for Investments. 
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InTroDuCTIon – SErVICE BY 
EMPloYEES EXCluDED FroM GST
GSt is a tax on all supplies of goods or services, or both, 
made in the course or furtherance of business. however, 
Schedule III, entry 1 treats services by an employee to the 
employer in the course of or in relation to his employment 
as neither a supply of goods nor a supply of services, 
effectively resulting in the situation that such services are 
excluded from the purview of GSt.

HoW To DETErMInE EMPloYEr-
EMPloYEE rElaTIonSHIP
It, therefore, becomes important to analyse the scope of the 
abovementioned entry. Since the exact tests of determination 
of employment contract are not specifically listed in the GST 
law, it will be important to understand the said tests from legal 
precedents under the general law including various labour 
legislations. to begin this journey it may be worthwhile to 
refer to the decision of the larger Bench of the Supreme 
Court in the case of Balwant Rai Saluja & others vs. Air 
India Limited & others [Civil Appeal No. 10264-10266 
of 2013]. In this case, the Court laid down the following 
tests which are required to be satisfied to demonstrate the 
existence of an employer-employee relationship:

(i)  Who appoints the workers?
(ii)  Who pays the salary / remuneration?
(iii)  Who has the authority to dismiss?
(iv)  Who can take disciplinary action?
(v)  Whether there is continuity of service?
(vi)  What is the extent of control and supervision?

Various legislations have been enacted to safeguard 
the interest of employees employed by employers. 
Some of the key legislations are the Factories act, 1948, 
the Industrial employment act, 1946, the Industrial 
disputes act, 1947, the Contract Labour regulation 
act, 1970, the Workmen’s Compensation act, 1923, and 
so on. Each of these legislations has defined the term 
employee, identified as worker, workmen, etc. However, 
it is important to note that the definition of employee 

referred to in one legislation is restricted only to 
that legislation and merely because a person is an 
employee under one legislation he does not become 
an employee in general of the employer. the Supreme 
Court in the above decision has held that for matters 
which are not related to the specific legislations, one 
needs to satisfy the above test to establish the existence 
of an employer-employee relationship.

WHaT IS THE SCoPE oF THE EnTrY?
the next point that needs to be analysed is what all 
will be included within the scope of the consideration 
/ remuneration paid to an employee. Generally, 
the consideration paid to an employee carries two 
components, one being the monetary component which 
would cover payouts like salary, wages, allowances, etc., 
and the other being non-monetary components such 
as perquisites, rent-free accommodation, etc., which 
are made available to employees under the terms of 
the employment contract. Some components may be 
mandated by the legislature and some may be part of the 
employment policy of the employer.

the legislations referred to above also deal with the 
meaning of ‘consideration’. For example, section 2 (rr) of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 defines the term ‘wages’ 
to mean all the remuneration capable of being expressed 
in terms of money and payable to a workman in respect 
of his employment or work done in such employment, and 
also includes (a) allowances that the workman is entitled to, 
(b) the value of the house accommodation or of the supply 
of light, water, medical attendance or other amenities, 
or of any service, or of any concessional supply of food 
grains or other articles, (c) any travelling concession, and 
(d) any commission payable on the promotion of sales 
or business, or both. however, it also excludes certain 
items such as (i) any bonus, (ii) any contribution paid / 
payable by the employer to any pension fund / provident 
fund / for the benefit of the workman under any law for the 
time being in force, and (iii) any gratuity payable on the 
termination of service.

InTErPlaY oF GST & EMPloYMEnT rEGulaTIonS

Sunil Gabhawalla i RiShabh SinGhvi i PaRth Shah
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salary, commission at a fixed percentage of the turnover 
achieved by each salesman, the rate of percentage 
varying according to the class of article sold and the 
category to which each salesman belonged. The instant 
case is, therefore, an instance where the remuneration 
so recompense payable for the services rendered by the 
salesmen is determined partly by reference to the time 
spent in the service and partly by reference to the volume 
of work done. But it is clear that the entire remuneration 
so determined on both the basis clearly partakes of the 
character of salary.

In fact, while determining what shall and what shall not 
constitute consideration, one should refer to the principle 
of dominant intention theory, as laid down by the Supreme 
Court in Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited vs. UoI [2006 
(2) STR 161 (SC)]. the Court in the said decision held that 
one needs to look into the substance of the transaction 
in order to determine how the same would get covered. 
once it is established that any payment made to an 
employee or any benefit / facility made available to him 
is in the course of an employment contract, irrespective 
of whether the same is a mandatory requirement or not, 
it gets covered within the purview of that contract and 
cannot be distinguished from it.

Employer and employees are related persons – Does 
this impact the tax treatment of the facilities / benefits 
provided to employees?

Section 15 provides that an employer and his employee 
shall be deemed to be related persons. Further, entry 2 
of Schedule I deems certain activities to be supplies even 
if the same are without consideration. the entry reads as 
under:

Supply of goods or services or both between related 
persons or between distinct persons as specified in 
section 25, when made in the course or furtherance of 
business:

Provided that gifts not exceeding fifty thousand rupees in 
value in a financial year by an employer to an employee 
shall not be treated as supply of goods or services or both.

In the normal course, various facilities / benefits are 
provided by the employer to his employees. Let us first 
analyse whether or not the same constitute a supply 
under GSt (without considering the scope of entries 
under Schedule I and Schedule III). It is imperative to note 
that generally when an employer makes available any 

Similarly, section 2(v) of the Payment of Wages act, 1932 
defines the term ‘wages’ as all the remuneration (whether 
by way of salary, allowances or otherwise) expressed in 
terms of money, or capable of being so expressed, which 
would be payable to a person employed in respect of his 
employment, or of work done in such employment and 
includes (a) any remuneration payable under any award 
or settlement between the parties or order of a Court, 
(b) overtime remuneration, (c) additional remuneration 
payable under the terms of employment, (d) any amount 
due on termination of employment, and (e) any sum which 
the employee is entitled to under any scheme framed 
under any law for the time being in force, excluding any 
bonus, value of benefits, such as house accommodation, 
electricity or water supply, medical attendance or other 
amenity, or of any service excluded from the computation 
of wages by a general or special order of the appropriate 
government, any contribution paid by the employer to 
any pension or provident fund and the interest accrued 
thereon, any travelling allowance or the value of any 
travelling concession and any sum paid to the employed 
person to defray special expenses entitled to him by the 
nature of work.

The above two definitions in the context of specific 
legislations clearly point towards what shall constitute 
‘consideration’ and it generally intends to include within 
its scope all payments made to the employees, except for 
specific items which are also excluded only for the purpose 
of the specific legislations. But the general principle laid 
down in the said legislations indicates that all payments 
made or facilities extended to the employees as a part 
of employment contracts would be treated as a part of 
the consideration to the employee. this principle was laid 
down by the Supreme Court in the case of Gestetner 
Duplicators (Private) Limited vs. CIT [1979 AIR 607 = 
1979 SCR (2) 788] wherein the Court held as under:

It is thus clear that if under the terms of the contract 
of employment, remuneration or recompense for the 
services rendered by the employee is determined at a 
fixed percentage of turnover achieved by him, then such 
remuneration or recompense will partake of the character 
of salary, the percentage basis being the measure of the 
salary and therefore such remuneration or recompense 
must fall within the expression 'salary' as defined in Rule 
2(h) of Part A of the Fourth Schedule to the Act. In the 
instant case before us, admittedly, under their contracts of 
employment the assessee has been paying and did pay 
during the previous years relevant to the three assessment 
years to its salesmen, in addition to the fixed monthly 
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facilities / benefits to the employee, it is not mandatory in 
nature. For example, commutation facility extended by the 
employer may not be availed of by employees who prefer 
to travel on their own. It is upon the employee to decide 
whether he intends to avail of the facility. Similarly, it is 
not necessary that all employees might avail the canteen 
facility. rather, they might want to make arrangements on 
their own. It is only as a part of the employer’s hr policy / 
statutory requirement that the employer makes available 
the facilities / benefits.

however, once it becomes part of the employment policy, 
which the employee would have accepted, it becomes 
part of the employment contract, i.e., the employer has 
made available the facilities / benefits in pursuance to 
the services supplied by the employee to the employer. 
however, there is no contrary service supplied by the 
employer. the employer has merely undertaken the 
activity of incurring the cost to make available the benefits 
/ facilities to its employees. however, merely because 
a cost is incurred does not necessarily mean that the 
employer has supplied the service. In Kumar Beheray 
Rathi vs. Commissioner of Central Excise, Pune 
[2014 (34) STR 139], the tribunal held that the assessee 
was acting merely as a trustee or a pure agent as it was 
not engaged in providing any service but only paying on 
behalf of various flat-buyers to various service providers. 
In this particular case, even though there was recovery 
of cost, the tribunal has held that there was no provision 
of service. the argument would therefore get stronger in 
a case where consideration is not involved. Similarly, in 
the case of Reliance ADAG Private Limited vs. CST, 
Mumbai [2016 (43) STR 372 (Tri.)(Mum.)], the tribunal 
has held that merely incurring expenses on behalf of 
group companies and recovering them would not amount 
to provision of service. the principles laid down in the 
said case should also apply to the current case.

another aspect to be noted is that in certain cases, such 
as telephone facilities / insurance services, there is a legal 
impediment to the employer providing such service since 
they are regulated services and only those people who 
are authorised by the department of telecommunication 
(dot) or the Insurance regulatory development 
authority of India (IrdaI) can provide such a service. 
therefore, this is one more basis to say that by merely 
making available the facilities / benefits the employer has 
not made a supply to his employees, but rather it is a 
cost incurred by him in the course of receiving services 
from his employee and, therefore, is nothing but just an 
employment cost for him. this aspect has also been 

discussed in our previous article ‘Decoding GST: Inter-
Mingling of Income tax and GST’ (bCaJ, april, 2020).

therefore, once a view is taken that making available 
benefits / facilities does not constitute supply, Entry 
2 of Schedule I which deems an activity of supply of 
goods or services between a distinct person / related 
person as supply, even if made without consideration, 
would not be applicable. this would be because entry 2  
pre-necessitates that the activity has to be treated as 
supply u/s 7.

another point to be noted is that if a view is taken that 
by incurring the above expenses / making available the 
benefits to the employees, there is a supply made by 
the employer, it could result in additional unwarranted 
compliances on the part of the employer. Let’s take an 
example of insurance facilities / benefits extended to 
the employee. If a view is taken that the employer has 
indeed provided these services, then they would be 
in violation of the IrdaI guidelines since they would 
be engaged in providing insurance services without 
necessary approvals. Similar would be the situation in 
case of telecommunication facilities made available to 
the employees where one needs to obtain approval from 
dot, or in the canteen facilities from FSSaI. Further, 
in some cases such an interpretation would result in 
an absurd application from other aspects also. For 
example, in case of rent-free accommodation provided 
by the employer to the employee, if a view is taken that 
the same is a supply of service in view of entry 2 of 
Schedule I, while there would be no tax liability on the 
outward side since the services of renting of residential 
accommodation is exempted from tax, correspondingly, 
the department might take a view that the employer is 
engaged in providing exempt services, thus triggering the 
applicability of the provisions of sections 17(2) and 17(3) 
of the Central Goods & Services tax act, 2017 requiring 
compliances under rules 42 and 43 of the Central Goods 
& Service tax rules, 2017.

therefore, it is apparent that whether or not any amount 
is recovered from the employee for any facilities / benefits 
made available to him, it would be wrong to treat the same 
as a supply itself under GSt. In fact, the next proposition 
would be important, which is to say that the facilities / 
benefits which are made available to the employees 
is nothing but a part of the employee cost incurred in 
the course of receiving the services of the employee in 
pursuance of the employment contract. This view finds 
support from the decision of the andhra Pradesh high Court 
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in the case of Bhimas Hotels Private Limited vs. Union 
of India [2017 (3) GSTL 30 (AP)] wherein, in the context 
of canteen recoveries, the Court held that such recoveries 
have to be seen as part of any pay package that workers 
have negotiated with employers and therefore cannot be 
construed as service falling within the definition of ‘service’ 
u/s 65B(44) of the Finance act, 1994. the logic behind the 
above conclusion was that under service tax the definition 
of service excluded any service provided by the employee 
to the employer in the course of employment from its 
purview. Since the recoveries were made in pursuance 
of the employment contract, they were excluded from the 
scope of the definition of service. It is imperative to note 
that even under GSt, entry 1 of Schedule III provides that 
services provided by an employee to the employer in the 
course of the employment contract shall be treated neither 
as supply of goods nor as supply of services. therefore, it 
can be said that under GSt,

(a)  Any facilities / benefits made available to the 
employees would not be liable to GSt as they do not 
amount to supply of service itself
(b)  The facilities / benefits made available to the 
employees even if not a statutory requirement but part 
of the employment policy, should be treated as covered 
under entry 1 of Schedule III and therefore excluded from 
the scope of supply itself
(c)  even if any amounts are recovered from the 
employees, the same would also be covered under entry 
1 of Schedule III in view of the decision in the Bhimas 
Hotels case (Supra) and should be treated as nothing 
short of reduction in the employee cost.

readers might also take note of the contrary aars under 
GSt on this subject. In the case of Caltech Polymers 
Private Limited [2018 (18) GSTL 350 (AAR)] and 
upheld by the appellate authority in [2018 (18) GSTL 373 
(AAR)], the authority has held that the employer is liable 
to pay GSt on amounts recovered from employees for 
the canteen facilities extended to them. however, in the 
context of recovery of insurance premia from employees, 
the authority has held that as the same do not constitute 
an activity incidental or ancillary to their business activity, 
they cannot be treated as supply of service. one may 
refer to the ruling in the case of Jotun India Private 
Limited 2019 (29) GSTL 778 (AAR).

Eligibility of input tax Credit on employee-related costs

There are specific provisions which restrict claim of Input 
tax Credit u/s 17(5) as under:

(b)  the following supply of goods or services or both:
(i) food and beverages, outdoor catering, beauty treatment, 
health services, cosmetic and plastic surgery, leasing, 
renting or hiring of motor vehicles, vessels or aircraft 
referred to in clause (a) or clause (aa), except when used 
for the purposes specified therein, life insurance and 
health insurance:
Provided that the input tax credit in respect of such goods 
or services or both shall be available where an inward 
supply of such goods or services or both is used by a 
registered person for making an outward taxable supply 
of the same category of goods or services or both or as an 
element of a taxable composite or mixed supply;
(ii)  membership of a club, health and fitness centre; and
(iii)  travel benefits extended to employees on vacation 
such as leave or home travel concession:
Provided that the input tax credit in respect of such goods 
or services or both shall be available, where it is obligatory 
for an employer to provide the same to its employees 
under any law for the time being in force.
(g) goods or services or both used for personal 
consumption;

Building on the above discussion, it is important to note 
that while making available the various benefits / facilities 
to their employees, the employers incur various costs on 
which GSt would have been charged by their suppliers. 
therefore, the question that needs consideration is whether 
or not credit shall be available on such expenses incurred.

The specific reason for this query is that section 17(5) 
lists items on which credit shall not be allowed. these are 
termed as blocked credits. For various expenses while 
there is a restriction on claim of credit, an exception has 
been provided when the expense is incurred as a statutory 
requirement. For example, while in general ItC on food 
and beverages is not allowed, however, vide an exception 
it has been provided that if it is a statutory requirement to 
provide such facilities, Input tax Credit shall be available. 
For instance, under the Factory act, 1948 every factory 
employing more than 250 employees is required to 
maintain a canteen for them. as discussed earlier, for the 
purpose of this act the employees also include those who 
are not on the payroll of the employer, i.e., while in general, 
an employer-employee relationship does not exist, for 
the purposes of the Factory act, 1948 they are treated 
as employees and therefore the question that needs 
consideration is whether the eligibility to claim credit will 
apply for such an outsourced workforce also. this would 
be specifically important in cases such as construction 
contracts where generally the labour is outsourced.
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the same applies to rent-a-cab services, insurance 
services, etc., as well. however, at times there are inward 
supplies received which facilitate the making available of 
benefits / facilities to employees. For example, equipment 
/ crockery purchased for a canteen. There is no specific 
restriction on the claim of credit on such items. the 
restriction applies only to food and beverages and these 
do not constitute food and beverages. therefore, credit on 
such items could be claimed.

another area that would need deliberation is clause (g) 
of section 17(5) which restricts claim of credit on goods 
or services or both used for personal consumption. the 
scope of this entry has seen substantial confusion as 
to whether it would apply to goods or services used for 
employee consumption. For instance, the company 
organises a picnic for its staff. Will this get covered 
under this entry or not? to understand this, one needs 
to analyse the scope of the term ‘personal consumption’. 
however, before proceeding further it would be relevant 
to refer to the similar entry in CenVat Credit wherein 
Rule 2 (l) states that specific services which were meant 
for ‘personal consumption of any employee’ shall not 
constitute input service. It is imperative to note that while 
the CCR specified whose personal consumption, the same 
is apparently silent under GSt. this would indicate that in 
the absence of a specification, a view can be taken that the 
term ‘personal consumption’ is to be seen in the context of 
the taxable person and not the employees and, therefore, 
subject to other clauses of section 17(5), credit would be 
available even if they were meant for consumption of the 
employees.

however, the answers would change in the above case 
where the cost of making available the benefits / facilities, 
whether wholly or partly, is recovered from the employees. 
In such a case, it would result in a reduction of cost for 
the employer and therefore, to that extent, the employer 
would not be entitled to claim credit. however, there are 
instances where employers take a view that in a case 
where credit is allowable and the corresponding costs are 
recovered from the employees, GSt should be paid on the 
recovery amount to avoid complicating ItC calculations. 
however, one should take a view that paying GSt on the 
recovery would mean that the employer has accepted 
liability under entry 2 of Schedule I and there might be 
challenges on the valuation of the supply claimed to be 
made by the employer to his employees because section 
15 of the Central Goods & Services tax act, 2017 requires 
such a transaction to be valued as per the Valuation rules.

applicability of GSt on payments made to directors 
of a company

Entry 6 of Notification 13/2017 – CGST Rate requires 
that the GSt in case of service supplied by a director of a 
company or a body corporate to the said company / body 
corporate shall be paid by the service receiver, i.e., the 
company in case the service provider is a director / body 
corporate. however, this particular aspect of the GSt law 
has seen its share of controversy, with conflicting decisions 
under the Service tax regime as well as a ruling issued by 
the authority for advance ruling.

however, before proceeding further, it would be necessary 
to go through the background of the concept of directors. 
directors are individuals who are appointed on the Board 
of a company to protect the interests of the shareholders 
and manage the affairs of the company. Generally, there 
are two types of directors: executive directors who are 
involved in the day-to-day activities of the business, and 
non-executive directors, also known as independent 
directors, whose role is mainly to ensure that the interest 
of the shareholders and other stakeholders is largely 
protected. the maximum remuneration that can be paid 
to each class of directors is also regulated. however, 
when determining whether the directors satisfy the test 
of an employer-employee relationship, there would be a 
different outcome which is evident from the following:

Condition Executive 
Director

Non-Executive 
/ Independent 

Director
Who appoints the workers? Shareholders, on the 

recommendation of Board, or Board, 
to be subsequently ratified by the 

shareholders
Who pays the salary / 

remuneration?
Company Company

Who has the authority to 
dismiss?

Shareholders

Who can take disciplinary 
action?

Shareholders

Whether there is continuity of 
service?

Generally, appointed till end of next 
general meeting

What is the extent of control 
and supervision?

Full control and 
supervision by 
shareholders

No control / 
supervision

as is apparent from the above, in the case of executive 
directors, the test of employer-employee relationship 
laid down by the Supreme Court in Balwant Rai Saluja 
(Supra) is satisfied. However, it is not so in the case of 
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Independent directors as the key element of existence 
and control and supervision is missing. It is therefore 
sufficient to say that while Executive Directors satisfy the 
test of the employer-employee relationship, the same 
is not so in the case of non-executive / Independent 
directors. therefore, in case of directors, while admittedly 
notification 13/2017 – CT (Rate) imposes a liability on 
the company to pay tax on reverse charge, the issue that 
remains is whether the payment made to directors who 
are in an employer-employee relationship will get covered 
within this entry or will it be excluded from the purview of 
entry 1 of Schedule III.

therefore, since Schedule III itself excludes transactions 
where an employer-employee relationship exists from the 
purview of supply itself, notification 13/2017 – CT (Rate) 
imposing the liability to pay tax on the service recipient is 
ultra vires of the provisions of the act and, therefore, not 
maintainable. this aspect has already been considered 
by the Gujarat high Court in the recent decision in Mohit 
Minerals Private Limited vs. UoI & others [2020 VIL 
36 Guj.].

In fact, it is imperative to note that a similar entry requiring 
payment of tax under rCm was applicable even under 
the Service Tax regime where there were two conflicting 
decisions. the division Bench of the mumbai tribunal in 
the case of Allied Blenders & Distillers Private Limited 
vs. CCE & ST, Aurangabad [2019 (24) GSTL 207 (Tri.)
(Mum.)] held that directors’ salary would be excluded from 
the purview of service tax and therefore no tax would be 
liable to be paid under reverse Charge. however, the 
Kolkata tribunal (SmB) has, in the case of Brahm Alloy 
Limited vs. Commissioner [2019 (24) GSTL 616 (Tri.)
(Kol.)] held otherwise and confirmed the liability to pay 
tax on directors’ remuneration, described as salary by 
concluding that an employer-employee relationship didn’t 
exist on account of two reasons; firstly, the resolution of 
the company confirming the appointment of the directors 
did not cover the terms of appointment / hiring of services 
and also the action to be taken for non-performance of 
specified duties without which it cannot be construed as to 
whether an individual was appointed as Promoter-director 
or an employee director; and secondly, payments made in 
a quarterly and not monthly manner. It is apparent that the 
decision in the case of Brahm Alloy Limited is contrary 
to the established principles and might not survive if 
appealed before a higher authority.

It is also important to note that under the GSt regime, the 
aar has, in the case of Clay Craft India Private Limited 

[Raj/AAR/2019-20/33] also held to the contrary, that tax 
is payable under reverse Charge. the authority has 
concluded that the services rendered by the director to the 
company are not covered under entry 1 of Schedule III as 
the directors are not employees of the company.

the next issue relating to directors is the applicability of 
reverse charge in case of directors deputed on behalf 
of investing companies, in which case the remuneration 
is paid to the company and not to the representative 
directors. the issue revolves around whether such 
transactions would be covered under notification 13/2017 
– CT (Rate) or not? It is imperative to note that in this 
transaction structure, the transaction is between two 
different companies / body corporates wherein one body 
corporate has deputed a person as a director on the Board 
of the other company. In other words, both the supplier and 
the recipient of service are a body corporate / company. 
The notification requires that the service provider must be 
an individual, being a director of the company. however, 
that is not so in the case of the current set of transactions. 
In other words, entry 6 does not get triggered at all and, 
therefore, no reverse charge would be applicable on such 
transactions.

is GSt applicable on notice period recoveries /  
claw-back of payments to employees?

Before looking into the tax implications of notice period 
recovery / claw-back, let us understand the background of 
these transactions.

notice period recovery: Generally, the employment 
contracts have a clause that if an employee intends 
to leave the organisation or an employer intends to 
discontinue the services of an employee, each party will 
be required to give a notice to the other of their intention 
to do so, and once the notice is served, the party giving 
the notice will be required to serve a notice period, i.e., 
if the employee is serving notice, he will be required to 
continue in employment for a pre-decided period to enable 
the employer to make alternate arrangements. Similarly, if 
the employer has served notice to the employee, he will 
have to allow the employee to continue in employment for 
a pre-decided period to enable the employee to find new 
employment, or prepare for transition. this is generally 
treated as serving notice period. however, there are 
times when the party giving the notice does not intend to 
honour the commitment in which case they are required 
to compensate the other person monetarily. In case the 
employee refuses to serve the notice period, he would 
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be required to pay compensation to the employer, which 
would be either adjusted from his full and final settlement 
or recovered from him, and vice versa; if the employer 
abstains from honouring the notice period clause, he 
would monetarily reimburse the employee.

Similarly, claw-back refers to recovering the amounts 
already paid to the employees. In case of senior 
management employees, there are generally clauses in the 
agreement which provide that in case of non-satisfaction 
of certain conditions of the employment contract, the 
payments made to the employees shall be recovered back 
from them. For example, if a top level employee is joining 
a company from another company, in order to lure him 
to accept the employment he is offered ‘joining bonus / 
incentive’ with the condition that if he does not continue 
the employment for a specified period, the same would be 
liable to be recovered from him. Similarly, even in case of 
incentives / bonus, there are clauses for claw-back of the 
bonus if there is some action on the part of the employee 
which is detrimental to the employer.

the issue that needs consideration is whether recoveries 
such as the above would constitute a supply and therefore 
liable for GSt? It is imperative for the readers to note that 
the applicability of GSt on notice period recoveries has 
been a burning issue right from the service tax regime 
wherein the following service was declared to be a deemed 
service u/s 66e: agreeing to the obligation to refrain from 
an act, or to tolerate an act or a situation, or to do an act;...

a similar entry has continued even under the GSt regime 
with entry 5(e) of Schedule II of the Central Goods & 
Services tax act, 2017 which declares the above to be 
treated as supply of service under the GSt regime as well, 
thus keeping the issue alive. Let us analyse the same.

Whether such recoveries would be covered under Entry 1 
of Schedule III?
however, what needs to be noted is that the above 
recoveries emanate from a contract of employment which 
is covered under Schedule III as neither being supply 
of goods nor supply of services. a contract is the logical 
starting point for any transaction. In any contractual 
obligation, the contracting parties are under an onus to 
perform the contract. the contracting terms determine 
the responsibility and enforce the performance on each 
contracting party. In case of non-performance by any 
party, resort has to be taken to the contractual relationship 
to determine the scope of recovery, if any. hence, the 
contract is in toto the binding force in any relationship.

a Latin maxim, Nemo aliquam partem recte intelligere 
potest antequam totum perlegit, says that no one can 
properly understand a part until he has read the whole. 
hence, it is important to analyse the entire transaction 
matrix, the contractual relationship between the employer 
and the employee, the relevant contracts / documents 
before diving into a discussion on the applicability of 
service tax. an employment contract is a written legal 
document that lays out binding terms and conditions of 
an employment relationship between an employee and 
an employer. an employment contract generally covers 
an overview of job responsibilities, reporting relationships, 
salary, benefits, paid holidays, leave encashment benefits, 
details of employment termination and also provides 
that in case an employee wants to quit, the employee 
should provide one month’s notice before resigning or 
compensation in lieu of notice period.

the employment contracts are long-term contracts with 
the employees. the understanding and expectations 
from the employer are that the employee should provide 
his services on a continuous basis. the employees are 
working on important client projects or certain functions 
important for the operation of the business; if any 
employee resigns in between, that impacts the progression 
of the project adversely. to avoid such a situation and 
give sufficient time to the employer to make alternative 
arrangements, the mandatory notice period is prescribed 
under the employment contract. however, if the employee 
wishes to leave without serving the notice period, the 
contract provides for recovery of a certain amount which 
is generally deducted from the amounts due to the leaving 
employee earned in the course of employment.

the ‘notice period recovery’ is a provision for an eventuality 
that may arise as per mutually-agreed terms of the 
employment contract. notice period recovery is a condition 
of the employment contract agreed mutually and hence is 
intricately linked with the employer-employee relationship 
and arises out of an employment contract only.

In the case of Lakshmi Devi Mills Limited vs. UP 
Government [AIR 1954 All. 705, 714] it has been held 
that ‘terms and conditions of service’ not only include 
the recruitment or appointment but also all aspects like 
disciplinary matters, removal from service, dismissal, 
etc. therefore, termination or quitting the organisation 
on notice or notice period recovery in lieu thereof is an 
integral part of the employment contract. thus, notice 
period recovery is just another condition of the contractual 
relationship of an employer and employee just like other 
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terms of the same employment agreement. hence, the 
notice period recovery in lieu of not adhering to the notice 
period emanating from the employment contract should 
get covered under entry 1 of Schedule III and therefore 
excluded from the scope of supply itself.

is there any service provided by the employer?
another point to be noted is that merely because 
there is recovery would not convert the same into 
consideration. in permitting the employee to leave 
the organisation, there is nothing that the employer 
has done to qualify as service. For treating something 
as service, there has to be an activity which requires 
doing something for another person. in case of notice 
period recoveries, there is no rendition of service from 
the employer in the case of permitting the employee 
to leave the organisation before the completion of the 
notice period. the events which precede the employee 
leaving the organisation are:

(a)  the decision to leave is that of the employee
(b)  the request for termination is made by the employee
(c)  the employer has no choice to retain the employee if 
he really wants to leave
(d)  If the employer decides not to insist on the notice 
period, even then he cannot insist on the recovery of 
the notice pay if the employee wants to serve the notice 
period; he will be required to continue the employment till 
that period
(e)  therefore, the employer has no choice to decide on 
whether the employee should stay back for the notice 
period or whether he should leave early against recovery 
of notice pay. this choice is also made by the employee.

From the above it is evident that all the activities and 
decisions are actually carried out by the employee. and 
the employer does nothing. he neither decides nor is 
in a position to decide. hence, there is no provision of 
service by the employer. merely because the employee is 
permitted to leave by the employer does not by any stretch 
of the imagination get covered by ‘activity performed for 
the employee’.

Would mere recovery of amounts characterise it as 
consideration?
another aspect which would need deliberation is whether 
or not the amounts recovered on account of notice 
period recovery / claw-back clauses can be treated as 
consideration? merely because money is received would 
not give it the characteristic of consideration. In the case of 
Cricket Club of India vs. Commissioner of Service Tax, 

Mumbai [2015 (40) STR 973] it was held that mere money 
flow from one person to another cannot be considered as 
consideration for a service. the relevant observations of 
the tribunal in this regard are extracted below:

‘11. …Consideration is, undoubtedly, an essential 
ingredient of all economic transactions and it is certainly 
consideration that forms the basis for computation of 
service tax. However, existence of consideration cannot 
be presumed in every money flow. The factual matrix of the 
existence of a monetary flow combined with convergence 
of two entities for such flow cannot be moulded by tax 
authorities into a taxable event without identifying the 
specific activity that links the provider to the recipient.
12. …Unless the existence of provision of a service can be 
established, the question of taxing an attendant monetary 
transaction will not arise.’

even in the celebrated case of UoI vs. Intercontinental 
Consultants and Technocrats Pvt. Limited [2018-TIOL-
76-SC-ST], the apex Court upheld the decision of the 
delhi high Court that observed that ‘...and the valuation 
of tax service cannot be anything more or less than the 
consideration paid as quid pro quo for rendering such a 
service’.

In the case of HCL Learning Limited vs. Commissioner 
of CGST, Noida [2019-TIOL-3545-CESTAT-All.], the 
hon’ble tribunal of allahabad has categorically held as 
under:

‘1… From the record, we note that the term of contract 
between the appellant and his employee are that 
employee shall be paid salary and the term of employment 
is a fixed term and if the employee leaves the job before 
the term is over then certain amount already paid as salary 
is recovered by the appellant from his employee. This part 
of the recovery is treated by Revenue as consideration 
for charging service tax... terms of contract between the 
appellant and his employee are that employee shall be 
paid salary and the term of employment is a fixed term 
and if the employee leaves the job before the term is over 
then certain amount already paid as salary is recovered by  
the appellant from his employee. This part of the recovery 
is treated by Revenue as consideration for charging 
service tax.

2. We hold that the said recovery is out of the salary 
already paid and we also note that salary is not covered 
by the provisions of service tax. Therefore, we set aside 
the impugned order and allow the appeal.’
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therefore, whether recovery is from salary due / retained 
or salary already paid, the fact remains that salary is 
excluded from service tax and such recovery cannot be 
termed as consideration.

Will notice period recovery be covered under Entry 5(e) of 
Schedule II to treat the same as supply of service?
the decision to quit the organisation by the employee is a 
unilateral decision. the same is forced upon the employer 
and he has to accept it. the employer cannot make any 
employee work without his consent. article 23(1) of the 
Indian Constitution prohibits forced labour in any form. 
In other words, statutorily no employee can be forced to 
work against his wish. In case the employee wishes not to 
serve the notice period and opt to leave the organisation 
before completion of the notice period, in such a situation 
the employer can only recover the notice period dues.

Further, the employer would not be tolerating any act in 
such a case. If the employer has the option to tolerate 
or not to tolerate, then it can be said to be a conscious 
decision. In such cases, in view of the above discussion, 
the decision to quit is thrust upon the employer without any 
option. therefore, it cannot be said that the employer has 
agreed to tolerate the said act of the employee.

a breach of contract cannot be said to be ‘tolerated’ and 
that is why an amount is imposed to deter breach in 
contracts. the contract of employment is for receipt of 
services from the employee and not for the breach. the 
Court of appeal (uK) in the case of Vehicle Control 
Services Limited [(2013) EWCA Civ 186], has noted that 
payment in the form of damages / penalty for parking in 
wrong places / wrong manner is not a consideration for 
service as the same arises out of breach of contract with 
the parking manager.
           
the madras hC has critically analysed the levy of service 
tax on notice period recoveries in the case of GE T&D India 
Limited vs. Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, 
Large Tax Payer Unit, Chennai [2020-VIL-39-Mad-ST] 
wherein the OIO had confirmed the demand treating the 
recoveries as consideration for providing declared service 
u/s 66e. In this case, the Court held as under:

‘11. The definition in clause (e) of section 66E as extracted 
above is not attracted to the scenario before me as, in 
my considered view, the employer has not “tolerated” any 
act of the employee but has permitted a sudden exit upon 
being compensated by the employee in this regard.
12. Though normally a contract of employment qua an 

employer and employee has to be read as a whole, there 
are situations within a contract that constitute rendition of 
service such as breach of a stipulation of non-compete. 
Notice pay, in lieu of sudden termination, however, does 
not give rise to the rendition of service either by the 
employer or the employee.’

the above judgment clearly lays down the principle that 
notice period recovery cannot be treated as ‘service’ by an 
employer, more so a ‘declared service’. Some monetary 
recovery by an employer from an employee on account of 
breach of contract cannot be said to be consideration for 
any different service. Breach of contract leading to recovery 
does not lead to the creation of a new contract of tolerating 
any act of the employee. the notice period recovery, at 
best, represents nothing but reduction in salary payable 
which is due to the employee which emanates only from 
the employment agreement. to draw an analogy, for 
breach of contracts, certain companies recover liquidated 
damages from the amounts due to the opposite party who 
fails to execute his duties as stipulated under the contract. 
In case of notice period recoveries, the employer recovers 
notice period recovery from the employee for breach 
of contract conditions as stipulated in the employment 
agreement. the tribunal has in the case of Reliance 
Life Insurance Company Limited [2018-TIOL-1308-
CESTAT-Mumbai = 2018 (19) GSTL J66 (Tri.)(Bom.)] 
held that the surrender / discontinuance charges represent 
penalty or liquidated damages and cannot be considered 
as a consideration for any services. on a similar footing, 
in another case of Gondwana Club vs. Commissioner 
of Customs & Central Excise, Nagpur [2016-TIOL-661-
CESTAT-Mum.] the club had recovered certain charges 
from the employees for the accommodation provided to 
them. In this case also, the tribunal held as under: 

‘7… The contractual privileges of an employer-employee 
relationship are outside the purview of service tax and this 
activity of the appellant does not come within the definition 
of the taxable service of “renting of immovable property” 
sought to be saddled on the appellant in the impugned 
order. Accordingly, the demand under the head “renting of 
immovable property service” does not sustain.’

In a very recent decision, the hon’ble high Court of Bombay 
had the opportunity to analyse the concept of ‘supply’ in 
relation to violation of legal right and claim of compensation 
/ damages in the context of the Central Goods & Services 
tax act, 2017. the hon’ble high Court in the case of Bai 
Mamubai Trust & Ors vs. Suchitra Wd/O. Sadhu Koraga 
Shetty & Ors [2019-VIL-454-Bom.] observed as under:
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56. I am in agreement with the submissions of the Learned 
amicus Curiae that where a dispute concerns price / 
payment for a taxable supply, any amount paid under a 
court’s order / decree is taxable if, and to the extent that, 
it is consideration for the said supply or a payment that 
partakes that character. In such cases, the happening of 
the taxable event of ‘supply’ is not disputed, but the dispute 
may be in regard to payment for supplies already made. 
This could be, for example, where the defendant denies 
the liability to pay the price forming consideration for the 
supply. The order / decree of the court links the payment to 
the taxable supply and the requisite element of reciprocity 
between supply and consideration is present.

57. However, where no reciprocal relationship exists, and 
the plaintiff alleges violation of a legal right and seeks 
damages or compensation from a Court to make good 
the said violation (in closest possible monetary terms), it 
cannot be said that a ‘supply’ has taken place.

58. The Learned amicus Curiae correctly submits that 
enforceable reciprocal obligations are essential to a supply. 
The supply doctrine does not contemplate or encompass 
a wrongful unilateral act or any resulting payment of 
damages. For example, in a money suit where the plaintiff 
seeks a money decree for unpaid consideration for 
letting out the premises to the defendant, the reciprocity 
of the enforceable obligations is present. The plaintiff in 
such a situation has permitted the defendant to occupy 
the premises for consideration which is not paid. The 
monies are payable as consideration towards an earlier 
taxable supply. However, in a suit, where the cause of 
action involves illegal occupation of immovable property 
or trespass (either by a party who was never authorised to 
occupy the premises or by a party whose authorisation to 
occupy the premises is determined) the plaintiff’s claim is 
one in damages.

the above judgment of the hon’ble high Court clearly 
explains that a contractual obligation forced out of a 
contract for legal violation cannot be said to be an activity 
on which tax is applicable. although the context is under 

the Goods & Services tax law, but the same can be very 
well correlated with the Service tax laws. Violation of 
contractual terms by way of monetary compensation does 
not result into a ‘contract’ between the parties on which 
tax is payable. reciprocal relationship is a must, which is 
missing in the case of notice period recovery as succinctly 
explained in the grounds above.

Based on the above judgments, analogies and justification 
as to why notice period recovery cannot be said to be a 
‘declared service’, it is apparent that the recoveries made 
from employees on account of non-serving of notice period 
/ claw-back clauses should not be liable to GSt.

InTErPlaY WITH ProFESSIon TaX aCT
each business having a presence in a particular state and 
employing a specified number of employees is required 
to deduct Profession tax from the salary payable to 
the employees and deposit it with the respective State 
Profession tax authorities of the branch where the 
employees are based. 

In the pre-GSt regime, entities engaged in providing 
services in multiple states had an option to take single 
registration and, therefore, had limited exposure to the 
state authorities. In many cases, it was observed that 
the Profession tax deducted from employee’s salary was 
deposited in only one state though the employee was 
based in a branch in a different state. While under the pre-
GSt regime the state had no overview over such cases, 
with the introduction of GSt such entities are under the 
radar of the authorities of multiple states and issues such 
as non-registration under Profession tax, non-payment of 
profession tax in the correct state and so on might start 
coming to the fore. In case of non-compliance, there might 
be repercussions which might need to be taken care of.

ConCluSIon
In view of the specific exclusion for services rendered by 
employees to employers, it may be important to ensure 
that the said exclusion is interpreted in the context of the 
precedents set under other legislations. 

The less effort, the faster and more powerful you will be
— Bruce Lee
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rECEnT DEVEloPMEnTS In GST

noTIFICaTIonS
Due to the ongoing nationwide lockdown to fight 
against the spread of novel corona virus (Covid-19), the 
government has relaxed certain provisions regarding 

due dates for filing various forms and returns, etc. to  
provide some relief to the taxpayers. Given below 
in tabular format are the revised date/s for various 
compliances: 

G.G. GOYAL 
Chartered accountant

C.B. THAKAR 
advocate

Sr. No. Notification No. Benefits extended to taxpayers
1 Notification No. 30/2020-CT – 

dated 3rd April, 2020
CGST Rules have been amended to allow taxpayers opting for the Composition Scheme for the financial 
year 2020-21 to file their option in Form CMP-02 till 30th June, 2020 and to file GST ITC-03 by 31st July, 

2020. Further, a proviso to Rule 36(4) has been inserted to allow cumulative application of the condition in 
Rule 36(4) for the months February, 2020 to August, 2020 in the return (Form GSTR3B) for the tax  

period of September, 2020
2 Notification No. 31/2020-CT – 

dated 3rd April, 2020
Class of taxpayers 

having
Rate of interest Tax period Condition is GSTR3B 

to be filed on or before
Turnover more than  

Rs. 5 crores in preceding 
financial year

Nil for first 15 days from 
the due date and 9% 

thereafter

February, 2020,  
March, 2020 and  

April, 2020

24th June, 2020

Turnover less than Rs. 5 
crores but more than Rs. 
1.5 crores in preceding 

F.Y.

Nil February, 2020 and 
March, 2020

29th June, 2020

April, 2020 30th June, 2020

Turnover up to Rs. 1.5 
crores in preceding F.Y.

Nil February, 2020 30th June, 2020
March, 2020 3rd July, 2020
April, 2020 6th July, 2020

3 Notification No. 32/2020-CT – 
dated 3rd April, 2020

Late fee waived for delay in furnishing returns in Form GSTR3B for the tax periods of February, 2020 to 
April, 2020 provided the returns in Form GSTR3B are filed by the dates specified in the Notification  

(same dates as specified in Notification No. 31)
4 Notification No. 33/2020-CT – 

dated 3rd April, 2020
Late fee waived for delay in furnishing the statement of outward supplies in Form GSTR1 for the 

tax periods March, 2020 to May, 2020 and for the quarter ending 31st March, 2020 if the same are 
furnished on or before 30th June, 2020

5 Notification No. 34/2020-CT – 
dated 3rd April, 2020

Extension of due date of furnishing statement, containing the details of payment of self-assessed tax in 
Form GST CMP-08 for the quarter ending 31st March, 2020 till 7th July, 2020 and filing Form GSTR4 for 

the financial year ending 31st March, 2020 till 15th July, 2020
6 Notification No. 35/2020-CT – 

dated 3rd April, 2020
Notification u/s 168A of the CGST Act for extending due date, of completion of any proceeding or passing 
of any order, or issuance of any notice, intimation, notification, sanction, or approval, or such other action 
by authorities, or filing of any appeal, reply, or application, or furnishing of any report, document, return, 

statement, or such other record by taxpayers, which falls during the period from 20th March, 2020 to  
29th June, 2020 to 30th June, 2020

Validity of E-way bills expiring between 20th March, 2020 and 15th April, 2020 shall be deemed to have 
been extended till 30th April, 2020
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Sr. No. Notification No. Benefits extended to taxpayers
7. Notification No. 36/2020-CT – 

dated 3rd April, 2020
Class of taxpayers 

having
Due date for filing 
Form GSTR3B for 

May, 2020

States

Aggregate turnover more 
than Rs. 5 crores in 

preceding F.Y.

27th June, 2020 All States

Turnover up to Rs. 5 
crores in preceding F.Y.

12th July, 2020 States of Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Goa, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, 

Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Union territories of 
Daman and Diu and Dadra and Nagar Haveli, 
Puducherry, Andaman and Nicobar Islands or 

Lakshadweep
Turnover up to Rs. 5 

crores in preceding F.Y.
14th July, 2020 States of Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, 

Uttarakhand, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, 
Sikkim, Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, 

Meghalaya, Mizoram, Tripura, Assam,  
West Bengal, Jharkhand, Odisha, the Union 
territories of Jammu and Kashmir, Ladakh, 

Chandigarh and Delhi

CIrCularS
(I)  Circular No. 135/05/2020-GST dated 31st March, 
2020
The government had issued the Master Refund Circular No. 
125/44/2019-GST dated 18th November, 2019 rescinding 
all the earlier Circulars on refund and subsuming all the 
clarifications relating to refund under the Master Circular. 
Thereafter, the above Circular No. 135/05/2020-GST 
dated 31st march, 2020 is issued to further clarify certain 
points contained in the master Circular and also certain 
issues being raised by trade and industry.

(a)  Bunching of refund claims across financial year:
Paragraph 8 of the Master Circular clarified that 
refund application may be filed for a tax period, or by 
clubbing various tax periods within a financial year. 
Subsequently, the Hon’ble Delhi High Court in the case 
of M/s Pitambra Books Pvt. Ltd. had stayed the rigour 
of paragraph 8 of Circular No. 125/44/2019-GST on the 
ground that government is not empowered to withdraw 
benefits or impose stricter conditions than postulated 
by the law.

Vide paragraph 2 of the above Circular No. 135/05/2020-
GST dated 31st March, 2020 the CBIC has clarified 
that the prohibition of refund application for multiple tax 
periods falling under the same financial year has been 
removed. The effect is that now the applicant can file an 
application containing tax periods of more than a year. For 
example, the refund application for the quarters January 
to March, 2020 and April to June, 2020 can be filed in a 
single refund application.

(b)  Refund of ITC accumulated on account of reduction 
in GST rate:
Paragraph 3 of the above Circular No. 135/05/2020 has 
clarified that in case of a reduction in the rate of GST for a 
particular supply, the accumulated ITC will not be available 
as refund under the inverted duty structure. For example, 
registered person ‘A Ltd.’ has bought goods ‘X’ attracting 
GST at 18%. Thereafter, the rate of GST for goods ‘X’ 
was reduced to 5%. Thus, while selling the goods ‘X’, ‘A 
Ltd.’ has discharged the GST at 5%. On account of the 
reduction in rate of GST, there is accumulation of ITC in 
the hands of ‘A Ltd.’

The relevant portion of section 54(3)(ii) which provides for 
refund in case of inverted duty structure is reproduced below:

(ii) where the credit has accumulated on account of rate 
of tax on inputs being higher than the rate of tax on output 
supplies (other than nil rated or fully exempt supplies),…

On a plain reading of the above provision, one can 
interpret that the above example of ‘A Ltd.’ will fall under 
the category of inverted duty structure as the 18% rate of 
GST on inputs, i.e., product ‘X’, is higher than the 5% rate 
of GST on output supply of product ‘X’.

However, the CBIC has clarified in the above Circular 
that the input and output being the same in such cases, 
though attracting different tax rates at different points 
in time, they do not get covered under the provisions 
of clause (ii) of sub-section (3) of section 54 of the  
CGST Act.
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If the interpretation of CBIC is adopted, it would mean 
that the inverted rate structure will apply only in case 
of manufactured goods, or inputs used for provision of 
services. The inverted rate structure will not apply in the 
case of mere trading of goods.

It can be argued that the above interpretation given 
by CBIC is narrowing the provision of the inverted rate 
structure, which may not have been contemplated by 
law, especially on a reading of the definition of ‘Input’ u/s 
2(59) of the CGST Act. Such interpretation will have far-
reaching effects as the accumulated ITC will be held up 
as working capital for no fault of the registered person. 
This issue requires reconsideration by the authorities.

(c)  Change in manner of refund for claims other than 
zero-rated supplies:
Rule 86(4A) and Rule 92(1A) have been inserted vide 
Notification No. 16/2020-CT dated 23rd march, 2020 to 
change the manner of refund for claims other than zero-rated 
supplies. In case of refund claimed for other than zero-rated 
supplies, the Circular has clarified that refund shall be given 
in the same proportion as the debit entry in the cash and 
credit ledger in order to avoid the unintended encashment of 
credit balances. The excess debit in the credit ledger will be 
re-credited to the claimant on Form GST PMT-03.

(d)  Guidelines for refund of ITC after introduction of new 
Rule 36(4):
Paragraph 36 of the Master Refund Circular No. 
125/44/2019-GST clarified that the refund of ITC availed 
in respect of invoices not reflected in Form GSTR2A 
will be admissible provided copies of such invoices are 
uploaded.

However, in the wake of the insertion of sub-rule (4) to Rule 
36 of the CGST Rules, 2017 vide Notification No. 49/2019-
GST dated 9th October, 2019, the CBIC has now clarified 
that the refund of accumulated ITC shall be restricted to the 
ItC as per those invoices the details of which are uploaded 
by the supplier in Form GSTR1 and are reflected in the 
Form GSTR2A of the applicant. Accordingly, paragraph 36 
of the Circular No. 125/44/2019-GST, dated 18th November, 
2019 stands modified to that extent.

this will again have far-reaching effects as the claimant 
will now be given refund of only those invoices which are 
appearing in the GSTR2A.

(e)  New requirement to mention HSN / SAC in 
Annexure-B:

Annexure-B, which is a ‘Statement of Inward Supplies’ to 
be filed along with the Refund Application, will now have 
an extra column of HSN / SAC code of inward supplies 
to help authorities in distinguishing ItC on capital goods 
from ITC on inputs and input services.

A difficulty may arise in cases where the declaration of 
HSN / SAC is optional and the supplier has not mentioned 
the HSN or SAC. The applicant may self-determine the 
HSN / SAC while filing the application.

(II)  Circular No. 136/06/2020-GST dated 3rd April, 
2020
The above circular is issued for explaining the various 
measures taken by the government to provide relief to 
the taxpayers on account of the impact on the industry 
due to the spread of Covid-19.

(III) Circular No. 137/07/2020-GST dated 13th April, 
2020
Vide this Circular certain further issues arising due to the 
lockdown are addressed. The Circular clarifies on issues 
such as adjustment of tax, or refund of excess payment 
of tax on account of cancellation of supplies, or advances 
being returned by the supplier. One important clarification 
in the Circular is regarding the time limit for filing the 
refund applications. Where the limitation of two years 
from the relevant date for filing the refund application u/s 
54(1) is exhausting between 20th march, 2020 and 29th 

June, 2020, the refund application can be filed up to 30th 
June, 2020.

aDVanCE rulInGS
(i)  RCM liability on salary to directors – Recent important 
AR
(Advance Ruling No. Raj/AAR/2019-20/33 dated 20th 
February, 2020 in the case of Clay Crafts India Private 
Limited.)

The issue before the Rajasthan AAR was about the liability 
of the company to reverse Charge mechanism (rCm) on 
salary paid to directors. The applicant company has six 
directors and all of them are discharging their duties as 
directors. In addition, they are also working at different 
levels in the company, such as, in charge of production, 
procurement of raw materials, quality checks, dispatches, 
accounts, etc. For the above duties they are paid salaries 
and are also subject to the TDS and PF laws applicable 
to any other normal employee. In short, the argument 
of the company was that the salaries paid for the above 
duties are under an employer-employee relation where 
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the company is the employer and the directors are 
employees. The company contended that the salary paid 
is exempt under Entry No. 1 of Schedule III to the CGST 
Act, 2017. The said Entry provides that services by an 
employee to the employer in the course of, or in relation 
to, his employment is neither supply of service nor supply 
of goods. The applicant company also cited judgments of 
the Hon. Supreme Court and others where it is held that 
the director can be an employee of the company.

The issue for decision before the AAR was whether salary 
payment to directors will attract any liability under RCM 
on the ground of services supplied by the directors to  
the company.

The AAR referred to the definition of ‘consideration’ 
in section 2(31) of the CGST Act and the wordings in 
Notification No. 13/3017-Central Rate dated 28th June, 
2017. Entry No. 6 of the said Notification provides for RCM 
liability on categories of supply of services mentioned in 
Column (2) of the Table. The description in Entry No. 6 is 
reproduced below:

‘Services supplied by a director of a company or a body 
corporate to the said company or the body corporate.’

In view of the above provision, the learned AAR held that 
the payment of salary is not covered by Entry No. 1 of 
Schedule III  as contended by the applicant company and 
held that it is one kind of payment for services provided by 
the director and hence liable to RCM.

The above AR may lead to raising of inquiries from 
various authorities regarding discharge of liability for 
rCm on salaries paid to directors, which till now was 
widely believed as not liable. Looking into the overall 
provisions of the law, it is well understood that entry 1 in 
Schedule III is separate and has an overriding effect on 
other provisions of the Act. Further, on the ground that it is 
a contractual arrangement (as employer and employee) 
and the director’s salary is assessed under the Income-
tax Act under the head ‘Salary’ as also under the EPF 
Act and certain provisions of the Companies Act, etc., it 
can very well be contended that such salary payment to 
director/s is covered under Entry 1 of Schedule III. Once it 
is covered by Entry 1 of Schedule III, it is neither a supply 
of goods nor a supply of service; hence there should be 
no liability for RCM on salary paid to whole-time directors.

however, the learned aar holds that the rCm provision 
is clear enough to cover all categories of services and 
therefore impliedly holds that entry in rCm is the 
overriding entry.

The above AR suggests that the RCM liability will arise 
for all kinds of services specified in the Notification. For 
example, RCM liability will arise even on commission paid 
to directors, or rent paid to directors for any premises, etc. 
Similar litigations are also pending under the erstwhile 
Service Tax regime.

the higher authorities are expected to take note of the 
above AR and provide appropriate guidelines. 
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tax, international tax, GST, FEMA or such related topics. 
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i. HiGH Court

[2020-TIOL-593-HC-Del.]
Aargus Global Logistics Private Ltd. vs. Union 
of India & Anr.
Date of order: 6th March, 2020
 

the Central Government has the powers to frame 
rule 5a of the service tax rules, 1994 and the 
same is also saved w.e.f. 1st July, 2017
 
FaCts
the petitioner preferred the present petition to seek 
directions to quash rule 5a of the Service tax rules, 1994 
by declaring that it is in conflict with various provisions 
of the Finance act, 1994. Further, it also sought a writ 
of certiorari declaring Rule 5A as having lapsed w.e.f. 1st 

July, 2017 on the grounds that there is no saving of the 
said provision under the CGSt act.

Held
The Court noted that section 94 empowers the Central 
Government to make rules for carrying out the provisions 
of the Finance Act. In addition to the specific matters in 
relation to which Rules can be framed, there is also a 
general rule-making power. The only statutory limitation is 
to ensure that rules are framed to enforce the provisions of 
the Finance Act. The Court held that the powers granted 
were exhaustive and included the power to frame Rule 5A 
of the Service tax rules, 1994.

Further, w.e.f. 1st July, 2017, the Court noted that rules 
are framed to carry out the provisions of the act and 
are framed under the act. thus, the rules are saved by 
clause (b) of section 174(2) which states that anything 
done under the Finance act shall not be affected by the 
amendment of the Finance Act. It was also noted that the 
powers of the competent authorities stood preserved by 
virtue of section 6 of the General Clauses act. thus, it 
was held that the petitioner is obliged to maintain and 
provide all records which they are required to maintain 

in the normal course of business to the respondent and 
dismissed the writ.

8 [2020 116 taxmann.com 4 Guj.]
Deendayal Port Trust vs. UOI
Date of order: 12th February, 2020

provisions of rule 7B of service tax rules permit 
the assessee to revise the st-3 returns multiple 
times within the prescribed period. hence, the 
aCes portal not allowing it to revise the Form st-3 
for the second time within a prescribed period 
resulting in technical glitches is contrary to the 
provisions of the said rule 7B

FaCts
The petitioner filed ST-3 return for the period April, 2017 
to June, 2017 in August, 2017 and after filing the return 
realised that there were certain invoices pertaining to the 
said period which remained unaccounted; consequently, 
the Input tax Credit involved in such invoices could not 
be claimed in the return of service tax in Form ST-3. The 
petitioner therefore revised its return and claimed such ItC 
in the revised return filed in September, 2017. Thereafter, 
the petitioner further realised that a few more invoices for 
the said period remained to be included in the revised ST-3 
returns as well. Therefore, it again tried to file a second 
revised return to claim the correct amount; however, ACES 
did not permit it to file a revised return for the second time. 
therefore, credit of rs. 99,46,810 remained unclaimed.

The Department was requested to consider the additional 
claim of credit. thereafter the entire ItC (including 
the ITC of Rs. 99,46,810) was claimed in TRAN-1. On 
scrutiny, the said credit was denied. It was contended (by 
the petitioner) that credit should be allowed as it was well 
within its right to revise the return a second time as per 
Rule 7B of the Service Tax Rules; however, the ACES 
portal did not allow the same. Therefore, it should be 
given the benefit of Order No. 01/2020-GST dated 7th 
February, 2020 to submit its claim manually.

7 8
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Held
the high Court examined the provisions of rule 7B of 
the Service tax rules, 1994 and held that the said rule 
permits revision of the original return multiple times 
within the time limit prescribed. Hence, the ACES portal 
not allowing it to revise the Form ST-3 for a second 
time within the prescribed period resulting in technical 
glitches is contrary to the provisions of the said rule 7B. 
accordingly, the high Court directed the respondent to 
consider the claim of rs. 99,46,810 manually under rule 
7B of the rules, 1994 and order dated 7th February, 2020.

ii.  triBunal
 
[2020-TIOL-493-CESTAT-Bang.]
M/s TPI Advisory Services India Pvt. Ltd. vs. 
Commissioner of Central Tax
Date of order: 27th January, 2020

service tax paid legitimately on invoice raised 
cannot be refunded

FaCts
the appellant raised credit notes in the GSt regime 
relating to the service tax regime and issued fresh invoices 
in the GSt regime and paid GSt thereon. Subsequently, 
a refund claim was filed for the service tax paid prior to 
July, 2017 u/s 11B of the Central Excise Act, 1944. It 
was stated that the clients did not accept the service tax 
invoice and thus they raised credit notes with respect to 
those invoices and paid GSt on the fresh invoices raised. 
The refund claim was rejected on the ground that raising 
subsequent invoices under GSt as per the request of the 
clients and claiming for the refund of service tax already 
paid under the erstwhile Finance Act, 1994 is not under 
the purview of the law to consider for refund of service tax 
paid for the correctly declared invoice value in the ST-3 
returns.

Held
the tribunal noted that the appellant issued the GSt 
invoices subsequently simply at the instance of their 
clients. When the service tax was paid for the services 
rendered during the relevant period, the same was liable 
to be paid. The four invoices issued subsequently were 
without any supplies under the GST regime which in itself 
is a violation warranting rejection of refund. The tax paid 
during april to June, 2017 against the service tax invoices 
was the legitimate tax that was due to the government as 
per the prevailing Finance act, 1994. hence, the service 
tax paid is in order and correct and there is no provision 

for the refund of duty / tax that was liable to be paid 
legitimately.

[2020-TIOL-549-CESTAT-Del.]
M/s Regency Park Property Management  
Services P. Ltd. vs. Commissioner, Service Tax
Date of order: 29th January, 2020

inputs, input services and capital goods used for 
construction of mall which is rented out services 
received prior to april 11 is available as CenVat 
credit post april 11

FaCts
the appellant availed CenVat credit on inputs, input 
services and capital goods for construction of a mall and 
thereafter rented out the same for commercial purposes. 
Service tax was paid under renting of immovable property 
service. The said credit availed was held as inadmissible. 
Two show cause notices were issued for the periods April, 
2007 to march, 2010 and april, 2011 to march, 2012.

Held
relying on the decisions of various high Courts, including 
the case of Sai Sahmita Storages (P) Ltd. (23) STR 
241 (AP) and various Tribunals, it was held that there 
is no doubt that CenVat credit availed on inputs, input 
services and capital goods used for construction of the 
mall, which was ultimately let out, cannot be denied. 
With respect to the period april, 2011 to march, 2012, it 
is argued that the CenVat credit availed for the period 
2011 to 2012 pertains to input services received prior 
to 1st april, 2011. In this connection, the relevant pages 
of the CENVAT Register for the period 2011-2012 were 
enclosed. Relying on Board Circular No. 943/04/2011 
dated 29th april, 2011 that credit on such service shall be 
available if its provision had been completed before 1st 

April, 2011, CENVAT credit was allowed.

[2020-TIOL-500-CESTAT-Bang.]
Commissioner of Central Tax vs. M/s Karnataka 
Golf Association
Date of order: 17th February, 2020

no service tax on advance entrance / enrolment 
fee levied by club from its members as there exists 
mutuality of interest

FaCts
the assessee is an association of Persons. the issue at 
hand is whether it is liable to pay service tax on ‘advance 

9

10

11
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entrance / enrolment fee’ collected from prospective 
members.

Held
relying on the decision in the case of State of West 
Bengal vs. Calcutta Club Ltd. 2019 (29) GSTL 545 

(SC) and of the Jharkhand high Court in Ranchi Club 
Ltd. 2012 (26) STR 401 (Jharkhand), the Court held 
that since there is mutuality of interest between the 
club and its members, there is no transfer of ownership  
of the service and accordingly the appeals are  
disposed of.

1

2

Pfizer Products India Pvt. Ltd. vs. State of  
Maharashtra & Others
Writ petition No. 3149 of 2019
Date of order: 1st August, 2019
(Bombay High Court)

Whether the part payment made in the earlier 
round of appeal is required to be adjusted against 
the mandatory part payment of 10% u/s 26a of the 
mVat act, 2002

FaCts
The petitioner had approached the Hon’ble Bombay 
high Court under article 226 of the Constitution of India 
challenging the refusal of the Joint Commissioner to 
accept the appeal since the same was not accompanied 
with proof of part payment as required u/s 26A of the 
mVat act, 2002. the petitioner had in the earlier round 
of the same appeal made the part payment as directed 
by the Joint Commissioner. the Joint Commissioner had 
remanded that appeal.

Held
the amounts deposited before the appellate authority 
continued to be with the State, even though the earlier 
order was set aside. Therefore, for the purpose of 
computing 10% payable u/s 26A of the MVAT Act, the 
amounts which were deposited in the earlier round with 
the appellate authorities should be taken into account for 
computing 10% of the disputed State tax under the mVat 
act for the appeal being entertained on merits.

Sudirman Paper Pvt. Ltd. vs. State of Tamil Nadu
(Madras High Court)

Whether the revision order passed in pursuance of 
the notices issued to the amalgamating company 
after amalgamation is good in law

FaCts
A company, S, was amalgamated with another company 
by order dated 20th September, 2012 of the high Court 
with retrospective effect on and from 1st april, 2011 and 
this fact was communicated to the Commercial Tax Officer 
concerned by letter dated 1st november, 2012.

Notwithstanding such intimation regarding amalgamation, 
revision notices were issued to the transferor company 
and ultimately revised assessment orders were passed 
in the name of the transferor company. the orders so 
passed were challenged before the Madras High Court.

Held
The Court directed that the revised assessments were 
to be redone and completed giving an opportunity to 
the transferee entity, i.e., the transferee company, to 
make objections and show cause, or, in other words, a 
reasonable opportunity was to be granted to it. The orders 
in question were directed to be treated as show-cause 
notices prior to the revised assessment.

Arihant Granite and Marbles vs. State of Tamil 
Nadu
73 GSTR 262

Whether order of penalty passed without 
assessment is sustainable

FaCts
the petitioner had paid tax after a visit by the enforcement 
branch. thereafter, based on the report submitted by the 
enforcement officials, the assessing authority issued a 
notice proposing to impose penalty at the rate of 150% 
of the tax due under the tamil nadu Vat act, 2006. the 
dealer filed an objection but the authority passed orders 
imposing penalty at the rate of 100%. the dealer then 
filed a writ petition.

3
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Held
the a.o. ought to have issued a notice of the proposal 
to the dealer, both in respect of its tax liability as well 
as penalty, if so warranted, and passed the order of 
assessment thereafter upon hearing the dealer in respect 
of both components. the payment of tax amount by 
the dealer before the inspecting officials could not be a 
reason for the a.o. not to pass the order of assessment in 
respect of the tax component as well.

The report of the inspecting officials could not be the only 
source or reason for passing the order of assessment; 

it might be one of the sources or reasons for doing 
so, since the A.O. while discharging the functions of a 
quasi-judicial authority when making the assessment, 
had to pass an order with independent application of 
mind. In this case, the A.O. had straightaway issued the 
notice of proposal for imposing penalty and, thereafter, 
passed the order confirming the proposal. The order 
was an independent order levying penalty alone without 
assessing the tax liability. the assessing authority 
had no jurisdiction to impose penalty by a separate  
and independent order. The order imposing penalty was 
set aside.

i.   HiGH Court

[2020 116 taxmann.com 36 (Guj.)]
Anopsinh Kiritsinh Sarvaiya vs. State of Gujarat
Date of order: 6th February, 2020

When tax authorities have reason to believe that 
the goods liable for confiscation on the ground of 
contravention of law or any document or material 
useful for any proceeding is secreted at any place 
(godown), the right course of action is to seize 
and confiscate the goods and proceed against the 
owners of the goods and not to seal the godown 
indefinitely to prejudice the owner of the godown

FaCts
The petitioner had given his godown on rent to five parties 
to store agricultural produce. the State tax authorities 
visited the godown and in the exercise of power u/s 67 
of the Act, placed their seal on the godown based on the 
information that the five dealers, jointly in occupation of 
the godown and who had stored their goods in it, had 
contravened the provisions of the act and the rules. the 
Sealing Memo recorded reasons like availing wrong Input 
Tax Credit, collecting tax wrongly and not depositing it with 
the government, neglecting the search team and non-co-
operation in the process, etc. the petitioner moved Court 
seeking relief against the action of the state’s officers and 
release of the godown.

Held
The Court noted that section 67 empowers the proper 

officer to cause search at any place and seize the goods, 
documents or books or things if he has reasons to believe 
that any goods liable to confiscation, or any documents or 
books useful or relevant to any proceedings are secreted 
at such place. Accordingly, it was held that if it is the case 
of the Department that the five dealers have stored goods 
or other articles which are liable to confiscation, then the 
authorities could have seized such goods and documents 
a long time back and once the goods and other articles 
were seized from the premises then there could be no 
good reason to keep the godown in a sealed condition. 
the Court, therefore, issued directions to remove the seal 
and proceed against the dealer/s.

[2020 (32) GSTL 338 (All.)]
Ice Cream Manufacturers Association vs.  
Union of India
Date of order: 24th October, 2019

Classification of ice creams at par with pan 
masala and tobacco products for composition 
scheme under Gst is not without any rationale 
and, therefore, is not arbitrary or unreasonable or 
irrational

FaCts
The present writ petition is filed against composition 
scheme notifications (Notification No. 08 of 2017-C.T. 
dated 27th July, 2017 and no. 14 of 2019-C.t. dated 7th 

march, 2019) stating that ice cream cannot be treated at 
par with pan masala and tobacco products as consumption 
of ice cream does not have ill-effects. It leads to heavy 

5
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taxation without any reasonable classification thereby 
making such treatment unjust, unreasonable and violative 
of article 14 of the Constitution of India.

Held
relying upon the ratios laid down by the Hon’ble 
Supreme Court in various cases, the Court listed the 
principle that there is always presumption in favour of 
the constitutionality of a law. No enactment can be struck 
down by just saying that it is arbitrary, unreasonable or 
irrational; the Court is not concerned with the wisdom or 
non-wisdom, the justice or injustice of the law; hardship is 
not relevant for the constitutional validity of a fiscal statue 
or economic law. In the field of taxation, the legislature 
enjoys greater latitude for classification. Thus, it was held 
that such classification of ice creams was not without any 
rationale and, consequently, the writ petition filed by the 
petitioner was dismissed.

ii.  aPPellate autHoritY

[2020 114 taxmann.com 453 (AA-GST-HP)]
Godrej Consumer Products Ltd. vs. ACST & 
E-cum Proper Officer Circle, Baddi
Date of order: 11th February, 2020
 

While preparing e-way bill, the supplier keyed in 
the wrong distance which reduced the validity of 
e-way bill and caused it to expire while the goods 
were in transit. the appellant authority, relying upon 
other documents accompanying the consignment, 
granted relief from additional tax demand holding 
that benefit of CBEC Circular No. 64/38/2018-GST 
dated 14th September, 2018 and the State Circular 
No. 12-25/2018-19-EXN dated 13th march, 2019 
be granted to the appellant as the error is minor  
in nature

FaCts
the appellant had placed an order on the supplier for 
the supply of certain goods from Puducherry to himachal 
Pradesh. the supplier issued a valid invoice and also 
generated the E-way bill online and handed over the 
goods to the transporter for transportation. When the 
consignment was intercepted, the authorities noticed that 
the E-way bill had expired. Consequently, the Department 
passed a detention order and seized the goods along 
with the vehicle. The appellant representative attended 
in person before the authority and explained that the 
consignment was accompanied with proper invoices 
along with the E-way bill; however, due to a typographical 

error while generating the E-way bill, it had mentioned an 
approximate distance of  20 km. instead of 2,000 km. as 
a result, the validity of the E-way bill is perfectly correct 
and consistent with the invoice and the consignment. 
However, the Department did not appreciate the fact and 
demanded a penalty.

Held
the appellate authority noted that there is no dispute as 
regards the quantity of the goods, tax invoice and the 
E-way bill issued by the supplier which is legally required 
to be carried along with the truck. Further, the E-way bill 
contained all the required information in Part A as well 
as Part B as prescribed under E-way bill rules. Thus, the 
appellant's truck was carrying all the legal documents 
including the E-way bill, and the said bill duly contained 
all the information which had to be filled under Rule 138 of 
CGST/HPGST Rule 2017; however, due to a typographical 
error, the approximate distance was mentioned as 20 km. 
instead of 2,000 km. Owing to the said error, the validity of 
the E-way bill got generated for only one day and expired 
before the goods reached the destination.

the appellant authority referred to paragraph 5 of the 
CBEC Circular 64/38/2018-GST dated 14th September, 
2018 and the decision of Sabitha Riyaz vs. the Union 
of India [WP (C) 34874 of 2018] and [2018 (11) TMI 
213 - Kerala High Court] in which it was held that ʻif the 
error in E-way bill is minor apart from being typographical, 
then it stands covered and exempted under the Circular 
No. 64/38/2018-GST, dated 14th September, 2018’. The 
appellant authority also observed that as per paragraph 6 
of the said Circular in case of minor errors mentioned in 
paragraph 5, penalty to the tune of Rs. 500 each u/s 125 
of the CGSt act and the respective state GSt act should 
be imposed (rs. 1,000 under the IGSt act) in Form  GSt 
drC-07 for every consignment. the appellate authority 
accordingly directed the refund of additional demand and 
imposed a nominal penalty as per the said Circular.

iii.  autHoritY oF adVanCe rulinG

[2020-TIOL-64-AAR-GST]
Clay Craft India Pvt. Ltd. [AAR-Rajasthan]
Date of order: 26th February, 2020

services provided by directors of company are 
liable to Gst under reverse charge

FaCts
The applicant informed that its Board of directors was  

7
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performing all the duties and responsibilities as required 
under the law and the directors were working as employees 
for which they were being compensated by way of regular 
salary and other allowances as per company policy and 
as per their employment contract. they are also deducting 
TDS on their salary and applying the PF laws. A ruling 
is sought as to whether GST is payable under RCM in 
respect of the salary paid to the directors of the company 
and whether the situation would change if the director is 
also a part-time director in another company.

Held
The authority primarily noted point No. 6 of Notification 
No. 13/2017-Central Tax (Rate) and held that it is very 
clear that the services rendered by the directors to 
the company for which consideration is paid to them 
under ‘any head’ is liable to GST under reverse charge 
mechanism. Moreover, it was noted that consideration 
paid to the directors is against the supply of services 
provided by them to the applicant company and are not 
covered under Clause (1) of Schedule III of the CGSt 
act, 2017 as directors are not employees of the company. 
Further, it was held that the situation remains the same in 
the second situation as well and the company is liable to 
GSt under reverse charge.

note: the decision states that there cannot exist an 
employer-employee relationship in case of services 
provided by directors and it will be liable to GST under 
reverse charge. the decision appears to be controversial 
considering the relevant provisions of the Companies act, 
2013 in this regard. The decision is likely to be appealed 
against. the readers are advised to refer to the decision 
in the case of Allied Blenders and Distillers Private Ltd. 
[2019 (24) GSTL 207 (Trib.-Mum.)] which is in favour of 
the assessee in the service tax regime.

[2020-TIOL-66-AAR-GST]
M/s Latest Developers Advisory Ltd. [AAR-
Rajasthan]
Date of order: 9th January, 2020

supply of maintenance services and supply of 
water even though through different contracts by 
a resident welfare association are directly related 
to each other

FaCts
The applicant enters into an agreement with society 
/ owners' association / individual customers for 
maintenance services for common area maintenance 

(Cam) and  levies GSt for providing such services. 
In another area which lacks proper water supply, the 
applicant would be entering into a contract (Contract-II) 
with individual members for supply of water for personal 
use and for which purpose they would be sourcing the 
same through tanker water suppliers; in the absence of 
any meters, water charges may be collected based on 
square foot area occupied by such customers and an 
invoice would be issued accordingly. A ruling is sought to 
know as to whether they would be required to pay GST 
on water charges so collected from the customers under 
Contract-II; and whether exemption would be available 
as prescribed in S. no. 99 [Water - heading 2201] of 
02/2017-Central Tax (Rate).

Held
The authority noted that the applicant is involved in two 
agreements where Contract-I is for maintenance services 
provided to the residents’ welfare association (RWA) and 
Contract-II is for supply of water to individuals residing 
in the rWa. GSt on services provided to its resident 
members is @18% when each unit household in the 
society pays more than rs. 7,500 per month. the authority 
observed that the applicant seems to have bifurcated 
the services provided to the society in order to escape 
the condition of rs. 7,500 per month per member or it  
might be crossing the GSt registration threshold limit of 
rs. 20 lakhs.

It was noted that as a general practice the maintenance 
services are inclusive of supply of water and hence 
supply of water provided through a separate agreement 
raises a suspicion. even though the applicant may have a 
separate agreement for supply of water and for receiving 
charges on the basis of square foot occupancy, it is not 
possible to supply water to each apartment separately 
as mentioned in Contract-II because the apartments 
do not have their own separate water storage tanks. 
thus, both contracts appear to be directly linked to each 
other as there is no case of direct supply of water by the 
applicant to individual residents of the society; therefore, 
the applicant is required to pay the GSt as applicable on 
Contract-I.

[2020 116 taxmann.com 102]
Hitachi Power Europe GmbH (AAR-Uttar 
Pradesh)
Date of order: 11th September, 2019

A project office of a foreign company in India is 
a mere extension of the head office. Further, 
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expat employees of the foreign company working 
through project office are also the employees of the 
project office and any accounting entry passed in 
the books of a project office for salary paid to such 
expat employees out of funds of a foreign company 
would not attract Gst. and further the services 
provided by expat employees to the project office 
would not attract Gst due to employer-employee 
relationship

FaCts
the applicant is a German company and has been 
awarded contracts for the supply of goods and 
supervisory services in relation to certain mega power 
projects in India. The applicant constituted three project 
offices for undertaking an onshore portion of the project 
in India. For carrying out the projects in India, the expat 
employees (employees of the head office) would work 
out from the project office in India. As the project office 
is not a separate legal entity and merely an extension 
of the head office in India, these expat employees are 
employees of the project office. The question raised 
by the applicant was whether GST is applicable to 
the accounting entry made for the purpose of Indian 
accounting requirements in the books of accounts of the 
project office for the salary cost of the expat employees.

Held
The AAR noted that the PAN and TAN for the project 
office have been issued by the Income-tax Department in 
the name of the foreign company. Further, the applicant 
has obtained registration under the Companies act, 
2013 as a 'Foreign Company' by mentioning its name 
as 'Hitachi Power Europe GmbH'. Besides, the parties 
in India have entered into an agreement with the 
foreign company and, in turn, as per rBI guidelines, the 
foreign company has opened its project office in India 
to undertake / complete the contractual obligations. It 
was also observed that as per the FEMA regulations any 
shortfall of funds for meeting any liability in India will be 
met by inward remittance from abroad and the project 
will be funded directly by such inward remittance. AAR 
also verified the same from the financial statements of 
the project office.

Based on the same, the AAR held that the project office 
is merely an extension of the foreign company in India to 
undertake the project in India and limited to undertaking 
compliances required under various tax and regulatory 

requirements in India; and hence the transactions 
between the foreign company and the project office are 
an intra-company affair. the aar further held that the 
project office is treating the expat employees as its own 
employees in various regulatory / tax matters and an 
‘employee-employer relation exists between the project 
office and the expat employees’. The AAR also relied 
upon Schedule III which provides that the services by an 
employee to the employer in the course of or in relation 
to his employment shall be treated neither as a supply of 
goods nor a supply of service. accordingly, the aar held 
that the service provided by the expat employees to the 
project office falls under the category of ‘Services by an 
employee to the employer in the course of or in relation 
to his employment’. Accordingly, no GST is leviable on 
the salary paid to the expat employees and reflected in 
the books of accounts of the project office.

[2020 (32) GSTL 435]
KSR & Company (AAR-Andhra Pradesh)
Date of order: 14th February, 2019

input tax Credit restriction under sections 17(5)
(c) and 17(5)(d) will not apply on goods and 
services used in execution of works contract for 
construction of road

FaCts
The applicant is supplying works contract services 
of construction of road to the government of andhra 
Pradesh to make special repairs to feeder road wherein 
the scope of work includes construction of granular 
sub-base by providing hBG material and spreading 
uniform layers with motor grader or by other approved 
means. Advance ruling is sought on whether they are 
eligible for Input tax Credit on GSt paid on goods or 
services in execution of ‘Works Contracts’ specifically in 
construction of roads for the government.

Held
Concurring with the applicant, the Authority of Advance 
ruling held that as per section 17(5)(c) of the CGSt act, 
2017 since the applicant is in the same line of business, 
i.e., works contract services, Input Tax Credit is allowed 
on goods and services used for providing works contract 
services. The authority opined that the work executed 
by the applicant is for the state of andhra Pradesh and 
not for themselves and, thus, not ineligible even as per 
section 17(5)(d) of the CGSt act, 2017.
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iV.  aPPellate autHoritY oF 
adVanCe rulinG

[2020 (32) GSTL 751]
Specsmakers Pvt. Ltd. (App. AAR Tamil Nadu)
Date of order: 13th November, 2019

Provisos to Rule 28 need not be applied seriatim. 
second proviso to Rule 28 is not subordinate to 
first proviso to Rule 28 of the Central Goods and 
services tax rules, 2017

FaCts
the appellant is in the business of spectacle frames, sun-
glass lenses, etc. and procures raw material locally and 
by way of imports. His main office is located in Tamil Nadu 
and he has branches in various other states to which he 
transfers the materials so procured. In order to determine 
the valuation in such transfer cases, the appellant had 
sought advance ruling whereby it was decided that the 
value of supply shall be open market value as per rule 
28(a) of the Central Goods and Services tax rules, 2017 
rejecting the appellant’s contention of applicability of the 

second proviso to Rule 28(a). It was specifically observed 
by the advance ruling authority that both the provisos to 
rule 28 shall be read together. aggrieved by the above, 
the present appeal was filed by the appellant.

Held
the appellate authority of advance ruling observed that 
when an ‘open market value’ is available, sub-rules (b) 
and (c) of rule 28 of the rules may not be applicable 
but the same is not the case with the provisos to rule 
28. Considering the construction of rule 28, the appellate 
Authority of Advance Ruling held that the law provides the 
taxpayer with an option to adopt 90% of the price charged 
as value to be adopted initially (i.e., supply between 
distinct persons) and, in the alternative, in case full ItC is 
available to the recipient as credit, the value declared in 
the invoice is deemed as ‘open market value’. The second 
proviso is not subordinate to the first, but is independently 
operative. Applying the above to the specific facts and 
circumstances of the case at hand, the appellate authority 
of advance ruling held that the appellant may adopt the 
value for supply to distinct person as per the second 
proviso to rule 28. 
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seCurities laws

seBi’s BroaD orDer on enCuMBereD sHares  
– rePerCussions For ProMoters

In the ongoing Covid-19 crisis, where the world is reeling 
and stock markets are crashing three times and then 
recovering once, a recent SeBI order on disclosure of 
encumbered shares could have widespread repercussions 
on promoters. Increasingly, over the years, the regulatory 
outlook of SeBI has been one of disclosures and self-
education rather than close monitoring and micro-
management. material events relating to a company 
should be disclosed at the earliest so that the public 
can educate itself and take an informed decision. In this 
context, an order levying a fairly stiff penalty in a complex 
case of encumbrance of shares held by a promoter 
company makes interesting reading (adjudication order 
in respect of two entities in the matter of yes Bank Ltd. 
ref no.: ead-2/SS/SK/89/252-253 /2019-20, dated 31st 
march, 2020).

BrieF BaCKGrounD
disclosure of holding of shares in listed companies 
by promoters and certain other persons (substantial 
shareholders, etc.), is an important feature of the 
securities laws in India. Promoters typically have large 
holdings of shares, they control the company and their 
continued involvement in it as substantial shareholders 
is an aspect considered by the public as relevant in 
investment decision-making. Being insiders with control 
of the company, their dealings in shares are also closely 
monitored. thus, movements in shareholding of shares 
are required to be disclosed by several provisions of 
the securities laws. these disclosures are event-based 
and also periodical. Quarterly / annual disclosures are 
mandated. So are disclosures based on certain types of 
transactions or crossing of certain values / quantities / 
percentage of movement in the shares held.

Interestingly, and this is the topic of this article, disclosure 
of encumbrance in the shares of promoters and their 
release is also a requirement under the provisions of 
SeBI (Substantial acquisition of Shares and takeovers) 
regulations, 2011 (‘the takeover regulations’). 

regulation 31 of the takeover regulations requires 
disclosure by the promoters of the creation, release or 
invocation of any encumbrance on their shares.

The definition of what constitutes ‘encumbrance’ has 
undergone changes over the years and the present case 
relates to a matter before the recent amendment made 
in July, 2019, though the principle would apply even 
now. The earlier definition was short – ‘“encumbrance” 
shall include a pledge, lien or any such transaction, by 
whatever name called’.

It is of particular interest to shareholders whether and to 
what extent the shareholding of promoters is encumbered. 
the Satyam case is often referred to in this regard.

CoMPleXitY oF enCuMBranCes
Pledging and hypothecation of shares are the classic and 
most familiar of encumbrances on shares. a shareholder 
may, for example, transfer his shares to a lender who 
would hold them till the loan is repaid. If there is a default, 
the lender may simply sell the shares in the market and 
realise his dues. But now that shares are held digitally 
in demat accounts, a special process has been made to 
enable pledge / hypothecation of shares. the shares are 
not transferred to the lender but a record is made of the 
pledge / hypothecation in the demat account.

However, encumbrance, as the definition shows, is a 
wider term rather than mere pledge / hypothecation. the 
definition is inclusive and also has a residuary clause that 
says such transactions ‘by whatever name called’ are also 
covered. as we will see later, the parties in the present 
case, however, claimed that encumbrances should be 
limited to pledge / hypothecation.

a question arises whether restrictions placed on the 
disposal or other transactions in respect of shares amounts 
to encumbrance as so envisaged. the classic case is of 
giving a non-disposal undertaking, popularly referred 
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to as an ndu, in respect of the shares. this means an 
undertaking is given that the shares held shall not be 
disposed of till certain conditions (say, loans / interest 
are repaid) are met. even if a plain vanilla ndu is held 
to be an encumbrance, there are actually many variants 
of an ndu or similar encumbrances as the present case 
shows. The question is whether the definition should 
be treated as a generic catch-all definition or whether it 
should be given a restrictive meaning. this has been the 
core question addressed in this decision. Let us consider 
the specific facts.

FaCts oF tHe Case
the matter concerns two promoter companies of yes 
Bank Limited. Broadly summarised, the essential facts 
(though there is some variation in details) are as follows: 
Both took loans by way of differently structured non-
convertible debentures from entities. the total amount of 
loans taken was rs. 1,580 crores. the shares held and 
which were the subject matter of the alleged encumbrance, 
constituted 6.30% of the share capital of yes Bank. the 
debenture documents / terms placed certain restrictions 
on the promoter entities. they were required to maintain 
a certain cover ratio / borrowing cap. If such limits were 
violated, there were certain consequences, principally 
that the promoter entity could be held to have defaulted. 
There was, however, some flexibility. The promoter 
entities could make certain variations after the approval 
of debenture holders in a specified manner or after 
complying with certain conditions.

seBi’s alleGation
SeBI held that the cover ratio / borrowing cap effectively 
amounted to an encumbrance on the shares and thus 
required disclosures under the takeover regulations. It 
alleged that the entities would effectively face a restriction 
on the sale of their shares because if they sold the shares, 
the ratios / caps would get exceeded and hence the terms 
of the debentures could get violated. It was an admitted 
fact that no disclosure of this alleged encumbrance was 
made as required under the regulations. thus, there was 
a violation of the regulations and SeBI issued a show 
cause notice as to why penalty should not be levied.

Contentions oF tHe ProMoter 
entities
the promoters gave several detailed technical and 
substantive arguments to support their view that there 
was no violation and hence no penalty could be levied. 
technical arguments like inordinate delay in initiating the 
proceedings were given. It was also argued that since 

then the structure had undergone substantial changes, 
and particularly on revision of terms, disclosure was 
required and was duly made.

It was argued that the definition of encumbrance effectively 
limited it to things like pledge, hypothecation, etc. the 
principle of ejusdem generis applied for the words used 
‘by any other name called’ considering that they were 
preceded by the words ‘such transaction’.

Some of the other major arguments were as follows: It 
was argued that the structure and terms of debentures 
did not amount to encumbrance as understood in law. 
The caps on borrowings, etc. were of financial prudence. 
there were many alternatives for the entities to sell the 
shares if they wanted to do so within the terms of the 
debentures themselves. references were made to FaQs 
and press releases where some clarifications were given 
about encumbrances. It was argued that examples were 
given of the type of encumbrances that were envisaged to 
be given and the present facts did not fit those examples.

Incidentally, the parties had earlier applied for settlement 
of the alleged violations but the application was returned 
due to expiry of the stipulated time under the relevant 
settlement regulations.

rePlY anD DeCision oF seBi
SeBI rejected all the arguments. the debenture 
documents were made in late 2017 / early 2018 and thus 
SeBI held that there was no inordinate delay in initiating 
the proceedings. the mere fact that the structure was 
changed later and the disclosures duly made did not affect 
the fact that no disclosure was made originally when the 
alleged encumbrance was made.

It also rejected the core argument that ‘encumbrance’ 
should be given a limited meaning more or less restricting 
it to cases like pledge and hypothecation or the like. SeBI 
pointed out that the definition was inclusive and even 
more descriptive than limiting. the use of the words ‘by 
any other name called’ could not be restricted to examples 
given of pledge / hypothecation. the principle of ejusdem 
generis did not apply.

SeBI also traced the history of the regulations and 
explained the dilemma that was faced regarding identifying 
the many types of encumbrances. It was accepted that 
encumbrances on shares of promoters needed disclosure 
in the interest of the securities markets. Considering the 
varied and often sophisticated nature of encumbrances, 
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the definition was made descriptive / inclusive and 
not exhaustive. It was well settled, SeBI argued, that 
securities laws being welfare regulations, needed wider 
beneficial interpretation.

Although the definition was modified recently whereby 
some specific instances were further added, it did not 
mean that the earlier definition should be construed 
narrowly.

SeBI noted that the effect of the conditions regarding 
limits was that the shares of the entities could not be sold. 
this amounted to an encumbrance on shares and hence 
non-disclosure amounted to violation of the regulations.

SeBI thus levied a penalty of rs. 50 lakhs on each of the 
two entities.

ConClusion
It goes without saying that disclosure of encumbrances 
matters at any stage. Indeed, SeBI has required, 
over a period, more and more information relating to 
encumbrances including, most recently, the purpose for 
which the encumbrances were made.

however, their effect would be seen particularly when the 
encumbrances end up being given effect to with shares 
being sold in the market on invoking of the encumbrances, 

to take an example. this may particularly happen when 
the price of the shares goes down sharply, resulting in 
a vicious circle. the coverage / margin required by the 
encumbrance documents gets violated and there is need 
to provide more shares as encumbrance or sale of shares 
(and) which results in further lowering of price. this would 
again affect the interests of shareholders. We are seeing 
now a huge crash in share prices. It is possible that there 
may be many such similar encumbrances and they may 
come to light because of the impact of share sale or other 
transactions. there may be more cases in which SeBI 
may have to act.

this decision is relevant even under the amended 
regulations. It lays down the principles and intent of 
the regulations relating to encumbrances. thus, unless 
reversed on appeal, it would matter particularly (if and) for 
any fresh encumbrance as understood in a broad manner 
in the SeBI order is undertaken. Such encumbrances 
then would advisably be disclosed duly in accordance 
within the time limits and manner prescribed.

there may be entities that have not disclosed the 
encumbrances till now, taking a stand similar to that 
taken by the entities in the present case. they may need 
to revisit their stand and documents and see whether 
due disclosures need to be made, even if belatedly, but 
voluntarily. Better late than never. 

Bad companies are destroyed by crises, good companies survive them,  
great companies are improved by them

— Andy Grove

https://bit.ly/2RU45ba 
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allied laws

Continuation of interim orders – Covid-19  
pandemic – Bombay High Court – Interim  
orders continued

Writ Petition Urgent 2 of 2020 dated 26th March, 
2020 and 15th April, 2020 (Bom.)(HC)

In view of the lockdown due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the 
Bombay high Court held that all interim orders operating 
till 26th march, 2020 which are not already continued 
by some other courts / authorities including this Court, 
shall remain in force till 30th april, 2020 subject to liberty 
to parties to move for vacation of interim orders only in 
extremely urgent cases. thus, all interim orders passed 
by this high Court at mumbai, aurangabad, nagpur 
and Panaji as also all courts / tribunals and authorities 
subordinate over which it has power of superintendence 
expiring before 30th april, 2020, shall continue to operate 
till then. It is further clarified that such interim orders which 
are not granted for limited duration and therefore are to 
operate till further orders, shall remain unaffected by this 
order. In view of the extension of the lockdown, the interim 
orders are further extended up to 15th June, 2020.

Arbitration – Limitation – Delay in filing 
an appeal beyond 120 days cannot be con-
doned – Further clarified – 120 days include 
30 days of grace period as per Limitation 
Act [Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996,  
S. 34, S. 37; Limitation Act, 1963, S. 5]

N.V. International vs. State of Assam & Ors.; 2019, 
SCC OnLine 1584

an arbitral award was passed on 19th december, 2006 
which was challenged before the district Judge in a 
petition u/s 34 of the arbitration and Conciliation act, 
1996 which ultimately was rejected on 30th may, 2016. 
An appeal was filed against this order in March, 2017 
after a delay of 189 days. the delay was not condoned 
as no sufficient cause was made out for the same. On 
an SLP, the Supreme Court held that apart from sufficient 

cause, since a section 34 application has to be filed within 
a period of a maximum of 120 days including the grace 
period of 30 days, any appeal u/s 37 should be covered 
by the same drill. allowing a delay beyond 120 days will 
defeat the overall purpose of arbitration proceedings being 
decided with utmost dispatch.

Limitation – Covid-19 pandemic – Supreme 
Court – Relief for litigants and lawyers  
[Constitution of India, Articles 141, 142]

Suo motu Writ petition (Civil) No. 3/2020 dated 23rd 

March, 2020 (SC)

on account of the situation posed by the Covid-19 
pandemic, the hon’ble Supreme Court has suo motu 
held that to ease the difficulties faced by the litigants and 
their lawyers across the country in filing their petitions / 
applications / suits / appeals, irrespective of the limitation 
prescribed under the general law or special laws whether 
condonable or not, shall stand extended w.e.f. 15th march, 
2020 till further order/s passed by this Court in the present 
proceedings.

Consumer Protection – Self-contribution scheme 
for benefit of employees – Whether consumer-
service provider relationship between employee 
and employer [Consumer Protection Act, S. 2(1)
(d), S. 2(1)(o)]

ONGC & Ors. vs. Consumer Education Research 
Society & Ors.; 2019, SCC OnLine SC 1575

In this case there was no dispute that the claimants 
were employees of onGC which had introduced a 
self-contribution scheme after obtaining the required 
permissions from the government. the scheme was 
voluntary and optional and the employer was making a 
token contribution of rs. 100 p.a. there was a delay in 
sending the claims of the employees to LIC on account 
of which the employees suffered a loss. the employees 
filed a case against the employer (ONGC) for deficiency 
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in service. the hon’ble Supreme Court held that there 
is virtually no privity of contract for providing services 
between the employees and the employer. Further, the 
scheme is managed and run by a trust and not by onGC. 
therefore, the service, if any, is being rendered by the 
trust and not by onGC. thus, there is no consumer-
service provider relationship between the employees and 
the employer (onGC).

Priority of employees’ dues over all dues – Not 
applicable to co-operative societies [Companies 
Act, 1956, S. 529A; Maharashtra Co-operative 
Societies Act, 1960, S. 167]

Maharashtra State Co-operative Bank Limited vs. 
Babulal Lade & Ors.; 2019, SCC OnLine SC 1545

the hon’ble Supreme Court inter alia held that section 
167 of the Companies Act, 1956 creates a bar on the 
applicability of the Companies act to societies registered 
under the Societies act. Given that the karkhana (factory) 
was a co-operative society registered under the said act, 
section 167 of the Societies Act, 1960 is applicable and the 
high Court committed a grave error in relying upon section 
529a of the Companies act, 1956. thus, employees 
cannot make use of section 529a of the Companies act 
to claim priority over all the other debts of the karkhana. 

10
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laws and Business

MaKinG a will wHen under loCKdown

Dr. anup p. shah
Chartered accountant

inTroduCTion
We are currently living in times of uncertainty due to 
Covid-19. hopefully, by the time this issue reaches you 
India’s lockdown would have eased. however, it could also 
be extended or re-enforced at any time. It is in times such 
as these that we realise that life is so fragile and fleeting. 
this lockdown has also forced several of us to consider 
making a Will. during these past 30 days, the author has 
drafted several Wills for people who are concerned about 
what would happen if they contracted the virus. through 
this month’s feature, let us look at the unique issues and 
challenges which one faces when drafting a Will during a 
lockdown.

deCodinG THe JarGon
Wills are usually associated with a whole lot of jargon 
which make them appear very complex to the man on the 
street. however, most of these legal words are used by 
legal professionals and a person making a Will can avoid 
using them. However, it is beneficial to understand the 
meaning of these words in order to understand various 
other things. all or some of the following terms are 
normally involved in a Will:

(a)  Testator / testatrix: a person who makes the Will. he 
/ she is the person whose property is to be disposed of 
after his / her death in accordance with the directions in 
the Will.
(b)  Beneficiary / legatee: the person to whom the 
property will pass under the Will. he is the person to 
whom the property of the testator would be bequeathed 
under the Will.
(c)  Estate: the property of the testator remaining after 
his death. It consists of the sum total of such assets 
as are existing on the date of the testator’s death. the 
estate may also increase or decrease after the testator’s 
death due to the actions carried out by the executors. 
For example, the executors may carry on the business 
previously run by the deceased in the name of the estate.
(d)  Executor / executrix: the person who would 
administer the estate of the testator after his death in 

accordance with the provisions of the Will. the executor 
is normally named in the Will itself. an individual, limited 
company, partnership firm, etc., may be appointed as 
an executor. In many cases, a bank is appointed as the 
executor of a Will. For all legal and practical purposes, 
the executor acts as the legal representative of the 
estate of the deceased. on the death of the testator, 
the property cannot remain in a vacuum and hence the 
property immediately vests in the executor till the time the 
directions contained in the Will are carried out and the 
property is distributed to the beneficiaries.
(e)  Bequest: The property / benefits which flow under 
the Will from the testator’s estate to the beneficiary.
(f)  Bequeath: the act of making a bequest.
(g)  Witnesses: the persons who witnesses the signing 
of the Will by the testator.

BaCK To BasiCs
First things first, making a Will involves certain basics 
which one needs to remember. any adult, owning some 
sort of property or assets can and should make a Will. If 
a Will is not made, then the personal succession law as 
applicable would take over. For instance, hindus would 
be governed by the hindu Succession act, 1956. only 
adults of sane mind can make a Will. thus, anyone who 
is insane or is a lunatic, or has lost control over his mental 
faculties cannot make a Will.

a Will is a document which contains the last wishes of a 
person as regards the manner and mode of disposition 
of his property. a person expresses his will as regards 
the disposition of his property. the Indian Succession act, 
1925 (which governs the making of Wills in India) defines 
a Will to mean ‘the legal declaration of the intention of 
the testator with respect to his property which he desires 
to be carried into effect after his death’. however, the 
intention manifests only after the testator’s death, i.e., 
posthumous disposition of his property. till the testator 
is alive, the Will has no validity. he can dispose of all his 
properties in a manner contrary to that stated in the Will 
and such action would be totally valid.
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For example, ‘a’ makes a lockdown Will bequeathing all 
his properties to his brother. however, post the lockdown 
he, during his lifetime itself, transfers all his properties to 
his son with the effect that at the time of his death he 
is left with no assets. Such action of the testator cannot 
be challenged by his brother on the ground that ‘a’ was 
bound to follow the Will since the Will would take effect 
only after the death of the testator. In this case, as the 
property bequeathed would not be in existence, the 
bequest would fail. the Will can be revoked at any time 
by the testator in his lifetime. hence, it is advisable to at 
least make a basic Will. It can always be revised once 
things improve.

the testamentary capacity of the testator is paramount in 
case of a Will. If it is proved that he was of unsound mind, 
then the Will would be treated as invalid. What is a ‘sound 
mind’ is a question of fact and needs to be ascertained in 
each case. hence, if a person has been so impacted by 
the Covid-19 that his mental faculties are arrested, then 
he cannot make a valid Will.

the most important element of a Will is its date! the last 
Will of a deceased survives and hence the date should be 
clearly mentioned on the Will.

loCKdown issues
Let us now consider the singular situations which arise 
in making a Will during a lockdown. People making a 
Will may experience some or all of these in these testing 
times:
(a)  Format: there is no particular format for making a 
Will. Several persons have expressed apprehension that 
during the lockdown they are unable to obtain a stamp 
paper, unable to print a document or unable to get ledger 
paper, etc. a Will can be handwritten (provided it is 
legible handwriting); it could be on a plain paper and 
it need not be on a stamp paper. thus, there should not 
be any problems from a format perspective.

(b)  Witness: Section 63 of the Indian Succession act, 
1925 requires that the Will should be attested by two or 
more witnesses, each of whom has:
(i)  seen the testator sign the Will or affix his mark; or
(ii)  received from the testator a personal acknowledgement 

of his signature or of the signature of such other 
person.

each of the witnesses must sign the Will in the presence of 
the testator. no particular form of attestation is prescribed. 
It is important to note that the attesting witnesses 

need not know the contents of the Will. all that they 
attest is the testator’s signature and nothing more.

a problem which many people could face is getting 
two Witnesses to witness the Will. neighbours may be 
requested to help out. however, what if the neighbours 
are reluctant to do so due to social distancing issues, or 
in the case of persons living in bungalows? In such cases, 
one’s domestic servants, maids, watchmen may be asked 
to act as witnesses. they must, as witnesses, either write 
their name or at least affix their thumb impression – left 
thumb for males and right thumb for females.

however, what can people do if there are no servants 
also? In such a case, the adult family members of the 
testator may be approached. however, a question which 
arises is that if such members are beneficiaries under the 
Will, can they act as witnesses, too? Generally speaking, 
no. the Indian Succession act states that any bequest 
(gift) to a witness of a Will is void. Thus, he who certifies 
the signing of the Will should not be getting a bequest 
from the testator. however, there is a twist to the above 
provision. this provision does not apply to Wills made by 
hindus, Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists and, hence, bequests 
made under their Wills to attesting witnesses would be 
valid. Wills by muslims are governed by their Shariyat Law. 
thus, the prohibition on gifts to witnesses applies only to 
Wills made by Christians, Parsis, Jews, etc. accordingly, 
any Will by a Hindu can have a witness as a beneficiary.

a related question would be, can an executor be a 
witness under the Will? thus, if a person names his wife 
as the executor, can she also be an attesting witness? 
the answer is, yes. an executor is the person who sets 
the Will in motion. It is the executor through whom the 
deceased’s Will works. there is no bar for a person to be 
both an executor of a Will and a witness of the very same 
Will. In fact, the Indian Succession act, 1925 expressly 
provides for the same. accordingly, people of all religions 
can have the executor as the witness.

to sum up, in the case of hindus, Sikhs, Jains and 
Buddhists, the witness can be a beneficiary and an 
executor. however, in the case of Wills made by Christians, 
Parsis, Jews, etc., the witness can be an executor but not 
a beneficiary.

Can witnesses practice social distancing and yet witness 
the signing of the Will? Some english cases throw some 
light on this issue. In Casson vs. Dade (1781) 28 ER 
1010 a testatrix signed her Will in her lawyer’s office and 
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went to sit in her horse carriage before the witnesses 
signed it. Since she could, through the carriage’s window 
and the office’s window, see the witnesses signing, it was 
held that the Will was valid.

this case is an example of where the circumstances were 
enough to meet the witnessing requirements. this case 
was followed by the uK Court of Protection in Re Clarke 
in September, 2011 when a lasting power of attorney in 
the uK was held to have been validly executed where 
the donor was in one room and the witnesses in another, 
separated by a glass door. even though the witness was 
sitting in the adjacent room, there were clear glass doors 
with ‘Georgian bars’ between the two rooms and it was 
held that the witness had a clear line of sight through 
those glass doors. It was held that the donor would also 
have been able to see the witness by means of the same 
line of sight through the glass doors.

as the Indian law stands today, a witness cannot witness 
the execution of a will by Zoom or Skype. Scotland is 
one of the places where this is possible. to deal with the 
witness issue, the Law Society of Scotland has amended 
its guidance on witnessing the signing of a Will. It allows 
the lawyer to arrange a video link with the client. If this can 
be done, the solicitor can witness the client signing each 
page. the lawyer should assess the capacity of the client 
and using his professional judgement, consider whether 
any undue influence is being exerted on the client.

the signed Will can then be returned to the solicitor by 
post. the lawyer can then sign as witness on the receipt 
of the signed Will. this is a truly revolutionary step!

(c)  Doctor’s Certificate: Quite often, a doctor’s 
certificate as to the mental fitness of the deceased is 
attached to a Will. this is especially so in the case of 
very old persons so as to show that the Will is valid. the 
doctor would certify that the testator is a person who is 
alert and able to understand what he is doing. a question 
which now arises is how to obtain a doctor’s certificate 
if the testator cannot visit the doctor? one option to 
consider if the doctor is being regularly consulted is 
that a video conference could be arranged and if the 
doctor can issue the certificate on that basis, then that 
would suffice. Of course, the doctor’s certificate may 
not physically reach the testator but the same could be 
collected once the lockdown eases and attached to the 
Will. It is advisable in the case of very old / feeble persons 
that the certificate is obtained from a neurophysician or a 
psychiatrist.

an alternative to this would be to obtain a video recording 
of the Will execution process with the testator reading out 
the entire Will. this helps show that he understands what 
he is doing and is useful for very old persons who cannot 
obtain a medical certificate.

(d)  Enumerating all assets: It is generally preferable 
that the Will be specific and enumerate all assets of the 
testator along with account numbers, etc. so that it would 
help the beneficiaries in identifying the assets. However, 
in a lockdown it may happen that such details are in the 
office or in a bank locker and the testator is unable to 
access them and write the details in the Will. In such a 
case, as many details as possible may be given, or the 
Will may make a general bequest of the entire estate of 
the testator as on the date of his death. on a separate 
note, it is always a good idea to keep a complete inventory 
of assets along with details of nominations, account 
numbers, addresses, etc., both at office and at home.

While bequests can be general or specific, they cannot 
be so generic that the meaning itself is unascertainable. 
For instance, a Will may state ‘I leave all my money to my 
wife’. this is a generic bequest which is valid since it is 
possible to quantify what is bequeathed. however, if the 
same Will states ‘I leave money to my wife’ then it is not 
possible to ascertain how much money is bequeathed. In 
such an event, the entire Will is void.

the Will must also create a repertoire of digital assets 
which should enumerate all important passwords, online 
accounts, e.g., emails, social media accounts, bank 
accounts, etc.

(e)  Registration: registration of Wills is out of the 
question in a lockdown. however, registration is not 
compulsory. again, a video Will can act as an alternative.

(f)  Bequest to minors : In the case of nuclear families, 
there is a tendency to leave everything to one’s spouse 
and in case of death of the spouse before the death of 
the testator, to the children. however, in the case of minor 
children it is not advisable to bequeath assets directly 
to them. In such situations, a trust is advisable. In times 
such as these setting up a trust is not possible since 
it would not be feasible to obtain a Pan, open a bank 
account / demat account, etc. What, then, can one do? a 
trust under a Will may be considered, in which case the 
trust comes into effect only when the Will is executed and 
no trust is set up at the time of making the Will. thus, the 
act of settling the assets into the trust is pushed till when 
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the Will is executed. this trust could own all the assets to 
be bequeathed to the minors.

If at all assets are to be bequeathed directly to minors, 
then a guardian should be appointed under the Will. 
In this case, the Hindu Minority and Guardianship 
Act, 1956 lays down the law relating to guardianship 
of hindus and the powers and duties of the guardians. 
a hindu father who can act as the natural guardian of 
his legitimate children can appoint a guardian by his Will. 
Such a guardian could be for the minor and / or for his 
property. Such an appointment would be invalid if the 
father dies before the mother, because in such a case 
the mother would take over as the natural guardian. 
however, once the mother dies, and if she dies without 
appointing a person as the guardian under her Will, then 
the father’s testamentary guardian would be revived. 
the testamentary guardian is subjected to a dual set of 
restrictions. Firstly, those specified in the Will appointing 
him, and secondly, those contained in this act which apply 
to natural guardians. thus, the testamentary guardian is 
subjected to the restrictions on sale of immovable property 
just as a natural guardian would be. the rights of the 
testamentary guardian would be the same as those of a 
natural guardian. In case the minor is a girl, then the rights 
of the testamentary guardian would end on her marriage.

(g)  Living Will: a living Will is not recognised in India. 
however, as per the Supreme Court’s decision in 
Common Cause vs. UOI, WP (Civil) 215/2005 (SC), an 
advanced medical directive is possible. this can state 
as to when medical treatment may be withdrawn, or 
if specific medical treatment that will have the effect of 
delaying the process of death should be given. however, 
one of the stringent requirements of such a document is 

the requirement of two independent witnesses and the 
directive should be countersigned by a Jurisdictional 
Judicial magistrate, First Class (JmFC), so designated by 
the district judge concerned. this requirement would not 
be possible in the case of a lockdown and hence, having 
an advanced medical directive is not possible till such 
time as normalcy returns.

(h)  Hospital bed Wills: What happens in case a person 
is unfortunate to contract the virus and is placed in a 
hospital quarantine? Can such a person make a Will? the 
above peculiar issues would apply to him also. as always, 
the biggest challenge would be getting two witnesses. he 
could request the doctors / nurses treating him to help 
out. that is the only way out for a patient in the isolation 
ward.
 
ConClusion
It is evident that a Will under lockdown would throw up 
several unique issues. however, as explained above, 
a solution exists for even the strangest of problems. an 
overarching question is, should one adopt a dIy (do It 
yourself) approach or consult a professional for preparing 
the Will? at the risk of sounding biased, I would always 
suggest consulting a professional, especially when the 
Will is being executed during a lockdown.

While legal planning does not prevent a healthcare crisis, 
it can and would ensure that you control who makes 
decisions. It also prevents your loved ones from being 
left with a stressful legal situation to fix in a short time. 
Getting one’s legal affairs in order today would give you 
the peace of mind that you have taken tangible steps to 
truly be prepared for an uncertain future. till then, stay 
safe and don’t forgot to wash your hands! 

AHMEDABAD TO AJMER: AUTISTIC CHILDREN GET MEDICINES
The Indian Railways has played a significant role in transporting essential commodities across the country; it has also been helping people 
with medical aid where necessary.

The Railways has transported 1,150 tonnes of medical items during the lockdown period across the country; these include medicines, 
masks, hospital items and other medical commodities. the items were being ferried through its scheduled parcel services to strengthen 
government's efforts in managing the challenges and the adverse impact of the coronavirus outbreak.

at almost 400 tonnes, the northern railway ferried the maximum items followed by Western railway (328.84 tonnes) and Central railway 
(136 tonnes).

recently, it transported medicines from ahmedabad to ajmer for an autistic boy and in a similar case, sent post-surgery medicines for a 
16-year-old from ahmedabad to ratlam in parcel trains.

‘Indian railways is touching human lives during the hour of crisis. recently, for an autistic child, skimmed camel milk was transported by 
a parcel train from ajmer to mumbai when the parents appealed for help on social media platforms’, the railways said in a statement.

‘Similarly, when another autistic child in ajmer suffering from serious ailments had his stock of medicines run out, his relatives approached 
Railway officials and medicines were transported by a parcel train from Ahmedabad to Ajmer,’ the Railways said.

(Source: PTI News Agency)
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FroM PuBlISHED aCCounTS 

auDIT rEPorT anD CrITICal auDIT 
MaTTErS ParagraPH In FInanCIal 
STaTEMEnTS oF PuBlIC CoMPany 
aCCounTIng ovErSIgHT BoarD 
(PCaoB), unITED STaTES

CoMPIlEr’S noTE
The PCAOB is a non-profit corporation established by 
Congress to oversee the audits of public companies 
in order to protect investors and the public interest by 
promoting informative, accurate and independent audit 
reports. The PCAOB also oversees the audits of brokers 
and dealers, including compliance reports filed pursuant 
to Federal securities laws, to promote investor protection.

The five members of the PCAOB Board, including the 
Chairman, are appointed to staggered five-year terms by 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 
after consultation with the Chair of the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System and the Secretary of 
the Treasury. The SEC has oversight authority over the 
PCAOB, including the approval of the Board's rules, 
standards and budget.

The mission of PCAOB is to oversee the audits of public 
companies and SEC-registered brokers and dealers in 
order to protect investors and further the public interest in 
the preparation of informative, accurate and independent 
audit reports.

The vision of PCAOB is to be a trusted leader that promotes 
high quality auditing through forward-looking, responsive 
and innovative oversight. At all times we will act with 
integrity, pursue excellence, operate with effectiveness, 
embrace collaboration and demand accountability.

Given below is the audit report of PCAOB for 31st 
December, 2019.

Opinions on the Financial Statements and Internal Control 
over Financial Reporting

We have audited the accompanying statements of 
financial position of the Public Company Accounting 

HimansHu V. KisHnadwala
Chartered accountant

Oversight Board (PCAOB) as of 31st December, 2019 and 
2018, and the related statements of activities and cash 
flows for each of the years in the two-year period ended 
31st December, 2019 and the related notes (collectively 
referred to as the financial statements). We have also 
audited the PCAOB’s internal control over financial 
reporting as of 31st December, 2019 based on criteria 
established in Internal Control – Integrated Framework 
(2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organisations of the Treadway Commission (COSO).

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above 
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position 
of the PCAOB as of 31st December, 2019 and 2018 and 
the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of 
the years in the two-year period ended 31st December, 
2019 in conformity with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America. Also, in our 
opinion, the PCAOB maintained, in all material respects, 
effective internal control over financial reporting as of 31st 
December, 2019, based on criteria established in Internal 
Control – Integrated Framework (2013) issued by COSO.

Change in Accounting Principle
As discussed in Note 2 to the financial statements, 
during the year ended 31st December, 2019 PCAOB 
adopted Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-09, 
Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) and 
Accounting Standards Update No. 2018-08, Not-for-Profit 
Entities (Topic 958): Clarifying the Scope and Accounting 
Guidance for Contributions Received and Contributions 
Made. Our opinion is not modified with respect to these 
matters.

Basis for Opinion
The PCAOB’s management is responsible for these 
financial statements, for maintaining effective internal 
control over financial reporting and for its assessment of 
the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting 
included in the accompanying Financial Reporting 
Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial 
Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
the PCAOB’s financial statements and an opinion on the 
PCAOB’s internal control over financial reporting based 
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on our audits. We are required to be independent with 
respect to the PCAOB in accordance with the relevant 
ethical requirements relating to our audit.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the auditing 
standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that 
we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are 
free of material misstatement, whether due to error or 
fraud, and whether effective internal control over financial 
reporting was maintained in all material respects.

Our audits of the financial statements included performing 
procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement 
of the financial statements, whether due to error or 
fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those 
risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test 
basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures 
in the financial statements. Our audits also included 
evaluating the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating 
the overall presentation of the financial statements. Our 
audit of internal control over financial reporting included 
obtaining an understanding of internal control over 
financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material 
weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design 
and operating effectiveness of internal control based on 
the assessed risk. Our audits also included performing 
such other procedures as we considered necessary in 
the circumstances. We believe that our audits provide a 
reasonable basis for our opinions.

Definition and limitations of internal control over financial 
reporting
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is 
a process designed to provide reasonable assurance 
regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the 
preparation of financial statements for external purposes 
in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles. PCAOB’s internal control over financial 
reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) 
pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable 
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and 
dispositions of the assets of the PCAOB; (2) provide 
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as 
necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, 
and that receipts and expenditures of the PCAOB are 
being made only in accordance with authorisations of 
management and directors of the PCAOB; and (3) provide 
reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely 

detection of unauthorised acquisition, use or disposition 
of the PCAOB’s assets that could have a material effect 
on the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control 
over financial reporting may not prevent or detect 
misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of 
effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that 
controls may become inadequate because of changes 
in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the 
policies or procedures may deteriorate.

Critical audit matter
The critical audit matter communicated below is a matter 
arising from the current period audit of the financial 
statements that was communicated or required to be 
communicated to the board of directors (1) relate to 
accounts or disclosures that are material to the financial 
statements and (2) involved our especially challenging, 
subjective, or complex judgments. The communication of 
critical audit matters does not alter in any way our opinion 
on the financial statements, taken as a whole, and we 
are not, by communicating the critical audit matter below, 
providing separate opinions on the critical audit matters or 
on the accounts or disclosures to which they relate.

Description of the matter
As disclosed in Note 2, the PCAOB adopted ASU No. 
2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 
606) (ASU 2014-09) during its fiscal year ended 31st 

December, 2019. The core principle of this standard is 
that revenue should be recognised to depict the transfer 
of promised goods or services to customers in an amount 
that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects 
to be entitled in exchange for those goods and services. 
Historically, the PCAOB has recognised revenue related 
to support and annual fees in the year in which they are 
assessed, registration fees in the year the application is 
submitted and monetary penalties in the year the sanctions 
are effective. Management evaluated its historical revenue 
recognition practices against the requirements of ASU 
2014-09 as part of its adoption of the standard.

Auditing the PCAOB’s adoption of ASU 2014-09 required 
complex auditor judgment due to the nature and 
characteristics of the PCAOB’s revenues.

How we addressed the matter in our audit
As part of its consideration of ASU 2014-09, the PCAOB 
prepared an analysis of its revenue sources against the 

continued on page 140 ►
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Corporate law Corner

Rajendra K. Bhutta vs. Maharashtra Housing 
and Area Development Authority
[2020] 114 taxmann.com 655 (SC)
Civil Appeal No. 12248 of 2018
Date of order: 19th February, 2020

Section 14(1)(d) of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
Code, 2016 – The word ‘occupied’ used in the 
section refers to actual physically occupied 
property and not the rights or interest created 
in the property – Any occupation handed to the 
developer (corporate debtor) in terms of a Joint 
Development Agreement would stand ‘statutorily 
freezed’ in terms of section 14(1)(d)

FaCtS
a joint development agreement (‘Jda’) was entered 
into between a society representing persons occupying 
672 tenements, the maharashtra housing and area 
development authority (‘mhada’) and G Co (being the 
corporate debtor) on 10th  april, 2008. G Co entered into a 
loan agreement with union Bank of India on 25th march, 
2011 for a sum of rs. 200 crores. G Co defaulted on 
payment of the said loan and consequently union Bank 
of India filed an insolvency resolution application u/s 7 of 
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (‘the Code’) 
on 15th may, 2017 which was admitted on 24th July, 2017. 
a moratorium in terms of section 14 was also declared by 
this order.

on 12th January, 2018, after the imposition of the 
moratorium period u/s 14 of the Code, MHADA issued a 
termination notice to G Co stating that upon expiry of 30 
days from the date of receipt of the notice, the Jda would 
stand terminated. It was further stated that G Co would 
have to hand over possession to mhada, which would 
then enter upon the plot and take possession of the land, 
including all structures thereon.

one hundred and eighty days from the start of the 
Corporate Insolvency resolution Process (‘the CIrP’) 
ended on 19th January, 2018. the nCLt, by its order dated 
24th January, 2018, extended the CIrP period by 90 days 
as permissible under the Code. on 1st February, 2018, an 

application was filed before the NCLT to restrain MHADA 
from taking over possession of the land till completion of 
the CIrP, contending that such a recovery of possession 
was in derogation of the moratorium imposed u/s 14 of 
the Code. the nCLt, by an order dated 2nd april, 2018, 
dismissed the aforesaid application, stating that section 
14(1)(d) of the Code does not cover licenses to enter upon 
land in pursuance of Jdas and that such licenses would 
only be 'personal' and not interests created in property. 
an appeal against this order was preferred to the nCLat.

meanwhile, in a parallel proceeding the quantum of time 
being taken by nCLt was sought to be omitted from the 
total number of days allowable under the Code. While 
NCLT granted part relief, an appeal filed before NCLAT 
proved successful. Pursuant to an order dated 9th may, 
2018 issued by the nCLat, the entire 55 days taken 
before the nCLt were excluded.

on 3rd July, 2018, G Co filed a Resolution Plan which 
was approved by 86.16% of the Committee of Creditors 
(‘CoC’) before the nCLt. ultimately, the nCLat, by 
the impugned order dated 14th december, 2018 (after 
omitting to refer to the order dated 9th may, 2018), stated 
that 270 days had passed by, as a result of which the 
entire discussion of section 14(1)(d) would now become 
academic. It also decided that with the exception of 
‘development work’, G Co did not have any right on the 
land in question. the land belonged to mhada and in the 
absence of any formal transfer in favour of G Co, it could 
not be treated as an asset of G Co for application of the 
provisions of section 14(1)(d).

An appeal against the aforesaid matter was filed before 
the Supreme Court.

HelD
the Supreme Court heard the arguments put forth by all 
the sides. It examined the provisions of sections 3(27), 
14, 18, 31 and 36(4) of the Code. It was observed that in 
terms of the Jda, a license was granted to the developer 
(i.e. the Corporate Debtor / G Co) to enter upon the land, 
demolish the existing structures and to construct and 
erect new structures and allot tenements. at the very least 
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a license has been granted in favour of the developer 
to enter upon the land to demolish existing structures, 
construct and erect new structures and allot to erstwhile 
tenants tenements in such constructed structures in three 
categories, (1) the earlier tenants / licensees of structures 
that were demolished; (2) tenements to be allotted free of 
cost to mhada; and (3) what is referred to as ‘free sale 
component’ which the developers then sell and exploit 
to recover or recoup their cost and make profit. It was 
observed that it was not necessary for the purpose of this 
case to state as to whether an interest in the property is 
or is not created by the said Jda.

It was observed by the Supreme Court that section 14(1)
(d) did not deal with any of the assets or legal rights or 
beneficial interest in such assets of the corporate debtor. 
reference to sections 18 and 36 which was made by the 
nCLt was, thus, wholly unnecessary to decide the scope 
of section 14(1)(d).

For the sake of reference, section 14(1)(d) reads as 
follows:
Subject to provisions of sub-sections (2) and (3), on 
the insolvency commencement date, the Adjudicating 
Authority shall by order declare moratorium for prohibiting 
all of the following, namely:
…
(d) the recovery of any property by an owner or lessor 
where such property is occupied by or in the possession 
of the corporate debtor.

the Supreme Court observed that as per section 14(1)
(d) what is referred to is the ‘recovery of any property’. 
the 'property' in this case consists of land admeasuring 
47 acres together with structures thereon that had to be 
demolished. 'recovery' would necessarily go with what 
was parted by the corporate debtor, and for this one has to 
go to the next expression contained in the said sub-section.

referring to the cases of The Member, Board of Revenue 
vs. Arthur Paul Benthall [1955] 2 SCR 842; Koteswar 
Vittal Kamath vs. K. Rangappa Baliga & Co. [1969] 1 
SCC 255; and Kailash Nath Agarwal and others vs. 
Pradeshiya Industrial & Investment Corporation of 
U.P. Ltd. and another [2003] 4 SCC 305, the Supreme 
Court held that when recovery of property is to be made 
by an owner u/s 14(1)(d), such recovery would be of 
property that is ‘occupied by’ a corporate debtor.

Further, referring to the cases of Industrial Supplies Pvt. 
Ltd. and another vs. Union of India and others [1980] 

4 SCC 341; Dunlop India Limited vs. A.A. Rahna and 
another [2011] 5 SCC 778; and Ude Bhan and others 
vs. Kapoor Chand and others AIR 1967 P&H 53 (FB), 
the Supreme Court held that the expression ‘occupied 
by’ would mean or be synonymous with being in actual 
physical possession of, or being actually used by, in 
contra-distinction to the expression ‘possession’, which 
would connote possession being either constructive or 
actual and which, in turn, would include legally being 
in possession, though factually not being in physical 
possession. the Jda granted a license to the developer 
(Corporate debtor) to enter upon the property with a view 
to do all the things that are mentioned in it. after such 
entry, the property would be ‘occupied by’ the developer / 
corporate debtor.

In the context of the mhada act, it was held that when 
it comes to any clash between the mhada act and the 
Insolvency Code, on the plain terms of section 238 of 
the Insolvency Code, the Code must prevail. Further, the 
Supreme Court in the context of a moratorium u/s 14 of 
the Code, observed that the intention was to alleviate 
corporate sickness and, therefore, a statutory status 
quo has been pronounced u/s 14 the moment a petition 
is admitted u/s 7 of the Code, so that the insolvency 
resolution process may proceed unhindered by any of 
the obstacles that would otherwise be caused and that 
are dealt with by section 14. the statutory freeze that has 
thus been made is, unlike its predecessor in the SICa, 
1985 only a limited one, which is expressly limited by 
section 31(3) of the Code, to the date of admission of an 
insolvency petition up to the date that the adjudicating 
authority either allows a resolution plan to come into 
effect or states that the corporate debtor must go into 
liquidation. For this temporary period, at least, all the 
things referred to u/s 14 must be strictly observed so that 
the corporate debtor may finally be put back on its feet, 
albeit with a new management.

In the facts of the case, the resolution plan had been 
approved by the nCLt and the limited question before 
the Supreme Court was whether section 14(1)(d) of the 
Code will apply to statutorily freeze 'occupation' that may 
have been handed over under a Jda. Section 14(1)(d) of 
the Code speaks about recovery of property ‘occupied’. It 
does not refer to rights or interests created in property but 
only actual physical occupation of the property. thus, the 
section would stand to cover the occupation which has 
been so granted under the Jda.

the order passed by the nCLat was thus set aside and 
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the appeal was allowed. nCLt was directed to dispose 
of the application of the resolution professional within six 
weeks.

Vikramjit Singh Oberoi vs. Registrar of  
Companies
[2020] 114 taxmann.com 512
(Madras High Court)
Date of order: 13th January, 2020

Where company allotted shares on rights basis to 
its existing shareholders, merely because many of 
them renounced their entitlement in favour of more 
than 50 third parties it could not be said that rights 
issue was converted into public issue

It is not necessary to register a pledge in respect of 
fixed deposits as charge either under 1956 Act or 
under 2013 Act; once rights issue-related expenditure 
is adjusted against security premium account, i.e., by 
way of adjustment in liability side of a balance sheet, 
same do not pass through to assets side of balance 
sheet

Payment of royalty did not qualify as contract related 
to sale, purchase or supply of goods, materials or 
services, thus not covered by section 297 of 1956 Act

Where company had availed services such as car 
rentals, laundry services, etc., from related party 
and it had not disclosed same in Board of directors’ 
report, since these transactions were in ordinary 
course of business on an arm's length basis, section 
134 would not apply

FaCtS 1
a show cause notice was issued by the roC in respect 
of the alleged violation of sections 56 and 81(1a) of the 
Companies act, 1956 (Ca 1956). the company had 
allotted shares on rights basis to its existing shareholders 
and many of the existing shareholders renounced their 
entitlement in favour of others who were not shareholders. 
on that basis, the roC alleged that section 67 of Ca 1956 
is attracted because the renunciation is in favour of more 
than 50 persons. In other words, the case of the roC 
is that the renunciation converts the rights issue into a 
public issue and, therefore, section 56 of Ca 1956 should 
have been adhered to.

upon receipt of the show cause notice, it was explained 
that section 81(1)(c) of Ca 1956 mandates that the 

company should grant the right of renunciation to all 
its existing shareholders while issuing the letter of 
offer to such shareholders. thereafter, such existing 
shareholders are statutorily entitled to renounce their 
rights in favour of any person. It is to be noted that in 
such cases the company does not have any control over 
the aforesaid process and, consequently, cannot insist 
that such renunciation should be in favour of existing 
shareholders of the company. therefore, it cannot be 
said that the company or its directors violated the relevant 
provisions of Ca 1956. In this connection, a letter bearing 
No. 8/81/56-PR dated 4th november, 1957 from the 
ministry of Company affairs was placed before the Court. 
the said letter opined that the issue of further shares by 
a company to its own members with the consequential 
statutory right to renounce their entitlement in favour of a 
third party does not require the issuance of a prospectus.

HelD 1
the alleged offence is in respect of non-compliance 
of public issue-related requirements. It is the settled 
legal position that any public company should make a 
further issue of shares only to existing shareholders, 
in the same proportion, unless a special resolution is 
passed authorising the company concerned to issue 
shares to others. Such an issue is referred to as a rights 
issue. It is also the settled position that when a rights 
issue is made, the letter of offer is issued to all existing 
shareholders and it is mandatory that each shareholder 
is given the right to renounce such shares to any person. 
the relevant provision in this regard is section 81(1) (a), 
(b) and (c) of Ca 1956. therefore, the company does 
not have any control in respect of such renunciation 
which may be in favour of any person, including third 
parties.

a letter dated 4th november, 1957 from the ministry of 
Company affairs has settled the issue beyond any doubt. 
Consequently, it cannot be said that the rights issue 
was converted into or was in fact a public issue merely 
because renunciations were made in favour of more than 
50 third parties. therefore, it was held that the company 
and the directors did not commit the alleged offence of 
violating sections 56 and 67 of Ca 1956. Consequently, 
relief u/s 463(2) of CA 2013 was granted.

FaCtS 2
the alleged violation of section 129 read with schedule 
III of Ca 2013 is the subject matter. the roC has 
alleged that the company had deposits of rs. 0.04 million 
with axis Bank, Jaipur Branch and a further sum of  

3
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rs. 0.07 million with Canara Bank, Chennai aggregating to  
Rs. 0.11 million. As regards the aforesaid fixed deposits, 
Note 15 to the balance sheet for the financial year ended 
31st March, 2015 reflected that the said fixed deposits 
were pledged with the Sales tax department. however, 
no charge was registered under the relevant provisions 
of CA 1956 or CA 2013 in respect of the pledged fixed 
deposits. therefore, a show cause notice was issued 
alleging that section 211 of Ca 1956 was violated.

In reply, it was explained that the original fixed deposit 
receipts (F.d. receipts) in respect of the aforesaid 
deposits with axis Bank and Canara Bank were pledged 
with the Sales tax department by handing over the said 
F.d. receipts and that such a pledge is not required to be 
registered as a charge either under Ca 1956 or Ca 2013. 
It was also explained that Ca 1956 and, in particular, 
section 211 thereof, does not apply because it relates to 
the financial year 2014-15 when CA 2013 was in force. 
In any event, it was submitted that a pledge of movable 
assets is not required to be registered under Ca 2013 
by filing Form CHG-1, as would be evident on perusal of 
Form ChG-1. In spite of this reply, another show cause 
notice was issued.

HelD 2
the Court observed that under both section 125 of Ca 
1956 and section 77 of Ca 2013, it is not necessary to 
register a pledge over movable assets as a charge. this 
position became abundantly clear upon perusal of Form 
ChG-1 under Ca 2013 which excludes a pledge over 
movable assets. therefore, it is not necessary to register 
a pledge in respect of the fixed deposits as a charge 
under the applicable provisions of either Ca 1956 or Ca 
2013. Consequently, the relief u/s 463(2) of CA 2013 was 
granted.

FaCtS 3
the alleged violation of section 78(2)(c) of Ca 1956 with 
regard to the manner in which the rights issue-related 
expenses of rs. 28.33 million were adjusted against the 
securities premium account of the company is the subject 
matter. according to the roC, such adjustment should 
have been reflected in the Profit and Loss Account and, 
therefore, a show cause notice was issued.

In reply it was explained that section 78(2)(c) permits 
the utilisation of the securities premium account to write 
off expenses of any issue of shares or debentures of 
the company. It was further submitted that the company 
explained in the note to the accounts of the balance sheet 

for the financial year ended on 31st march, 2013 that a 
sum of rs. 979.34 million was received towards premium 
on rights issue of shares and a sum of rs. 28.33 million 
was deducted as share issue expenses in connection with 
the said rights issue. It was further submitted that the said 
expenditure is a capital expenditure which was adjusted 
on the liability side of the balance sheet and, therefore, 
was not carried into the asset side of the balance sheet. 
Consequently, there was no question of reflecting it in the 
P&L account for that year. It was further pointed out that 
aS 26 does not have any application because it relates 
to intangible assets and has no connection whatsoever 
with the issuance of shares on rights basis. In spite of this 
reply, a show cause notice was issued by the roC.

HelD 3
The alleged offence in this case is not reflecting the 
rights issue expenses in the P&L account for the relevant 
financial year. The case of the company was that the rights 
issue expenditure constituted capital expenditure and that 
the company is entitled to adjust such expenditure against 
the security premium account as per section 78(2)(c) of 
Ca 1956. the said contention is well founded based on 
section 78(2)(c) of Ca 1956. once the rights issue-related 
expenditure is adjusted against the security premium 
account, i.e., by way of an adjustment on the liability 
side of the balance sheet, the amounts in question do 
not pass through to the assets side of the balance sheet. 
Consequently, such amount cannot be reflected in the 
P&L account and it would be an accounting impossibility 
to do so.

therefore, it was concluded that the company was 
entitled to treat the rights issue expenditure as a capital 
expenditure and set it off against the security premium 
account in accordance with section 78(2)(c) of Ca 1956. 
as a corollary, such expenditure could not have been 
reflected in the P&L account for the relevant financial 
year. notwithstanding the above legal position and the 
explanation provided in that regard, the roC continued 
to allege that there is a violation of law. Consequently, the 
relief u/s 463(2) of CA 2013 was granted.

FaCtS 4
The payment of royalty during the financial years ended 
31st march, 2013, 31st march, 2014 and 31st march, 2015 
is the subject matter. It was pointed out in this connection 
that a show cause notice was issued to the company 
and a reply had been sent. With regard to the alleged 
violation, it was pointed out that section 297 of Ca 1956 
only applies to contracts for the sale, purchase or supply 
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of goods, materials or services. In this case, royalty was 
paid in connection with the license to use the brand 
/ trade name. Consequently, it is not a contract for the 
sale, purchase or supply of goods, materials or services. 
It was further pointed out that this position continues to 
remain the same u/s 188 of CA 2013 and that none of 
the sub-clauses of section 188 relate to licensing of a 
brand / trade name. It was further submitted that licensing 
does not entail sale or disposal or lease of property and is 
merely the right to use the brand name.

HelD 4
It is alleged that section 297 of Ca 1956 was violated in 
respect of the payment of royalty to a related party. the 
Court observed that section 297 of Ca 1956 and the 
corresponding provision in Ca 2013, section 188, do not 
deal with the payment of royalty and instead only deal 
with contracts for the sale, purchase or supply of goods, 
materials or services. In this connection, the judgment of 
the hon'ble Supreme Court in Tata Consulting Services 
is apposite and royalty does not qualify as goods, materials 
or services. In any event, the company and its officers 
acted honestly and reasonably and as such are entitled to 
the reliefs.

FaCtS 5
the alleged non-disclosure of related party transactions in 
Form aoC 2 in the Board of directors' report is the issue. 
accordingly, through a show cause notice the roC alleged 

that the company violated section 134 of Ca 2013 read 
with rule 8 of the Companies (accounts) rules, 2014.

In reply, the company pointed out that these transactions are 
in the ordinary course of business and on an arm's length 
basis. accordingly, as per the proviso of section 188(1) of Ca 
2013, the section would not apply to arm's length transactions 
in the ordinary course of business. Consequently, section 
134(3)(h) of Ca 2013 does not apply. a separate note was 
also provided by the company in the director's report under 
the heading ‘contracts or arrangements’ mentioning that 
filing of Form AOC 2 is not required. It was further pointed out 
that the present contract is not a material contract; neither 
section 134 nor aoC 2 is violated. hence it was submitted 
that the petitioners did not violate any of the provisions of Ca 
1956 or Ca 2013 as alleged by the roC. even if there was a 
technical breach, such breach was committed honestly and 
reasonably. Therefore, a case is made out to grant relief u/s 
463(2) of Ca 2013.

HelD 5
this relates to the alleged violation of section 134 of 
Ca 2013. once again, the company replied to the show 
cause notice and relied upon the proviso to section 188(1) 
of Ca 2013 on the basis that the transaction in question is 
in the ordinary course of business and on an arm's length 
basis. thus it was held that the breach, if any, is purely 
technical and a case is made out to be relieved of liability 
in this regard. 

NO TRAINS, BUT RAILWAYS COOKING UP A STORM
the Indian railways has crossed the two million mark in the distribution of free hot cooked meals during the coronavirus lockdown in the country.
‘distribution of free hot cooked meals by Indian railways during the national lockdown due to Covid-19 has crossed the two million mark with a total 
of more than 20 lakhs,’ said a press release from the ministry of railways.
those worst hit by the pandemic and lockdown are stranded persons, daily wage labourers, migrants, children, coolies, the homeless, the poor and 
many who form the floating population. The Indian Railways staff from a number of Railway organisations have worked tirelessly since 28th march, 
2020 to provide hot cooked meals to the needy.
the railways has been providing bulk cooked food with paper plates for lunch and food packets for dinner through IrCtC base kitchens, rPF 
resources and the contribution of nGos. While delivering the food to needy persons, social distancing and hygiene is being observed.
distribution of food is being done with the help of rPF, GrP, the commercial departments of Zones, State Governments, district administrations and 
nGos, even beyond the station vicinity to cater to the food requirements of needy people in areas surrounding the railway stations.
the press release further said, ‘With the active co-operation of IrCtC base kitchens in new delhi, Bangalore, hubli, mumbai Central, ahmedabad, 
Bhusaval, howrah, Patna, Gaya, ranchi, Katihar, deen dayal upadhyaya nagar, Balasore, Vijayawada, Khurda, Katpadi, tiruchirapalli, dhanbad, 
Guwahati, Samastipur, Prayagraj, Itarsi, Vishakhapatnam, Chengalpatu, Pune, hajipur, raipur and tatanagar spread over various zones such as 
northern, Western, eastern, Southern and South Central, more than 20.50 lakhs cooked meals have been distributed’.
of these, about 11.60 lakhs meals have been provided by IrCtC, 3.60 lakhs by the rPF from its own resources, 1.50 lakh meals have been 
provided by the Commercial and other departments of the railways, and nearly 3.80 lakh meals have been donated by nGos working with the 
railway organisations.
‘the railway Protection Force has played a major role in food distribution to needy people prepared by IrCtC, other railway departments, nGos 
and from its own kitchens. Starting with distribution of food to 5,419 needy persons over 74 locations on 28th march, 2020, the number has grown 
daily. at present, about 50,000 persons daily are being provided meals on an average by rPF across approximately 300 locations in the country.’
In order to help as many people as possible, Indian railway organisations have teamed up to feed hot cooked meals and provide hope to thousands 
of people every day, it added.

(Source: ANI News Agency)
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BooK rEVIEW

HDFC BANK 2.0: FROM DAWN TO DIGITAL – By Tamal 
Bandyopadhyay

Finally, here is a book that narrates the transformation of 
hdFC Bank from a startup in 1994 to striding across the 
Indian banking sector like a colossus in a little over two 
decades. The bank celebrated its twenty fifth anniversary 
in 2019.

tamal Bandyopadhyay is one of India's most respected 
writers and columnists on finance. He tells the exciting 
tale of how hdFC Bank has transformed itself with 
its digital foray. It chronicles how India's most valued  
lender faced its toughest challenge of turning itself into a 
digital bank.

the author has made it clear that his objective is not merely 
to write the bank's history but to tell the story of the making 
of a successful bank, born after economic liberalisation 
and reinventing itself continuously to expand its reach and 
remain ahead of the competition. It tells the story of hdFC 
Bank in the context of the overall banking space in India, 
which has been changing dramatically with new products, 
new ideas and technology and, of course, the pile of bad 
loans that is forcing the industry to take a re-look at loan 
appraisal and risk management. It is divided into three 
parts – the digital Journey, the Flashback and the Puri 
Legacy.

THE DIGITal JournEY
the strategy was to provide speed, use technology to do 
credit and risk management at scale, improve the consumer 
experience and apply Artificial Intelligence (AI) to massive 
amounts of data for prediction and decision-making. It 
could provide far more convenience to customers and it 
was also believed that with full digitisation the bank could 
reduce its operational costs. It was truly a win-win situation. 
the digitisation drive has resulted in slashing of documents’ 
movement, saving two million sheets of paper every month 
and shrinking the cost-to-earnings ratio to 40% from 49% 
between 2012 and 2018.

the hdFC Bank 2.0 journey began with md aditya 
Puri's trip to California in September, 2014 to see the 

developments and innovations in technology and to 
understand their impact. he came back convinced that 
his bank had to move fast and take advantage of digital 
disruption. He had seen how the fintech companies, the 
new kids on the tech block, were getting into fund transfers, 
mobile banking and shopping. they could build products 
to give quick loans and provide a lot of convenience and a 
slick user interface to customers on their phones. Aditya 
and HDFC Bank decided that they would rather disrupt 
themselves than be disrupted.

It was also important that the bank combined global trends 
in technology like smartphones, aI, the cloud, etc. with 
the state-of-the-art infrastructure that India had built as 
digital public goods – Aadhaar, e-KYC, Unified Payments 
Interface (uPI) and other elements of the India stack.

this enabled the bank to launch new products quickly that 
could be targeted across the country, at both urban and 
rural customers. For example, the 10-second loan is a 
genuine innovation based on the principle of 'paperless, 
presence-less and cashless' banking. It is a great example 
of combining the traditional strength of the bank in 
credit underwriting and risk management with the latest 
technology. hdFC Bank has taken this innovative approach 
to car loans, loans against securities, loans against mutual 
funds and, with increased data about small businesses 
coming in after the implementation of the Goods and 
Services Tax (GST), similar products could well be rolled 
out for small business lending as well.

as a part of digitisation, in 2015 the bank introduced 
a fully integrated marketplace platform, an aggregator 
called SmartBuy, hosting links to various sites catering 
to shopping, travel, etc., with 3,000 to 4,000 registered 
merchants. The first bank in India to do so, HDFC Bank 
clocked rs. 40 billion from this in 2018. Clearly, India's most 
valued lender has been turning itself into a digital bank not 
in a superficial manner but by driving fundamental change. 
all this is taking place at warp speed – around 85% of all its 
transactions were digital in 2018.

THE FlaSHBaCK
this part deals with the making of the bank, viz. its 
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conceptualisation, the team building and the startup fervour 
of the initial days.

The idea of floating a bank occurred to Mr. Deepak Parekh 
and the hdFC Board in 1987. the starting point was to 
initiate non-mortgage opportunities for hdFC, then engage 
in housing financing. In 1993, soon after the liberalisation of 
India’s economy in 1991, the reserve Bank of India issued 
guidelines on the entry of new private banks. hdFC Bank 
was incorporated in august, 1994 and got the banking 
licence in January, 1995 along with nine others such as 
ICICI, IdBI, utI, times Bank, Centurion Bank, IndusInd 
Bank, etc. In February, 1995, mr. manmohan Singh, the 
then Finance minister, inaugurated hdFC Bank’s corporate 
office at Worli.

Aditya Puri, ex-Citibank, was appointed as CEO with his 
first 13 men, the lucky 13, who shared the same vision of 
creating a bank with a difference and believing that they 
would be working in the best bank in India. most of them, 
earlier with Citibank and Bank of america, left their lucrative 
positions and global opportunities, took pay cuts for this 
vision and joined the startup private bank. The first bank to 
give stock options to its employees, hdFC Bank used this 
route to create a balance between short-term rewards and 
long-term sustainable value creation. and the money did 
come their way as the bank and the stock did phenomenally 
well. aditya gave the lucky 13 the freedom to bring their 
own people to the bank, people who would share the same 
dream and passion. But he had one caveat – not too many 
people could be hired from particular banks, as this would 
make it difficult for HDFC Bank to evolve its own culture.

the book contains many inside stories of the natwest 
misadventure and the two mergers by hdFC Bank, viz., 
times Bank and Centurion Bank of Punjab, with all the 
minute details. 

The author, with his rich experience in the banking space, 
makes two critical observations worth mentioning:
1.  When one gauges a bank, there are three key things to 
look at – profitability, growth and stability. There is also the 
critical component of trust. one associates the idea of a 
bank with something one can trust – that ‘you can bank on 
somebody’.
2.  Globally, banks have never failed because of lack of 
technology, or great products or people. What the failed 
banks really missed was risk management – they did not 
manage the risks well. herein comes the understanding of 
the risk-reward trade-off, or balancing of business growth 
with the risk taken in delivering it.

THE PurI lEGaCY
What makes Aditya, the longest-serving Managing 
director of any bank globally, different from his peers? 
the author tries to analyse this by pointing out that aditya, 
B.Com. and a qualified Chartered Accountant, is a 
common-sense banker with a strong belief that common 
sense and curiosity are far more important than anything 
else in banking. one of the most remarkable things about 
him is his eye for detail. he and hdFC Bank have been 
known for spotting trends and then executing plans with 
lightning speed, scale and, yet, with proper risk controls. 
according to aditya, HDFC Bank is not a bank anymore 
but a financial experience. under his leadership, from 
a life-cycle bank, hdFC Bank is transforming itself into a 
lifestyle bank.

he is good at maintaining work-life balance by following a 
principle of doing extraordinary things in an ordinary way. 
In spite of heading such a large institution he leaves office 
by 5.30 pm regularly and spends time with his family. he 
never delegates. he empowers. 

he has always been ahead of the curve and had foreseen 
the digital banking revolution and knew a convergence 
would happen and people would want everything on the 
phone. However, it is pertinent to note that he does 
not use a mobile phone and email for himself!

under his leadership, the bank has shown that with 
an agile leadership which has foresight and flawless 
execution at speed and scale, even a giant bank can take 
on the nimblest of startups and become a pioneer and 
market leader. It is an object lesson on how incumbents in 
many industries can respond to the digital disruption that 
is staring at them.

the Puri legacy is all about an institution which will continue 
to grow and go to the next level with the same drive, value, 
ethos and culture, and with the same consistency.

BooK rEVIEWEr’S noTES
mr. deepak Parekh was never on the Board of the bank 
despite being closely involved in creating it, including 
lending the brand name ’hdFC’ at no cost! It can be said 
that it was his conceptualisation, vision and leadership 
ability to give space to the Ceo to grow and develop. 

the key lesson, both from the bank and the book, is that 
freedom for professional managers, non-interference by 
the board and the promoter, and a passion for success are 
more important than ownership. 
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the principal security. Such a security is very difficult to 
realise without closing down the business and essentially 
the banking was without any security in real terms.

 All the loans given by the banks were and still are 
essentially unsecured loans and even today the banking 
loan portfolio is really without any security. This according 
to me is the real reason for increased NPAs. It prevented 
the banker from finding out diversion of funds which in any 
case was camouflaged and it also did not give early signs 
of business failure or slow down and the banks came to 
know about it only when things were out of control.

Another issue which should gather further momentum is 
the relation between the banker and the customer. For 
the last about 30 to 40 years, the relationship has become 
more impersonal, rule based and rather inflexible. I was 
once a junior functionary in a well known bank and the 
training college of the bank used to conduct sessions on 
bank lending. We were constantly told that in banking 
ʻFirst class borrower with second class security should 
always be preferred to a second class borrower with first 
class securityʼ. This sound banking principle has now 
remained on paper because there is no time to judge a 
person who is a borrower. 

Cash flow statement giving separately operating cash 
flow, Investment cash flow and financing cash flow would 
be more useful in present day banking and I believe that 
it should be not only required from listed companies or 
the companies of a particular size but it should be made 
compulsory for all bank loans to keep under control the 
menace of NPAs.

It is in this context that the article in April issue would 
assume more importance and may require further 
elaboration in the months to come.

Ashok Dhere
Chartered Accountant  

To
The Editor
BCAJ, Mumbai

This has reference to the excellent article on ʻTransition to 
cash flow based fundingʼ by Suhas Paranjape and others 
on bank lending. In fact it is a very good article and also 
timely since I believe that the system of banking and its 
lending business were flawed right from the inception 
of banking in India. The banking in India was a glorified 
commercial venture of earlier money lenders. The money 
lenders had at least the security of land as a mortgage 
or of gold given as a security. The money lender of the 
yesteryear had therefore zero NPA and his only risk was 
the danger of dacoity or robbery as is the new word used 
in the Indian penal code. He was required to take care of 
his gold by having extra guards or some private security 
arrangement. This was a minimal cost considering present 
day insurance rates.

It was more than 100 year ago that the banks like Central 
Bank or the Bank of India and the likes of which were 
established in India. Their fund based business model 
was progressively more comprehensive and refined from 
time to time as compared to the erstwhile money lenders 
and progressively well regulated by the central bank of 
the country. 

However it was and is still an asset based funding. The 
erstwhile money lenders did not have difficulty of realizing 
the assets in the event of failure of loans but sale of 
assets is increasingly a complicated model for the present 
day banking giving rise to progressively increased ratio of 
NPAs. Earlier the money lender essentially gave a loan to 
an agriculturalist and on few occasions to artisans. The 
banks were more dynamic and started giving loans to 
increased manufacturing and trading and service activity. 
This was however a mere increase in the area of operation 
as a result of increased size of the business activity but 
conceptually it remained the same with asset base as 

Everything has its limit – iron ore cannot be educated into gold
—   Mark Twain

lETTErs To THE EDITor
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The Editor
The Bombay Chartered Accountant Journal
Mumbai 400020

Dear Sir,

Re: My article on Allowability of Interest u/s 36(1)(iii) 
published on Page 15 of January, 2020 issue AND
Letter from Advocate Jignesh R. Shah published on 
Page 100 of March, 2020 issue of BCAJ

At the outset I thank Advocate Shri Jignesh R Shah for 
an enlightening letter. Let me say that there is hardly a 
word of his letter that I disagree with. Since the point Shri 
Jignesh R Shah has raised is valid, I need to offer my 
explanation. 

Shri Jignesh R Shah states in his letter that he is not on the 
correctness or otherwise of the conclusion of the article. 
Then he says, I quote, ʻIf I am not mistaken, it is tried 
to canvass in the article that the word “acquisition” used 
in the proviso to clause (iii) of sub-section (1) of section 
36 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 connotes acquisition of 
an asset from a third party and it does not include an 
asset which is “self-created” or “self-constructed” or “self-
acquired”. This interpretation would apply irrespective 
of whether the asset is work-in-progress (which is the 
subject of this article) or a capital asset, because the 
word employed in the proviso is “assetˮ’. Unquote. 
(Emphasis on the words ‘a third party’ is supplied). This 
inference is based on the premise that the way I interpret 
the term ‘acquisition’, it is an act of acquiring an asset 
from a third party and that asset should exist at the time 
of acquisition, and therefore, it would exclude assets that 
are self-acquired from the scope of the Proviso because 
the assets are not acquired from a third party and they 
did not exist earlier. Shri Jignesh Shah gives an example 
of a power generation plant which is assembled by the 
company itself by buying parts, receiving technical service 
and using own labour, to show that the proviso will yet 
apply to the power generation plant which is not acquired 
from a third party and which did not exist when it was 
acquired.  He says, I quote, ʻGoing by the interpretation 
placed on the term “acquisition” in this article, the plant 
as a whole cannot be called “acquired”, because the 
plant as a whole did not already exist (as is stated in this 
article) over which the power generation company gains 
possession; the plant is its own creation.’ Unquote.

In response, I first say that I have nowhere said in the 
article that an ‘acquisition’ is not an ‘acquisition’ if it does 

not involve receiving or obtaining something from ‛a third 
party’. Though obtaining something from a third party is 
no doubt an act of acquisition, I have explained the term 
‘acquisition’ in relation to an asset as an act of acquiring 
the asset which exists at the time of its acquisition. Things 
that do not exist cannot be acquired. After examining a 
few dictionary meanings of the term ‘acquisition’ I finally 
explain the term ‘acquisition’ thus, ‛One can see that the 
normal meaning of ‟acquisition” carries in it a sense 
of a thing that exists and the act of gaining possession 
of or control over that thing is called ‟acquisition”.’  
I do not say that such possession and control over a thing 
should be gained from a third party for it to result in an 
‘acquisition’. I agree with Shri Jignesh Shah that the word 
‘acquire’ or ‘acquisition’ is of a very wide import and can 
also be used to refer to self -created assets or things, like 
‘I acquired talent to play guitar’. ‘Talent’ in this case did not 
exist in me before I worked on its development. 

This leaves me with the second aspect of the theory 
attributed to me, that in order that an asset may be 
‘acquired’ the asset should be in existence at the time 
of its acquisition. The example of the power generation 
plant, according to Shri Jignesh Shah, is an instance 
of an asset which did not pre-exist. With respect, I say 
that in this example and others that Shri Jignesh Shah 
has given in his letter, the things are said to have been 
acquired when they come into their being, not before that. 
A power plant is not acquired before it meets with all the 
characteristics that a power plant possesses. Even the 
part quoted by Shri Jignesh Shah in his letter from CIT 
vs. Mohanbhai Pamabhai [1973] 91 ITR 393, 408-409 
(Guj.) later affirmed by the Supreme Court in [1987] 165 
ITR 166 (SC) says so in these words, ‛When a capital 
asset is created by an assessee, it becomes his property, 
he comes to own it and, therefore, he acquires it the 
moment it is created’ (Emphasis supplied). This means 
the person acquires a capital asset the moment it is 
created, not before it is created.

If the company in the given example, assembling in-
house power plants was assumed to assemble power 
plants not as a capital asset but as products for sale, the 
point I am making would be clearer. So, let us presume 
that this very company is engaged in the business of 
erecting and selling power plants, and three power plants 
are at different stages of progress of work. The stage of 
erection at any point of time constitutes WIP or saleable 
inventory which is the target of acquisition unlike in the 
previous scenario where the power plant, a capital asset, 
as was under erection was the target of acquisition. The 
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company could say in the case of erection of a power plant 
as a capital asset that the company was in the process 
of acquiring a capital asset, but would the company 
engaged in the business of erection and sale of power 
plants say, by the same logic, that it was in the process 
of ‘acquiring’ WIP or inventory when what it meant was 
that it was producing or manufacturing power plants? It is 
not my case that the company cannot use this language, 
it can. But the question is: is such language natural? My 
point is this: A company selling power plants is ‘producing’ 
or ‘manufacturing’ power plants rather than ‘acquiring’ 

power plants. Interest paid on borrowing attributable 
to production of power plants held for sale should not 
be disallowed, whereas the same interest, if paid for 
producing power plants for own use, will be disallowed.

Anyway, I thank Advocate Shri Jignesh Shah for bringing 
out a fine facet of the argument.

Yours truly,

Kirit S. Sanghvi

▼ FRoM PUBLISHED ACCoUNTS Continued from Page 130  

concepts included within the standard. This analysis 
included the following considerations:

u The PCAoB’s revenues are derived from issuers, 
broker dealers and public accounting firms. PCAoB does 
not have a contract with any of these parties.

u The amounts assessed to these parties by the PCAoB 
have not been negotiated and these parties are not the 
direct beneficiaries of the PCAoB’s services.

u The assets transferred to the PCAoB by issuers, 
broker dealers and public accounting firms are not 
transferred on a voluntary basis.

Based upon its analysis, the PCAoB concluded the 
majority of its revenue sources do not meet the criteria 
specified to be specifically accounted for under ASU 
2014-09. As a practical alternative, PCAoB looked via 
analogy to the guidance of ASC 958 for when the revenue 
amounts are determinable, they have a right to bill and 
collect such amounts, and the amounts are realisable. 
Based on this analysis, PCAoB concluded that its 
revenue should be recognised at the point of billing and, 
as a result, recognition policies should remain consistent 

with historical practice. In our audit of this conclusion, we 
performed the following:

u We analysed applicable accounting guidance in ASC 
606 and ASC 958 based upon the specific facts and 
circumstances of the PCAoB’s revenue types.

u We analysed the realisability considerations for each of 
the PCAoB’s revenue types.

u We analysed applicable issuer, broker dealer and 
public accounting firm appeal rights for each of the 
PCAoB’s revenue types.

u We tested controls over the PCAoB’s revenue 
recognition process.

In addition to the engagement team personnel, we 
consulted with our firm’s revenue recognition subject 
matter expert on the adoption of ASU 2014-09 based 
on the PCAoB’s specific fact pattern. In addition, we 
evaluated the PCAoB’s disclosure included in Note 2 in 
relation to this matter.

We have served as the PCAoB’s auditor since 2006. 

Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly 
satisfied is to do what you believe is great work. And the only way to do great work is 
to love what you do. If you haven't found it yet, keep looking. Don't settle. As with all 

matters of the heart, you'll know when you find it
—  Steve Jobs
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     Jhankhana Thakkar i Chirag Chauhan

 Chartered accountants 

i. Technology 

AI steps up in battle against Covid-19

Oxford-based Exscientia, the first to put an AI-discovered 
drug into human trials, is trawling through 15,000 drugs 
held by the Scripps Research Institute in California. 
And Healx, a Cambridge company set up by Viagra co-
inventor Dr. David Brown, has repurposed its AI system 
developed to find drugs for rare diseases.

The system is divided into three parts that:
(i)  trawl through all the current literature relating to the  
 disease,
(ii)  study the DNA and structure of the virus,
(iii)  consider the suitability of various drugs.

Drug discovery has traditionally been slow. But AI is 
proving much faster. It is extremely unlikely that one single 
drug would be the answer. That means detailed analysis 
of the eight million possible pairs and 10.5 billion triple-
drug combinations stemming from the 4,000 approved 
drugs on the market.

AI remains one of our strongest paths to achieve a 
perceptible solution but there is a fundamental need for 
high-quality, large and clean data sets. To date, much 
of this information has been siloed (or cocooned) in 
individual companies such as big pharma, or lost in the 
intellectual property and old lab space within universities. 
Now more than ever before, there is a need to unify 
these disparate drug discovery data sources to allow 
AI researchers to apply their novel machine-learning 
techniques to generate new treatments for Covid-19 as 
soon as possible.

(Source: bbc.com)

Freebies from IT vendors that you can grab right 
now

As CIOs are struggling to support business continuity 
while managing their technology budgets, IT vendors are 

doing their best to help them in this Covid-19 crisis. From 
global giants to mid-scale IT vendors, support is pouring 
in in the form of free tools, services, deferred payments, 
training, 24/7 remote support, zero-cost licensing and 
more.

Meanwhile, here’s a look at some of the biggest offers 
from vendors to help enterprises through the Covid-19 
crisis.

Cisco’s free deferred payments – Cisco announced a 
financing plan that will let customers defer 95% of their 
payments for new products until 2021. The move will 
cost the company $2.5 billion to cover the financing. By 
allowing customers to defer payments, Cisco is helping 
them preserve cash amid reduced economic activity.

iBM supporting businesses with free offerings in 
cloud – IBM is helping enterprises to tackle the pandemic 
while maintaining business continuity with free offerings in 
cloud and associated tools and software. Big Blue is giving 
nine free cloud offers to ease the burden of businesses 
across the globe. These cloud offers span AI, data, 
security, integration, remote learning and more – all via 
the IBM public cloud to support their clients and help them 
maintain business continuity. For 90 days, free of charge, 
IBM is offering companies the ability to build virtual server 
configurations; providing access to their cloud service for 
high-speed file sharing and team collaboration; and also 
offering their event management solution to help teams 
prioritise, diagnose and resolve incidents.

Oracle offers free hr tool – Oracle is providing free 
access to its Workforce Health and Safety solution 
to current Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud 
customers until the pandemic is over. The module will 
help customers manage key workplace health and safety 
issues and monitor requirements accordingly. Employees 
can access required information wherever and however 
they need it – from mobile to desktop devices.

Free security tools from Micro Focus – as businesses in 
India are transforming and working remotely, Micro Focus 

7
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is helping customers with secured digital platforms with 
free access. Micro Focus is offering several free-of-cost 
services so that customers can secure their users coming 
in through VPN, RADIUS, web portals, etc. and for other 
network and operational requirements. It has announced 
a Covid-19-specific license which enables the use of all 
advanced authentication features till 31st July, 2020.

(Source: Economictimes.com)

ii.  World news

Ex-EY whistleblower wins $10.8m in damages

Accountancy firm EY has been ordered to pay $10.8m in 
damages to a whistleblower who claimed that it covered 
up evidence of money laundering. Auditor Amjad Rihan 
sued EY after being forced out of his job in 2014. A year 
earlier, he had led an audit that discovered Dubai's biggest 
gold refiner Kaloti had paid out a total of $5.2 billion (£4 
billion) in cash in 2012.

Mr. Rihan argued that it was evidence of money laundering, 
but EY didn't report the activity to the authorities. EY then 
helped to cover up a crime – the export to Kaloti in Dubai 
of gold bars that had been disguised as silver to avoid 
export limits on gold.

a BBC Panorama investigation last year revealed that the 
smuggled gold Mr. Rihan uncovered at Kaloti was owned 
by a criminal gang that laundered money for British drug 
dealers. The gang had collected cash from drug dealers in 
the UK and other European countries. They then laundered 
the dirty money by buying and selling black market gold. 
Twenty seven members of the money laundering gang were 
jailed in France in 2017. Kaloti denies any wrongdoing.

Panorama saw a number of drafts of a Kaloti compliance 
report to a Dubai regulator. In the initial report, Kaloti 
seemed to admit buying gold coated with silver. It said: 
‘We acknowledge an incident… with the bars coated 
with silver.’ But EY rewrote the report so that it said: ‘We 
acknowledge transactions... in which there were certain 
documentary irregularities.’ The accountancy firm turned 
the crime into a ‘documentary irregularity’.

Mr. Justice Kerr ruled that EY's behaviour amounted 
to professional misconduct and that EY bosses were 
‘responsible for suggesting to Kaloti that it should draft its 
compliance report in a manner that masked the reality of 
the Morocco gold issue’.

the court found that ey breached the Code of ethics 
for Professional Accountants and that it had a duty 
of care to take reasonable steps to protect Mr. Rihan 
‘against economic loss, in the form of loss of future 
employment opportunity, by providing an ethically safe 
work environment, free from professional misconduct’. 
The court awarded Mr. Rihan $10,843,941 (in US dollars) 
and £117,950 in damages.

Mr. Rihan said: ‘Almost seven years of agony for me and 
my family has come to an end with a total vindication 
by the court. My life was turned upside down as I was 
cruelly and harshly punished for insisting on doing my job 
ethically, professionally and lawfully in relation to the gold 
audits in Dubai. I really hope EY will use this judgment 
as an opportunity to improve – to avoid such events 
happening again in the future’.

(Source: bbc.com)

UK accounting industry faces worst crisis in 
decade

The UK accounting industry was plunged into its worst 
crisis in more than a decade as the ‘Big Four’ firms slashed 
partners’ pay by up to a quarter and their mid-tier rivals 
furloughed junior staff to cope with the coronavirus fallout. 
London-headquartered KPMG, PwC, Deloitte and EY have 
reduced the amount of profits that are distributed to their 
partners each month by between 20 and 25% to build up 
cash reserves and help survive a downturn in work. Partners 
at the UK arms of the four firms, which between them employ 
about 74,000 people, earned an average of £720,000 last 
year and undertake activities including company audits, tax 
and restructuring advice and consulting on transactions.

The economic blow to the professional services industry 
follows years of corporate failures and accounting 
scandals that have hurt their reputations. Despite this, 
overall revenues at the UK firms have soared over the 
past decade as they have expanded beyond their roots 
in audit, resulting in increasingly large sums of money 
paid out to their highest earners. EY told its 17,000 
UK staff recently that partners’ pay would be cut by 
20% and said that it would ‘do everything possible’ to 
navigate the coronavirus crisis without redundancies, 
furloughs or reducing employee salaries. Steve Varley, 
Chairman of EY UK and Ireland, said: ‘Reducing partner 
profit distributions is a further prudent move in a time of 
economic uncertainty and will provide additional flexibility 
and improve financial strength.’

10
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Deloitte UK Chief Executive Richard Houston also 
announced a 20% hit to partner profits for 2020. He 
said distributions to partners would be ‘deferred’ and 
pay rises, bonuses and promotions would be put on 
hold. ‘The measures align with our commitment that the 
highest earners in our firm, our partners, should shoulder 
the greater proportion of the financial burden,’ said Mr. 
Houston. The measures by EY and Deloitte follow similar 
moves by ‘Big Four’ rivals PwC and KPMG, which last 
week announced a reduction in partner pay of 20 and 
25%, respectively.

(Source: ft.com)

iii.  Politics & arthashastra

Vidur Niti - Some useful tips to make life easier

The word ‘Vidur’ in Sanskrit carries the meaning of skilled, 
intelligent and wise. These were the exact qualities 
possessed by the sage Vidur from the Mahabharata which 
portrays him as the half-brother of King Dhritarashtra and 
minister to the fabled kingdom of Hastinapur.

he is celebrated for being a great scholar who was an 
epitome of truthfulness, unbiased judgment, dutifulness 
and unfaltering faith to Dharma. However, he is more 
prominently known for his Nitis, chronicled in the form of 
conversations with his brother Dhritarashtra which took 
place prior to the war of Kurukshetra. While Vidur Niti is 
mainly grounded in politics, it can be widely used even in 
our daily lives. Here are some useful tips from Vidur Niti 
to help you make your life easier.

(1) Characteristics of a wise person
A wise person does not deviate from the higher goals of 
life because his actions are based on qualities like self-
knowledge, endeavour, patience and devotion to dharma.

(2) an aware person is unbiased in action
In order to be wiser one needs to be unbiased and to lose 
all emotions, attachments; it is the key for succeeding 
in work and in life itself. A wise person’s actions and 
undertakings are not affected by cold, heat, love, fear and 
affluence or poverty.

(3) Focus on goals
It is foolish for a person to long and work for things which 
are unattainable, as one would be wasting one’s time 
and efforts. Similarly, a person who worries and loses his 
sense in difficult times cannot achieve his goals because 

he will lose his vision. A wise man doesn’t waste his 
efforts and time after unattainable goals, does not worry 
about things he has lost, and does not lose his sense in 
difficult times.

(4) Commitment to task in hand and time management
A wise person committed to his endeavours beforehand  
does not take long breaks before completion of the task, 
does not waste time and has control over his mind. We 
all tend to keep making the mistake of running after 
temporary goals and end up abandoning them. In order 
to succeed, we need to take pre-emptive action of being 
committed to the task ahead of us. This will help us to 
be focused on our ends and goals; likewise, if we waste 
time and take long breaks during work, we may forget 
our short-term goals and halt the work itself. Thus, we 
shouldn’t take long breaks and waste time. In order to 
develop the aforementioned qualities, we need to have 
control over our minds. Control over the mind is the key 
because we tend to get attracted to ease and leisure.

(5) Be good to friends and be safe from enemies
Only a fool makes an enemy his friend, hurts and kills 
his friend and involves himself in misdeeds. Like ants, 
we humans are social living beings; we need help from 
people to succeed. Thus, we need to be friendly to people 
and be good to everyone. It will help us make friends who 
will help even in difficulty. Likewise, we must learn to be 
far from enemies and should not be close to them, as they 
carry tendencies to hurt us.

(6) importance of taking in groups
One should not think on the substance of matter alone. We 
are biased towards our ideas and tend to think that they 
are good, missing out the flaws in them. Thus, Vidur Niti 
suggests taking important decisions with a group of people.

(7) Some good qualities for success
These six qualities should never be abandoned – 
truthfulness, giving, not being lazy, not finding fault 
even in something bad, forgiveness, and determination 
or courage. A person can only be successful if he is 
true to everyone; liars are not considered good people. 
Similarly, giving and forgiving and a forgiving nature can 
take a person a long way because those who give are 
considered well by people and the quality of forgiving 
prevents people from having grudges which give rise 
to negative emotions. Positive nature is beneficial, it 
prevents people from being sadistic and depressed; thus 
one should involve oneself in positivism by seeing only 
the positive side. One should be determined if one wants 
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to succeed. Determination is the key to remaining focused 
on the task in hand, in a world full of distractions. Laziness 
makes the mind lethargic and the ability to work actively 
and thoughtfully decreases.

(8) keeping emotions under control
A person who gets over-excited in joy will suffer from harm; 
heightened emotion of happiness often shrouds the senses 
and undermines the ability to think properly. Similarly, 
extreme level of unhappiness also affects the unbiased 
way of soaking in things. One needs to develop the ability 
of doing work and living life in such a manner that one is 
not affected by emotions. A wise one is not too happy when 
honoured, he does not feel sad when dishonoured, and he 
is not affected by emotions even in difficult times.

(9) keep away from envy
Envy is a negative emotion, and like every other negative 
emotion, it causes more harm than good. Envy gives 
rise to other negative emotions like anger, hate and 
over-thinking. A person who envies others’ wealth, 
beauty, family reputation, noble birth, happiness, fortune 
or respect in society, is a sick person; there is no cure  
for him.

(10) Forgiveness
For a weak person patience (forgiveness) is a quality; for 
the strong person patience (forgiveness) is an invaluable 
quality. Forgiveness in the current world is a very important 
value for a person. It is an act of deciding to let go the 
feelings of resentment or vengeance to persons who 
have harmed us. The health and psychological benefits 
of forgiveness are huge. Forgiveness is often associated 
with a reduction of anger, anxiety and depression. Further, 
it is also associated with benefits of decrease in blood 
pressure levels, leading to a healthy life.

(Source: detechter.com) 

iV.  Good news

Covid-19 Lockdown: Farmers’ Groups in Akola 
Earned Rs. 8.50 Crores by Directly Selling 
Produce to Customers

During the lockdown caused by the corona virus 
(Covid-19) pandemic, except essential service providers, 
everyone is staying at home. Seeing an opportunity in 
this, farmers in Akola district in Maharashtra used direct 
marketing to sell their produce to customers and earned 
almost Rs. 8.50 crores.

The farmers from Akola have worked out an inspiring 
model of direct marketing in which 69 farmer groups 
joined hands and sold crops worth Rs. 8.50 crores directly 
to customers during the lockdown period, says a release 
from the Press Information Bureau (PIB).

One of the farmers from the Akola group says, ‛We have 
already sold 850 metric tonnes of crops including fruits 
and vegetables so far. In order to save time and effort, 
our groups also use methods like online payments and 
order-on-phone service’.

Under the guidance of the district agriculture department, 
the farmers have been selling fresh vegetables and fruits 
directly to the customers at reasonable prices through 93 
direct selling outlets. These outlets are located in urban 
areas of Akola as well as in nearby districts. Apart from 
these organised selling outlets, the farmers have put up 
small stalls at important spots in the area and are also 
providing door-to-door delivery.

Since the beginning of the lockdown period due to the 
outbreak of Covid-19, the department of agriculture, co-
operation and farmers’ welfare in the Central government 
has been taking several measures to facilitate farmers 
and farming activities at the field level.

The lockdown coincides with the harvest season of the 
rabi crops. The department has been making concerted 
efforts so that farmers do not face any difficulties in selling 
their produce. To assure better returns especially for 
perishable crops like fruits and vegetables, the department 
encourages farmers to engage in ‘direct marketing’. To 
promote the concept of direct marketing among farmers, 
the department assists farmers, group of farmers, farmer 
producer organisations and co-operatives in selling their 
produce to bulk buyers, big retailers and processors.

Mohan Wagh, project officer, agricultural technology 
management agency (ATMA) at Akola says, ‛With the 
implementation of the model, we have ensured that the 
farmers do not suffer due to the lockdown and are able 
to sell their produce at a decent price. Our department 
issues identity cards and passes for the farmers and 
vehicles for the smooth management of the system.ʼ

To prevent the spread of Covid-19, the district agriculture 
department has advised farmers to use masks, sanitizers 
and practice social distancing on the farms and in the mandis.

(Source: www.moneylife.in 29th April, 2020) 
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HuMan rESourCE DEVEloPMEnT 
CoMMITTEE

the hrd Committee organised a half-day workshop 
for senior Cas styled Get the most from your smart 
phone! It was held on Saturday, 14th march, 2020 in the 
BCAS hall.

not only senior chartered accountants but also their 
spouses were invited to learn how to benefit more from 
their smartphones and mobile apps.

the participants were welcomed by Rajesh Muni 
(hrd Committee Chairman). this was followed by an 
introductory note delivered by Anand Kothari (hrd 
Committee Convener).

The first session was conducted by the young Rajesh 
Pabari who narrated the benefits of various useful mobile 
applications. the participants were guided to download 
‘Zoom meetings’ and the workshop was conducted in 
an interactive manner making the best use of this app. 
he further discussed other apps like trello, SwiftKey 
Keyboard, SmS organiser by microsoft, drupe, etc.

In the second session, conducted by the experienced 
techie Yazdi Tantra, the benefits of Google were laid 
bare before the participants. he gave live training on 
optimum use of Google through Voice Search and 
performing simple arithmetic calculations, setting 
reminders and alarms, exploring time / weather in any 
city, playing a song or accessing the current news, 
translation in various languages and many other 
benefits of Google.

He explained shortcut keys for using Gmail and some 
search features. he also helped those taking part to 
explore various apps such as m-aadhaar, digiLocker, 
Camscanner, texpand, Skedit, Fast.com, Web.
Whatsapp, WriteonPdF, Files, decisionCrafter, Practo 
and tripIt.

Both sessions were interactive and the participants 
were provided hands-on training / experience on 
the use of various mobile apps. the faculties were 
energetic in guiding the participants, some of whom 
were surprised to know about the numerous benefits 
of a smartphone which they had been using only for 
making phone calls. 

SoCIETy nEwS
MihiR SheTh i SAMiR KAPADiA

 hon. Jt. Secretaries

DELIVERING LIFE, FOR BOTH THE YOUNG AND THE OLD
A five-year-old girl in Belagavi who desperately required critical medicines from Pune got the same thanks to the office of the Minister of State for 
railways, mr. Suresh C. angadi.
According to an official release, the girl was taking treatment from a doctor in Pune and her relatives there were not given permission by the 
government to drive down to Pune with them.
So, on 11th April the family approached the office of Mr. Angadi, who is an MP from Belagavi. The Minister directed Railway officials in Pune to 
facilitate the supply of the medicines.
‘the medicine was brought to Pune railway Station and thereafter it was transported through a goods train which was due to pass through Belagavi 
and beyond. the staff of the train ensured that the medicine reached Belagavi safely the very next day.’
Since Belagavi was also in lockdown due to the Covid-19 situation and all approach roads to the railway station were locked, the South Western 
railway staff took the initiative to take the medicine to a place close to the girl’s home, the release added.               

(Source: Express New Service, 22nd April, 2020)

on the other hand, the delhi Police arranged a particular neurological medicine directly from the manufacturer for an elderly patient in east delhi's 
Suryakiran apartments after a relative sought help through the micro-blogging site twitter.
Deeksha Chandra, a final-year MBBS student living in Dehradun, tweeted that her family was in Delhi and her uncle suffered from a neurological 
disease for which he required tablets of Rilutor 50 mg. But due to the lockdown her uncle could not travel and the medicine was not available nearby. 
She even tried various online medicine portals but the tablets were unavailable.
as soon as the delhi Police got to know about this, mr. Jasmeet Singh, deputy Commissioner of Police (dCP), east district, informed the Station 
House Officer (SHO) of Madhu Vihar, Mr. Rajeev Kumar. Mr. Kumar then contacted several hospitals in the city but the medicine was not available. 
he contacted several pharmacies and even circulated messages on Whatsapp across the city, but didn't get any positive response.
Finally, mr. Kumar managed to procure the medicines after contacting the owner of the manufacturing unit through a medicine (distributors’) 
organisation in the city and personally delivered it to the senior citizen who appreciated and thanked the force for its efforts.

(Source: The Pioneer, New Delhi, 24th April, 2020)
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